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/ SUMMARY
The historical context of this thesis is the period
of Nur al~Dln and of the Ayyubid dynasty, which spanned the
years 541-658/1146-1260, in Syria. This period is character¬
ised by a strong cultural continuity. Politically, a similar
continuity may be observed; the policies of Nur al-Dln were
followed by his Ayyubid successors.
After an introduction dealing with the earlier history
and architecture of Syria, the thesis deals with the
surviving domed buildings of the Ayyubid period. They number
about 45. Each building is treated separately with a
description and analysis of its plan, construction and decor¬
ation, together with a full analysis and translation of any
inscriptions it may have. Most of the buildings are dated
epigraphically and the approximate dates of the others have
been suggested on the basis of comparison with the dated
buildings. Earlier readings of these inscriptions are
corrected where necessary. The accounts of the Arabic
historians are systematically utilised to give as full a bio¬
graphy as possible of the notables mentioned in the inscriptions.
These buildings represent different architectural types;
they include madrasas, turbas, mosques, ribats, khanqahs,
maqams and mashhads. Most of these buildings are to be found
in Damascus and Aleppo. The majority of the Damascus
buildings are turbas built on the slope of the Qasyun mountain.
The military atmosphere which was an inevitable feature of the
Crusades had a powerful influence on architecture. The class
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of military leaders which arose recorded its triumphs by
erecting monuments, especially turbas. Many madrasas were
also built, presumably as a result of.the declaration of the
Sunni madhhab as the official one. The founding of other
religious buildings such as khanqahs, mashhads, and ribats
by the rulers was merely to gain support in war from Sufis,
pious men and jurists.
The dome represents a major feature in all these
buildings. These domes are of different architectural types
according to their geographical distribution. The materials
used have the strongest influence in forming these types.
Good quality stone of various types is found in northern Syria
around Aleppo; therefore most buildings in Aleppo are con¬
structed of cut stone. There is, however, no good stone in
the Damascus area and thus only the lower portions of the
exteriors of buildings there were faced with carefully cut
stone, while the interior parts were mostly plastered. Stucco
or painted decoration was executed on this layer of plaster.
Brick was employed as a secondary material in constructing
the higher parts of Damascus domes. The architectural
elements of Syrian domes display a mixture of local archi¬
tectural traditions with other forms imported from Mesopotamia,
Persia, Anatolia and Egypt, but the local features are dominant.
The recessed square plan of most Ayyubid turbas, whether
isolated or attached to other buildings, can be traced to
models in Syrian architecture of the pre-Islamic period. The
distinctive plan of Syrian madrasas is also dependant upon
local architectural traditions, mixed with foreign features.
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The transition zones of Syrian domed buildings of
/ _
the Ayyubid. period are closely linked to pre-Islamic
architecture in the region. The particular form of pyramidal
pendentive which is employed in Aleppo and northern Syria
does not- differ greatly from its original prototype in
Ladakia. Although the spherical pendentive is very rare in
the Ayyubid buildings of Syria a pendentive which blends the
spherical and pyramidal types occurs in Damascus.
The squinch is the principal element in forming the
transition zone of the majority of the Ayyubid domed buildings
of Damascus. It is derived from a Sasanian prototype.
Although squinches similar to those in the domed buildings of
Damascus are found all over the Islamic world, and although
the two superposed drums of the transition zone of these
domes are also found elsewhere, the transition zone .in these
buildings has its own particular form distinguished by the
distribution of windows, squinches and niches.
Muqarnases, which were imported in the first place
from Mesopotamia, were richly developed in northern Syria in
this period. They were employed to cover the inner surface
of semi-domes over portal bays, in some transition zones and,
in Damascus, even to form whole domes.
The shells of Ayyubid domes in Syria are constructed
wholly of brick in all the Damascus buildings; the same is
true of most of the Ayyubid buildings in northern Syria. Some
shells in Aleppo are, however, constructed of smoothly cut
stone. In Damascus, some shells are ribbed while others
are smooth. However, the shape of the shell cannot be taken
as a guide to classifying Ayyubid domes. A much better index
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is the nature of the transition zone and certain other
features, such as the profile of the shell, the plan and the
materials used. On this basis Ayyubid domes can be
classified into the following categories:
A - The Damascus type of two superposed zones: the 16-sided
zone is visible in the interior and on the exterior.
B - Muqarnas domes.
C - The Aleppo domes with pyramidal pendentives.
D - A composite type combining the features of A and C.
E - The Aleppo type of two superposed zones: the 16-sided
zone is only visible in the interior.
A number of other individual architectural features
may be noted in these buildings. Their lower openings are
topped by lintels crowned, in turn, by segmental arches.
Several variations on this theme may be found.
The most common form of arch in the Ayyubid architecture
of Syria is the two-centred pointed arch. Other types of
arches were employed decoratively, such as the horse-shoe
arch and the lobed arch.
Cornices of the Ayyubid period are a development of pre-
Islamic Syrian cornices.
Shell-shaped semi-domes, which are of Hellenistic origin,
are commonly employed in Ayyubid domed buildings in Syria ?
particularly in Damascus.
A novel feature of applied decoration in stone is the
use of interlaced angular strapwork, which first appears in
Aleppo. The other type of stone decoration which is first
found in this period is striped masonry. It appeared first
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in Damascus and was then employed in Syria and Egypt.
Stucco ornament is found in most of the interiors
of the Ayyubid domed buildings of Damascus. The most common
features of this decoration are frames which border archi¬
tectural features and scrolls which adorn the spandrels of
the square base and those of the transition zone; both
frames and scrolls occur on both the exterior and the
interior. In addition to these features, medallions, disks,
inscriptions and window grilles are all executed in stucco.
Paint was employed in some domed buildings of Damascus.
It was used for medallions of either arabesque or geometrical
design in the interior, and Damascus boasts the earliest
surviving Syrian dome painted on the exterior.
Among the other types of decoration which appear for the
first time in this period is marble mosaic which occurs already
in a highly developed phase in Damascus during the reign of
Nur al-Dln.
The inscriptions are all written in Ayyu.bid naskh
except two decorative examples of Kufic. The texts contain
the name of the founder, the name of the buried person - if
the building is a turba - and also the date. In some inscript¬
ions even a short biography of the deceased is given. Most
of the texts contain Koranic verses which reflect the purpose
of the building.
The second, and the third volumes of this thesis contain
the illustrations^which total 428 drawings and photographs.
The photographs show the buildings in their present condition.
The photographs of some of the buildings before restoration
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are taken from the originals in the possession of the S.D.A.
For most of the buildings of this thesis, ground plans,
elevations and horizontal and vertical sections have been
drawn on the basis of field work in Syria. In addition,
some drawings have been taken from the S.D.A. originals and
earlier published sources. These are acknowledged on the
drawings.
The Ayyubid domed buildings of Syria illustrate a
coherent and integrated style of architecture and decoration.
This style is a fascinating blend of native and foreign
elements and is thus worthy of study in its own right. But
it is also of importance as a link between the earlier
Fatimid and Saljuq periods and the later Mamluk period.
Lastly, these buildings, and especially their inscriptions,
are a useful guide to the political, religious and military
aspects of Ayyubid society.
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The historical importance of Syria and its geographical
situation in the confluence of western and eastern cultures
had a strong effect on the development of its architecture.
The purpose of this thesis is to present the architecture of
one of the most important periods of Syrian history, the
Ayyubid period, with particular reference to the domed
buildings.
The majority of the Islamic buildings of Syria have been
studied to a certain degree. E. Herzfeld, for example,
published his work "Damascus: Studies in Architecture" in
Ars Islamica between 1942 and 1948 but, in the main, it was
a study of the inscriptions of Damascus. Another work,
"Les Monuments Ayyoubides de Damas", was published between
*
1938 and 1950 by J. Sauvaget and M. Ecochard, but this work
dealt with only a few of the Ayyubid buildings of Damascus.
However, these earlier works contain good records of the
buildings and their condition at that time.
The main sources of this thesis are the domed buildings
themselves. Each of these buildings is described with
drawings, sections and detailed analysis, and an attempt is
made to place it within its historical context.
Historical sources have been extensively employed in
dealing with the identification of the buildings. Particular
attention is paid to the works of those who lived during the
events of the Ayyubid period, such as 'Izz al-Dln Ibn Shaddad,
Baha' al-Dln Ibn Shaddad, Ibn Wa^il and Abu Shama, or those
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who lived in Syria even after the Ayyubid period5 such
as Ibn Kathir and al-Nu'aimi.
Some readings of the inscriptions which are published
in Herzfeld's works or in the "Repertoire" have been
corrected in this thesis.
The system of transliteration followed in this thesis
is slightly different from that of the Encyclopaedia of Islam,
for example j is used for £ , and q for C5 occurs
mostly as "I" or "ai" as in Husain, and when it is doubled
(shadda) it is transliterated "iy" as in al-Khatuniya and
al-Nuriya.
Finally, the aim of this work is to give a clear idea
of Syrian architecture in the Ayyubid period. Close study
of the Ayyubid domed buildings made it possible to distin¬
guish several groups. The buildings in each of these groups
contain common architectural features thus permitting their
division into distinctive styles.
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j INTRODUCTION.
Syria, at the time of the Arab conquest, was full of
magnificent monuments representing the various architectural
styles of its successive occupants. The Arabs adopted
some of what was there, and their architecture was greatly
influenced by local Syrian and Byzantine art.
At first, they converted churches or parts of churches
into mosques, but shortly after they settled there, they
erected many impressive religious and secular buildings.
This was at the time when the Umayyad dynasty took Damascus
as its capital in 41/661. Some of these buildings still
remain, such as the Dome of the Rock, the Umayyad Mosque,
al-Masjid al-Aq^a and the desert palaces: al-Mashatta,
Qu§air "Amra, Hammam al-Sarakh and so on. Characteristics
and features of pre-Islamic architecture appear strongly
in these buildings and the Muslim architect of Syria could
not completely rid himself of these influences even in his
later works during the Ayyubid period. However, it was in
Syria that the earliest development of an art which can truly
be termed Islamic took place."'"
The fall of the Umayyad dynasty and the moving of the
capital from Syria to Mesopotamia in 132/750 caused Syria to
become a secondary state under the domination of the 'Abbasid
caliphate. Syria was then captured by the Fatimids of Egypt
1. D. Talbot Rice, "Islamic Art" (London, 1965), P- 10.
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in 358/968; they ruled it until 468/1075- Apparently
nothing of architectural worth survives from that period,
except buildings at Raqqa which is, from the geographical
point of view, Mesopotamian.
With the arrival of the first crusade in Syria and
the capture of Jerusalem in 492/1099, attention was lavished
upon Syria, which became from that time on a battlefield,
for four centuries. It was the scene for a continuous
struggle for power between the local governors of Syrian
cities, between the Crusader princes, and above all between
the Muslims and the Crusaders. At that time Syria was ruled
by Saljuq princes. In 471/1078 it was granted to the
brother of Malik-Shah, Tutush, whose successors ruled
Damascus and Aleppo after his death in 478/1085- Damascus
was handed on to his son Duqaq and his other son Ridwan
received Aleppo. Ridwan was succeeded by his atabik
Tughtigln (497-522/1104-1128) who died leaving his son Taj
al-Muluk Burl as governor of Damascus. A whole succession
of other princes ruled Damascus: Shams al-Muluk Isma'Il Ibn
Burl who died in 52.9/1135, Mahmud Ibn Burl who died in 533/
1139, Jamal al-Din Mahmud Ibn Burl who died in 534/1140 and
Mujir al-Din Muhammad Ibn Burl who wras defeated by Nur al-
Din Mahmud Ibn Zangi in 549/1154.
Aleppo was considered a part of Syria and was ruled
by the governors of Egypt during the Tulunid and the Ikhshld
periods. The Egyptian governors returned to Aleppo after
a short period corresponding to the Hamdanid. dynasty,
between 333 and 402/944-1011. It was dominated by the
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Fatimids, and then by the Mirdasids between 415 and 457/
1024-1065.
The division between the Syrian territories was ended
by the domination of the Saljuqs who made it their professed
aim to reunite all Muslims in allegiance to the 'Abbasids.^"
Aleppo and Damascus were both ruled by Malik-Shah who
appointed Aq-Sunqur as a governor of Aleppo in 479/1086. In
478/1094 Aq-Sunqur was killed in battle and was replaced by
Ridwan Ibn Tutush. The latter was succeeded by his two sons,
first Alp-Arslan Shah and then Sultan Shah whose reign was
ended by the Urtuqids.
The Urtuqid dynasty ruled Aleppo between 511 and 522/
1117-1128; Il-GhazI Ibn Urtuq died in 5-16/1122; Sulaiman
Ibn *Abd al-Jabbar Ibn Urtuq who died in 517/1123; Buluk Ibn
Bahram Ibn Urtuq who died in 518/1224; Timurtash Ibn II-
Ghazi Ibn Urtuq; Aq-Sunqur al-Bursuqi, the lord of Mosul,
who died in 520/1126; and'lzz al-Din Mas'ud.
In 522/1128 Aleppo was captured by *Imad al-Din Zangi,
the founder of the Atabikid dynasty of Mosul, who died in
541/1146 leaving his two sons Nur al-Din Mahmud in Aleppo and
Saif al-Din GhazI in Mosul. Nur al-Din united Damascus and
Aleppo under his rule and he carried on the programme of
religious revival which he had started at Aleppo, by the
foundation of madrasas and other religious buildings. He
followed the Saljuq programme of promulgating Sunni doctrines.
1. H.A.R. Gibb,"The Caliphate and the Arab States" in
K.M. Setton and M.W. Baldwin, eds., "A History of the
Crusades" (Philadelphia, 1955) I, p. 97.
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He changed the Shi*ite call to prayer into the Sunni one in
543/1148, and he announced that the Sunni rite was to be the
official one in Aleppo,^" which had been dominated until then
by the ShI'ites.
In 567/1171 he ordered Salah al-Din to remove the
Fatimid caliphate and to proclaim the ''Abbasid caliphate
2
in Egypt.
The Nurid and the Ayyubid periods left many archi¬
tectural remains and most of these monuments are either
military or religious buildings. The reasons for this are
set out below. Firstly, with the declaration of the Sunni
rite as the official rite of the state there was a need for
propaganda to counteract that of the Shi*ites and to train
qualified staff to administer the state. These officials
could best be trained in madrasas, so large numbers of these
were founded. Secondly, there were the Crusades. Whatever
the reasons for these wars, the strongest opposition from the
Muslims was on religious grounds, and it was necessary for
Nur al-Din and his successors - who were imitated by their
princes and followers - to gain support in war from the
Sufis, pious men and jurists and to found for them madrasas,
khanqahs, ribats and Pur al-Hadith. Nur al-Din was the
first who founded a Dar al-Hadlth in Islam.J
— ** _
From the list which :<Izz al-Din Ibn Shaddad gives of
the madrasas of Damascus and Aleppo, we learn that in Damascus
1. Sibt Ibn al-JawzI, "Mir 'at al-Zaman", (Hyderabad, 1951)
VIII, p. 199.
2. Ibn Wa§il, "Mufarrij al-Kurub", ed. J. Al-Shayyal (Cairo,
1953),.I, p. 210.
3. Ibn Wa§il, I, p. 284.
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Nur al-Din founded four madrasas,^ while in Aleppo he founded
2
six madrasas. In addition to that he founded and rebuilt
3 - - 4
m Damascus nine small mosques and a khangah and he founded
_ _ 5two khanqahs at Aleppo. Besides this, many other madrasas
were founded in Damascus by his followers and lieutenants.^
The works of Nur al-Din outside Aleppo and Damascus are
described by the historians, and some of these works are still
to be seen. Ibn Khallikan says that Nur al-Din founded
madrasas in all of the main cities of Syria, such as Damascus,
Aleppo, Horns, Ba*albak, Manbij and al-Raqqa. He also
founded Jami* al-Nuri at Mosul and endowed it with enough money
to maintain it, and he founded the Jami* which is on al-'AsI7 «
River (Orontes) and also Jami* al-Ruha (Urfa or Edessa) and
Jami* Manbij.''7 He granted the Sufis and the poor sums of
money, saying that they were the soldiers of God and that by their
8 —
invocations and blessings he would triumph. Ibn Wasil states
that Nur al-Din founded ribats and khanqahs throughout the
1. Izz al-Din Ibn Shaddad, "Al-*A'laq al-Khatlra fl Dhikr Umara'
al-Sham wa '1-Jazlra, Tarlkh Madlnat Dimashq", ed. by
S. Dahan, (Damascus, 1375/1956) pp. 203,218,240 and 245
(cited hereinafter as Ibn Shaddad, "Damascus").
2. Ibn Shaddad, "Al-A*laq al-Khatlra fi Dhikr Umara' al-Sham
wa *1-Jazira", I, part.I, ed. by D. Sourdel, (Damascus,
1953)> PP» 10,105,110,113 and 121 (cited hereinafter as
Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo").
3. Ibn Shaddad, "Damascus", pp. 104,111,112,121,124,125 and 151 •
4. Ibn Shaddad, "Damascus", p. 192.
5. -Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", pp. 93 and 95.
6. Ibn Shaddad, "Damascus", pp. 205,210,211,234-5 and 237.
7. Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-A'yan (Cairo, 1310/1892), II,p.88.
8. Ibn Kathir, Al-Bidaya wa 'I-Nihaya (Beirut, 1966) XII,
p. 281.
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land and endowed them generously; and he used to attend
the Sufis! meetings and supported their cause."'"
As the state was continually at war with the Crusaders,
it is natural that great attention was paid to surrounding
the cities with walls and fortifications. Nur al-Din built
towers on the routes between the Muslims and the Franks and
he supplied them with carrier-pigeons to carry warnings of
p
the movements of the enemy. He surrounded all his cities
such as Aleppo, Hama, Horns, Damascus, Barln, Shaizar, Manbij,
and other castles and fortresses with walls and fortifications.
Nur al-Din founded Dur al-'Adl, (houses of justice) and he
himself sat in audience to deal with complaints, especially
against the officers of his army and the administrators.^
His programme was followed precisely by Salah al-Din and to some
extent by the other Ayyubid governors. Salah al-Din joined
the campaigns sent by Nur al-Din to Egypt under the leadership
of Asad al-Din Shirkuh who became the minister of the Fatimid
caliph al-'Adid. After the death of Shirkuh in 564/1169,
§alah al-Din was appointed as the minister of al-*Adid.
In 567/1171, on the order of Nur al-Din, he removed
the Fatimid caliphate and proclaimed the 'Abbasid caliphate
5 _ - _in Egypt. §ala£ al-Din thereupon founded many madrasaa
to promulgate the Sunni rite in Egypt. Thus, Salah al-Din
1. Ibn Wasil, I, p. 285.
2. Ibid., loc.clt. '
3. Ibid., loc.cit.
4. Ibn Kathlr, XII, p. 280.
5. Ibn al- 'Adlm, "Zubdat al-Haljs fl Tarlkh Halb", N ed.
S. Dahan, (Damascus, 1954), II, p. 333«
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was probably the first to bring the design of the madrasa
from Syria to Egypt although the idea of the Sunni madrasa
was known in Egypt even before the proclamation of the Sunni
rite."1"
§alah al-Din founded his first madrasa in Egypt in
566/1170 during the Fatimid period, and it was known as al~
_ p
Madrasa al-Na$iriya. In the same year he founded another
3
madrasa called al-Madrasa al-Qamhiya.
In 579/1183 one of the palaces of the Fatimids -
Manazil al-'Izz - was converted into a madrasa by Taqi al-Din
:<Umar Ibn Shahanshah Ibn Ayyub.^" The death of Nur al-Din in
569/1174 paved the way for §alalj al-Din to dominate Syria and
Egypt after some struggles with the followers of Nur al-Din
who supported his son al-Salih Isma'Il.^
All the power of the state of §alah al-Din was then
concentrated against the Crusaders and it became strong
enough to meet the challenge from the west and to capture
Jerusalem in Rajab 583/October 1187.
The unity of the Syrian cities and Egypt, which was
1. A. Fikri, "Masa,jid al-Qahira wa Madarisuha", (Cairo, 1969),
II, p. 49- Madrasas of the Fatimid period included al-
Madrasa al-Masruriya in Cairo which was founded by Masrur,
the servant, at the end of the Fatimid period ( Al-Maqrlzl,
"Al-Khitat", (Cairo, 1270/1853), II, p. 378), al-Madrasa al-
r<Awniya, 532/1138 and al-Madrasa al-Salafiya 546/1151.
2. Al-Maqrizi, op.cit., II, pp. 363-4.
3. Ibid., II, p. 364.
4. Ibn Wa§il, I, p. 199.
5. On these struggles see Baha' al-Din Ibn Shaddad, "Sirat
§alah al-Dln", (Cairo, 1317/1899), pp. 38-39; Ibn Wa§il,
II, pp. 17-21; and Ibn Kathir, XII, p. 288.
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the result of the efforts of Nur al-Din and Salah al-Din
over 38 years, was ruined by the death of §alah al-Din in
589/1193* After his death his kingdom was ruled jointly by
three main powers led by his three sons; al-Afdal *Ali in
Damascus and its surroundings, al-'Aziz r'Uthman in Egypt and
al-Zahir GhazI in Aleppo and its surroundings. Besides
these, there were many other minor powers: £ahir al-Din
Tughtikln Ibn Ayyub in Yaman, al-Malik al-'Adil Saif al-Din at
Karak and aL-Shubak and the eastern territories of Syria, al-
Malik al-Man^ur Muhammad Ibn Taqi al-Din at Hama, Salamiya,
Ma'arrat al-Nu'man, Manbij and Qal'at Najm, Asad al-Din
Shxrkuh Ibn Muhammad Ibn Shlrkuh at al-Rahba and Tadmur
• »
(Palmyra), al-Malik al-Amjad Bahram Shah Ibn Farrukhshah at
Ba'albak, and many other cities under other princes."*" After
seven years of struggle between §alah al-Dln!s sons, al-Malik
al-'Adil Saif al-Din managed to sweep away his rivals and
dominate all of Egypt and Syria except Aleppo, which was
ruled by al-Zahir GhazI and his successors, al-Malik al-*Aziz
Mahmud and then al-Na§ir §alah al-Din Yusuf II, who was killed
by the Mongols in 658/1260.
The state of al-Malik al-'Adil Saif al-Din was divided
again after his death in 615/1218 between his sons; Egypt
under al-Kamil, Damascus under al-Mu:'azzam 'Isa, and al-JazIra,
Khalat and Harran under the reign of al-Malik al-Ashraf Musa.^
Damascus was ruled after the death of al-Mu'c^zam in 624/1226
1. Ibn Wa§il, III, pp. 3-4.
2. On the situation after the death of al-'Adil see Ibn
Wa$il, III, pp. 274-5, and Ibn Kathlr, XIII, p. 80.
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by al-Malik al-Na^ir Mawdud, al-Malik al-Ashraf Musa, al~
Malik al-Jawad Yunus Ibn Mawdud Ibn al-'Adil and al-Salilp.
Ayyub Ibn al-Kamil.
The Ayyubid dynasty in Egypt ended with the assas¬
sination of Turan Shah Ibn al-Salih Ayyub by the Bahrid
Mamluks in 648/1250. In the same year Damascus was captured
by the governor of Aleppo al-Na§ir Salah al~Din Yusuf II,
and it stayed under his rule until the Mongol invasion in
658/1260, which marked the end of the Ayyubids in Syria.
A glance at this period and at the relationship between
the Muslims and the Franks and between the governors of each
side with their continuous wars would probably give the
impression that the Ayyubids concentrated on military buildings
only. But taking into account the Ayyubid monuments which
are still standing, it becomes obvious that in its surviving
monuments the Ayyubid period was the richest one in Syria's
history. There are considerably'more madrasas in-Damascus
dating from that period than from any other period. These
madrasas were founded not only by the governors but also by
the princes and the military leaders.
Another kind of building is to be found in Damascus
from the Nurid period and onwards. This is the turba.
Reasons for the excessive use of turbas in Syria during this
period and for their concentration on the Qasyun mountain
are given in this research.""
The Syrian Directorate of Antiquities is too weak to
take over all the historical buildings and to oppose the
1. See infra, pp. 277-84
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domination of the Ministry of al-Awqaf over most of the
turbas and madrasas. Many turbas and madrasas have been
converted to serve other purposes or are used as mosques.^"
This conversion causes some openings to be blocked up or
some walls to be opened or partitions to be removed or to
be added, and in addition the wrong paint or coatings are
2
used. Some of the buildings dealt with in this work have
been converted into properties that would be very hard to
enter to take the required measurements or photographs;
Dar al-Hadlth al-Ashrafiya at the Salihiya is a store for
empty boxes and a refuse dump for the surrounding shops; al-
Turba al-Amjadiya is a hencoop; al-Turba al-Najmiya is a
wood store and Turbat Raihan is a kitchen for a neighbouring
house. Some of the turbas are locked and the keys of them
have been lost. The only way to get into them is to break,
down their doors and to have them repaired at your own expense
- and to do this you need to get the permission of the
Ministry of al-Awqaf. Some examples are al-Turba al-*Alima,
Turbat al-Hasan Ibn Salama al-Raqqi, al-Turba al-Faranthiya
and al-Turba al~''Ala'iya. Finally there are some buildings
surrounded on all sides by houses belonging to very conser¬
vative families; and as access to these buildings can only
1. Such as al-Turba al-Qarajiya, al-Madrasa al-Nuriya, al-
Madrasa al-Farrukhshahiya, al-Madrasa al-Jaharkasiya, al-
Madrasa al-Maridaniya, al-Madrasa al-Rukniya, al-Madrasa
al-Halawiya, al-Madrasa al-Shadhbakhtiya, al-Madrasa al-
Sultaniya and al-Madrasa al~Sharafiya.
2. During my visit to al-Maristan al-Qaimari in summer 1970,
it was being repaired by the Ministry of al-Awqaf and the
stonework walls were being covered with cement mortar.
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be gained through these houses this presents difficulties
even greater than those of the lost keys.
Although the S.D.A. has succeeded in taking over the
most important monuments in Damascus and other parts of Syria,
there are many other monuments such as Turbat Ibn Timirak,
al-Turba al-Qarajiya, Turbat Raihan and Turbat Mithqal which
need to be protected or at least to be registered as
historical buildings.
The process of modernizing and developing Damascus to
accompany industrial growth requires the planning of wide
streets through the ancient city, and this sometimes causes
historical buildings to be demolished. That is what happened
1 2
recently when Turbat Safwat al-Mulk, al-Madrasa al-Sbibliya
_ z
and a part of al-Madrasa al-Nuriya were demolished with the
agreement of the S.D.A.
This work deals with 43 domed buildings distributed
between Damascus, Aleppo, Kama, Ba*albak, and Ma'arrat al-
Nu'man. These buildings contain 88 domes excluding 15 semi-
1. Concerning this building before it was demolished see
E. Herzfeld, "Studies in Architecture, Damascus: I",
Ars Islamica, IX (1942) pp. 50-53• This work was pub¬
lished in AHE. IX, X, XI-XII and XIII-XIV; it is cited
hereinafter as Herzfeld, "Damascus. I, II, III or IV".
J
On this turba see also J. Sauvaget and M Ecochard, "Les
Monuments Ayyoubides de Damas" (Paris, 1938) pp. 1-25
(cited in this work as "Sauvaget, MAD"); J. Sauvaget, "Les
Monuments Historiques de Damas" (Beirut, 1932), p. 49
(cited hereinafter as "Sauvaget, MHD")♦
2. Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", pp. 33-55 and Figs. 76-9•
3. Infra, p.25 ,
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dome/s of portals and recesses. The buildings comprise
madrasas, turbas, mashhads, maqams, khanqahs and mosques.
During my stay in Syria in summer 1970 and spring 1972, I
was able to obtain all the required photographs and measure¬
ments and I checked all the inscriptions concerning these
buildings. All the plans, sections and elevations are
drawn according to my own measurements, but for lack of the
required instruments I could not get the exact measurements
of the very high parts of the domes. Therefore the
apparent form of the domes and the thickness of their apices
are drawn in accordance with the exact measurements made by
the S.D.A. for five of the Ayyubid domes of Damascus. Most
of the Islamic buildings of Syria have been studied and pub-
lished. But apart from the work of Sauvaget and Ecochard,
"Pes Monuments Ayyoubides de Damas", which deals with some
Ayyubid domed buildings, these works only deal with the
inscriptions or the topography of the city. Herzfeld has
published a general study of the Islamic architecture of
Damascus and Aleppo with special reference to the inscriptions."^
However, no one has devoted himself exclusively to a study
of the architecture of Ayyubid buildings, in particular to
the domes which form the most impressive part of the
architecture.
1. Herzfeld, "Damascus" and idem, "Materiaux pour un corpus
"Inscriptionum Arabicarum, Deuxieme partie, Syrie du Nord,
Inscriptions et Monuments d'Alep" (Cairo, 1954-6). (This
is cited hereinafter as Herzfeld, "Aleppo").
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I This work is divided into five chapters. The
first four chapters are a history and delineation of the
domed buildings as they are now, arranged chronologically.
The fifth chapter is a comparative study of these
domes, an analysis of their features and a study of the
factors which influenced their development. I hope this
work will fill a gap in the history of Islamic architecture.
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CHAPTER I
The Nurid Domed Buildings of Damascus
Section 1.
Al-Maristan al-Nuri
The word bimaristan is often shortened to maristan
from the Persian blmar (sick) and the suffix -stan (place)."''
Although the bimaristan was known in Islam since the first
century, under the name of dar al-shifa (the house of
recovery), it was in the Nurid period that the bimaristan
reached the height of its development.
The two blmaristans which still exist at Damascus -
the bimaristan of Nur al-Dln and that of al-Qaimarl^ - show
that the bimaristan was built on the same plan as the typical
madrasa, but that the usual prayer hall on the south side
of the madrasa was replaced by an Iwan.
The bimaristan of Nur al-Dln is situated inside the walls
of Damascus, about 100 metres south of the Castle. It was
built by Nur al-Dln in 549/1154, as the inscriptions affirm,
and it is said that Nur al-Dln founded this bimaristan with
the ransom of an unknown Crusader King. In 635/1257 other
units were added to the original building by Badr al-Dln,
the son of the qadl of Ba*albak, who was the head of all the
" ' ~
__ __ p _ „ __
1. The word is bimaristan or maristan (EI " s.v. Bimaristan),
but not muristan as Herzfeld states ("Damascus. I" p. 2).
2. On al-Blmaristan al-Qaimarl see Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill"
pp. 27-38.
3- Al-Nufaiml, "Al-Daris fl Tarlkh al-Madaris" ed. J. al~
HasanI (Damascus, 1948-51), I, p. 611.
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physicians at that time;"1" that addition was probably
the courtyard and the chambers adjacent to the building
from the south.
The chamber to the right of the entrance was restored
— ?
during the reign of al-^ahir Baibars. In 682/1283, during
the reign of Qalawun, some parts of the building were restored
and the fountain to the south of the entrance was added.
The last chamber which is to the right of the entrance was
restored again at the time of Arghun Shah in 749/1343 under
the reign of Sultan Badr al-Din Hasan.^ The building was
used as a blmaristan until another hospital was founded in
1317/1899• The building was then taken over as an orphanage
for Muslim girls; in 1937 it became a school, and has
remained so up to the present day.
' The Syrian Directorate of Antiquities restored this
building between 1938 and 1945 and removed the ugly coating
of plaster which covered the exterior of its muqarnases and
the intrados of the vaults of the Iwans. The Directorate
also restored the stucco window grills, copying the one well
5
preserved window.
1. S. Munajjid,^Blmaristan Nur al-Din " (Damascus, 1949) p. 15*
2. Ibid., loc.cit.
3. Sauvaget, "MHD", p. 50.
4. Munajjid, "Blmaristan", p. 15.
5. Ibid., p. 17. A photograph of this window grill is
published by Sauvaget, "Notes sur quelques monument
musulmans en Syrie", Syria, XXIV, (1944-5), pi. XIX, 1.
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The inscriptions:
The oldest inscription of the bimaristan is engraved on
the south side of the east Iwan. It consists of one line of
border and four lines of field. This inscription and all the
inscriptions mentioned in this work are of Ayyubid naskh
script unless another description is given.
—J I d '
J !—4-C- ^ L-O ' I . I I o I J_£> f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ (*
L_L-o_LJ J_ tS-i-s j ^ hv_i_L) V <l_ j (Ua-j I !
3 (_J • .J ^ 3 ^ ,_5 f_J J J ^ r^ajs—aJ I J ij—5—0—! I —) I y t I I
J 9^ ^UJI ^JLJI JjUJI JJ^JI I
0 ^ ^
J 1 0 I J h—' J S—L^M 5 I J. ( . ^ J i « O -1 I- f 1 I «j . I Jj ' « 1 I j
2
"Basmala. ..This is what was ordered to be completed in 549H~
by the humble one, he who needs the mercy of God, in the vast-
ness of his mercy; not for ostentation but for dwelling in it
the length of the calculated span of life and the estimated
apd affixed age, our lord the just king, the erudite, the
knowing, the ascetic Nur al-Dln, the supporter of Islam and
the Muslims, Abu '1-Qasim Mahmud b. ZangI b. Aq-Sunqur, the
supporter of the Commander of the Faithful."
Another inscription is dated 682/1283 and it seems that
it is a quotation from the original inscription of Nur al-Dln
and was set up to record the second restoration. It contains
verses from the Koran (II, 264 and LXXIII, 20) and records
1..This inscription is published by Herzfeld "Damascus. 1",
p. 3, and Et. Combe,J. Sauvaget and G. Viet "Repertoire





the founding of the bimaristan by Nur al-Din and the making
of waqf for it. It mentions that such parts of it as had
been ruined were restored, and the bimaristan was given extra
endowments, in the reign, of Qalawun, in the second ten days
of RabI' II 682 (A.D. July 1283).
A third inscription"1' in the chamber to the right of the
entrance gives the details of another restoration which was
restricted to the above-mentioned chamber in 749/1348 under
the reign of Sultan Badr al-Din Hasan.
' 2
The 'Repertoire' mentions an undated inscription bearing
the name of Nur al-Din, the founder of the bimaristan. and con¬
sisting of two lines. It was situated on the shutters of the
interior door. It read:
I 1_ I I j.i L I jjs I jJ I j»J UUI J j L>J I J—L«J I I- A/ ,_«J j—t
; jJ I !'«.« II , I J j P J I I(J = _J - -
Ju; Li «—I tLJ I j-» j—i—« ^Jl>—o—' I I _j——^^ -* t*—11
J—I—O I L -j J~~ ' ' j— j y~ ^ 5—e.>wo I—'—I I I 'j -^-4j +'—JZ—I I , J I
a_LJ I ,1 jl h
"Glory to our lord the just King, the scholar, the ascetic,
the fighter of the Holy War, the soldier, the assisted (by
God), the triumphant, the victorious, Nur al-Din, the supporter
of Islam and the Muslims, the animator of religion in the two
worlds, the defender of the truth through the proofs, the
giver of justice to the oppressed against the oppressor, the
killer of the infidels and polytheists Abu '1-Qasim Mahmud
Ibn ZangI Ibn Aq-Sunqur, the supporter of the Caliph, may God
1. Munajjid, "Bimaristan", p. 38.
2. "Rep." No. 3310.
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perpetuate his reign."
Herzfeld denies the existence of such an inscription
on this site and he puts it among the. inscriptions of al-
Madrasa al-Nuriya.^ However, this inscription no longer
exists on the shutters of the interior door of the blmaristan
although Sauvaget, who copied this inscription himself after
removing the coating of paint which covered it, confirms
_ _ _ 2
that it belongs to the bimaristan.
The Plan: Fig. I.
Most of the original blmaristan still remains. It
consists of a rectangular courtyard with a basin in the middle.
All the units of the building are arranged symmetrically
around the central courtyard. A large Iwan stands in the
middle of the east side and is flanked by two chambers. There
are Iwans in the middle of both the north and the south sides.
That on the north side is flanked by two small rooms, while
the south one is flanked by two passages leading southwards
into the southern annexe of the building. The west facade
is similar to the east one but with a smaller Iwan. From its
three sides doorways open into the vestibule to the west and
into the two chambers to the south and north. The main
entrance at the west side of the building leads into a vestibule
roofed by a stalactite dome. There are two deep wide recesses
on the south and north sides. Each is roofed by a semi-dome
composed of stalactites. The south recess opens into the
1. "Damascus. I", pp. 4 and 43.
2. Sauvaget, "Notes;!", p. 213-
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maida*a (ablution place) at the south-east corner of the
building.
The site plan of the blmaristan is irregular; the south
side is wider than the north one whereas they are shown as
equally wide in Herzfeld's plan.1
The four large rooms at the corners were probably wards,
each dealing with different kinds of illness. This conjecture
is supported by statements of Ibn Abu Usaibi'a which indicate
that there was a chamber for the insane (mahrurin) and another
p
chamber for those suffering from fever.
The east iwan is said to have been the place where the
patients were treated. Although Herzfeld mentions that the
iwans of the blmaristan were the consulting rooms of the
physicians,^" according to Ibn Abu Usaibi'a the east Iwan only
was the consulting place. He describes a day's work of one
of the physicians of the blmaristan, Abu '1-Majd b. Abi '1-
Hakam, as follows:
"He visits the patients and gives them prescriptions. After
doing that and visiting his private patients in the qal*a he
comes back to the blmaristan and sits in the great Iwan of
the blmaristan, which is all carpeted ( ). He
brings the books of the day's work. Nur al-Dln had endowed
this bimaristan with a large number of medical books which
are kept in the two cabinets in the Iwan. A group of physicians
1. "Damascus. I", p. 6 and Fig. I.
2. Ibn Abu Usaibi'a, ^Uyun al-Anba' fl Tabaqat al-Atibba", II,
(Cairo, 1299/1882) pp. 242-3-
3* S. CA. 'Abd al-Haqq, "AI-Blmaristanat fi *1-1slam" (Beirut,
1946) p. 210.
4. "Damascus. I", p. 5-
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and technicians come and sit before him. Then they all join
in discussion on medical subjects, after which he teaches
the students for three hours and then rides home"."'"
The Construction:
Although the building has been restored many times since
its foundation, its appearance has remained largely unchanged.
It is built of cut stone with a mortar made from a mixture of
2
sand, ash and calcium. Rubble was used for the interior
sides of the walls and brick in the dome over the vestibule.
The four large rooms at the corners are roofed by cross vaults.
The west, north and south Twins are roofed by barrel vaults
which appear in the fapade as pointed arches (Fig. 2), while
the east Iwan is roofed with a domical vault.
The bay of the entrance is rectangular and is topped
by a semi dome constructed of muqarnases. Sauvaget does not
believe that the semi-dome of the portal was a part of the
original building, but Herzfeld maintains that the semi-dome
with its spandrels and the ornamental frame on. the three
sides of the' spandrels did all form part of the original
4
structure.
The opening of the entrance is bridged by an ornamental
pediment. The two wooden shutters of the door are covered
with'plates of metal and decorated with a geometrical pattern
1. Op. clt., p. 155.
2. Munajjid, "Bimaristan", p. 22.
3. "MHD", p. 50.
4. "Damascus. I", p. 7.
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of nail heads"'" (Fig. 3).
The semi-dome is composed of nine zones of muqarnases
and is topped by a conch (Figs. 3-4-) • This complex of
muqarnases rests upon the rather wide capitals that top a
row of eight engaged colonnettes. It is the capitals
which seem to provide the support of the muqarnas semi-dome.
The panels between the columns are topped by broken-headed
arches of the same design as those of Imam Dur near Samarra
and al-Arbar<rIn at Takrlt. The muqarnases are executed in
such a way that every two form a base for another in the
following zone.
The entrance leads into a square vestibule with a recess
on each of the south and north sides crowned by a semi-dome.
This semi-dome is composed of muqarnases like the semi-dome
over the entrance, except that it is constructed of brickwork
covered by moulded stucco, while that of the entrance is con¬
structed of dressed stone. The two semi-domes over the
recesses differ from each other in appearance. The south one
rests on a wide zone of engaged colonnettes made of stucco.
There are seven columns in all, three on the back wall and two
on either side walls. Three small cell-like arches join
the tops of every two columns and the front of the recess is
marked by a pointed arch.
The whole weight of the semi-dome presumably rests on six
1. Ibn Abu Usaibi'a states that most of the doors of the
imaristan are the work of Ibn al-Fadl b. 'Abd al-Karim
... «
al-Muhandis, who was a carpenter and sculptor and was
known as al-muhandis (the engineer) because of his knowledge
of engineering. After long self education he became a
physician and worked in the bimaristan as a doctor. He
died in 599H. (op.cit., pp. 190-191).
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points - the tops of all the columns except that in the
middle of the back wall (Fig. 5). Two adjacent cells rise
from the top of each of the six columns to form a right-
angled base. They support, in turn, the whole composition,
which consists of seven zones of cells surmounted by a conch
of eight sectors. The front part of this complex is
separated from the back. It consists of a chain of double
cells on each side ending with two stalactites suspended about
15 cm. downwards. If these two semi-domes belong to the
foundation period, then this is the earliest example of
stalactites in Syria.
The semi-dome of the north recess has basically the same
construction as that of the south one, but there are two
additional columns at the corners. The separation between
the front and the back in this semi-dome is not as clear as
in the one on the south side. Moreover there are three
stalactites on each side, i.e. six stalactites in all, and
the panels between the engaged colonnettes are topped by
decorative broken-headed arches (Fig. 5).
The arches of the recesses and the two openings on the
east and west sides of the vestibule are topped by four
vertical walls forming the square base of the muqarnas dome.
An inscription band runs along the four sides below
the springing line of the dome, but it is interrupted by the
recessed arches. It consists of verses from the Koran.
A projecting cavetto moulding marks the springing of the dome.
Above this are four windows on the main axes. The dome
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consists of eleven zones of muqarnases. Its weight can be
assumed to rest on sixteen points, represented by a pair of
muqarnases flanking each of the four windows and a pair of
muqarnases on either side of each of the four corners (Fig. 7).
The muqarnases are arranged in such a way that the
groups of cells over the corners incline sharply towards the
centre while the inclination over the axes is not so sharp.
This irregularity ceases after the sixth zone and thereafter
all the sides incline regularly towards the centre. The
eleventh zone is crowned by a small dome with a rather high
drum.
The exterior was hidden by a thick coating of plaster
and it appeared to have an elliptical shape when the building
was visited by Herzfeld"'" in 1914. The plaster was removed
during the restoration of 1939 (Fig. 10). The exterior
mirrors the interior composition, but the four lower zones
are covered by a drum. The upper part, which is exposed,
consists of seven zones. Each forms an irregular starlike
figure with 24 points, except the eleventh zone which has
16 points. The backs of the muqarnases appear as triangles
filling the angles of the starlike figures (Figs. 10-11).
Originally most of the cells had a glass covered hole, except
the first zone which differs from the others in its three
sharp projections at each corner (Fig. 11).
1. See Sauvaget, "Notes. 1", pi. XIX, 2.
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The great madrasa of Nur al-Dln with his turba are
situated at Darb al-Khawasin"^" which is the site of the
bazar nowadays. According to contemporary historians, it
2
was a madrasa for the Hanafite madhhab, as is affirmed by
the inscription over the main entrance. However, there is
no mention of the Shafi*ites although Herzfeld tries to prove
that it was for both madhhabs. He based his interpretation
firstly on another inscription which used to be over the
interior entrance and which stated that the madrasa was
__ ~7. __
endowed for the Shafi'ites, and secondly on Ibn al-Athir
who says that Nur al-Din built many madrasas for the
4
Shafi'ites and the Hanbalites. The inscription called
Nur al-Dln 'mawlana al-Sultan1 (our lord the sultan). Nur
al-Dln never was a sultan, thus the inscription cannot be
original, but only a later substitute written when the
_ 5
title Sultan was a matter of course.
The turba, which occupies the north-east corner of the
building, does not form a part of the Nuriya but of al-Madrasa
al-Najlbiya, tomb of the prince Jamal al-Din :fAqqush al-Najlbi,^
1. Ibn Shaddad, "Damascus", p. 203.
2. Ibid., p. 203; Abu Shama, Al-Rawdatain fi Akhbar al-
Dawlatain (Cairo, 1287/1870), I, p. 229-
3. "Rep." No. 3292.
4. Ibn al-Athir, "Al-Kamil fi '1-Tarikh", ed. C.J. Tornberg
(Leiden, 1851-76), XII, p. 267-
5. Herzfeld, "Damascus. I", p. 43-
6. This turba was built originally to contain the tomb of its
founder, but he died in Cairo and was buried there in
677/1278 (Ibn Kathlr, XIII, p. 281).
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governor of Damascus in the reign'of Baibars;"1" he died in
677/1278. It was a madrasa for the Shafi'ites, and according
to Creswell the cause of the confusion was probably due to
the fact that the man who ordered al-Madrasa al-Najlbiya to be
2
built treated these two adjacent madrasas as one.
Al-Madrasa al-Nuriya was begun in 563 /1167 and was
finished in 567/1171. Like most of the monuments of Damascus,
the inscription bearing the foundation date was engraved on
the lintel of the main entrance. It consists of six lines.
■i-S I I—' ii ' J • ^ b] ^ i f" t ' J | j ^ ^ \ 1 I d * ' ■■ ' I I , (_s^J I —
V ' J ' J J -3. 2N
^i^d——i—I [ I d—' .—I *3—r—j —j —i—1 I ( —_I_C- d—o— I I—L—s d —<>_<-<' I—o ^3—.— d I ^5
* d.— - 1 u, ^ j^^ d L-i> 1 d ^3—o 8—I J
"Basmala...The just king, the ascetic Nur al-Din Abu 'l-Qasim
Mahmud Ibn ZangI Ibn Aq-Sunqur, may God double his reward,
1. Sauvaget, "MHD", p. 54.
2. K.A.C. Creswell, "The Muslim Architecture of Egypt"
(Oxford, 1959), II, p. 111.
3. Ibn Shaddad, "Damascus", p. 203.
4. Published in "Rep." No. 3294.
5. "Rep." has while it is in fact .
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has ordered this blessed madrasa to be founded. He
dedicated it to the disciples of the Imam, the light of the
nation, Abu Hanlfa, may God be gracious to him. For its
maintenance and for the teachers and the students he endowed
the totality of the new bath at Suq al-Qamh, the two new
baths at the Wiraqa outside the Gate of al-Salama and their
neighbouring house, the paper factory at 'Uwainat al-Himsi,
the garden of al-Wazir, the half and the quarter of the garden
of al-Jawza at al-Urza and the twenty-one shops outside the
Gate of al-Jabiya and the land adjacent to it from the east
and the nine farms at Daria. That is according to what has
been registered and explained in the contracts of the waqf
in hope for reward and recompense and as an offering to God
at doomsday. Anyone who changes it after having knowledge
of it commits a crime which will fall back on those who
imitate it. Indeed God is all-hearing and all-knowing."1"
— " 2
That was completed in Sha*ban 567H".
Formerly there was another inscription over the lintel
z
of the inner door of the vestibule and it is this which
caused Herzfeld to conclude that the building was a madrasa
for both the Shafi'ites and the Hanafites. He believed the
4
inscription to be of the same age as the previous one, even
though the details of the endowments were different.
According to Herzfeld there was a third inscription in the
1. Koran, II, 181. The edition of the Koran used in this
thesis is that ed. by M.A. Sabih (Cairo, 1355/1936).
2. A.D. April 1172.
3. "Rep." No. 3292.
A. Herzfeld, "Damascus. I", p. 43.
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madrasa published in the "Repertoire" but wrongly placed
among the inscriptions of the bimaristan.^ Sauvaget confirms
that he uncovered the inscription after removing the coating
— — — O
of paint from the shutters of the inner door in the bimaristan.
Plan and Elevation (Fig. 12)
Successive restorations have changed the outward appear¬
ance of the building but the entire plan is original. It
has the typical features of a Syrian madrasa - a courtyard with
a basin in the middle and all the units of the building
arranged around the courtyard. On the south side is a prayer
hall with a mihrab of two columns. There are two doorways
at the east side of the prayer hall which lead into two
lateral rooms. There were two other rooms on the west side
of the prayer hall at the time of Herzfeld's survey in 1914.
The prayer hall opens into the courtyard through three
archways. The north side was occupied by a large Iwan, of
which only the frontal arch still remains. Its other parts
were demolished in 1961 as a result of building a street which
passes the north side of the building. Another, smaller,
Iwan stands in the middle of the west side. This Iwan is
flanked by two rooms to the left and two rooms to the right;
there was a fountain in the middle of its back wall which
supplied the basin with water by means of a channel. The
west Iwan was converted recently into a room. A symmetrical
1." Herzfeld, "Damascus. 1", p. 43; "Rep." No. 3310. This
inscription is published here as one of the inscriptions
of the bimaristan; see supra, p.
2. Sauvaget, "Notes. I", p. 223'
3. "Damascus. I", fig. 28.
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lwan and four rooms occupy the east side of the courtyard
but the back wall of the Iwan opens into the vestibule.
The east side, behind the east Iwan complex, is occupied by
three further units, with a vestibule in the middle. The
turba of Nur al-Din is situated to the south, and to the north
is the turba of "Aqqush which was added at the beginning of the
Mamluk period, before 677/1278. The main entrance opens
into the vestibule; a doorway on its south side leads into
the turba of Nur al-Dln. The turba is square in plan. It
has four recesses on its four sides with a mihrab of two
columns in the middle of the south recess. There are two
windows'^" in the east recess and two other openings in the
west recess. The present door, which is the original one,
opens into the vestibule.
The Construction:
The building has suffered from successive restorations,
the addition of ugly wash and paint, and conversion into a
mosque which caused some doors and windows to be closed or
widened. In fact this led Sauvaget to consider the entire
2
building as it stood to be more recent. But the restorations
have not changed the nature of the entrance and the turba
very greatly. The bay of the entrance is surmounted by a
curious vault consisting of a pair of cross vaults which
appear in the elevation as a pair of windows over the flat
pointed arch that bridges the bay (Fig. 13)• Sauvaget
1. The north window was originally set over a well but this
well was closed and replaced by a water tap.
2. "MHD", p. 54.
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considers this arch to be a suspended keystone arch (clef
pendant).According to Herzfeld this construction is a
2
conscious attempt to produce a 'suspended vault'.
An inscription band runs around the four internal sides
of the turba. Its content is Koranic. The inscription
was originally of moulded stucco in high relief, but it has
been damaged in many places and has recently been completed
by ugly painting instead of stucco-work.
The four arches of the recesses and their spandrels
form the square base, which is terminated at a height of
8.70 m. by a wide cavetto moulding on which the muqarnas dome
rests. Twelve windows are set on the springing line of the
dome, three windows per side. The dome itself is composed
of ten successive zones of muqarnases, and is of the same
construction as that of the blmaristan. The small differences
represent the development of this kind of dome during the
intervening period.
There are three "reorganizing lines" arranged over the
third, the sixth and the tenth zones of muqarnases (Figs. 14-16).
These three lines divide the dome into four parts. The first
part consists of three zones arranged in such a way as to
bridge the corners and to transform them in the fourth zone
into a more regular form of 32 muqarnases. The second part
consists of three zones of muqarnases so arranged as to reduce
the number of muqarnases in every zone and to transform them
in the seventh zone into a zone of sixteen muqarnases. The
1. "MHD", p. 54.
2. "Damascus. Ill", p. 1.
3. Koran, II. 255, among other verses.
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third part consists of four zones of sixteen muqarnases each.
Among the muqarnases of the seventh zone are four
windows set on the main axes, and there are four other smaller
windows among those of the ninth zone set on the diagonal axes.
The fourth part consists of a zone of ten muqarnases produced
by the intersection of ten arches and forms at the top a
circular base crowned by a conch of ten sectors.
The muqarnases in this dome, like those of the bimaristan,
are arranged in such a way that the muqarnases of the two
superposed zones are almost interlocked, those of the upper
zone growing out between the lower ones.
The difference between this dome and the dome of the
bimaristan is that the latter seems at first sight - though
only according to the plan - to have no underlying geometrical
framework. This is of course not the case. The muqarnases
develop organically and the construction is a result of
empiricism, not of scientific study. With the dome of the
madrasa it is quite the contrary. In plan, the diameter is
divided into six equal parts, the two middle ones covered by
the conch and the zone carrying it.
The exterior of this dome resembles that of the bimaristan.
The back of the first six zones are hidden by a square base
while the other parts above this base reflect the interior
composition of the dome (Figs. 17 and 15 )•
1. Herzfeld, "Damascus. 1", p. 13-
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The turba of al-'Imadl is situated in the Salihiya
of Damascus, 20 m. north of the remains of al-Madrasa al-
Jaharkasiya. (infra, p.125). Al-'Imad was one of the sub¬
ordinates of Nur al-Dln. He was not very well-known, even
though his death is mentioned by al-Safadl in his biography
of Abu Bakr Ibn al-Daya who died in 565/1169.
Al-Safadi says of Ibn al-Daya "He died in Damascus at
the same time as al-rflmadl. Nur al-Din the martyr grieved
for them and said: "my two wings are cut" and he gave
Ba'albak to the sons of al-'Imadl. Al-*ImadI has a celebrated
turba at the mound of Qasyun north of the turba of Jaharkas.
It was the first turba ever to be built on the mound and
his name is carved over its entrance.""*" It is impossible to
verify whether this inscription exists, because the original
entrance of the turba is hidden by a dwelling house.
The turba is popularly attributed to al-;<Imad al-Katib
al-I^fahanl, the celebrated historian of the Nurid period.^
Al-IsfahanI died in 597/1200 and was buried in Maqabir al-
_ 3
Sufiya. There is no evidence that he was buried on the
Qasyun mountain.
Since it is the oldest turba of the Salihiya, which
became the favourite place for erecting turbas during the
Ayyubid period, this dome has a place of particular importance
in the architectural history of the Ayyubid domes of Damascus.
1. Al-Nu*aimi, II, p. 259; Sauvaire, op.cit., VII (1895), p.246.
2. A.Badran/Munadamat al-Atlal wa Musamarat al-Khayal
( Damascus, 1379/1959 ), p. 340.
3. Ibn Kathlr, XIII, pp. 30-31-
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It is notable for its interesting plan and for the composition
of its transition zone, which was copied and developed for
the following three centuries.
Plan and Elevation (Fig. 18)
The turba is a perfect square in plan with four recesses
on its four sides. The south recess contains a mihrab in the
middle topped with a semi-dome. Opposite the mihrab in the
middle of the north recess there is a window. The west
recess has two openings set alongside each other at the
north end of the recess. The north one was the original
entrance of the turba and the south, opening was a window. In
the middle of the east recess there used to be a window, but
its iron grille has been pulled out and the opening is used
nowadays as an entrance. This and the other openings which
have been walled up are all of the same width.
The Construction:
The turba consists of a single domed chamber and there
are no other contemporary units attached to it. The
exterior of the building is hidden by dwelling houses; only
half of the west and south sides are left exposed. It is
built of cut stone set in regular horizontal courses and
crowned by a cyma recta cornice terminating the square base
from outside. The east window is the only opening that is
still unobscured. This window - and most probably the other
hidden opening - is topped externally by a flat lintel
covered with a segment of an arch constructed of two voussoirs
set in such a way as to leave a cavity over the lintel (Fig. 19).
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The exterior of the building is constructed of roughly-
shaped stone, but the voussoirs of the arches covering the
wide recesses are carefully cut. The upper parts of the
building, i.e. the transition and the dome (which is ruined),
were constructed of brick and all the transition zone is
covered with a coating of plaster. The opening of the
windows and the entrance are topped internally by pointed
arches with projecting springers. The crown of the mihrab
is decorated with a design of three lobed leaves which looks
like a fleur-de-lis (Fig. 20).
The square base is terminated by a cavetto moulding
(Figs. 21-22) which also marks the beginning both of the
transition zone and of the use of brick. The transition of
this dome is achieved in two stages by means of two super¬
posed zones. The lower zone is octagonal; the four corner
arches form squinches and the remainder have double arched
windows (Fig. 23)* The squinch in this dome, and in most of
the following domes, is composed of a semi-cylindrical niche
resting on three projections, one of which is over the corner
of the square base and is supported by a tiny coll. The two
other projections are corbels carrying the two sides of the
arch. The niche is topped by a semi-dome with no visible
springing line (Fig. 24).
The octagonal zone is regular in shape. Its upper part
is framed by a stucco moulding (Figs. 22-23), and it is
terminated by a cavetto moulding topped by the second stage of
the transition. This is a polygon of sixteen sides containing
sixteen niches. The eight which are over the diagonal axes
are blind; the other eight, which are over the principal axes
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of the octagon, are open. Just as in the lower zone, all the
sixteen sides of this zone are surrounded with frames of
stucco running along the upper parts and the corners. This
zone is crowned by another cavetto cornice on which the dome
rested. Presumably the dome was smooth, and not ribbed,
because the usual base of a ribbed dome, a dentated circle,
is absent.
The exterior of the transition of this dome reflects the
interior composition, namely, an octagonal base topped, by a
sixteen sided one (Fig. 25). The octagonal base features
walls consisting of eight arches. Those on the diagonal
axes are blind; the others are open, with small double windows.
Each of the eight spandrels of this base is surrounded by a
frame of stucco.
The second base, which is a sixteen-sided polygon,
consists of sixteen niches. The eight which are over the
cardinal axes open as windows; the other eight are blind.
Each of them is a right angled recess crowned by a shell-shaped
semi-dome of seven sectors moulded in stucco over the brickwork
(Fig. 26). The two bases are constructed of brick but there
are layers of square slabs of stone separating the square base
of the dome, the two zones of transition and the curve of the
dome from each other. These slabs are laid side by side
horizontally like paving stones. There is no other reason
for these layers than to regulate the distribution of the weight.
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The turba of :<Ala' al-Din is situated at Suq Saruja in
Damascus, close to al-Madrasa al-Shamiya or al-ftusamiya. It
is called "Sitt al-Sham al-Sughra" (Lesser Sitt al-Sham) to
distinguish it from "Sitt al-Sham al-Kubra" (Greater Sitt al-
Sham) close to the turba and to the east of it.
The turba under discussion is, in fact, quite unrelated
to Sitt al-Sham, the founder of al-Madrasa al-Shamiya. The
building has also been called "The turba of Zain al-Dln",^
Zain al-Din being the father of the Ala' al-Din who is buried
in this turba.
The only reference indicating the identity of this turba
is the inscription over its entrance. It is carved on a slab
measuring 53 x 65 cm. set over the arched entrance on the west
facade and it consists of seven lines (Fig. 27).
1. Sauvaget, "MB©", p. 55-
2. Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 42; "Rep", No. 3299-
3. In Herzfeld it is .. n "al-*azib" ("the bachelor"). The
word should probably read , . ; 11"al-gharib" ("the stranger");
this word commonly occurs in inscriptions on tombs and
turbas.
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"Basmala...Every one on it (the earth) passes away and there
endures for ever the person of the Lord, Lord of glory and
honour (Koran LV, 26-27). This is what was founded by the
mother of the young prince, the stranger, the martyr 'Ala' al-
Dln, the son of the prince Zain al-Dln, may God have mercy
upon them, in Dhu '1-Hijja 568H". (A.D. July - August 1173)-
'Ala' al-Dln .is not otherwise known, but his father
Zain al-Din 'All Ibn Biktikin, who was known as Kuchik, and
his brother Muzaffar al-Din, who played a very important role
in the history of the Ayyubid period, are quite well-known.
Zain al-Din was the governor of Sinjar, Harran, Qal'at 'Aqar
al-Hamidiya, Takrit and Shahrazur. He left Mosul for Irbil
after offering all these territories to the lord of Mosul,
Qutb al-Dln. He died in 563H and was buried at Irbil.
Muzaffar al-Din Kukuburl, his brother, received Irbll in 588H
and was its lord until his death in 630/1232.^
Plan and Elevation (Fig. 28)
The building is surrounded by dwelling houses on all
sides except for a small section of its west side which
provides the only access. The building is square in plan.
It agrees with that of al-'Imadl in having four recesses at
the four sides but the recesses are considerably narrower.
The west recess is almost twice as wide as the others, probably
in order to contain the entrance and the two windows. The
two windows have now been walled up. Probably this was a
1. On Zain al-Din and Muzaffar al-Dln See Ibn Khallikan,
'
Wafayat al-A'yan/' I, pp. 550-554; Sibt Ibn al-JawzI,
VIII, p. 191.
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result of the addition of the adjacent houses. There is
another walled-up archway at the middle of the south recess.
Probably it originally contained a mihrab or was erected to
indicate the direction of the qibla. The turba today
contains three poor tombs with no inscription or other
ornament.
The Construction
This turba is a very important landmark in the
architectural development of the turbas of Damascus, being
one of the oldest dated turbas still in existence there.
Sauvaget regards it as the oldest dated example of the funeral
domes with two zones of eight and sixteen sides,"1" but in fact
the dome has only one zone of transition with eight sides.
The walls are built, externally, of cut stone. The entrance
to the turba is topped by a horse-shoe arch of carefully
dressed voussoirs (Fig. 29). The interior walls are of rubble
coated with plaster while the arches of the recesses are
constructed of brick.
The transition zone of this dome consists of one
octagonal drum irregular in shape. It is composed of the
usual eight arches (Figs. 28, 30-32). There are no windows
in the transition zone. Eight corbels are set over the
corners of the octagon to form the circular base from which
the smooth dome rises. There are four windows arranged
over the springing line on the diagonal axes of the square base
1. "MHD", p. 55. This statement is quoted by S. Munajjid,
"Abniyat Dimashq al-Athariya al-MusajJala", Al-Mashriq,
XLII, Sec. 2, (1948), p. 254.
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(Figs. 28-30). The top of the dome is ruined; only about
2.50 m. of the curve is intact (Fig. 31)•
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CHAPTER II




"The mausoleum of Sultan Hasan"
• «
Al-Turba al-Najmiya, or the mausoleum of Sultan Hasan,
stands on the same narrow road as al~Turba al~*Ala'iya, in
the 'Awniya quarter of Damascus.
The turba, which consists of one domed chamber, contains
many tombs, the identity of four of which is known. It is
known as al-Turba al-Najmiya; the name is derived from the
honorific of Ayyub-Najm al-Din - because his family was buried
there."'" It is also called the turba of Sultan Hasan, one
of the four people buried in this building, probably because
his is the only name which was carved on its walls.
Abu Shama states in his biography of Shahanshah Ibn
Ayyub, the brother of Salah al-Din, who was killed in 561/
1165-6, that his tomb is in the turba al-Najmiya near al-
Madrasa al-Husamiya in the cemetery of al-'Awniya outside
2
Damascus.
In 561/1165-6 Fath al-Din Ibn Asad al-Din Shlrkuh died
and was buried in the Najmiya cemetery. His tomb was beside
that of his uncle Shahanshah Ibn Ayyub in a dome chamber
which contains four tombs; their two tombs are the two in the
1. Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 43- It is known that Najm
al-Din Ayyub died in Cairo in 568/1172-3 and was buried
there, and that after two years his body was transferred
to al-Madlna; see Abu Shama, I, p. 209.
2. Abu Shama, I, p. 141.
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middle."*"
Abu Shama also writes that Hasan, the son of Sultan♦ 7 •
Salah al-Dln, died in 575/1179 and that his tomb is the
southern one of the four under the dome of the tomb of
Shabanshah Ibn Ayyub in the Najmiya cemetery.^ Moreover, al-
Nu!Ca.imI says of this turba "It is in the neighbourhood of al-
Shamiya al~Barraniya. It contains the tombs of Shahanshah
the father of Farrukhshah, Taqi al-Din r<Umar, his son, and the
— _ -z.
lady 'Adhra, the founder of al-Madrasa al- :>'Adhrawiya. " No
inscription remains and it is therefore regarded by Sauvaget
4
as an anonymous mausoleum. But Herzfeld has published an
inscription which apparently was once located the door of the
mausoleum. According to Herzfeld it consisted of a panel
measuring 49 x 46 cm. and contained seven lines:
liLhaJ I (j—: J y V O I I I J . i I J-ft I (Jj J-J I d L) I p
rf—* . <" I I
^ j ^j'a .o , ,rs a i t' I v ^ '* tf—^ O-J 1 ^ b* J I
" Hi , . 1 I J -*->*■ J O. i_—Cl ^ ( '] " ■ . ^
"Basmala ... This is the tomb of Malik al-Mansur Hasan son of
« .
Malik al-Nasir £alah al-Din Yusuf the son of Ayyub. He died
on the first of Jumada II 575H (4th October 1179), may God
have mercy on him."
Another inscription was originally on a tombstone said
to have been found inside the turba.^ Herzfeld does not
1. Abu Shama, I, p. 141.
2. Ibid., II, p. 15. f
3. Al-Nu'aiml, II, p. 299.
4. "MHD", p. 56.
5. "Damascus. Ill", p. 44.
6. Munajjid, "Abniyat", p. 257.
^3
mention this. It stated:
^ i - .1 '—£ ^ i ^ ; I gj > ij 1 I ^ i <1 fc- j .. ! <*t ">■ ^ -• i . f I ...
"This is the tomb of the wife of the prince *Imad al-Din Abu
M-Fath".
Comparing this inscription with the accounts of the
historians, we learn that there was a lady named '*Adhra
buried in this-turba. Two well-known ladies have this name
in the Ayyubid period. One of them was the sister of the
prince *Imad al-Din Abu '1-Fath who is mentioned in the
inscription. The other was his cousin, the daughter of
Shahanshah Ibn Ayyub, who died in 593^/1196-7. She was most
probably 'Imad al-Din's wife. It is also possible that
another unknown lady was buried in this turba.
Taking into consideration both the accounts of the
historians and the inscriptions, one may conclude that the
turba was built after 561/1165-6 and before 575/1179-80.
The Plan and Construction
This turba follows the typical Ayyubid turba plan; it
is a perfect square, with a recessed opening on each axis.
The east opening is the entrance while the others are windows
(Fig. 33).
The masonry consists externally of cut stone set in
1. The historians confused these two ladies. Ibn Kathlr
attributes the founding of al-Madrasa al-*Adhrawiya to the
.second 'Adhra and says that she died in 593/1196 and was
buried in her madrasa (op.cit., XIII, p. 16). Ibn Shaddad
attributes the madrasa to the second *Adhra, the daughter
of Salah al-Din and says that the madrasa was founded in
530/1135 ("Damascus" p. 260). But this is clearly im¬
possible for Salah al-Din was not yet born at that time.
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courses up to a height of 4 m. from the present floor level.
At this point a projecting cornice crowns the square base.
Brick is used from the transition zone upwards (Fig. 34).
Internally, the building is of roughly shaped courses of
limestone set in gypsum mortar. The arches over the windows
and the doorway are of brick. The interior is coated with
plaster with a frieze of stucco 80 cm. wide encircling the
top of the square base (Fig. 35). Each of the four sides
of the square base is divided into three vertical panels by
means of stucco frames. The middle one, which is wider than
the others, contains an arched recess while the two side
panels are plain. These panels are terminated with a frieze
which is topped by the zone of transition (Fig. 35).
The zone of transition of the dome follows that of al-
Turba al-'Imadiya (supra, p. 33 ). Thus it is one of the
group of domes with two superposed zones (Figs. 36-39). The
triangular corbels of the squinches are left unsupported by
tiny cells (Fig. 36). The second zone is terminated by a
dentated circle forming the springing line of the dome. The
base of the dome is formed of sixteen connected segments;
they produce sixteen corbels from which the ribs rise. Each
of these corbels is triangular in shape and is set over the
middle of one of the sides of the second zone (Figs. 40-41).
The dome is constructed of sixteen ribs, each with a
concave fill, which spring from these triangular corbels
(Figs. 39-40).
The apex of this dome has collapsed and has not been re¬
stored. Otherwise the dome is in good condition. The wood
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stored in it should be removed."1"
The external appearance corresponds to the internal
construction of the dome: a square base is crowned by two
superposed zones, an octagon and a hexadecagon. The
octagonal zone contains eight arches: the four which
correspond to the squinches are blind, while those on the
cardinal axes contain small double windows (Figs. 34 and
41).
The sixteen-sided zone contains sixteen arched panels.
Eight contain windows and the other eight are blind, being
semi-cylindrical recesses with two different types of
crowns. Four of them are topped by semi-domes. Each of
the other four consists of a small double recess topped
with two arches sharing one abutment, resembling that of
the suspended keystone.
The ribbed melon dome which rests on the hexadecagon
has sixteen ribs which diminish to nothing at the apex.
Internal ornamentation:
The few remaining examples of the decorative panels
and bands indicate that the interior was once richly adorned.
This decoration is carried out in an unusual mixture of
shredded flax and plaster. The whole is covered with a very
thin coat of gypsum. As already mentioned, the lower walls
contain three framed vertical panels. Each is crowned with
a decorative stucco frieze. This consists of an arcade of
1. This turba and many of the other turbas and monuments
are under the administration of the Syrian Ministry of
Awqaf. It has been rented to a carpenter who uses it
as a wood store.
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small pointed arches; the same motif is repeated at the top
of the square base (Figs. 35 and 39).
All the arches of the two zones of transition are
surrounded on three sides with frames of stucco. The
interior of each of the four squinches is ornamented with a
roundel medallion of interlaced geometrical design executed
in dark paint (Fig. 42).
There are enough remains to indicate that the sixteen
windows in the two zones of the transition had stucco grilles
on both sides.
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Al-Turba al-Khatuniya which is known also as "al-Jamir<
al-Jadid" (the new mosque), is situated in the §alihiya of
Damascus on the River Yazid, to the south of al-Madrasa al-
Jaharkasiya. The "Repertoire" refers to this building as al-
Madrasa al-Khatuniya"'" but it is, in fact, a turba. There was
another building within the walls of the city also called
al-Madrasa al-Khatuniya but this was founded by another
_ 2
Khatun. This madrasa does not exist now.
Al-Turba al-Khatuniya was built by :<I§mat al-Din Khatun,
the daughter of Mu*In al-Din Unur, and the wife of Nur al-Din
and then of §ala£ al-Dln. She died in 581/1185 and was
3
buried in this turba. In addition to this turba she founded
4
a madrasa for the Hanafites in the quarter of Hajar al-dhahab
(the gold stone) and a khanqah outside Bab al-Nasr to the
5
south of the walled city.
The inscription^ on the lintel of the south window gives
the date of the building and identifies it. It is carved in
six lines in Ayyubid naskh:
1, "Rep" No. 3367.
2. Al-Nu'aimi, I, p. 507.
3« Abu Shama, II, p. 7; al-Nu*aimi, I, pp. 507 and 510, and
II, pp. 244-5; Ibn Kathlr, XII, pp. 317-318.
4. Ibn Shaddad, "Damascus", p. 205.
5. Al-Nu'aimI, I, p. 508.
6. Published in "Rep", No. 3367•
I JI dJLl I ^«—11
d aJ a UJ I <l5J Lo_J I a
j-^uul I I UJ I
a
, ^ a— I—I I i ^ *^ i I
"The building of this blessed turba was commanded by the one
in need of the mercy of God, the hoper in His satisfaction,
the most noble Khatun, the great lady the just queen, *Ismat
al-Dunya wa '1-Din, the honour of the Khatuns, the crown of
all women in the word, the daughter of the blessed martyr, the
warrior, the fighter of the Holy War, Mu'in al-Din, the sword
of Islam, may God sanctify his spirit. That was during the
months of 577H"(1181 A.D.).
This turba was then enlarged and was converted into a
mosque called "al-Jami c al-Jadid" in 709/1309-10. Then al-
Khwaja Abu Bakr Ibn al-'Ainl constructed a turba to the north
— — 2 "5
of al-Khatuniya. The mosque was enlarged again in 975 /
1567-8. The Syrian Directorate of Antiquities restored the
turba in 1944-1946 because it had collapsed and although the
existing curve of the dome is not original, it was rebuilt
during the restoration according to the Ayyubid style.^ How¬
ever, the turba has at least preserved its coating of richly
carved plaster^ (Fig. 48).
1. Al~Nur<aimI, II, pp. 244-5.
2. Sauvaire, op. cit. , VII (1895), p. 237.
3. Badran, op.cit., p. 333*
4. Munajjid, "Abniyat", p. 258.
5. Sauvaget, "MHD", p. 95.
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The Plan and. Construction:
The turba with its perfect square plan, the recessed
sides, the four symmetrical openings, the transition of the
two superposed zones, the windows and the ribbed dome follows
closely the model of al-Najmiya (See above pp. 41-6
and Figs. 43-47).
The same combination of materials as in the majority of
the Ayyubid turbas is used in this turba: stone in the square
base and brick in the transition zone and the dome (Fig. 45).
Each of the four openings is crowned, externally, by a flat
lintel topped, in turn, by a segmental arch so arranged as to
leave a cavity above the lintel, and the exterior of the square
base is crowned by a corbelled cornice made of brick instead
of stone (Fig. 45).
The exterior of the octagonal zone is irregular in shape.
This irregularity is due to the thickness of the walls behind
the squinches. These walls had to be thicker than the walls
on the main axes because otherwise the curve of the squinches
would have been ruined. This happens with many other domes,
especially if there are niches behind the squinches."'" The
other parts of the dome, which are above the octagonal base,
have all been reconstructed by the Syrian Directorate of
— P
Antiquities according to the Ayyubid style (Figs. 47, A, B).
The restoration makes the dome ribbed; its section is a pointed
arch with two centres 38 cm. above the springing line with a
distance of 1.16 m. between them (Fig. 47 A).
1. Such as the turba of Ibn Salama (infra, p. 65 ); The
turbas in al-Madrasa al-Jaharkasiya, and Dar al-Hadlth
al-Ashrafiya.
2. Munajjid, 'Abniyat", p. 258.
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The Decoration:
Besides the shell-shaped semi-domes which adorn the
exterior of the transition zone, the turba still preserves its
stucco decoration.
The corners of the four sides of the square base are
occupied by vine scrolls moulded in stucco. There are two
roundels of geometrical design on the spandrels of each recess
and another roundel at the top of the back wall of the recess
(Fig. 48). Connected decorative arches carved in plaster
frame the back wall of the recess along the curve of the arch,
the springing line and the arch of the window. The design
recurs in al~Madrasa al-Shamiya al-Husamiya"'" which was founded
in the Nurid period.
The tympanum of the window is decorated with a large
palmette moulded in stucco. In addition to these, the
square base is crowned internally by a dentated frame carried
out with a course of brick arranged diagonally, exactly like
the frame crowning the exterior of the square base at al-Turba
al-Nur.iya (Figs. 48 and 17).
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Al-Turba al~§alahiya stands to the north of the Umayyad
mosque adjacent to its north wall.
The historians^ of the Ayyubid period state that §ala]p.
al-Din died on 27th Safar, 589/5th March, 1193? and was buried
in the castle of Damascus. At the same time his son al-Af^al
had built for him a turba and a Shafi'ite madrasa near the
mosque of al-Qadam, outside the walls of the city. But the
turba and madrasa were demolished, before they were even
completed, by his other son al-*AzIz, the governor of Egypt,
during his siege of Damascus in 590/1124. This c\ent led al-
_ p
Afdal to buy a house to the north of al-Kallasa near the
Umayyad mosque and to found it as a turba to which the body
of Salah al-Din was transferred on 10th Muharram 592/15th
Dec. 1195-
In Rajab of the sarnie year, (A.D. March-April 1196),
Damascus was captured by al-'AzIz, the governor of Egypt. Ke
visited the tomb of his father, bought a house nearby and
had a Hanafite madrasa founded in it. The remains of this
madrasa are still to be observed around the turba. It seems
that Ibn Shaddad regarded the turba and the madrasa as one
building, for he says that it was founded by al-Afdal and was
1. Abu Shama, II, pp. 213-4; Ibn Khallikan, II, pp.402
Ibn Kathlr, XIII, p. 3; Ibn Wa§il, II, p. 422; al-Nu'aiml,
I, pp. 382-3-
2. Al-Kallasa is the area which is along the north side of the
Umayyad Mosque. It was so called because it used to be the
place where plaster was made; see al-Nu*aimi, I, pp. 447
and Ibn Shaddad, "Damascus", p. 76.
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fini/shed by al-"Aziz. Moreover, he attributes the building
of the turba and the transferring of Salah al-Din's body to al-
Azlz *Uthman. He states that when Salami al-Dln died, his son
al-Malik al-'Aziz *Uthman erected a madrasa beside al-Kallasa
and transferred his father's body to a qubba (a turba) near
2 — . — —
it. Baha* al~Din Ibn Shaddad, who was alive at that time,
agrees with the other historians that the building of the turba
and the transferring of the body of §alaii al-Dln were carried
out by al-Afdal.J
Although the madrasa has collapsed but for some of the
foundation of the north half, the prayer hall and the frontal
arch of its north iwan still exist while the turba stands
intact.
The turba itself has no inscription, but the wooden
cenotaph contains a band of Kufic inscription along its upper
edge; this gives verses from the Koran (II, 255)' It seems
that this cenotaph is not the original one. Ibn Khallikan,
who died in 681/1282, visited the turba of §alah al-Dln and
read an inscription on his tomb saying:
ij 6-^ L jf=-1 crf~* ' I v' y—>' a-1 £—5 j— i -yi- j L« |=-<—UI
4 - • i,C}—i-*—' I u • J5—yj-t
"0 God, be satisfied with this soul and open to him the gates
of paradise. That is the last conquest for which he hoped."
1. Ibn Shaddad, "Damascus", p. 239•
2. -Ibid. , p. 77.
3. Baha' al-Dln Ibn Shaddad, /Slrat galah al-Dln"(Cairo, 1317/
1899), p. 309.
4. Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 47-
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There is no such inscription on the cenotaph now. The
four sides of the cenotaph are carved in interlaced bands
forming small geometrical panels. These are filled with
fine interlaced floral scrolls. The borders are decorated
with vine branches growing out of cornucopias" (Fig. 49).
The Plan (Fig. 50)
The remains of the building show that the madrasa
contained a prayer hall along the south side opening into
the courtyard by means of several bays. Only two columns
of its arcade remain. The north side is occupied by a
large Iwan flanked by rooms on either side. The madrasa has
fallen into ruins, leaving some foundation to a maximum
height of one metre, and the frontal arch of the Iwan is
completely intact (Fig. 51).
. The west side of the courtyard is occupied by the turba.
The plan follows the usual plan of the Ayyubid turbas of
Damascus, being square with four wide recesses (Fig. 52).
It contains two cenotaphs; the one in the centre was pre¬
sented to the city of Damascus by the German Emperor Wilhelm
2
II, while the wooden one, which probably belongs to the
Vllth or Vlllth century, stands beside it.
The Construction and Decoration
The materials used in this turba are those of al-Turba
al-Najmiya. The square base and the transition zones up to
1. A good study of the decoration of this cenotaph is that by
Sauvaget, "Le cenotaphe de Saladin" Revue des Arts
Asiatiques VI (1929-1930), pp. 168-175.
2. Munajjid, "Abniyat", p. 261.
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the top of the sixteen-sided zone follow in most respeots
al-Turba al-Najmiya hut with different decoration (Figs. 52,
53 and 55)•
The back walls of the recesses were covered in 1037/
1627 hy a coating of glazed tiles of three colours"'' arranged in
courses of black, white and pink (Fig. 52). The other parts
of the square base are built of cut stone without any coating
of plaster.
The sixteen sided zone differs in its decoration from
those of the other Ayyubid turbas. It features shell-shaped
semi-domes of nine thin sectors crowning the niches which
alternate with the windows. Some of these sectors grow out
from the middle of the springing line of the semi-dome and
spread upwards. Others grow out from the crowns of the
arches and spread downwards (Figs. 52 and 54). The lower
parts of these niches were originally decorated with stucco
in the form of a large motif of different curves like that
which is seen in al-Turba al-Khatuniya (Fig. 48), but these
motifs have been covered with a coating of plaster and they
can hardly be recognxzed.
The sixteen-sided zone is terminated by the base of the
dome, with a dentated circle which differs somewhat from that
usually found at the bases of Ayyubid ribbed domes. Normally
these consist of sixteen segments of a circle arranged beside
one another around a regular circle. In this dome, too, the
base is made up of sixteen segments of a circle arranged
around a regular circle, but these segments are separated from
1. A.Q. Rihawx, "Dimashq(Damascus 1969), p. 196; Al-'Ush,
op.cit., p. 50.
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one another by a furrow (Figs. 53-55). From this base
rises the curve of the dome, consisting of sixteen ribs, each
springing individually from its own base, narrowing and then
diminishing to nothing at the apex. Between the ribs are
longitudinal furrows also diminishing to nothing at the apex
(Figs. 52 and 54).
According to the photographs taken before the last
restoration,"'' the exterior of the dome was ribbed just like the
other Ayyubid ribbed domes. The restoration which was in
I960 made it like a domical vault formed by sixteen surfaces
meeting each other in sixteen edges (Fig. 51). The outside
of the square base was raised during this restoration to the
top of the octagonal base (Fig. 51); in the present external
elevation, therefore, the octagonal base has been amalgamated
into the square base.
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Qubbat al-Amjad, or the dome of al-Amjad, is a single
domed chamber standing on the Shaikh 'Abd-Allah mountain
which commands the city of Ba:£albak. According to the
inscription on the lintel of its entrance, which is the only
evidence to show its identity, it was built by Sarim al~Dln
Abu Sar£Id Khutlukh Ibn "Abd-Allah al-Mu;£izzI al-Amjadl in
596/1199-1200. The inscription is carved on a rectangular
panel measuring 100 by 45 cm. and consists of four lines:"*"
I |» j—<—11 ^ d—1—J L—» ^ 'j— ** ^—J—11 cA—o o-?—j Lo ! —.
I I
j I d j L-oJ ! j—^v-m-o-11 I jji j—of —
, I —f I jj,—O—I I d—I—I f J—_C- j * J $—: I ; j--» J—1 I j> L
d—> . .. «■«
^ ^ . f C—i (, ... ■<</ I I > ^ ' d 1 _ 1, ^ I I (J. —I ( d . . i 1 dJJ I L.—»~£" I ~~
"Only he can maintain the mosques of God who believes in God
and the last day (Koran IX, 18). The prince, the great
Isfahsalar Sarim al-Din Abu Sai£id Khutlukh Ibn "Abd-Allah the
• •
— 2 ^
subordinate of Mu'izz al-Din and of aL-Malik al-Amjad, has ordered
that this blessed mosque should be founded, may God double
his reward and forgive him. In the year 596H" (A.D. 1199-
1200).
Over the crown of the mihrab there is another inscription,
which is very damaged. It most probably contained verses from
the Koran as is suggested by some clear words in the text.
1. "Rep." No. 3528.
2. Mu'£izz al-Din Farrukhshah (see infra, Ch. Ill, p. 118 ).
3. A1-Malik al-Amjad Bahramshah (see infra, Ch. Ill, p. 120 ).
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Although the plan of the building, its situation and
its appearance resemble those of a turba, no traces of a
tomb can be seen. Moreover, the inscription does not allude
to a turba but indicates that the building is a mosque.
Even the verse of the Koran in the inscription over the entrance
is the same as that which is often written over the entrances
and mihrabs of mosques.
In any case the plan does not correspond to the normal
plan for a mosque; probably it was a private mosque or a
kind of a hermitage far from the city for private worship.
The Plan and Construction:
The building is of square plan with a concave mihrab
in the middle of the south side. Three openings occupy the
north side, the middle ore being the entrance flanked by two
windows (Fig. 56). The building is constructed entirely of
cut stone without mortar (Figs. 57-58). Some of the stones
were taken from the ancient city of Ba'albak; a few of them
have Hellenistic ornament.
The west faqade is decorated by three engaged columns.
There still exists the remains of the two lateral columns
while the middle one is completely preserved (Fig. 59). The
columns have fluted shafts. The middle one is crowned by a
capital of acanthus leaves, and its base is formed by two
tori flanking a scotia in between. The columns do not
harmonize with the nature of the building and their design,
which was very common in the ancient city of Ba*albak,
indicates that they were taken from a classical building and
re-erected as part of the Qubbat al-Amjad.
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The dome has two superposed zones of transition. The
octagonal one follows that of al-Turba al-Najmiya (Figs. 60-
64), but each of the axial arches contains a single window
instead of double windows and the south one is of circular
form (Figs. 60-61).
The sixteen sided zone, which is considerably lower
(Figs. 60-63), is constructed of 32 small muqarnases; each
two form a side of a base. This zone is, in fact, a series
of courses of corbelled stone with its outer faces carved in
the form of shallow cells.
Nothing remains of the curve of the dome, but the shape
of its stones, which are scattered inside and around the
building, indicates that it was of successive courses of
stones. These stones are smoothly cut; they are concave
on one side and convex on the other.
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Turbat Ibn al-Muqaddam is a single domed building
situated at the cemetery of al-Dahdah, to the north of the
ancient Damascus, outside Bab al-Faradls. The building is
commonly known as Qabr Sayyidna £alha (the tomb of our lord
Talha).
Banu al-Muqaddam, or the family of al-Muqaddam, had many
outstanding princes who played an important part in the Nurid
and Ayyubid periods. Al-Muqaddam, *Abd al-Malik, the head of
the family, who was the governor (Dazdar) of Sinjar, supported
Nur al-Din in his struggle for power against the governors
of Mosul."'" His son Shams al-Din Muhammad became the
governor of Damascus, first under the rule of Nur al-Din and
- - 2
later under that of §alah al-Din.
In 583/1187 he was sent by §alah al-Din to Mecca as a
prince of the Syrian pilgrims, and he was killed there during
clashes between the Syrian and the *IraqI pilgrims. He was
3
also buried there.
Shams al-Din had many sons. !<Izz al-Din Ibrahim, who
succeeded his father as governor of Manbij, Qal'at Najm,
Kafar Tab and Afamya, died at Afamya in 597/1200-1201. His
fiefs were then received by his brother Shams al-Din 'Abd al-
Malik. ^
1. Ibn al-Athlr, XI, p. 92.
2. Al-Nuf<aimi, II, p. 123-
3. Ibn Kathir, XII, p. 329; Abu Shama, II, p. 123*
4. Ibn Wl§il, III, p. 120; Abu Shama, II, p. 244.
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Al-Asadi writes of Fakhr al-Din Ibn al-Muqaddam "He
was the governor of Barim and other castles, though al-Zahir
GhazI the governor of Aleppo took from him everything except
Barim. He died at Damascus and was buried in the madrasa of
his family outside Bab al-Faradls. ""
This family founded many celebrated buildings bearing
the name of al-Muqaddam at Damascus and Aleppo, such as al-
2
Madrasa al-Muqaddamiya at Aleppo, al-Madrasa al-Muqaddamiya
al-Jawaniya^ (intra muros) at Damascus, which was founded by
Shams al-Din Ibn al-Muqaddam during the reign of §alah al-Din,
- 4 / \
and al-Madrasa al-Muqaddamiya al-Barraniya (extra muros) which
- 5
according to Ibn Shaddad is known as Turbat Ibn al-Muqaddam.
This was founded by the prince Fakhr al~Din Ibrahim Ibn al-
Muqaddam who died in 597/1200-1201 and was buried in his
turba in this madrasa.^
In addition to these buildings, al-Nu"aimi mentions
that Shams al-Din Ibn al-Muqaddam founded a turba, a .mosque
rj
and a khan at Bab al-Faradis in Damascus.' This khan, which
was adjacent to the wall of the city, is mentioned in the
accounts of the siege of Damascus undertaken by al-*AzIz, the
8 —
governor of Egypt, in 592/1195-6. Khalid Moaz classifies
1. Sauvaire, op.cit., III (1894), p. 325, n. 205.
2. It was founded by 'Izz al-Din *Abd al-Malik al-Muqaddam
in 545/1150 (see Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", p. 116).
3. Ibn Shaddad, "Damascus", p. 211; al-Nu'aiml, I, p. 594.
4. Ibid., I, p. 599.
5. Ibn Shaddad, "Damascus", p. 226.
6. Al-Nu'aimI, I, p. 599.
7. Ibid., I, p. 595.
8. Ibn Wa§il, III, p. 125-
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this turba as Ayyubid on the basis of its architectural and
decorative features."1" He designates the building as the
turba of Fakhr al-Din Ibrahim Ibn al-Muqaddam^who died in
597H.3
He does this on the basis of a comparison between the
situation of the building and the descriptions of the Arab
historians. Al-Nu[<aimi says: "al-Madrasa al-Muqaddamiya al-
Barran.iya in the cemetery of al-Dahdah, known as Turbat al-
Muqaddam, was founded by the prince Fakhr al-Din Ibrahim who
died in 597 and was buried in this turba.
The Plan and Construction (Fig. 65)
The turba is square in plan with an archway in the middle
of each side. These archways were originally closed by wood-
5
work, traces of which are still visible.
The typical Ayyubid combination of materials, cut stone
and brick, is used in the construction of this turba. Both
the L-shaped piers and the arches which are pointed (the
distance between the two centres is more or less one third
of the radius^), are of smooth and carefully cut stone
arranged in courses.
The turba with its transition zone, its muqarnases and
1. K . Moaz, "Le mausolee d' Ibn al-Muqaddam", Melanges de
I'Institut Frangais de Damas I (1929), p. 73.
2* Op. cit., p. 74.
3- Herzfeld mistakes the year 597 for 587, "Damascus. I", p. 16.
4. Al-Nufaimi, I, p. 599. This date is confirmed by Abu Shama,
II, p. 244 and Ibn Wa§il, III, p. 120.
5. Moaz, op.cit., p. 73.
6. Ibid., p. 69-
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its ribbed dome, does not belong to the usual style of
Damascus."'" The base of the muqarnas dome, which is a
perfect dodecagon, is produced by four pendentives at the
corners of the square base, which according to Herzfeld re-
2
present a cross between the spherical and the pyramidal.
A transition zone of two parts rests on the dodecagonal
base. Each part consists of twelve muqarnas cells in the
shape of arched panels (Figs. 65-66). All of these panels
were originally decorated with three designs (Figs. 66-68).
The four axial muqarnases in the second zone were originally
open, forming windows, but they have been closed from inside
since the restoration of the S.D.A. in 1945-1948.
The second zone is terminated by the base of the ribbed
dome, or the conch as Herzfeld calls it./+ This base shows
the same features as that of al-Turba al-Najmiya except that
it is of twelve projections, while it is of sixteen projections
in al-Turba al-Najmiya (Figs. 65 and 69).
The curve of the dome is ribbed, and is formed by the
same method as that of al-Turba al-Najmiya.
As is mentioned above, the muqarnases and the ribbed dome
are built of brick and coated with stucco on which the decoration
of the muqarnases is carried out, while the other parts of the
building, namely the four arches and the pendentives, are of
smooth dressed stone, left bare with no coating in either the
exterior or the interior. The exterior of the two muqarnas
1. Herzfeid, "Damascus. I", p. 16.
2. Ibid., loc.cit.
3. .Munajjid, "Abniyat", p. 261.
4. Herzfeld, "Damascus. I", p. 10.
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zones comprises two superposed twelve-sided bases (Figs. 70-
71) each corresponding to a zone of the interior complex.
The profile of the ribbed dome was not very clear before




The decoration of this dome is moulded in stucco and is
limited to the two zones of muqarnases. Three different
designs occur in the stucco decoration. The stucco work of
five of the panels in the lower zone has been lost completely.
The other work is reasonably well preserved. There is no
symmetry or clear-cut system in the distribution of the three
decorative designs. One of the muqarnases in the lower zone
is decorated with several courses of small arched panels
(Figs. 67 and 69). Another muqarnas beside it is decorated
with floral designs consisting of.interlaced scrolls arranged
symmetrically on a vertical axis (Figs. 67 and 69).
The third design, which is used in filling the rest of
the muqarnases of the lower zone and all the muqarnases of the
upper zone (except the four which were originally windows)
is a palmette with finials of various shapes (Figs. 66 and 68).
A discussion of the different opinions about the
architectural and the decorative origins of this building will
be presented later in this work, but it is worth pointing out
now that some scholars attribute the building with its plan,
2
transition zones and the muqarnases to the school of Aleppo.
1. Moaz, op.cit., p. 70.
2. Ibid., p. 69; Sauvaget, "MHD", pp. 59-60.
Munajjid, "Abniyat", p. 121.
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There is. however, nothing to support the affinity of
this building with the contemporary monuments of Aleppo.
The dome on four arches recalls pre-Islamic examples in
Northern Syria,"'" and it is found also in other turbas of
2
Damascus. The two superposed zones have a strong resemblance
in both structure and decoration to those of Imam Dur which
represent the earliest existing specimens of this type. The
particular type of the ribbed dome was not used at Aleppo at
all during the Ayyubid period nor at any time previously.
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Al-Turba al-Salamiya or Turbat"'" al-Hasan Ibn Salama
al-Raqqi stands on the main street in the Salihiya of
Damascus surrounded by shops and houses, at the west end of
Suq Abu Jarash. The whole of the building is in very good
condition and preserves most of its original elements. The
- 2 —
turba is also called Turbat Abu Jarash, Abu Jarash being the
name of the man who is popularly supposed to have been buried
in the turba.
The turba has been ignored by most of the Arab historians
and.it is not mentioned among their lists of turbas, but the
lapidary inscription on one of its northern windows is enough
to identify the building. It is engraved in four lines with¬
in an oblong panel plus a line on its lower border.
<3 5 (jjs ; , L-r hf-i-J-E- j—o J-5 I I dJJ f f—-. —
I jJ I j-i-s-Jt-J I J-^JI 3J-* - f I I , ' ,J tiL^
f ^ ^ *T~~J ^ ^ d—Q «■" ^ ^ ^^^ ^ ^nJJ-. ^ d . i j ——
J *^l—i J—^ 5 3 WY>.—: ^ —I d—l—i I d jJ L-o " . ^ ^ ^
1. It is pronounced 'turbat' in the possessive case, so also
madrasa, madrasat and qubba, qubbat.
2. According to Herzfeld it means'the man with the bell', or'he
who keeps vigil'("Damascus. Ill", p. 52). <
3. The inscription is published in "Rep." No. 3726 and Herzfeld,
"Damascus. Ill", p. 52.
4. "Rep. " has I ~ ,_j(died in RabIc II) while Herzfeld
has ^ v , 11 ^ ^^(died in the month of Muharram).
5. In Herzfeld, ,, I ,, , Ic ^J , .(and after him his two sons,.—I I *
may the mercy of God be upon them), while "Rep. " has ,
(j. -_;-£• djJ , dj—, (and after him his son :<Isa).
The lintel, however, is broken at this point and it is hard
to be sure of the reading.
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The inscription in the border reads"*" :-
W , 1 • 1 I (_$ f O--! I ^ | o d O->• J I y- J>* I J 1 | J i~~-— ^ I - I f d J J} >■
*
—o 0 I ^ I
"Basmala...Koran LV, 26-27. This is the turba of the humble
2
slave, the stranger, the one who longs for the mercy of his
Lord, Abu Abdullah al-Hasan Ibn Salama al-Raqqi. He died in
-Z.
Muharram 610H, may God be merciful to him; and after him
died his two sons, God's mercy upon them both. The humble
slave, he who desires mercy from the beloved Lord, Ahmad
Mas:fud the pilgrim, has restored it."
Herzfeld suggests that al-^asan Ibn Salama was a Sufi
basing his interpretation on the term 'al-Mawdud! (the beloved)
which was chosen not only to rhyme with Mas*ud but also to
indicate the Sufisra of the writer who was responsible for the
4
restoration.
As al-Hasan was not a prince or any outstanding leader
he might have been a pious man or a Sufi. The term 'al~
gharib' (the stranger) which Herzfeld^ took as a proof to
indicate that the occupant of the tomb or the turba is a Sufi
is used to show that the man buried there really is a
stranger and that he has no relatives to read al-Fatiha
(blessing) for his soul. As regards the restoration which
1. "Rep." omits the border.
2. It is translated by Herzfeld as "the exiled" ('Damascus. Ill"
p. 52).
3. A.D. May-June, 1213*
4. Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 52.
5. Ibid., loc. cit.
6. See Appendix 1.
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is mentioned in the inscription, it is impossible to be
certain which part was restored because most of the features
of the building are common to other Ayyubid turbas of
Damascus.1 The line which is on the border outside the
panel is clearly a later addition to the original text, both
in its technique and in its position. However, the turba
O
was founded according to Herzfeld just after 610H (A.D. 1213),
it is regarded by Sauvaget as a typical turba of the 12th
century and the first quarter of the 13th century, and it is
dated wrongly by Watzinger and Wulzinger to 620/1223-^
The Plan and Construction
There is nothing to show that there was any contemporary
building adjacent to the turba, but nowadays it is surrounded
by shops and houses on both the south and west sides. It is
built on a perfect square plan with the usual recesses on the
four sides (Fig. 72). Each of the east, west and north
recesses contain two openings. . One of the openings at the
west side serves as the entrance, while the others are windows.
The south recess contains a small rectangular niche 85 cm. wide
and about 50 cm. deep. This niche is set up in the place
usually occupied by the mihrab but it is not a mihrab because
its sill rises about 1.50 m. from the present ground level of
1. Even the decoration of the exterior of the sixteen-sided
zone appears in other Damascus domes, as in al-Turba al-
Najmiya and Jami :< al-Tawba.
2. Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 53-
3. Sauvaget, "MHD", p. 97.
4. Wulzinger and Watzinger, op.cit., II, p. 134.
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the turba. It is probably intended to indicate the direction
of the qibla. The sills of the four wide recesses rise about
85 cm. from ground level. Like all the Ayyubid turbas of
Damascus, this turba is constructed of two principal materials,
stone and brick. The exterior of the square base is of cut
stone arranged in courses varying between 50 cm. and 30 cm. in
height. Some of the stones are cut rather roughly in the
middle and surrounded with smooth edges"1" 7 cm. wide (Figs. 73-
74) - a type of rusticated masonry. Each of the openings
of the square base is topped by a lintel topped, in turn, by
a flat arch - instead of the usual segmental arch - arranged
in such a way as to leave a cavity of 3 cm. above the lower
lintel (Fig. 74).
The interior of the square base is constructed of roughly
cut stone laid in courses and covered with plaster. This
coating has fallen away in many places showing the stonework.
The openings are topped from the inside by pointed arches.
The square base is terminated with a cavetto moulding which
marks the end of the stone base and the beginning of the zones
of transition which, like the dome,are made of brick.
The transition and the dome in this turba are akin to
those of al-Turba al-Najmiya in having two superposed zones,
octagonal and sixteen-sided ones surmounted with a ribbed dome.
But the sixteen-sided zone differs from that of al-Najmiya and
from all the domes of this group in the distribution of the
windows and the niches. It has only four windows set up on
1. This kind of cut stone is called by the architects of Mosul
"qubbadar".
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the normal axes instead of eight, and they are so arranged
that three arched panels alternate with each window (Figs. 75-
77). Each of the arched panels is topped by a semi-dome
with springers projecting 2 cm. towards the centre. This
zone is terminated with a cavetto moulding on wiiich the
dentated base of the dome rests. This base is composed of
sixteen segments of a circle joined to each other and forming
the bases of the ribs of the dome which rise from there. The
curve of the dome consists of sixteen ribs which enclose
between them shallow almond-shaped concave panels. About two-
thirds of the way up the dome there are sixteen holes, all
pierced on the same level; they were probably closed by
polychrome glass.
The exterior of the transition has the usual arrangement:
a sixteen-sided figure placed over the octagon (Figs. 77-78).
The lower base contains eight arches. The four on the oblique
sides, corresponding to the squinches, are blind. The other
jfbur which are on the cardinal axes are pierced with small
double windows (Fig. 78). The sixteen-sided base contains
four windows. in the space between each window are three
panels, each of a different profile. The first is a semi-
cylindrical recess topped by a semi-dome of the same con¬
struction as in the interior panels (Fig. 79A). The second
1. Polychrome glass was employed in Damascus in filling the
voids in the stucco grilles of the windows in some Ayyubid
buildings such as al-Madrasa al-Marldaniya (see infra, p. 136)
and al-Turba al-Khatunlya (see supra, p.47 ). This
characteristic occurred in Egypt at the end of the Ayyubid
period and in the Mamluk period (see Creswell, MAE. II (Cairo,
1959), pp. 91-92).
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pattern is a right-angled recess 30 cm. deep topped by a
shell-shaped semi-dome moulded in plaster over the brickwork
(Fig. 78B). The third pattern is a small concave recess
topped with a semi-dome. The whole recess is placed within
another recess surmounted by twin arches sharing a "suspended
abutment" (Figs. 78C and 77). The sixteen sided base is
surmounted by the curve of the dome which is composed of
sixteen convex ribs with bases measuring about 1.00 m. wide,
diminishing to nothing at the apex (Fig. 77).
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Al-Turba al-Qarajiya or, as it is commonly known,
Jamif Abu M-Nur is situated at the §alihiya of Damascus on
the main road about 30 to the west of Turbat Ibn Timirak
(see infra, p. 111 ).
The building has been terribly damaged and thus its impor¬
tance lies in its situation rather than in its architectural
features. It still keeps the inscription which dates and
identifies it and this helps to determine the identity of the
neighbouring buildings, such as Turbat Ibn Timirak. The
inscription also gives a brief biography of the man buried in
the turba, Prince Qaraja al-Nasirl. It is engraved on the
two lintels over the two windows on the north side. The text
over the west window consists of five lines while that over
the eastern one consists of four lines. The western text
reads:
L—. jj U i I J.=- j I (J—I J—' I d.U I jn.i.. ..
Koran, XXXVI, 25-26 .
1_J^JI _^LUI I I j-Si I A,j-Z
j UJ I j l_^_oJ I jJV*J I
c! ^J I dl_yUI rI fSLu.V I ~ j-t aJ I Cr—.J -
o-;-*- m j j-5"—' I ?
d—.— •—o ^—-1 ^^'*■ j L5 d - ^ j d —I—J I ji f ^-<2?—j I ^ ■* ' ^ I y— ~~
d ^ d— 1—! I ^I I itLLo-J I
1. "Rep." refers to the building al-Madrasa al-Qarajiya (No.
3804), but it was never a madrasa for the inscription says
expressly that it is a turba and there is no mention of
such a madrasa in the works of the Arab historians.
2. Published in "Rep." No. 3804.
3. "Rep." has ^^1 (the lion of Islam) but in fact the text
is clearly visible as ,»5LV I (the supporter of Islam).
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J-*9 f J—' 9 " ^ —1 ^ »- 7--—I f c, J 1—, [ i—j — w Ji_
j : i7 I - —«= -J L-f J—5 ,j-
The text over the eastern lintel contains four lines
continuing the first text.
^—o—i-—w q ^ ^ — -£>■1 <1 ■ I —1 f d—I—' f d-<—3 d .wo J—! ! —. *.<:—' d—* I
d.I—o—WJ , e~~— ' ^ d — ,.wu t~J j t—£- d— rv a
I—3 -—t t„i —> ! ,wO O-C- j O yj 1.—3 I I y'j d I £' | O «-£- I—' w|T~ 9 '
) ' Cj~~-—' '"U9-J ' r-i-t
J ' J— ■ w , ^JwodX^.- d ^ q—i d-O 1 I *■—* J I 6 . *33 j flV I f^C w I O-'O. , yy-3 L_ d*. -*<3—i I ^ a—i —
^ a i d j t'' di. J J | ,J -1 UJ
*M _*.> ( J a I d_5 J I—j_o—j I d__. .-TV [ J J d —j I (j~*—I U hi q ja a—J C—' 1 . d j_o_d_j;V I
J I d I——1 I . _-o -d-„-o —1 J»—i I L £—UII d d—' q I. I X I (—o—' d ' I—<3—I.j-v a d ^ . Cr'j1
"Basmala...Koran, XXXVI, 25-26. This is the turba of the
dignified prince, the great Isfahsalar, the fighter of the
Holy War, the frontiersman, the soldier, the supported (by God)
the selected (by God), the warrior Zain al~Din, the supporter
of Islam, the assistant of the Sultans, the leader of the wars,
1 _
the prince of pilgrims and of the two sacred cities Abu
Sa*Id Qaraja, the subordinate of al-Na§ir Salah al-Dln - may
God sanctify his soul. He joined the wars of his liberator
al-Malik al-Na^ir, may God brighten his face, and he joined
in the conquest of Jerusalem, may God guard it, and the cities
of the littoral. He was stationed at Acre and he gained his
portion from each of these works". This is then continued
in the eastern text:
"He then visited Mecca in 601H, may God accept his pilgrimage.
1. I.e. Mecca and Madina.
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He went to war in 604H^ and died immediately after his return
2
from the war of Tripoli in Quds, one of the villages of Him§,
x
while he was in the camp. That was between the two prayers
A
of Saturday 2nd Jumada, I, 604H. His body was carried away
5
and was buried in this mound on Monday morning, the third day
after his death, and he was then transferred into this blessed
turba on 1st Rajab 6l4H,^ after it had been founded by his son
Saif al-Din Muhammad, may God save his life".
The historical accounts confirm the information given in
the inscription. Ibn Kathlr lists the prince Zain al-Din
Qaraja al~§alahl or al~Na§iri among those who died in 604H,
adding that he was the governor of Sarkhad and that his turba
was on the mound of Qasyun, under a dome, on the main road
near the turba of Ibn Timirak. Al-Malik al-rfAdil appointed
his son Ya'qub as his successor in ruling Sarkhad after the
7death of his father. This account is quoted word for word
— 8
by al-Nu*aimi.
The battle of Tripoli, which is mentioned in the inscrip¬
tion, is recorded in detail by Ibn Wa§il^ who mentions the
1. A.D. 1207-8.
2. On this village see Yaqut al-HamawI, ^Mu{,jam al-Buldan,'
ed. F. Wustenfeld (Leipzig, 1860-73), IV, p. 39.
3. Between the two prayers means the time between the mid-day
prayer and that of the afternoon.
4. 24th November 1207.
5. i.e.'Qasyun.
6.-Ibn Kathlr, XIII, p. 50.
7. Al-Nu*aimT, II, p. 270.
8. Ibn Wasil, III, pp. 172-175-
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death of Qaraja in 604^/1207. As further evidence of
Qaraja's building activity one might cite two baths in
p
Damascus which bear his name.
The Plan and Construction (Fig. 80).
The remains of the building indicate that the turba
consisted originally of one dome chamber constructed on a plan
showing strong resemblance to that of al-'Imadiya. The east
and west recesses have been fully opened to give access to
the two lateral parts added at a later date. The south recess
contains a plain concave mihrab, while the north, recess contains
two windows. The west window is walled up while the eastern
one has been converted into a doorway. This leads into a
small triangular area used as a maida'a (ablution place) for
the mosque which has been built around the turba (Fig. 80).
'
The original entrance to this turba must have been
through one of the two open recesses, either the eastern or
the western. The turba was in a very bad state even before
it was converted into a mosque and the conversion damaged it
still further.
Three of the arches which top the recesses, the southern,
the northern and. the eastern ones, still remain, while the
western one is completely ruined. These arches rise to a
height of 4.20 m. and there is a cavetto moulding at a height
of 4.65 m. from the ground level. This marks the beginning
of the zone of transition.
1. Ibn Wa§il, III, p. 175.
2. Ibn Shaddad, "Damascus", pp. 292.and 294.
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Only a part of the octagonal zone of transition remains;
all the other parts, and the dome itself, have collapsed.
Enough remains of the octagonal zone to allow one to visualize
its original state; it was just like that of al-Turba al-
"Imadiya. The remaining arches which form part of the
octagonal zone are framed on three sides with a continuous
stucco moulding (Fig. 81). The spandrels of these arches
are decorated with vine scroll ornament. All the other
parts over this zone are ruined.
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The Zawiya" of Shaikh "All al-Faranthl
Al-Turba al-Faranthiya is a single dome chamber situated
in the Saliljlya of Damascus on the main road, to the west of
al-Madrasa al-Murshldiya or Khadija Khatun (Ch. Ill p.173 ).
The building is known as al-Zawiya al-Faranthiya. It seems
that the turba formed a part of al-Zawiya al-Faranthiya which
is no longer in existence, having been destroyed at an unknown
— — —2
date. This zawiya was founded by r<Ali al-Faranthi and was
kept up by his sons and successors after his death.
Al-Nu'aiml writes that "All al-Faranthl, the man in
honour of whom the zawiya was built, was a virtuous man, gifted
with great powers, and one who worked miracles. He was
devoted to spiritual exercises and lived as a hermit. He had
many followers and disciples. He died in Jumada II, 621/July
1224 at Qasyun and a turba was built over his tomb.
1. On zawiya see EI^, s.v. Zawiya♦
2. The name has been pronounced in many forms. It is known
by some Arab historians as al-Faranti (Sauvaire op.cit.
IV (1894) p. 279) and also commonly as al-Faranti or al-
Faranthi. Al-Faranti is the form which Sauvaget renders
in "MHD" p. 97. Herzfeld suggests that the name is al~
Farithi, basing himself on al-Yafl 'I, 'Mir'at al-Jinan," IV,
p. 48. Farith is a village in the area of Wa§it, Iraq,
according to Yaqut, op.cit. Ill, p. 889 (Herzfeld,
"Damascus. Ill", p. 56).
3. Al~Nu;faimi, II, p. 207-
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The turba contains two tombs, one of them that of ,fAli
al-Faranthl, and the other that of his grandson Muhammad Ibn
Musa b. al-yasan al-Faranthi, who died in Ramadan 746/1345 and
was buried in the zawiya of his grandfather."*"
The turba bears an inscription showing the date of the
death of al-Faranthl. It is engraved on the lintel of the
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. •• ■ r ' r
-j-u—I I L*. i d I—I I d 3.
j — I j——J ( ... I I }—~ J d '} • 'j
V J ' j—1 I
5 , "<k.
j >V I (_< J l_« :- j o , 'A/ I j <T*.—i I us_ ^ ^ " d 3. , j d_U I
d— — I - o—, ^ ! —— • "S- 3 (_C W I
"Basmala...Koran, XLI, 30-31. This is the turba of the
humble one, he who needs the mercy of God Almighty, Shaikh
*Ali al-Faranthl, may God sanctify his soul. He died in the
last ten days of Jumada II 621". (A.D. July 11-20, 1224).
1. Al-Nu;faiml, II, p. 207.
2. "Rep." No. 3911; Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 57.
3. This word is omitted by Herzfeld.
4. Herzfeld has al-Farlthl and he adds after it I . . ♦.
u
which does not exist at all in the text.
5. "Rep. " has I L?jl . j I ■ ■ - 0 -o_, (in the first
ten days of Jumada, II). Herzfeld translates r_~H I , uJI
(the last ten days) as the second ten days while he writes




The Plan and Construction (Fig. 83)
The turba as a whole is aligned with the street and for
this reason it does not face the qibla. It is a perfect
square and thus is different from that of al~r<Imadiya. The
difference is that this turba, has no recesses on its interior
sides. The entrance is set at the east end of the south-east
side. It has only one window, at the middle of the north-east
side. The two tombs mentioned are set according to the qibla;
thus they are set diagonally facing the south corner. The
building is remarkably well preserved, retaining most of its
original state. It is constructed in the usual material of
Ayyubid turbas as Damascus, stone and brick.
The exterior fapades of the square base are constructed
of cut stone arranged in regular courses terminated by a
bevelled cornice (Fig. 90). The window which is on the street
side has a flat lintel on which an inscription is engraved
and this is topped by a flat arch with three joggled voussoirs
with an inscription engraved on the middle one"'" (Figs. 84 and
90). The interior of the square base is built of rubble and
covered with a coating made of a mixture of shredded flax and
plaster.
The transition zone of this dome is like that of al-Turba
al-'Imadiya, but it differs from it in the distribution of
windows. The octagonal zone has only four windows arranged
on the axes of the square base (Figs. 85-86). The sixteen —
sided zone contains eight windows alternating with eight arched
1. This inscription read^yi J <l±J\ VI dJI V d_JJ d >_ I
(Glory to God; there is no god but God; Muhammad is the
messenger of God).
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panels. Each of these arched, panels is topped by a shell-
shaped semi-dome of seven sectors (Fig. 86). The dome is
smooth with no ribs (Fig. 89).
As regards the exterior of the zones of the transition,
its dimensions have been disguised by successive coatings of
plaster (Fig. 90), but enough of it remains to show that it
used to be of the same form as that of al-Turba al-Najmiya
(Fig. 91).
The Decoration:
The interior of the turba^particularly the transition
zone, still preserves its elaborate stucco decoration. Each
of the arches of the octagonal zone and the arched panels of
the sixteen-sided,zone is surrounded with a frame of stucco
on all sides above the springing. The spandrels of the eight-
arches in the octagonal zone are adorned with vine scrolls
moulded in stucco. Moreover, the tympana of the axial arches
in the octagonal zone have stucco decoration with one of two
variant designs: a sundisc, or the same design surrounded
by successive frames of stucco filling the top of the
tympanum (Fig. 92).
The concave surfaces of the squinches are decorated with
three different designs. The squinches on the north and south
corners both have a roundel panel filled originally with a
geometrical design. This decoration has fallen awayleaving
the holes which were prepared as a foundation for the moulded
stucco (Fig. 93). The west squinch bears stucco decoration
consisting of five joined circles and pendants in bas-relief
(Figs. 87 and 94). The east squinch is decorated with a
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floral design of large motifs (Fig. 88).
The decoration of the second zone is restricted to the
frames surrounding each of the sixteen arched panels and the
shell-shaped semi-domes topping these arches.
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Section 9
Turbat Nur al-Din Mahmud
This turba is not that of Nur al-Din Mahmud Ibn Zangi
Ibn Aqsunqur who is buried in his madrasa (see supra, p. 25 )
but that of Nur al-Din Mahmud Ibn Zangi, the prince of
Qarqisya,1 as the inscription declares. It is known both as
Turbat Ain al~Kirsh and as al-"Aqabiya.
The turba is a single dome chamber standing at *Ain al-
Kirsh, not very far from Turbat al-Dahdah (see infra, p. 115 )
It bears an inscription on the lintel of the northern window.
The inscription consists of five lines of rather faulty Arabic
(Fig. 95):
I j—I I (sic ) : <> j—s j—il j—J'I d—LJI —
j» u, I —! I 9 I Jj ; 1 I J 9 ' L5—' "—~ 4-1—1 I d a ■>- ,
■ 11 —a j ^ j ^ * < ■'—' I ^ j — j , ^—J j 1 d 9 ^ o a j ■ -j ; ^1 1 y 1 ■ •* 9—^—o —
dJjl;j—^ j .9 -\9 ^ 9 ^ d-~-'1 -V u>-s
^ 9 Cr'o > U_.pl |»r_; d-CU^ ^sic ) ,J^9 9 ^
.,AU J I. ,-1 *,.C- ^ J I d -■> JV I w.
> Pj I 11—• I I i - L. ... ... 1 I -> 1 I L— j Lia—1 I jyJ o—I I .1 I
J I 9 i ^ vjTJ 9~' ^
_f 1—o^ . v_1 A-5 ^ d,,.. - d■■■'>..- I j »■<* Aj o ,p ^^ .. .... —! I ^ — o L.
*A >■ I ^ ) ■■ ■ v? , >, ■■■ f d U- ■ 1 I t) y ^
1. Qarqlsya (Carchemish) is a town situated at the confluence
of the Khabur and the Euphrates (see Yaqut, op,cit., IV,
PP. 65-6).
2. "Rep." No. 41AO. The area in which the turba stands is
known as ;fAin al-Kirsh.
3- S.D.A. File No. 77-
4. "Rep." No. 4140.
5- "Rep. " reads it as ( while it is in fact
L_, —j——i (Qarql sya).
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"Basmala...This is the turba of the humble slave, he who needs
the mercy of God Almighty, Nur al-Dln Abu '1-Qasim Mahraud Ibn
ZangI Ibn Mawdud Ibn Zangi Ibn Aqsunqur the lord of Qarqisya,
may God sanctify his soul and illuminate his tomb by the .inter¬
cession of the Prophet Muhammad and his family. He died on
Wednesday 24 Jumada I 624H."1" Then was the death of the
lord al-Malik al-Zahir Husam al-Din the young man embittered
of his life, 'Uthman Ibn Mahmud. He died on Sunday 25
— 2
Shawwal 635H. He was buried with his father in the same tomb."
Plan and Elevation (Fig. 96)
The plan of the turba follows in most respects that of
al-^Imadiya. It is a perfect square with four recesses at
the four sides. There is an entrance at the middle of the
west recess and a window at the middle of the north recess.
A right-angled niche stands in the east recess. A concave
mihrab notable for its smoothly cut stone, and which once had
a pair of columns, stands at the middle of the south recess.
The combination of material used in this turba is very
similar to that of Turbat al-Dahdah. It has cut stone in the
• *
lower parts up to a height of 3«00 m., and the other parts
above this point are built of brick (Fig. 97). Other con¬
temporary turbas are constructed with stone up to the top of
the square base and sometimes up to the top of the transition
zone.
The inside of the turba is covered with a coating of
plaster except for the faqade of the mihrab which is of smooth
1. 12th May 1227 A.D.
2. 11th April 1238 A.D.
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cut stone. The front of the semi-dome, crowning the mihrab,
is adorned with interlaced decorative arches made of stone of
two colours, black and yellowish white (Figs. 98-99), a design
which became more common in the following period (the Mamluk).
All the interior - except the faqade of the mihrab - was
covered originally with a coating of a mixture of shredded
flax and plaster; at a later date it was replastered.
The transition zone of this dome follows, in most
respects, that of al-Turba al-"Imadiya, but it differs in
the distribution of the windows and the shape of the corbels
below the squinches. The octagonal zone has four windows
instead of eight, set up on the axes of the square base
(Fig. 100). The triangular corbels on the corners below
the squinches are supported by bevelled shelves (Fig. 101).
The dome has fallen but the remains of its springing line
show clearly that it was not ribbed.
The exterior of the zone of transition reflects the
interior; it consists of an octagonal base containing eight
arches. Those which correspond to the squinches are shallow
arched recesses and those on the cardinal axes each contain
a small window (Figs. 97 and 102). Above this is the upper
base which is a sixteen-sided figure containing sixteen
arched panels, and eight windows alternating with eight
right-angled niches topped with semi-doines (Figs. 97 and 102).
The square base, the octagonal zone, the sixteen-sided
zone, and the dome are all separated from each other by a
layer of stone slabs as in the domes of al-Turba al~*Ima.diya
and the Dar al-Hadlth al-Ashrafiya.
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The exterior of the square base differs from the usual
appearance of the contemporary domes in having bevelled
upper corners (Figs. 97 and 102).
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The remains of this building, which is known by the
S.D.A."*" as Turbat al-Badri, formed a part of al-Madrasa al-
Badriya which was built by Badr al-Din, who was also known
— —. O
as Lala (foster brother).
Ibn Kathlr states that in 615 (1218 A.D.) "al-Mu*azzam
(al-Malik al~Mu'fazzam {Isa) was charged with the inspection
of al-Turba al-Badriya opposite al-Shibliya near the bridge
over the Thura River known as the bridge of Kuhail. He adds
that this turba was called after Hasan Ibn al-Daya. He
was, with his brothers, among the greatest princes of Nur
al-Dln. This turba was converted into a mosque about
640"/l242.3
The two above statements are quite enough to suggest
that al-Madrasa al-Badriya was built in 638/1240 by Badr al-
Din Lala^ around Turbat al-Badrl which was the mausoleum of
Badr al-Din Hasan Ibn al-Daya who died in 565/1169 (see supra,
P- 33 )•
Baaing himself on these accounts Dauvaget dated the
5
turba to the latter part of the 12th century.
1. S.D.A. File No. 60.
2. Ibn Shaddad, "Damascus", p. 225-
3. Ibn Kathlr, XIII, pp. 80-81. According to al-Nu:<aimI the
conversation was in 740/1339 (al-Nu'aimi, I, p. 477).
4.-Badran mistakes Lu'lu' for Lala, but Lu'lu', the governor
of Mosul, died in 657/1259 (Badran, op.cit., pp. 153-4).
5. Sauvaget, "MHD", p. 95.
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There is no heading for this building in the work of
Herzfeld, but under the title of Turbat Raihan"1" he deals with
the identity of Turbat al-Badri.
Determining the identities of Turbat al-Badri and Turbat
Raihan is indeed confusing, not only because of the existence
of the title Lala in the biographies of the owners of both
the two turbas, but also because there were other buildings
bearing the same names as the two turbas but which were
founded by other princes.
_ - 2
There is Turbat Raihan and al-Madrasa al-Raihaniya and
- 3
there is Turbat al~Badri and al-Turba al-Badriya which was
built in 824/1421 by the prince Badr al-Din Hasan, who was
the vizier of Egypt/4"
The historians confirm that al-Madrasa al-Badriya was
— — — 5
built, by Badr al-Din Hasan, who was known as Lala, in 638/].240.
It seems that the reason for Herzfeld1s confusion is a mis¬
understanding of the text of Ibn Kathir who does not say more
than the words quoted above, while Herzfeld translates them
as follows: "Year 615, Malik al-Mu;<azzam "Isa charged Badr
al-Din Hasan Ibn al-Daya with the inspection, nizara, of the
1. Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 62.
2. Al-Madrasa al-Raihaniya was built by Jamal al-Din Raihan,
the subordinate of Nur al-Din, in 575/1179 (See "Rep."
No. 3342).
3. These two turbas are called so by the S.D.A. to distinguish
the two buildings from each other, but Herzfeld calls Turbat
al-Badrl al-Turba al-Badriya. (see File No. 60 in the S.D.A.).
4. Sauvaire, op.cit., VII (1895), p. 229.
5. Ibn Shaddad, "Damascus" p. 225; al-Nu*aimI, I, p. 477;
Sauvaire, op.cit., III (1894), pp. 244-245.
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turba al-Badriya called after him."1
The text says that it was al-Mu*azzam himself who was
charged with the inspection of the turba; moreover, Badr
al-Dln Hasan Ibn al-Daya died in 565/1169•
Most probably, Badr al-Din Lala, who was said to be the
founder of al-Madrasa al-Badriya, was charged later with the
inspection of the turba and founded the madrasa around the
turba in 638/1240. This madrasa is mentioned by most of the
historians of Damascus and it was the place in which many
famous historians lived such as Ibn al-Jawzi who died in 654/
1256 and Abu Shama the author of "Kitab al-Rawdatain".J
According to al-fAlmawl the mosque or madrasa had. fallen
into ruins even before his time, when he wrote his abridged
version of al-Daris in the 10th/l6th century.^1 The madrasa
or the mosque which was added to the turba has disappeared, and
only the turba still remains; luckily it is in fairly good
condition. This turba has been adorned internally with many
bands of Kufic and naskh inscriptions of Koranic content; there
are no inscriptions giving the date or any indication as to
the identity of the founder. The apex of the domed roof of
1. Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 62. The Arabic text reads:
I I d d—Lj O- ■■ d ' i-i j—j-l I *4 ' I —I—0—i I I jo ( -id \ ° ) ,
j . I d—; ^ , J—j—d-~' J 5 j
f' ft . .' J g " J ^ -ft - ft f J ' 1 I , ft > I J ft t ^ ^ l J J—' l ^ I J^l ——' l
* d-K—I J ft * ( * If 1 .. vfl
. A Q—' o—-—£ •_-vb.^-u I—*—O L.-o—.uu/ c. •, . « N \
(See the translation, supra, p. 85 ) •
2. Ibn Kathlr, XIII, p. 194.
3. Munajjid, "Abniyat", p. 263.
4. Sauvaire, op.cit., III (1894), pp. 244-245.
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the turba had fallen and it has recently been restored
(Fig. 103).
Plan and Elevation (Fig. 104)
The turba, with its square plan and symmetrical openings
on all four sides, is like that of al-Najmiya; but it differs
from al-Najmiya in the lack of recesses.
Ruins surrounding the turba rise about 2.00 m. from its
ground level. It is constructed of stone and brick. The
use of stone in the square base differs in this turba from
the other Ayyubid turbas; the turba is built externally and
internally of roughly shaped stone covered with a coating of
plaster, except for the entrance and the windows which are
constructed externally of smoothly-cut stone.
The windows are designed according to the Ayyubid method,
namely a flat lintel topped with a segmental arch. The
entrance which is at the middle of the north side is roofed
with a horse-shoe arch like the entrances of al-Turba al-:<Ala'iya
(supra, p. 37 ), Turbat al-Dahdah (infra, p.115 ) and al-Turba
al-Nuriya in the Madrasa of Nur al-Dln (supra, p.25 )•
The masonry over the entrance is strengthened with a
wooden beam (Fig. 105) and this system recurs over the other
openings.
Like the exterior, the interior of the lower part is
constructed with roughly shaped stone and is covered with a
coating of plaster. The square base is terminated with a
band of Kufic inscription consisting of verses from the Koran."1"
1. Koran,. XXIV, vs . 35-38.
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This band marks the beginning of the transition zone. Apart
from the decoration, the transition zone of this turba repeats
that of al-Turba al-Najmiya. It is of two superposed zones,
octagonal and sixteen-sided (Figs. 106-108). The ribbed dome
follows that of al-Najmiya in most respects (Figs. 103 and 107).
The outside of the transition and the curve of the dome
follow the interior composition (Figs. 108 and 103). All the
interior parts are covered with a coating of plaster elaborately
adorned with paint and carved decoration. Each of the four
sides of the square base is divided into three vertical panels
and each of the two lateral panels, which are slightly recessed,
is surrounded with a naskh inscription consisting of verses
from the Koran"^ (Figs. 106-107). The panel itself is
decorated with floral designs (Fig. 109C). The middle vertical
panel contains the opening of the door on one of the windows in
its lower part, and a square panel over it. The latter is
surrounded with a band of naskh inscription of verses from the
Koran, while its centre is occupied by a decorative Kufic
inscription in the south side and floral designs on the other
sides (Fig. 11GB).
The square base is terminated by a band of leafy Kufic
inscription consisting of verses from the Koran (Figs. 106 and
110A). In addition, the concave surfaces of the squinches in
the octagonal zone and of the niches in the sixteen-sided zone
1. The naskh inscription^of this dome read: Koran, XXXVI, 1-9;
IX, 18; XLVIII, 1-7; II, 255; LXII, 9-11; IC, 1-6;
LXIII, 9-11; IVC, 1-8; LXXXVI, 1-10; IXC, 1-11. They
are not continuous.
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are adorned, with oval medallions in a floral design. The
tops of the shallow arched recesses on the cardinal axes of
the octagonal zone, which contain the double small windows,
are occupied on both the exterior and the interior by rounded
panels having the form of twelve-lobed flowers (Figs. 106 and
110A). Another band of inscription, in naskh, runs along the
top of the sixteen sided zone and this also consists of
Koranic verses. All this decoration and epigraphy is
executed in blue paint on a white background.
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The so-called al-Turba al-Yaghmuriya
This turba is situated at the west of al-Salihiya on
al-Sikka street, just opposite Turbat Raihan. It had been
considered by the S.D.A. as an unidentified turba"*" and was
- 2
then called al-Turba al-Yaghmuriya designating it as a part
of the turba and madrasa of Jamal al-Din Ibn Yaghmur,^ the
governor of Damascus under al-Malik al~Salih Ayyub, who died
in 663/1263-4.^ In 1949 a hitherto unknown inscription
5
which was published by Munajjid, permitted the identification
of the building as the turba of Amat al-Latif, known as al~
*Alima. The inscription is on the lintel of the southern
window. It is engraved within a panel measuring 107 x 32 cm.
It contains six lines, giving the identity of the building
and a short biography of its founder. It runs (Fig. 111).
i_sj=sJ jCJ I j L__«J I I dj_a> c_f j— ' ' bJI .... _
^
■
I ^ t— t s ^^ r-"--'*'' I I ^ —■ 6-^—j —'■ ti c j I J I j ! I i * J ^■ h--
dJJI VI dJI V J IJrd O?" '
l.S":Munajjid, Khita^ Dimashq, (Beirut, 1949), p. 104.
2. S.D.A. File No. 64.
3. On this building see Sauvaire, op.cit., III (1894),pp. 291-5-
4. Al-Nu^aimi, I, p. 649-
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"Basmala...This blessed turba, which is on the slope of
Qasyun mountain near the Dar al-Hadith known formerly as
Zamyat "Abd Allah al-Yunl its builder and at that time as
Dar al-Hadith al-Nabawi, was founded by the humble one, she
who needs the mercy of God Almighty, Amat al~Latif the
daughter of the Shadlh, the Imam, the sole erudite Nasih al-
Din *Abd al-Rahman b. Najm al-Din *Abd al-Wahhab al-An§arI the
Hanbalite, may God sanctify his soul and illuminate his tomb,
and may God comfort the founder in her grave in her loneliness,
that is by admitting that there is no god but God; Muhammad
is his slave and messenger. She compiled many books such as
Kitab al-Tasdid fi Shahadat al-Tawhid fl qawl La Ilaha Ilia
Allah, Kitab Birr al-Walidain and Kitab mahabbat Allah wa
Rasulihi. She hopes through them for safety and mercy at
doomsday. She has endowed this turba, the readers of the
Koran, the servant who takes care of the tomb, the oil,
candles and the incense with the garden of Sadaqa and a
qa*a (hall) in Damascus. That is according to the contract
of the endowment and that was in Rajab 640H." (Oct-Nov. 1242).
Amat al-Latlf (who is also known as al-*Alima), the
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foundress of this turba, was an outstanding lady who lived in
- - 1
the Ayyubrd period. Ibn Kathir states that she was in the
service of Rabi'a Khatun, the founder of the Madrasa al-
— 2 — — —
Sahibiya, and that it was she who advised Rabija Khatun to
found her madrasa and dedicate it to the Hanbalites. She
— " ' -»—■—« *
died in 653/1255 and her valuables were found to be worth
about 600,000 dirhams.
The importance of the inscription mentioned above is
that it not only shows the identity of the building but also
that it adds some information about the biography of the
foundress and her writings.
Plan and Elevation (Fig. 112).
The remains of al-Turba al-'Alima (al-Yaghmuriya)
consist of a dome chamber and a passage along its east side
which is used nowadays as part of a dwelling house. The dome
chamber is built on a square plan showing a considerable
affinity to that of al-Turba al-Najmiya; it has four recesses
with four symmetrical openings. The north and south openings
usod to be windows, but the north one has recently been con¬
verted into an entrance. The original entrance on the east
side which used to be approached through the passage along
the east side of the turba is walled up. At the middle of
the west side there is a right-angled niche.
1. Ibn Kathir, XIII, p. 170. The same statement is quoted by
al-Nu*aimi, II, p. 112.
2. On this madrasa see Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 9;
Sauvaget, "MHD" pp. 100-102.
3. On this madrasa see al-Nu*aimi, II, p. 112; Kurd <fAlI, op.




The turba was built in stone and brick. The lower
parts are constructed, externally and internally, of cut
stone up to the first polygonal zone of the transition, but
the interior is covered with a coating of plaster mixed with
shredded flax, while the exterior is left exposed. The stone
courses of the exterior are arranged regularly and the courses
of the upper part of the north fagade are of two colours,
light and dark, arranged alternately (Fig. 113)> a feature
which became very common in the monuments of the Mamluk period.
The fagade is crowned with a bevelled cornice. Each
of the openings of the square base is topped with a flat
lintel with a segment of arch above it composed of two
voussoirs (Figs. 113 and 114).
The interior is also constructed with courses of stone
but the stone is rather roughly cut and covered with a coating
of plaster mixed with shredded flax.
The transition from the square base to the polygonal
one is carried out within the lower part, which is of stone,
by means of four pendentives, each being a cross between
pyramidal and spherical pendentives. These pendentives form
a dodecagonal figure at the level of the crowns of the four
arches of the recesses (Figs. 115? 116). On this base rests
a dodecagonal zone containing twelve arched windows. Above
this zone rests another zone of 24 sides formed by 24 small
niches. This 24-sided zone is unique among the Ayyubid domed
buildings of Syria. The twelve which are over the corners
of the lower zone have the form of squinches; the other
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twelve alternate between open and blind (Figs. 116, 117).
Between these niches and covering their spandrels are
set small pendentives with heads projecting towards the
centre of the dome."'" These projections together form a
star-like figure of 24 points on which the ribbed dome rests
(Figs. 116-117). The dome consists of 24 ribs, each resting
on one of the 24 projections which terminate the second zone
(Fig. 117).
The exterior of the transition zone and. the dome itself
repeat the interior complex, a dodecagonal zone with twelve
arched windows. Another twelve-sided zone - instead of a
24-sided one as in the interior - rises over the lower zone.
This second zone contains six windows alternating with six
right-angled niches, each topped with a semi-dome (Figs. 113?
114 and 118). The whole complex is surmounted by a dome of
24 bold convex ribs corresponding to the interior ones (Fig.
113).
The stucco decoration of this turba bears a strong re¬
semblance to that in the other Ayyubid turbas of Damascus such
as al-Turba al-Khatuniya, Turbat Turkhan and al-Turba al-
Husamiya. The back wall of each of the four wide recesses is
adorned with a floral design of two half palmettes crowning
the right-angled frame of the window or the entrance (Fig.116).
The top of the back wall of the recess is decorated with
a vine scroll moulded in stucco running around the intrados
of the arches which cover the recesses.
1. The same construction is seen in al--Madrasa al-Qilijiya
(infra, p. 173 ).
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j The turba has been restored recently by the "Ministry
of Awqaf".
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Turbat Raihan is a single dome chamber situated in the
Salihiya of Damascus on al-Sikka Street, just opposite the
Turba al-'fAlima (see supra, p. 91 ).
The turba is so-called after Raihan Ibn :<Abd Allah,
who is mentioned in the inscription on the lintel of the
southern window. This inscription consists of five lines, the
first and the fifth lines being on the borders. It is the
only document to give the turba's date and identification.
It reads:
J I *-* —J—- ^ ^ ^ hj I J fa j—1 I o '—j I d —!—J I ^
j — I—s I—o 'jp Lf—J—1 I —1—| L—o ^ L—s * cJ 9 J— J t I q I q >
J. JdsJ I J I j 4--J—d~w~j I 5 U»J I J_«_I.£■ I j y_J I d_.
U^Ls 1 L*—" d___fJ I d J (_5—' ' _j *_s-£_J I w) I I d , " I a
J j I »_J I dJ «J I g, d—LJ I dJ «J I y j,—zs- d_^iJ
a—I—'I d J j UJ I dd «,J I j—, j—jj.—aJ I d_L> Jl 9_. i_i ^ I d J 11
f =-U • d<*_' ^ • J ' 5 ^or' 6^ ,,
u^aJ I £ |» -3-j ) d Jj
1. This inscription is published by Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill",
p. 62; "Rep." No. 4224.
2. This word is missing in Herzfeld's reading.
3. This word is not read in "Rep.".
4. "Rep. " has I ^(he built it), but, in fact, it is
I a , ; os- (they built it). Herzfeld's Arabic text reads
I—(they built it) but he translates it as "he
built it'(
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"Basmala...invocation^... This is the turba of the humble
slave who needs the mercy of God Almighty7 Raihan Ibn *Abd
Allah, the freedman of Malik al-Mu*azzam Ibn al-Malik al-:<Adil<,
» » '
may God have mercy upon him, known as the Lalat of al-Malik
al-^Aziz Ibn al-Malik al-'Adil, may God have mercy upon him.
p
They built it for him in 641H, may the mercy of God be upon
him and upon those who pray for mercy for him and upon all
Muslims".
The above-mentioned Raihan Ibn *Abd Allah is not the
Raihan Ibn *Abd Allah known as Jamal al-Din, the freedman of
Nur al-Din, who founded al-Madrass al-Raihaniya and played a
very important part in ruling Damascus after the death of his
lord. Lala or lalat means "foster brother" and thus he was,
according to Herzfeld, the foster brother of Malik al-'AzIz,
one of the sons of Malik al~*Adil, and as he was a freedman of
Malik al-Mu*azzam, he had certainly been a mamluk of al-Malik
al-"Adil.3
The man buried in this turba seems not to have been very
well-known in the history of the Ayyubid period since he is
not mentioned in the works of the Arab historians, and according
to the inscription, which is all we know about him, he died
before 641/1243.
The building has not been classified yet as a historical
monument by the S.D.A.; thus it is not marked on the archaeolo¬
gical map of Damascus.
1. The invocation in this text is the same as that in al-
Madrasa. al-Qilijiya (See infra, p. 179 ).
2. A.D. 1243.
3- Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 63.
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The Plan (Fig. 119)
The building is of no great size. It is square with
four recesses. It has a window at the middle of the south
recess and a doorway at the middle of the west recess. Both
the east and west sides of the turba are hidden by recent
additions because the turba serves nowadays as a kitchen for
the adjacent house.
The Construction
The materials used in this building are as usual cut
stone in the exterior of the square base, and brick in the
dome and its transition zone (Fig. 120). The interior of
the square base is constructed with roughly shaped stone
covered with a.coating of plaster. A very wide cavetto
cornice crowns the square base from inside to mark the
beginning of the transition zone and the use of brick.
The transition zone agrees in most respects with that
of al-Turba al-'Imadiya, being of two superposed zones,
octagonal and sixteen-sided, with the same distribution of
windows and niches (Figs. 121-124.).
Each of the eight sides of the octagonal zone is
surrounded on three sides with stucco frames and the spandrels
and the crowns of their arches are adorned with vine scroll
ornamient (Figs. 122-123). Like al-Turba al-"Imadiya, there
is a layer of stone slabs arranged horizontally to separate
the stages of the transition zone and the dome from each other.
The curve of the dome itself has collapsed, as have some
parts of the second zone, but the lack of the dentated base
indicates that the dome was originally smooth and not ribbed.
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As usual, the outside of the transition zone echoes
the interior (Figs. 120 and 124). Although most of the
details of the exterior have been hidden by a recent coating
of plaster, there are enough traces of it to show that the
octagonal base contained eight arches. The four which are
on the cardinial axes contained pairs of small windows, while
those which are on the diagonal sides, behind the squinches,
were blind. The sixteen-sided zone contains eight windows
alternating with eight niches and these niches have been badly
damaged by the coating of plaster (Fig. 120).
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This turba stands in the Salihiya of Damascus on the
1
main street just opposite the Bimaristan al-Qaimari.
The turba shelters the tomb of the founder of this
bimaristan, Saif al-Din Abu '1-Hasan Yusuf Ibn Abu '1-Fawaris
- 7 ©
Ibn Musik al-Qaimarl, as the inscription on the lintel of one
of the southern windows affirms. It consists of four lines:
.jS dJ ~ CL-j-sJI LUl J -L J-5 ,-^JI ,J d LI I
d UI , c JI
3
L I ' ■ ■ ...f ^ I ' j - j ii—. I J-O—I I LJ.—a—J I J LLl riJl4UJUs_
.—j Lk-«—J! o <i I ■—11
■ jJI a -I , ^ I > ^Jl ^1 j-jjJ 1 L/i—J
oJ-" 1—*-* ' ^ _»—° Jj 1 O"j ' 3~'-
<ia g, « uJ Li I «U.-L ^cJ I *—i d Ll I lo-^- j ljJ I ur-' :
d j ! p A >- J j 4 q d-_ LJ I d —«->■ d—J I—A—'■ w q O-'5 J - J 1
"Basmala...every living thing must taste death. This is the
turba of the humble before God Almighty, the great prince, the
fighter of the Holy War, the soldier, the pillar of Islam, the
shelter of the creatures, the arm of the warriors and the
fighters of the Holy War, Saif al-Din Abu '1-Hasan, son of the
prince Asad al-Din Yusuf Ibn Abu ' 1-Fawaris Ibn Musik al-Qaimari.
1. On this building see Herzfeld, "Damascus, III", pp. 27-37.
2. Published in "Rep." No. 4409; Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill",p.28.
3- These two words have been obliterated in the text and they
are taken here from "Rep.".
4. "Rep." has ^—L. (leader) while it is in fact l——(arm) •
5. In the inscription and in most of the historical accounts it
is , Musik or Musak (see Ibn Kathir, XIII, p. 195;al-
Nu:faimi, II, p. 271) while Herzfeld suggests that it is
Mushik which is a Kurdish name ("Damascus. Ill", p. 28).
A
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He passed away to the mercy of God on the eve of Monday 3rd
Sha*ban, 654,"^" may the mercy of God be upon him."
Ibn Kathlr writes under the events of the year 654H
that among those who died in that year was the founder of
the Bimaristan of al-Salihiya, "the great prince Saif al-Dirt
— 9 _ __
Abu '1-Hasan (the son of) Yusuf Ibn Abu '1-Fawaris Musik al-
Qaimari, the Kurd, the greatest prince of the Qaimaris tribe.
His people stood erect in front of him as is the custom in the
presence of kings. Among his charitable works was the .found¬
ation of the bimaristan on the slope of Qasyun. His death
and his burial was on this slope under the dome facing the
above-mentioned bimaristan.
Al-DhahabI writes of Saif al-Din al-Qaimarl that he died
in 653/1255 in a battle at Nablus, and he adds that he was
_ _ - 4
buried there in his turba opposite the.bimaristan. According
to Herzfeld the Kurdish tribe, the Qaimaris, came with Salah
- - 5
al-Din from Kurdistan. • There are other princes also bearing
the title of al-Qaimarl who founded buildings in Damascus.^
The turba is in a very good state of preservation.
Formerly there was also a small mosque adjacent to its north
7
side but this has been converted into a dwelling-house.
1. A.D. 25th August, 1256.
2. It seems that Ibn Kathlr omitted the word ' Ibn' (son) after
Hasan; otherwise the text would not correspond with the
inscriptions of the building.
3. Ibn Kathir, XIII, p. 195-
4. Al-Nu;faimi, II, p. 27; Sauvaire, op.cit., VII, p. 235-
5. Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 29.
6. Ibid.
7. A. Talas, Dhail Thimar al-Maqasid fl Dhikr al-Masajid
(Beirut, 1943), p. 247-
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At the centre of the turba there are two tombs, with
inscriptions on the smaller mentioning Muhammad, the son of
the man buried in the turba. It reads:
(Koran, II, 255&IIX, 21-22 ) \—^ I J J I
I J a • d L) I d I— j I lev J LoJ I I gl-i OJ I cil- ; ui ' j '
' s ' ev .—•_oV I _/ ^ ^ - I —e j J.—i I d L—^—L£- —! I J ell—i ! j . $
j-{ y—J c—' ' -yJ ' }——' ' e_S ' C->~ ' " )—i J -f ,_j—I ^5- I , J I
( Koran, CXII,) U_: „ , , j U_ iU -
"Basmala ... Koran, II 256; IX, 21-22. The prince Muhammad,
son of the prince Saif al-Dln, the owner of the maris tan, may-
God protect it. This is the tomb of the child, he who is embit¬
tered with his life, the Prince Muhammad, son of the Prince Saif
al-Dln Abu '1-Fawaris Ibn Yusuf Ibn Abu '1-Fawaris al-Qaimarl.
He died in Safar 658H2, Koran, CXII".
Taking into consideration both the inscriptions of the
turba and those on the entrance of the blmaristan, it seems
most probable that the turba was built between RabI* II,
646H, the date of the founding of the blmaristan, and 654H, the
death of the founder.
The Plan (Fig. 125)
The turba occupies an oblong area. This irregularity
is minimised by the thickness of the east and west walls.
Inside, it is a perfect square with four wide recesses differing
in depth; those on the east and west are deeper than the
southern and northern ones. The north recess contains two
!. "Rep." No. 4460.
2. Jan. - Feb. 1260 A.D.
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openings corresponding to two others in the south recess.
Within each of the east and west recesses there is a right-
angled recess. In the centre of the turba lie two tombs of
smoothly cut stone with the usual design of knobs at the
corners.
The Construction
The building is constructed of the usual combination of
brick and stone. Well dressed stone is used in the exterior
of the oblong base and the dodecagonal drum of the dome, while
brick is used in the dome itself only. The openings,
especially those of the south side, are constructed according
to the typical Ayyubid method. Each is topped by a flat
lintel above which is another lintel composed of three joggled
stones, the middle one being black. This lintel is so
arranged as to leave a cavity above the lower lintel, and above
this, in turn, is a segmental arch leaving another cavity
above the second lintel (Fig. 126).
The whole interior is covered with a coating of plaster,
which is a later addition, and thus it is hard to be sure
what the material underneath is. Most probably it is of the
same material as in other contemporary turbas, i.e. roughly
cut stone in the lower parts and brick in the upper parts.
The transition from the square form to the dodecagonal
form is carried out by means of four pendentives, each a
cross between the spherical and the pyramidal, like those of
Turbat Ibn al-Muqaddam, al-Turba al-*Alima and al-Madrasa al-
Qilijiya (Figs. 127 and 128).
The dodecagonal zone has twelve arched windows; some of
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these windows are walled up. It is terminated by a cornice
on which the curve of the dome rests. The dome is pierced
by two more windows, one facing north-west and the other south¬
east.
The exterior of the transition zone of this dome is
also constructed with cut stone. It forms a dodecagonal base
with twelve arched windows (Fig. 129).
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The cemetery of al-Dahdah.
This unidentified turba stands to the south-east of
the cemetery of al-Dahdah at Damascus. It is surrounded
with dwelling houses on all sides. It has been marked on
the archaeological map of Damascus"'" as al-Madrasa al-Nasiriya.
Reference to the histories show that there were two
madrasas of this name (Nasiriya) and that they were both built
by al-Nasir Yusuf Ibn al-Malik al-Zahir GhazI, one of them
2
inside the walls of Damascus, and the other outside the
walls in the Salihiya. The building under discussion, how¬
ever, is neither within the walls of Damascus nor in the
_ ^
Salihiya. The inhabitants of the surrounding houses
identify this building as the turba of Turkhan.
According to the histories of that period there was an
outstanding prince called Nasir al-Dawla Turkhan who founded
- - 4 /
a madrasa at Jirun, inside the walls of Damascus, in 525/
1131. All the lintels of the windows and the entrance of the
tomb have become hidden recently by the adjacent houses. Most
probably there was an inscription over one of these lintels
and the tradition related by successive witnesses has preserved
1. This map is published by the S.D.A.; see also File No. 102.
2. Al-Nu'aimi, I, p. 459; Ibn Shaddad "Damascus" p. 244;
but Ibn Shaddad attributes the madrasa to Salah al-Din.
■ ■■ 1 ■ •
3. Ibn Kathir, XIII, p. 80.
4. Ibn Shaddad, "Damascus", p. 201; al-Nu:<aimi, I, p. 539o
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some of its text. Thus the turba might have been for Na§ir
al-Dawla Turkhan or one of his sons or grandsons. Neverthe¬
less it is the architectural and decorative features of the
building which are still more reliable for dating the turba.
The Plan (Fig. 130)
The turba with its perfect square plan, the recesses
and the symmetrical openings, follows in most respects the
plan of al-Najmiya."^
The opening which is on the east side was originally
the entrance and it is distinguished by its remarkable width.
The original entrance has been walled up as has the window
opposite it. The south window has been converted into a
mihrab, while the northern window has been opened as an
entrance. At the centre of the turba there are two tombs
with no inscription or decoration.
The Construction
The turba is surrounded by dwelling houses on all sides
and access to it is gained by means of a passage belonging to
one of those houses. Thus all of the lower part of its
exterior is hidden. However, the whole of the building is
completely intact, and is constructed ofthe same materials of
brick and stone.
Although most of the square base is hidden, its openings
seem to have been constructed according to the Ayyubid method
and their lintels are clearly visible from the interior.
Enough of the exterior of the transition zone is exposed to show
1. Cf. Figs. 33 and 130.
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the details of its construction. ' It consists of two
.
superposed zones, an octagonal and a sixteen-sided one
(Fig. 131)- The octagonal zone in this dome shows a strong
affinity to that of al-Turba al~Najmiya. Externally, it
contains pairs of small windows v/hile each of those on the
diagonal axes contain pairs of right-angled niches, each
being crowned by a shell-shaped semi-dome (Fig. 132).
The second 16-sided zone contains sixteen arched recesses
containing, in turn, eight windows - some of which have
recently been blocked up - alternating with eight niches con¬
sisting of the tops of the usual niches only, i.e. just a
shell-shaped semi-dome (Fig. 132). This design is unique in
the Ayyubid period. The whole of the structure is surmounted
by a ribbed dome of sixteen bold convex ribs, the section of
which is a pointed horse-shoe arch (Figs. 132-133)• All the
interior is covered with a coating of the usual Ayyubid
mixture - shredded flax with plaster - on which there is
fine decoration. The four openings in the square base are
topped by pointed arches constructed on the same centering,
thus the springers of the arch topping the entrance projects
about 9 cm. towards its centre while there is no such pro¬
jection in the other openings."1" The transition zone of this
dome, with its two superposed zones, the distribution of
windows, the construction of the squinches and even - in a
sense - its decoration follows that of al-Turba al-Najmiya
(Figs. 133 and 135). The sixteen-sided zone is terminated by
1. The same construction of the openings in the inside is
seen in al-Madrasa al-Maridaniya (see infra, p.132 ).
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a dentated circle of the usual Ayyubid form, i.e. linked
segments around the top of the upper zone forming sixteen
triangular projections from which the ribs of the dome rise
(Figs. 130, 131 and 134).
The Decoration
The stucco decoration of this turba is similar to that
of al-Turba al-Najmiya. Each side of the square base is
divided into three vertical panels. The middle one contains
the wide recess with spandrels adorned with a vine scroll
modified into a rather geometrical design. Each of the
lateral panels is adorned with twin engaged arches sharing
one suspended abutment and resting on spiral columns (Figs.
133 and 135)• The top of the rectangular frame of each of
the four openings is adorned with a pair of leafy branches
arranged symmetrically on a vertical axis, in the same way as
in al-Turba al-*Alima. A frieze 85 cm. wide runs along the
top of the square base consisting of an arcade on a very small
scale moulded in stucco and resting on a row of muqarnas-shaped
figures^ (Figs. 133 and 135). The eight sides of the
octagonal zone are surrounded with a framework of plaster and
most probably they were like those in the upper zone.
When one compares the architectural style of this dome
with that of the majority of the turbas of Damascus, one sees
that it should be dated to the Ayyubid period. None of its
features show any obvious modification of the design typical
of that period. Moreover, the turba can be dated more
1. Cf. the decoration of al-Turba al-Najmiya (Ch. II, p.
Figs. 35 and 39).
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precisely by its decorative features, which show noticeable
similarity to those of the second half of the twelfth
century, particularly with those of al-Turba al-Najmiya,
561-575/1165-1179.
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Section 15-
Unidentified Turba in the Salihiya
(perhaps Qubbat Ibn Timirak)
This unnamed turba is situated in the Salihiya of
Damascus, on the main road, within the enclosure of a house,"1"
— 2about 30m. to the east of al-Turba al-Qarajiya, and domina¬
ting its courtyard from the north. The building has not
been registered by the S.D.A. as a historical monument.
No plan or drawing, or any other work concerning this
building has been published, nor is it clearly mentioned in
the lists of turbas in the works of the Arab historians. But
in their demarcation of the position of al~Turba al-Qarajiya?
which stands 30m. to the west of the building, the historians
state that it is near Turbat Ibn Timirak.^
The turba is classified here as an Ayyubid one, not only
because of the above statement but also because of its archi¬
tectural style which shows a strong affinity with the other
Ayyubid turbas. Moreover, the building contains a tomb
built of large cut stone, carefully arranged with four knobs
on its four corners and executed according to the usual
4
Ayyubid design.
1. This house occupied plot No. 278, Zuqaq Suq Abu Jarash.
2. Al-Nu'aimI, II, pp. 270-71; Ibn Kathlr, XIII, p. 50;
Sauvaire, op.cit., VII (1895), p. 252.
3. The name Timirak has been copied in Sauvaire wrongly as
Miral ( j ).
4. See infra, p. 129 .
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On the evidence of the plan, architectural style, stucco
decoration and carving of the knobs, one may safely date it
to the Ayyubid.period. The historical statements suggest
that the building is the turba of Timirak or Ibn Timlrak.
But who is Timirak?
The Arab biographical dictionaries say nothing about his
life, but Abu Shama mentions among the events of RabI* I,
582/May-June, 1186, that Salati al-Din gave the castle of Burj
- 1 - 2
al~Rasa§ to Timirak. The existence of a bath at Damascus
in the Ayyubid period under the name of "Hammam Timirak"J
indicates that he was an outstanding prince, because most of
the baths of Damascus were founded by princes to be *waqf8 to
maintain other public buildings.
Whether the building is ascribed to Timirak or to Ibn
4
Tirnirak, it can be regarded as an Ayyubid building and can be
dated to the end of the Vlth or the beginning of the Vllth
centuries (Xllth-XIII centuries A.D.).
The Plan (Fig. 136)
The plan of this turba resembles in most respects that
of al-Turba al-Najmiya. It is square with four recesses and
four openings arranged symmetrically on the axes. The
eastern opening represents the original entrance and the other
three are windows, now all walled up except for the north one
which was recently converted into an entrance.
1. On Burj al-Rasa§ see Yaqut, op.cit., I, p. 549-
2. Abu Shama, II, p. 74.
3- Ibn Shaddad, "Damascus" p. 291; Munajjid, "Khitat", p. 9-
4. In al-Nu^aiml it is Ibn Timirak and it is so in Ibn Kathir




As usual, cut stone is employed in the square base and
brick in the transition and the dome itself. Each of the
four openings is constructed according to the method followed
in al-Turba al-Mmadiya. The exterior of the square base
was probably covered with a coating of plaster which still
exists on the south faqade (Fig. 137). The interior of the
square base is constructed of rubble and covered with a
coating of stucco. The square base is terminated from in¬
side by a cavetto moulding marking the beginning of the
transition zone and the use of brick instead of stone.
Architecturally, the transition zone of this dome follows
that of al-Turba al-Najmiya, but the triangular base of the
squinch here is supported by a tiny cell (Figs. 138-139 and
140).
Most of the arches of the windows, as well as the upper
parts of the sixteen-sided zone, are ruined (Fig. 140), so it
is hard to determine whether this chamber was roofed with a
ribbed dome or a smooth one.
The exterior of the transition zone does not differ
greatly from the interior construction (Figs. 137 and 141).
The decoration of this turba has the typical leafy vine scroll
of stucco covering the upper corners of the square base, a
moulded cornice separating each stage of the transition zone
from the others, and stucco frames surrounding the spandrels
and abutments of the arches in both zones of transition
(Figs. 138-140). The right-angled recesses on the exterior
are crowned by shell-shaped semi-domes of seven sectors.




Wulzinger and. Watzinger, op. cit. , p. 135.
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Section 16
Unidentified turba in the cemetery of
al-Dahdah
9 •
This unidentified turba is situated in the cemetery
known as al-Dahdah on Baghdad street in Damascus. It is
marked on the archaeological map of Damascus as Turbat al-
Dahdah, ^ probably because of its situation in this cemetery.
It has no inscription, nor are there any clear historical
statements to give the identity of this building. Thus the
architectural and archaeological evidence is the only means
of identifying it, and it is to this that Sauvaget referred
in assigning the building to about the end of the Xllth
2
century A.D.
The building was not in very good condition, but it has
been restored recently by the S.D.A. (Fig. 142).
The Plan (Figs. 143-144.)
The turba consists of a domed chamber which contained
three tombs until it was taken over as a centre of a local
society, and a small oratory to the north of it (Fig. 143)'
The tomb chamber is square with four wide recesses. It
has two windows in. the south side, one window in the middle
of the west side, and two doorways at the north side leading
into, the oratory.
The oratory, which was entirely ruined before the recent
restoration (Fig. 145), is oblong in plan. It has an entrance
in the middle of the east side, two windows in the north side,
1. S.D.A. File No. 74.
2. Sauvaget, "MI-ID" p. 59-
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another window in the middle of the west side and a concave
mihrab in the middle of the south side.
i
The Construction
As usual, cut stone and brick are the materials employed,
but stone has not been used for all of the square base. As in
the turba of Mahmud b. Zangi, stone is used in the lower part
of the square base up to the level of the springing lines of
the arches of the recesses (Figs. 142 and 145). All the
other parts from that level upwards are of brick.
All the openings are constructed according to the usual
Ayyubid method; a flat lintel topped by a curved segment of
an arch. An exception is the entrance of the tomb chamber,
which is crowned by a horse-shoe arch resembling those of al-
Turba al-'Ala'iya and al-Turba al-Badriya (supra, p. 37 and
p.85 . )• The internal walls of this part are covered with a
coating of plaster.
The openings of the oratory are crowned internally with
two superposed flat arches, each consisting of three voussoirs
with no cavity between them (Fig. 146a), except for the
entrance on the east side which is crowned by a basket arch
(Fig. 146b). The oratory has been roofed with a modern
stone ceiling.
The transition zone of the tomb chamber consists of two
superposed zones (Figs. 147-148). The construction of these
two zones, the distribution of their windows, their squinches
and the stucco frames separating the stages of the trans¬
ition zone, are all similar to those of al-Turba al-Najmiya
(Figs. 142, 147-149).
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A slightly bulbous and smooth dome rests on the
sixteen-sided zone, which has recently been restored
(Figs. 142, 145 and 148). The exterior of the transition
echoes the interior construction (Figs. 150-151). The
exterior of the octagonal base in this dome differs from
the norm in that for some reason the three northern sides
have no arched panels and there are thus only five arched
panels (Fig. 152).
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CHAPTER III




The present remains of al-Madrasa al-Farrukhshahiya
consist of two adjacent domed buildings of different dimensions
and different dates: al-Turba al-Farrukhshahiya and al-Turba
al-Amjadiya. They are situated, on the bank of the River
Barada to the south of Abu Rummana quarter.
Al-Nu*aiml writes that al-Madrasa al-Farrukhshahiya
is in al-Sharaf al-A'la^" (the upper Sharaf). Ibn Shaddad^
who classifies the building as a madrasa for the Hanafite
1
*
madhhab says that it was named after *Izz al-Din Farrukhshah
v
and that it was founded in 578/1182-3 by Khatulkhir Khatun^
the daughter of Ibrahim Ibn 'Abd Allah and the mother of :<Izz
al-Din Farrukhshah. She was the wife of Shahanshah Ibn
Ayyub, the brother of Salah al-Dln.^ Ibn Kathlr is the only
historian who regards the building as a madrasa for both the
Hanafite and Shafi'ite madhhabs.^ Most of the Arab
historians of the Ayyubid period^1' agree that *Izz al-Din
Farrukhshah died in 578/1182-3 and that the madrasa was
founded at that time. However the inscription, which is more
reliable than the historical accounts, gives the end of
1. Al-Nu*aimi, I, p. 169.
2. Ibn Shaddad, "Damascus", p. 219.
3. Ibn Kathir, XII, p. 311.
4. Al-Nucaimi, op.cit., loc.cit.; Ibn Wasil, II, p. 126; Ibn
Shaddad,"Damascus", p. 219; Ibn Kathir, XII, loc.cit.;
Abu Shama, II, p. 33*
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Jumada II, 579/September, 1183 as the date of the death of
Farrukhshah. The inscription consists of four lines within
a panel measuring 90 x 30 cm. (Fig. 153)• It runs:
( ~oJ I d—;—~—11 d 1 L--A- ■ ^—- (sic j f—^ i—o-^1 j—JI rJ—! I ^—.
I dU_oJ I Us aJ ? U>~; d_U I (_§J I y^-.-ULLJ I
. w w w
j —J—O 1 | Ay —A [ 1 d L. — —. d _—LU ^ J™~' d Li I I —till L' —^— -I l I I Jim-—' (C J | '* 1
d„—' l—-O -^ O "" ( | J j I H ^ ——yjmJ d —' -l.i'J j ii n-'^i'l [ ^ d J L—O i"|~ j I—H ■■ HhI-H. I O j ^ ^ ^ .—J i |HI|'HI L—* 1 l
"Basmala ... The humble lady, she who needs mercy of God^has
ordered this blessed turba to be founded for her son al-Malik
al-Mansur Mu'izz al-Din wa '1-Dunya Farrukhshah the son of
Shahanshah, the son of Ayyub al-Malaki, al-Nasirl. He died
on 1st Jumada II, 579-"
Mur'izz al-Din (otherwise known as 'Izz al-Din
Farrukhshah) was the governor of Ba'albak in the reign of
his uncle Salami al-Din from 575 to his death, when his son al-
Malik al-Amjad was confirmed by Salah al-Din as the governor
of Ba:<albak after his father. He ruled Ba*albak until he was
deposed by al-Malik al-Ashraf Musa in 627/1229-30 and retired
n
to Damascus where he was assassinated in 628 /1130. According
1. "Rep". No. 3381; Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill" p. 45.
2. Abu Shama, II, p. 33; Ibn Shakir al-Kutubl,"Fawat al-
wafayated. by M. fAbd al-Hamld, (Cairo, 1951) I, p. 150.
Ibn Shaddad is the only historian who mentions that he was
killed in 629/1231 ("Damascus", p. 252). Ibn Kathlr gives
the date precisely as Shawwal 628/1230 (op.cit., XIII, p.131)
while Ibn Shakir puts his assassination at the beginning
of 628/1230 (op.cit., I, p. 150). See also Abu Shama, II,
p. 33; Ibn Wasil, II, p. 126, al-Nu'aim!, I, p. 169•
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to the historical accounts,"1 al-Malik al-Amjad was buried
in his turba at his madrasa which stands beside that of his
—— -j
father.
Under the heading of al-Madrasa al-Amjad, Ibn Shaddad
says that it was founded by al-Malik al-Muzaffar Nur al-Din
:fUmar, the son of al-Malik al-Amjad Bahramshah^after the
assassination of his father by one of his slaves in 628/1230.
Before his death he willed that this madrasq should be built
and his will was executed by his son from the money that he had
2
left for that purpose.
The turba has no inscription, but by taking into con¬
sideration both the historical writings and its situation in
relation to al-Madrasa al-Farrukhshahiya, it would seem obvious
that the dome to the south of al-Turba al-Farrukhshahiya
represents the turba of al-Malik al-Amjad Bahramshah which was
a part of al-Madrasa al-Amjadiya. Al-Nu'aimi gives a list of
its teachers up to his own timeJ (the beginning of the Xth
century H./VXI century A.D.) when Ibrahim Ibn Hamza taught in it.^1"
Both turbas have suffered from the recent restorations
and from neglect; for the north turba, al-Farrukhshahiya, was
converted into a mosque in 1926 and the southern turba is used
as a henroost.
1. See previous note.
2. Ibn Shaddad, "Damascus", p. 252.
3. al-Nu'aimi, I, p. 172.
4. Kurd 'All, op.cit., VI, p. 77.
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The Plan (Fig. 154)
Only two turbas remain from the two rnadrasas, al-
Farrukhshahiya and al-Arnjadiya.
The north turba, al-Farrukhshahiya, follows, in its
square plan, the four recesses and the symmetrical openings,
the arrangement of al-Turba al-Najmiya. The east opening,
which is wider than the others^serves as the entrance, while
the other openings were originally windows. The north
opening has been blocked up and the south one has been converted
into a roihrab. Al-Turba al-Amjadiya is also square with four
recesses and four symmetrical openings. The depth of the
north recess, in fact, equals the thickness of the north wall
of the turba. In other words, the recess has no back wall,"'"
but this back wall is replaced by the south faqade of al-
Turba al-Farrukhshahiya.
Formerly the turba had only one entrance, which was
through the south opening of al-Turba al-Farrukhshahiya, and
this opening was later converted into a mihrab for the mosque.
The former entrance was replaced by another one made through
the west window.
The Construction.
In addition to the preceding historical accounts, all
the archaeological evidence indicates that the southern dome
was added to the northern one at a later date.
The south turba, al-Amjadiya, still retains most of its
1. Sauvaget's plan shows a back wall to this recess, which
according to this plan has the same depth as the other
recesses ("MAD", p. 27, fig. 11).
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original form, while the north one, al-Farrukhshahiya, has
been changed considerably. Its dome and the sixteen-sided
zone fell into ruin and a new dome was set directly over the
octagonal zone. Moreover, all its interior walls were
covered with a further coating of plaster which damaged most
of its stucco decoration and paintings; some panels and
frames have, however, survived.
The north turba employs the usual Ayyubid materials:
cut stone in the lower parts and brick in the transition zone
and the dome. The exterior of the square base was left un¬
covered. The openings follow the usual Ayyubid method. The
entrance is topped by a flat lintel crowned by a segmental
arch. This arch is constructed with three voussoirs; two
of them are joggled with the skewbacks while the keystone is
a slab of black stone (Figs. 153 and 154-) •
The composition of the octagonal zone, which is the
highest original part still existing (Fig. 156), and of all
the interior, does not differ greatly from those of al-Turba
al-Najmiya (Figs. 157-158).
Al-Turba al-Amjadiya, to the south, still retains most
of its original appearance (Fig. 159)• It is constructed
of roughly cut stone. This leads one to presume that the
turba was originally covered with a coating of plaster.
The exterior of the transition zone and the dome agree
generally with that of al-'Imadiya. The transition zone
consists of two superposed zones, octagonal and hexadecagonal.
The octagonal zone is decorated with eight arches; the axial
arches are pierced by double small windows (Fig. 159)> while
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the other four are left blind. The hexadecagonal zone has
eight windows alternating with eight niches. Each is topped
by a shell-shaped semi-dome of five sectors.
The interior of the transition zone shows the same
construction as that of al-Turba al-Najmiya (Figs. 157, 160-161).
The dome which crowns the whole complex seems from the archi¬
tectural point of view to be a smooth one, though sixteen
shallow decorative ribs have been moulded over the brickwork
(Fig. 162).
The Decoration
The interior of both the turbas is covered with a
coating of stucco as is the exterior of the transition zones
and the domes. The northern turba was richly decorated with
a complex of moulded and painted panels and frames.
The moulding is arranged in such a way that it follows
the lines of construction;"'" a flat band of stucco frames each
side of the square base and those of the octagonal zone.
Another series of stucco bands follows the lines of the curves
of the arches which crown the four recesses in the square base.
The upper corners of the four sides of the square base
are ornamented by wave mouldings of an almost geometrical
design (Figs. 158 and 163A). From the top of each arch of
the four recesses in the square base rises a small decorative
panel carved in the plaster with three different designs
(Figs. 163B, C and 164).
1. Sauvaget, "MHD", pp. 30-31•
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All the painted ornament, which was concentrated in
the concave surfaces of the squinches, has been removed.
According to Sauvaget it was in blue paint on a white
background. Each of the north squinches, which are well
preserved, was decorated with a large pendant of scrolls with
floral motifs and leaves turning in spirals and arranged
symmetrically along the vertical axis (Fig. 165). As to
the decoration of the southern turba, internal ornament is
restricted to the stucco framework running around the
spandrels of the arches in both the zones of transition.
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Al-Madrasa al-Jaharkasiya is situated in the Salihyia
of Damascus, on the main street not very far from al-Turba
al-Khatuniya. It was a madrasa for the Hanafite and the
Shafi;<ite madhhahrbuilt by Sarim al-Din Khutluba, the sub¬
ordinate of Jaharkas. He died in 635/1237.4
The madrasa was so called after Fakhr al-Din Jaharkas,
who was an outstanding commander of §alah al-Din{s armies.
He became the Ustadh al-Dar of al-Malik al-*Aziz fUthman, the
2
governor of Egypt, and he was the actual governor of Egypt
— 3
after the death of al-Malik al-'Aziz.
Ibn Kathlr writes of Fakhr al-Din Jaharkas, "He was one
of the princes of Salami al-Din1 s state. To him Qubab Jaharkas,
which are on the mound opposite al-Turba al-Khatuniya, are
attributed and he was buried there. He was the governor of
Banyas and Tinnln. When he died he left his child who was
appointed by al-Malik al-'Adil as his successor. He appointed
also Sarim al-Din Khutluba al-Tinnlsi as the regent of the
child. Sarim al-Din became the governor after the death of
the child in 615/1217."4
Fakhr al-Din Jaharkas founded in Cairo the great
Qaisariya ("market") called al-Jaharkasiya,and a mosque above
1. al-Nu'aimi, II, p. 497.
2. Ibn Wa?il, III, p. 31.
3. Ibid., III, p. 87.
4. Ibn Kathir, XIII, p. 63.
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it.^ The name of Fakhr al-Dln Jaharkas is written in
various ways by the Arab historians. Ibn Kathir has Sharkas
2 * -
or Sarkas, while Ibn Khallikan gives the name properly as
!Jiharkas'^ which means''four souls "in Kurdish. "Sarim al-Din
Khutluba Ibn rAbd Allah, the white slave of Jaharkas and the
guardian of his son who followed his father in governing
Tinnls and its surrounding fortresses, was buried with his
lord in Qubab Jaharkas which he himself had built after the
death of his lord.He died in 635/1237. The historians
and the inscriptions agree that Jaharkas died in 608/1211,
but Ibn Wasil is the only one who gives 607H as the date of
5
his death.
The remaining inscriptions on the building confirm the
information given by the historians. Three inscriptions can
be seen nowadays. Herzfeld mentions two other inscriptions
which no longer exist;^ probably they were covered by the re¬
building of the prayer hall or were hidden by the adjacent
houses. The existing inscriptions are engraved on the
lintels of the windows on the south fagade. The first one runs:
JI I I _j-P> I a ?<->■j- I •nt-11 —
—i I , J—" I—B ;P—i—0—k,J-°—' f j ■ -b-- hi* ^ ^ —! I i^,^ b"—' ( —
^ a\ _ykJ\ j s—i-f-c- cr-£ oI ,J^SJ _
_Lu_o_!|. d-tJjc. ^tj-o I j Lo-ju. 5 j LoU ve-j j-° —
1. Ibn Kathir, loc. cit.; al-Nu'aimi, II, p. 496.
2. Ibn Kathir, XIII, p. 36.
3. Ibn Khallikan, op.cit., I, p. 150.
4. Ibn Kathir, XIII, p. 151.
5. Ibn Wa§il, III, p. 208.
6. Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 51.
7. "Rep." No. 3687.
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"Basmala...This is the tomb of the prince, the great Isfahsalar,
the warrior, the fighter of the Holy War, Fakhr al-Din,
the protector of Muslim frontiers, the killer of polytheists,
Istar Jaharkas al-'Adili al-Na§iri. He died, after he returned
from the war on 20th Rajab 608;^" may the mercy of God be upon
those who asked for mercy for him and upon all Muslims".
Almost the same words are repeated in inscription No.42
2
published by Herzfeld.
The second existing inscription which is on the south
fagade reads:
I 2 j—"j J. o | J I d !—! I
S ^ id L-P- 1 I ^0-4 j L-'• J t I 1 I 7- ' ^ C ( ' t '-'j-o J—txi—o 1 I y l. J ( 1 t *'- J d i 1 I y i LA.-J ^r~
_5 t ®—U«J .•( I—»_i d_Xui (Jj—Jy—I I (jyd (_C_J L*-_Z d—!—J I «LJ I ,yS. L jj I
)J t*"—> d_J—J I J ^ I ( •' ! I t— ^.r. d—J-J-J I—O —Li.-'—i I y<U) I y k—j I ^v—4JS L(—l—'_C- i ' '' J )
"Basmala...This is the turba of the prince, the great Isfahsalar,
the warrior, the fighter of the Holy War, the supporter of
the Muslims, the killer of the polytheists^Istar Jaharkas al~
_ ^4
*Adili al-Nagiri. He died on 20th Rajab in the year 608.
He endowed it with all al~Qawasir al-Sulaimaniya near the
Arkmas markets, may the mercy of God be upon him."
The third inscription is also on the south fagade. It
reads:
1. 28th December 1211 A.D.
2. Herzfeld, "Damascus, III", p. 51.
3. "Rep." No. 3688.
4. 28th December 12.11 A.D.
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j-—y; 5 I ! dV j jJ- I 0 I d j-Z dJ.A*' I ,j »:>jA I d Lj I j»
*
d_LJ I J_._C- Lp- I dj 9 jJ I d,J_o-C- ' ' I yAf I yk-i ^ L_lc I J M ^^ 'm-O jj i I
L~« i-tu jj .. 'j La—j d—a-av j ^9—(A~Ls*-—> d—5—J1 ^ i^Cj—^ I t_>~ P"-* t r—- ^^ ^ _d~^*—' ow*^ ^—"*—^ ^
"Basmala....This is the turba of the humble slave, he who
needs the mercy of the Lord, Abu Man^ur Istar^the pride of
the princes,the supporter of Salah al-Din's state, Jaharkas
Ibn ;<Abd Allah al-Nasiri Fakhr al~Din. He passed away to
the mercy of God during the months of 608H." (1211 A.D.).
pThe vanished inscription published by Herzfeld gives the
information that Muhammad son of Jaharkas was buried in
this turba also:
ji- LjU»J I I 7_oJ I a-'s I UJ I I uri-jr-5 j- I Ci-®-5*' d_LJ I
jV (_>«-» Li- I f-y-i j L-t;v y~to-' I pkj Jp-V I I uJ 5 _p>v_£
'
y —! I ^ L**— - d—5 I—«—" -VJ ^ ^«-£■ d ■ <M I P ^—p»
"Basmala. ..The prince, the warrior, the fighter of the Holy "War,
the soldier, the guardian of the frontiers, Fakhr al-Din
Muhammad, son of the very mighty prince Fakhr al-Din Jaharkas,
— — 5
passed away on Saturday, 5th Jumada II, 615 at Damascus the
well guarded".
Plan and Construction (Fig. 166)
The surviving building certainly does not represent the
whole madrasa. The existence of the prayer hall with its
three openings implies, in fact, that there was a courtyard
1. "Rep." No. 3689-
2. Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 51.
3. 29th August 1218. A.D.
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into which the prayer hall opened."1" The original triple
f
entrance of the prayer hall has been blocked up recently and
one of the windows of the south side has been converted into
an entrance. The mihrab still retains its two columns with
q
their capitals. The prayer hall has been rebuilt recently
and is now used as a mosque (A in Fig. 166). To the east of
the prayer hall stand two dome chambers (B and C in Fig. 166).
The building shows traces of two periods of construction.
The prayer hall and chamber B belong to the first period and
were probably carried out immediately after the death of
Jaharkas in 608/1211. Chamber B represents the second
period of construction. It was probably added just before
635/1237, the date of the death of Sarim al-Din Khutluba.
The two turbas contain four tombs of the typical
Ayyubid type. Each of these tombs has four stone knobs on
the corners. These knobs are in the form of small models
p
of domes (Figs. 167-168). Three of these tombs can pre¬
sumably be identified by the inscriptions dating the building
and the historical accounts. They are the tombs of Jaharkas,
who died in 608/1211, his son Muhammad who died in 615/1218
and Khutluba who died in 635/1237. The fourth tomb is
unidentified.
The two turbas are virtually identical in their plans,
which follow the typical plan of Ayyuibid turbas. Each is square
with four recesses and with an opening In the middle of each side,
1. Sauvaget, "MAD", p. 42.
2. There are tombs like these in Turbat Ibn Timirak, al-
Madrasa al-Rukniya and Turbat Mithqal of 621/1224.
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but the south side in both of the turbas has two windows.
The customary Ayyubid materials, cut stone and brick, are
used in these turbas.
Architecturally, both the turbas follow in most
respects that of al-Najmiya. Each has two superposed zones
with eight windows in each zone (Figs. 169-173)* But the
corners of the squinches in the domes of al-Madrasa al-
Jaharkasiya are supported by tiny cells (Figs. 171-173)* The
windows originally had stucco grilles; traces of their grilles
are still visible.
The domes of the two turbas are now ruined but enough
remains to show that they were originally of ribbed construction
of the type used in al-Najmiya. The exterior of the transition
zone of these turbas reflects the interior construction (Figs.
174-175). Each of them has an octagonal zone decorated with
eight arches. The four axial arches contain double small
windows while the other four are blind. This zone is topped
by a hexadecagonal zone. It contains eight windows alter¬
nating with eight right-angled recesses. Each of these
recesses is crowned by a shell-shaped semi-dome of seven
sectors in. turba B and eleven sectors in turba C (Fig. 174).
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Al-Madrasa al-Maridaniya, or as it is known today,
Jami:f al-Maridaniya, is situated on the Salihiya street of
Damascus. Ibn Shaddad writes that it was built by 'Azlzat
al-Din Ikhshawlra Khatun, the daughter of al-Malik Qutb al-
Din (the lord of Mardlnjand the wife of al-Malik al-Mu'azzam,
in the year 610/1213 • The building was completed in 62.4/1227.
He gives a list of the teachers there from that year up to his
own time.^
Al-Nu'aimI says that it was situated in the proximity
of Nahr Thawra, very near to al-Jisr al-Abiad ("the white
bridge") in the ^alihiya. He believes that the founder was
the daughter of Qutb al-Din Mawdud Ibn Atabik Zangl^the
brother of Nur al-Din and the lord of Mosul. He mentions
endowments of which the records had been lost but which re¬
appeared in 820/1414. These endowments were a garden near
the white bridge, another garden near the madrasa and three
shops near the above-mentioned bridge. He records a con¬
dition that its teacher should never teach in another madrasa.
He then completes the list of its teachers as given by Ibn
_ 2
Shaddad, up to the Xth century A.H.
Khadlja Khatun, the daughter of al-Malik al-Mu*azzam
:<Isa, died in Jumada II 650/1252 in the garden of al-Maridaniya
_ _ z
and was buried in her turba on the mountain of Qasyun.- The
1. Ibn Shaddad, "Damascus", pp. 227-8 (Ibn Shaddad died in
684/1285).
2. Al-Nu'aimI, I, pp. 592-3-
3. Sauvair.e, op.cit., III (1894), p. 279.
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garden belonged to her since she had given it as an
endowment to her madrasa.^ It seems that she was the
daughter of 'Azizat al-Din and had inherited the garden
from her mother. Qutb al-Din Mawdud of Mosul (544-565/
1149-1169) had married a bride of his deceased brother GhazI,
the daughter of Husam al-Din Tlmurtash (516-547/1122-1152) of
Mardin.^ It is much more probable that 'Aziza was the
daughter of this latter prince. The founder of this
madrasa was not buried in it. Some historians mention that
_ _ 4
she went back to Mardin after the death of her husband.
Another author records that she went to Mecca to make the
5
pilgrimage and stayed there.'
The building was used as a madrasa until the Xth/XVIth
century and it seems that the domed chamber was used as a
cemetery during that time, since the prince Saif al-Din Asbaq
— 6
al-Azdamir who died in 816/1413 was buried there. The domed
chamber now contains eight tombs belonging to the family of
al-Mu'aiyad, the governors of Damascus during the XVIIIth-
7XlXth centuries. The building now serves as a mosque under
the name of Jami' al-Maridaniya.
1. Al-Nu'aimi, I, p. 576. See also infra, p.
2. Sibt Ibn al-Jawzi, VIII, p. 246.
3- Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 20.
4. Sauvaiiq op.cit., III (1894), p. 283.
5. Xbid., loc. cit.
6. Sauvaire, op.cit., III (1894), p. 282.
7. S.D.A., File No. 63.
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The Plan (Fig. 176)
The shape of the building is determined by the bifur¬
cation of three streets. Although the building has suffered
from recent additions to its interior, it still has the funda¬
mental characteristics of a madrasa; an open courtyard with
basin, a prayer hall, an iwan and a turba (Fig. 176). The
south side of the courtyard is occupied by three archways,
the usual form of entrance to a prayer hall attached to a
madrasa in Syria - especially at Aleppo and in North Syria."'"
The middle one is wider than the others. It is noticeable
that the fagade and the mihrab of the prayer hall have been
rigorously aligned with the entrance door, creating a notable
dissymmetry in the internal disposition of the courtyard.
To the east and west of the courtyard there are Iwans
of unequal size. The east Iwan is fully developed and larger
than the west one.
The south-east corner is occupied by the turba which,
apart from the distribution of its openings, follows the plan
of al-Turba al-Najmiya (Fig. 177).
The building is not homogeneous in date; the prayer hall,
the turba and the entrance door are without doubt of the
Ayyubid period, as the nature of their masonry and the details
of their construction and decoration attest. Sauvaget
attributes the rest of the building to the Mamluk period or
1. Other examples of the same period are al-Madrasa al-Jahar—
kasiya, at Damascus, al-Madrasa al-Shadhbakhtiya, al-Madrasa
al-Zahiriya, al-Madrasa al-Sultaniya, al-Firdus, al-Madrasa
al-Sharafiya, Khanqah al-Farafra and al-Madrasa al-Kamiliya
at Aleppo.
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even to the last years of the XlVth century."^"
Construction of the Turha:
The turba .which occupies the south-west corner is con¬
structed, externally, of cut stone, as are the original walls
of the madrasa. The typical Ayyubid method is followed in
constructing the exterior of the openings, but with different
details (Fig. 178A and B). Internally, the openings of the
square base and the prayer hall are topped by pointed arches;
they are all of the same form (Fig. 178C) except that over the
entrance which has springers projecting towards the centre
(Fig. 178D). The only entrance to the turba, which is at
the middle of its north side, opens into the west Twan. There
is a concave mihrab at the middle of the south side flanked by
two windows. Each of the east and west sides has a window;
the east one is blocked up.
Apart from some minor variations, the transition zone
of this turba follows that of al-Najmiya. It is of two
superposed zones, an octagonal and a sixteen-sided one, with
the same distribution of windows and niches as al-Najmiya.
There are two fundamental differences between this dome and
the dome of al-Najmiya. Firstly, the exterior of the
transition zone up to the top of the second zone is built of
cut stone (Fig. 179)• It is hard to be sure whether the
interior of the transition zone is made of brick or stone,
because it is all plastered (Figs. 180 and 182). Secondly,
1. Sauvaget, "MAD", p. 119.
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the corners of the squinches are supported by shell-shaped
tiny cells (Figs. 182-183) a feature which occurs in this
turba for the first time.
The exterior of the transition zone does not differ
greatly from those which are constructed with brick (Figs.
179 and 184). It reflects the interior composition. The
dome, which is smooth, is completely intact (Figs. 181 and
185).
The Decoration:
The building retains much of its rich decoration. The
lintel of the main entrance, which is fully described by
Sauvaget,"^" is covered with a carved wooden panel partly hidden
today by boards. The ornament consists of small polygonal
panels created by the intersection of beaded bands. The
geometrical panels determined by the intersection of the
frames are filled with fine floral designs (Fig. 186).
The wooden door of the prayer hall, which has been trans¬
ferred into the National Museum of Damascus, is finely
decorated (Fig. 187). The interior of the prayer hall has
eleven windows; two of them still retain their polychrome
glass. Each of these two windows is surrounded with a beaded
frame enclosing a panel filled with a floral design of four
raw and violent colours, red, yellow, green and blue (Fig. 189).
Sauvaget believes that this polychrome glass dates from the
2
foundation of the building.
1. "MAD", pp. 122-4.
2. "MAD", p. 125.
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In addition, shell-shaped semi-domes adorn the hexa-
decagonal zone, and shell-shaped tiny cells support the
corners of the squinches. They are carved in the stone in¬
stead of being moulded in plaster on brickwork, which led to
the ornament being thinly, not deeply incised. The ribs of
the semi-domes are also thinly incised and their number is
greater than usual (Fig. 185)."^
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The madrasa of al-Malik al-'Adil, "al-fAd.iliya", is
situated in Damascus about 100m. from the north-west corner
of the Umayyad mosque, just opposite the well-known madrasa
and turba of al-Malik al-Zahir. The madrasa has no inscription,
but every word of the literary tradition is confirmed by the
nature of the building. It was a madrasa for the Shafi'ite
madhhab.
— fciSK
Its building extended over several reigns. It was founded
in 568/1172 by Nur al-Dln after the arrival of the great
professor (shaikh) Qutb al-Din al-Nisaburi, for whom Nur al-
Din had decided to build this madrasa.^ Nur al-Din died in
569/1173 before finishing his madrasa and it was left un¬
finished until al-Malik al-'Adil Saif al-Din came to power
and tried to complete it; but he died before he could achieve
this. It was finally completed by his son, al-Malik al-
2 — —
Mu*azzam, who buried his father in a turba there. Abu Shama
« y ' . ...
gives the information that other governors tried to complete
the building between the death of Nur al-Din and the accession
of al-:<Adil, i.e. 569;-596/ll67-1200, but al-Malik al-'Adil re¬
moved all that they had built including the work of Nur al-Din.
He writes: "Al-Madrasa al-'Adiliya was built by al-Malik al-
'Adil Abu Bakrfbtf Ayyub, the brother of Salah al-Din. It
contains his turba. I saw, myself, what Nur al-Din and his
1. Abu Shama, I, p. 214.
2. Ibn Shaddad, "Damascus", p. 240.
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successors had built; it was in the position of the present
prayer hall and mihrab. When al-Malik al-'Adil built the
madrasa he removed that building".1 It seems that the turba
was finished before the other units of the building. Al-
Nu'aiml states that "al-'Adil died in 615/1218 and was buried
in the castle of Damascus, then his son al-Malik al-Mu'azzam7
# •
transferred him and buried him in his turba at al-Madrasa
al-'Adiliya in 619/1222 and the madrasa was not finished at
2tha.t time; it was finished in the following year".
The building itself occupies an important place in the
history of Damascus; within its walls Abu Shama wrote his
work "al-Rawdatain", and Ibn Khallikan finished his famousa 7 •
history. By its entrance Ibn Malik al-NahawI stood calling
the people to attend his lectures. In al-Madrasa al-*Adiliya
lived Ibn Khaldun at the beginning of the IXth/XVth century.
The building suffered after the 7th century from
4
vandalism, earthquakes and fires until the beginning of this
century when it was restored and was taken over as a museum in
1919; very soon thereafter it became the Arabic Academy centre.
Other restorations were made in the years 1942, 1945 and
1948.5
1. Abu Shama, loc.cit.
2. Al-Nu'aiml, I, pp. 36O-36I.
3. Kurd "All, op. cit. , VI, p. 85.
4. Creswell visited the building before and after the restoration
and described it as having a deplorable appearance; fine
masonry having been thickly plastered with cement and re¬
painted, so that it recalled stage scenery instead of
ashlar (MAE, II, p. 112, n.l).
5« Munajjid, "Abniyat", p. 271.
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The Plan (Fig. 189)
Although the plan of the building has been changed
greatly as a result of successive restoration, it contains,
nowadays, the principal units of a madrasa. It has a court¬
yard with a basin for ablution and all the other units dis¬
posed around this courtyard. On its south side is the
prayer hall with five bays open onto the yard.
The north side of the courtyard was occupied by a vast
iwan. All the parts behind the fagade of this Iwan are modern,
but according to the plan drawn by Herzfeld, it was about 9.25m.
deep."1" The west side of the yard is entirely modern and it
p
is hard to trace any old work behind its fagade. According
to the disposition of the remaining entrances of this fagade
which opens onto the yard, and according to the plans made by
3 4 5
Herzfeld, Sauvaget and the S.D.A., it is clear that there
must have been five bays, the middle one of which was an Iwan
with two cells for students on each of its two sides. The
east side of the courtyard is occupied by the entrance, in
the middle, and an aggregate of rooms at the north-east corner.
The south-east corner of the building is occupied by the turba,
which is a remarkably large chamber (Fig. 190)•
1. Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", Fig. I, p. 2.
2. Creswell, "MAE", II, p. 112.
3. "Damascus. Ill", p. 2. Fig. 1.
4. "MAD" p. 78, Fig. 42; MHD, p. 62, fig. 22.
5. S.D.A. File No. 24.
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I
! Because of the great similarity between the plan of
this madrasa and the plan of al-Madrasa al-Nuriya"1" some
scholars have connected the two stylistically. In the
opinion of Herzfeld, "the plan is a replica of the Nuriya and
it was probably designed by the same architect. If it were
not for the greater size of the tomb chamber and its extension
through the inner court, one could mistake one plan for the
p
other". On the basis of this similarity between the two
plans, al-'Adiliya is dated by Herzfeld to 567-569/1171-1173'
The Construction
All the exterior of the building is constructed of
cut stone. The various building campaigns are reflected
on its exterior. Two methods of cutting the stone are dis¬
tinguishable on the south and east fagades. The lower ten
courses in these fagades were cut smoothly, while the upper
courses were cut more roughly, but with smooth edges (Fig.
191). Brick is used for the dome of the turba and stone
4
for the transition zone.
The successive restorations of the building, particu¬
larly that of 1919, have changed most of its original
appearance. But a few original architectural and decorative
elements are to be noticed; they are apparent on the entrance,
the east and south external fagades, some of the internal
fagades of the courtyard and the tomb chamber. Only two
1. Herzfeld, "Damascus. I", p. 46; Sauvaget, "MAD", p. 88;
idem, "MHD", p. 44.
2. Herzfeld, "Damascus. I", p. 46.
3. Ibid.
4. Sauvaget, "MAD", p. 82.
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elements need emphasis here: the turba and the double small
domes covering the entrance bay. The tomb chamber occupies
the south-east corner (Fig. 190). The turba is almost square
with four recesses at the four sides. The south side has a
concave mihrab flanked by two windows; the east recess has
two windows. -The north recess has an opening in the middle;
it seems, on the analogy of the turba of Nur al-Din,that it
was an entrance. On the north end of the west recess is
the present entrance of the turba. At the upper part of each
of these recesses there is a window of the same size as the
lower windows. Three methods were followed in constructing
the exterior of the windows of this turba (Fig. 192).
As the chamber is too large to be roofed by a dome of
similar proportion to the ground plan and is also oblong,
the architect tried to gain the smallest possible square base
for the dome by means of various types of arches (Figs. 190,
193 and 194). The construction of the transition zone of
this dome differs considerably from those of other Ayyubid
domes. Four triangular pendentives are set over the four
corners to transform the base into a circular shape. The
surface of each of these pendentives is covered with four
courses of shallow decorative cells (Fig. 193)- These cells
seem to have no architectural value.
The pendentives transform the base directly into a
circle without an intermediary octagonal zone; the transition
zone is marked by eight windows, two windows between every
pendentive. A slightly pointed and smooth dome rests above
this complex. The exterior of the transition zone is
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distinguished by an octagonal zone with two windows at the
middle of each of the axial sides. This is an unusual
arrangement. The base is built of cut stone (Fig. 155).
Another form of dome construction can be seen in the
double small domes roofing the bay of the entrance on the
east fagade (Fig. 192). Its frontal part is crowned by an
unusual arch with a suspended keystone which has in reality
a decorative value. From a purely architectural point of
view, however, the frontal part of the entrance bay takes the
form of an arch in full curve with a suspended keystone
(Figs. 196-197). The area between this arch and the back
wall of the bay is roofed by two adjacent decorative domes
with small monolithic ribbed shells. Each of these two
shells rests on two superposed octagons formed by three
courses of small muqarnases.
Sauvaget attributes this masterpiece to the professional
skill of the constructors of al-:<Adiliya, ^ while Herzfeld
connects it with the construction of al-Madrasa al~Nuriya and
writes: "The building was founded immediately after the
completion of the Nuriya in 567 but was finished only in
619/1222 after two interruptions. Apparently this vault
belongs to the phase of the completion, but since the plan
of these two madrasas is identical, the second architect
2
may simply have carried out what the first planned".
1. "MAD", p. 84.
2. Herzfeld, "Damascus. II", p. 1.
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This madrasa was built by Rukn al-Din to contain his
turba. It is situated in al-Akrad quarter in the Salihiya
of Damascus. The building is mentioned by most of the
historians of the Ayyubid period under the name of al-Madrasa
al-Rukniya al-Barraniya (outside the walls) to be distinguished
from another madrasa with the same name which was built by
Rukn al-Din for the Shafi:<ite madhhab inside Damascus"'" while
.... ■ .I.
2
our madrasa was built for the Hanafites.
■ ®
The building was founded in 621/1224 and was completed
in 625/1228.J Its founder, Rukn al-Din Mankufirish al-
Falaki, died in 631/1233• He was a white slave of Falak
al-Dinythe brother of al-Malik al-'Adil. He built al-Madrasa
al-Rukniya at the foot of the Qasyun mountain, and he estab¬
lished many endowments for its maintenance and built within
it a turba. When he died in Jirud village he was trans-
4 / -5
ferred to this turba. Al-Nu'aimi writes of the prince
Mankufirish al-Falakl that he was a manumitted white slave
of Fakhr al-Din ,the full brother of al-Malik al-"Adil. He
was one of the virtuous princes who talked little and gave
charity plentifully.
Herzfeld concludes that the inscription does not allude
to this madrasa and the remains of the building show no traces
1. Al-Nu'aimi, I, p. 253*
2. Ibn Shaddad, "Damascus", p. 224; al-Nu'aiml, I, p. 519.
3» Al-Nu'aimi, I, p. 519•
4. Ibn Kathir, XIII, p. 141.
5. Al-Nu'aimi, I, p. 519.
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of a madrasa. He suggests that the designation
'madrasa' is vaguely used in the chronicles instead of
turba. But while the remains of the building do not
tally with the usual plan of the Syrian madrasa, they
also differ from the usual type of turbas in Damascus,
and most probably the building today represents only
part of the original plan. One of the historians of
Damascus mentions that someone took a piece from its
2
west side. Moreover, all the historical accounts affirm
that our building was a madrasa for the Hanafites and a
turba. Al-Nu'aimI gives in his history of the madrasas
of Damascus a list of the teachers of this madrasa.
As far as the inscription on the building is
concerned, it is clear that it was written for the turba
only; probably there was another inscription elsewhere
giving details of the endowment of the madrasa. There
is such an example at Damascus in al-Madrasa al-Qilijiya.^
This inscription is engraved on a stone over the two
lintels of the northern windows of the turba (Fig. 198).
It reads:
1. Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 22.
2. Badran, op.cit., p. 171.
3. Al-Nu'aimi, I, pp. 519-520.
4. Infra, p. 178 .
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' LiJ I d_:
} (Lo^j LcJ I ^jJLsJ I I dJLsj I Lo I J-i I y^> I d_LJ I . ...
L>w»J I
J-i 9 L_^—-■ d_._£ J ji-u. r-. I j L*—II Li—! I (yjjJ I , yd^
^ 5 ° "O 3 Ly^-J Ls_,
j—1—I I y 1^—: i I ^ /y—'—I I ^ J I ■—1—' I ^^—-O ( J j- 7 J —' 1—j L-a ) . *j——.' j—■—o a —t.—;. ^ d—L ".">- ^
i_j d-«/^| ui—o—I I ^ I. ; - ,') a
J I d --' i -'■-^—I I 9 I y>.-_ I—; g|~£—' 9—' L>- f ' t -o ,Xcm_J I q ^ ^ ,_o—~ —-IJL*—S ) J I J—. I—Jl9
4
usuaj. 9 J l_caJ LaJ I _ jjj j_! J , y-L-T
I I—Zjj*—; I 0~° Ly —■ I _9 a_j d..^_j .jo*—I—I ^j L%-«-J I I w'uJ I ^ I
^ ^L—I I j (J}-*" ^-7*—^ ^ 3 g} I—" *" .—I I , ' r~<> (_y I j 1 j—j L, li——I I I ^ I ^ yj
J> Lo (_5_L liLj J J-5 dy_y_J I ^yb (—j I ; l_CJ*—J {~r' —i '4 I (jg I J I ;>-£-.• e,U I , j yN List.—I I 9
J-L' ^ J '4—' 0 y-iih."—J I dJ-J I—: . j_o J-J JdV-j V <---_<>yJ I L_Jl5 L;r£ ry—.-* j
* <1.—' L<^—9 d"-_J—'-A'—■ d 5^—j j | d—t-tv ^' 4 i d q
"Basmala...This is what the humble slave, he who needs the
mercy of his Lord, the warrior, the fighter of the Holy War,
Rukn al-Dln Mankurish"^ client of Falak al-Din, al-'Adili,
al-Mu'azzaml^has founded as a waqf and to be buried in. He
has established a waqf for its maintenance, for the oil, the
candles, the mats, the salary of a guardian and of readers
of the Koran. It is what follows: the entire house inside
1. This inscription is published in "Rep." No. 3915 and
Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 21.
2. These two words are not read by Herzfeld.
3. Herzfeld has
4. These words are not read in "Rep."
5. The name of the founder has two different forms. It is
Makufirlsh in the historical works and Mankurish in the
inscription.
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Bab al-Faradls south of al-Madrasa al-Falakiya, formerly
called the house of Qatlutmar. Furthermore a sixth of the
two shops in the basket-makers' bazaar; the entire garden
south of the River Yazid at §alihiya; a third and a half of
the ninth of the house bordering upon the west side of the
garden; a sixth of the entire garden belonging to the fields
of Nairab, formerly known under the name of the founder; a
sixth of the garden and mansion (Jawsaq) and mill belonging to
the fields of Nairab formerly called qa$I al-Bahja. All this
under the detailed stipulations of the act of the Waqf. It
is illegal for anyone who believes in Almighty God to change
these after having knowledge of them for he commits a crime
which will fall back on those who will imitate it. Indeed
God is all-hearing and all-knowing. That was in the year
624H". (1227 A.D.).
The Plan (Fig. 199)
The building consists of three units, a turba, a court¬
yard and a prayer hall. The main entrance, which leads
into the court and the other units, is in the middle of the
north side of the court. In the middle of the court is a
basin for ablutions as in all the madrasas and mosques of
Damascus.
Exceptionally the court in this madrasa is roofed by a
dome. Enough of it remains to show that it was shaped like
the dome over the turba.^ The part which is roofed by the
dome is a square surrounded by a corridor on three sides (east,
1. Herzfeld,"Damascus. Ill, p. 22.
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west and north). It is formed by three arcades of columns
and piers. This corridor is roofed by a barrel vault. To
the south of the court lies an oblong prayer hall with a
mihrab in the middle of its qibla side. The prayer hall
opens into the court by three doorways; the middle one is
wider than the others. At the east side of the court,
another doorway leads into the turba. It follows in most
respects the plan of al-Turba al-Najmiya. It is square with
four recesses and an opening at the middle of each recess,
except the north recess which has two windows. In the middle
of the tomb chamber lies the tomb of the founder with four
decorative knobs on its corners, a trait common to many tombs
of this period in Damascus."*" The area to the south of the
turba, and bounded by it and the prayer hall, was added
recently to the prayer hall. The south part of the turba
was converted into an entrance to lead into the additional
part of the prayer hall.-
The Construction
Apparently the whole building, except the domes and
vaults, is constructed of cut stone. The interior of the
court was left unplastered while the other parts, namely the
turba and the prayer hall,were all plastered.
The prayer hall is roofed by a barrel vault interrupted
by a cross vault roofing the middle part of the hall. This
is the area usually roofed by a dome in the contemporary
prayer halls of northern Syria.
1. Cf. supra, p 9.111 and 129 .
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The south wall of the court and the walls over the
arcades form the square base of the dome. This base is
crowned by the transition zone which was probably of two
superposed zones, an octagonal and a sixteen-sided one. The
octagonal zone is the highest part which still remains; all
the other parts above it are ruined.
The squinches of this zone are constructed in almost
the same manner as other Ayyubid squinches but they differ in
having been made of cut stone, and are thus very like those of
Qubbat al-Amjad. The triangular corbels of the squinches are
supported by tiny cells. The octagonal zone differs also
from the usual appearance of Ayyubid zones for it lacks the
axial arches which usually contain windows. In fact there
are no windows at all in this zone; they were probably
located in the vanished upper zone.
The turba is generally regarded as a perfect example
of the Damascus type."'" The construction of its transition
zone and the dome follows that of al-Turba al-Najmiya, being
of two superposed zones with the same distribution of windows
and niches. But the triangular corbels of the squinches are
supported here by tiny cells (Figs. 200-202). The transition
zone is terminated by the usual dentated collar on which the
ribbed dome rests.
/
As in the turba of al-Madrasa al-Maridaniya, the exterior
of the transition zone is constructed of cut stone (Figs. 203-
205). The sixteen-sided zone has eight windows alternating
with eight right-angled recesses, four of which are topped
1. Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 27*
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by shell-shaped, semi-domes and the other four by small and
smooth semi-domes (Figs. 204-205). This zone is crowned
by the dome, which is composed of sixteen bold ribs con¬
structed in the same manner as those of al-Turba al-Najmiya.
The interior of the transition zone is decorated, as usual,
with stucco bands framing each side of the octagonal and
hexadecagonal zones. The spandrels of the eight arches
in the octagonal zone are adorned with a stucco vine scroll
motif (Figs. 200-201).
The north facade of the building is decorated with
some panels of square Kufic inscription. One of these
panels consists of the word "Muhammad" repeated four times
in the turning movements of a swastika (Figs. 198 and 206).
From the existence of a similar inscription in the Khatuniya
Madrasa at Karaman Herzfeld concludes that there is some
connection between this building and Asia Minor."1'
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This madrasa stands west of the walled city on the
Barada River. It was built by Aibak, the white slave of al~
Malik al-Mu'azjam, as a madrasa for the Hanafite madhhab.
Al--Nufaiml says that this madrasa was founded by tfIzz al-
Din Aibak, who died in 645/1247, and that it is situated
over the Wiraqa at the Upper Sharaf, to the north of the
field of al-Qasr outside Damascus.^" This madrasa is
• —w. .
_ 2
mentioned also by Ibn Shaddad who writes that it was built
in 626/1228 by the prince *Izz al-Dln, Ustadh al-Dar (major
domo) of al-Mu^az^am, who was the lord of Sarkhad.
Ibn Khallikan records that in 611/1214 Sarkhad was
taken from Ibn Qaraja and was given to "Izz al-Din Aibak.
He kept it until it was taken from him by al-Malik al-Salih
Najm al-Din Ibn Ayyub in 644/1246. He was taken to Cairo
and was put in Dar al~TawashI as a prisoner.^ He died there
and was buried at Cairo near the Bab al-Nasr, but his remains• 7
_ 5
were then transferred to the turba which was over the Wiraqa
(at Damascus). There is some dispute about the date of
his death. Al-Nufaimi^ attributes it to 647/1249;
1. Al-Nu'faimi, I, p. 550.
2. Ibn Shaddad, "Damascus", p. 221.
3. Yaqut, op.clt. , U? ^742-*
4. Wafayat al-Afyan, I, p. 501.
5.- Ibn Kathlr, XIII, p. 174.
6. Al-Nu^aimi, I, p. 550.
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Ibn Kathir"1" to the year 645/1247; while Ibn Khallikan, who
was present at his death and prayed over his corpse, gives
— — 9
it as the beginning of Jumada I, in the year 646/1248. "In
the year 654/1256 his son, the prince Muzaffar al-Din Ibrahim,
died and was buried near his father under the dome which was
_ z
near al-Wiraqa." There is further confusion concerning
the date of the building. Most of the Arab historians record
that the madrasa was built in 626/1228, but the inscription
over the lintel of the entrance gives the year 621/1224. It
may, therefore, be assumed that the madrasa was founded in
621 and finished in 626.
The lines of the inscription are carved irregularly, but
there is nothing to indicate that it has been changed from its
original disposition. The inscription is engraved in a
hexagon on the discharging arch with one line to the right,




The hexagon I Uj dJJI aJJI VI aJI V
The text is then completed in the lower left line
d—I—11 j _»_£• d ^ jye® ^ c V
The upper left line
d Cj L-o Uw I d—i dl_J J z d—! ho / 9""® d ! - o d , p**—I I Jl
1. Ibn Kathir, XIII, p. 174.
2. Ibn Khallikan, I, p. 502.
3. Ibn Kathir, XIII, p. 195-
4. On this inscription see Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 56;
"Rep." No. 3914.
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In the oblong panel over the lintel, there are four lines
reading:
(j>j hi—1 I ^—^-.-4-! I ~oV I Li 0_, t J &Sj L_._»J I dUM J —o 1 I d wX-'O t ,Q ^ _
d_LJ I d I ! (j_j jJ I J_£ (J_5 La_sJ ! I J . l - ! | __
d-«V I I |»h-C-VJ I |» I—«V I i—. Lv«A . ' X-'—I j r Lf-JJJ I fjr i <-. __
^ ~>~a •*—'—1 I (J—f-i—" -a <«-o 1 I J j.jJ.iXa.1 I 5 f I 'hI I l_s—h- J d—LJ I (jA'j iLi-; L3_ !
The upper left line belongs at the end of this inscription
and it is read so in the "Repertoire".
"Basmala...Koran 11,110. The great prince, the warrior, the
fighter of the Holy War, Abu 'l-Fada'il "Izz al-Din Aibak al-
Mutfaz£aml, may God cover him with his mercy, has endowed this
blessed madrasa, perpetuated and devoted it for the jurists
and students, the followers of the greatest Imam, the lamp of
the nation Abu Hanlfa, may God bless him, and for the readers,"^"
p
the .traditionists and the hearers, may God accept it from him".
The Plan
The turba and the entrance are the only remaining units
of the madrasa. There is no other evidence that gives a
clear idea about its original plan. The turba stands at the
south-east corner of the present enclosure, but this, certainly,
does not represent all the land that belonged to the madrasa;
it may be at least 10m. wider to the east. The land was
wider by about 10m. to the north before the building of the
street in 1939 which passed its north side. The entrance was
thereupon demolished and reconstructed further back (Fig.207).^
1. I.e. readers of the Koran.
2. I.e. hearers of the Hadith.
3. S.D.A. File No. 25; Sauvaget, "MAD", Fig. 65.
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The turba was not isolated from the other units of the
madrasa. The absence of any cornice to crown it on its
north and east sides indicates that it was linked to other
units on these two sides. On the south the remains of a
wall suggest that there was once the usual prayer hall on this
side, aligned towards the qibla.
The weakness of the south wall of the prayer hall
probably implies that it was roofed by a flat ceiling. The
existence of the abutment and the springing of an arch on the
north fagade of the turba indicates that a portico adjoined
this fagade and ran along the west side of the yard (Fig. 208).
The plan of the turba follows in some respects that of
al-Turba al-Najmiya. It is square with four wide recesses
and an opening at the middle of each side, except the south
one which has two openings. The north opening is the entrance
while the others are windows. There is only one stone tomb
at the centre of the turba.
The Construction
The madrasa was erected on a steep slope of land, so that
the architect had to construct the south side and a part of the
west side in such a way as to comply with this awkward site;
therefore the first six courses of stone at the bottom of
these two sides were built obliquely (Fig. 209). Like all
Ayyubid monuments, this madrasa was built mainly of cut stone.
Brick is used in the transition zone and in the dome of the
turba. The windows are constructed externally according to
the same method as in al-Turba al-'Imadiya (Fig. 210).
The interior of the square base and of the transition zone
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follows to a certain extent the construction of al-Turba al-
Najmiya (Figs. 211-213)• It has two superposed zones, an
octagonal and a sixteen-sided one, having the same distri¬
bution of windows and niches as in al-Turba al-Najmiya. The
triangular corbels of the squinches are supported by tiny
cells (Fig. 212). The second zone is crowned with a smooth
dome. All the interior of the turba is plastered. It is
decorated with bands of stucco forming the main architectural
elements, the arches of the recesses, the four sides of the
square base and the sides of the octagonal and sixteen-sided
zones (Fig. 211). The spandrels of the octagonal zone are
adorned by the type of vine scroll usual in this period (Figs.
211-212). In addition to this, the south side of the square
base is decorated with a roundel ornament. This is a circular
medallion in stucco filled with interlacing scrolls, flowers
and leaves distributed around a six-pointed star. The
medallion is surrounded with scroll work comprising three-lobed
flowers (Fig. 214). It is set on the south side, probably to
indicate the qibla.^ An identical medallion adorns the
western side of the vault of the great Iwan of al-Bimaristan
— — 9
al-Qaimari in the §alihiya dated to 656/1258.
The exterior of the transition zone reflects the interior
construction (Figs. 209-210 and 213)- The upper part of the
dome has been covered with a coating of bright red, while in
its lower part it has a wide band of floral work of the same
z
colour against a wide white background.
1. Sauvaget, "MAD", p. 70.
2. Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 31, Fig. 55.
3. Sauvage.t, "MAD", p. 70.
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Jami' al-Tawba is situated, in the 'Uqabiya quarter (east
of Suq Saruja). Al-Nu'aimi mentions it as a great mosque out¬
side Bab al-Faradls.^ According to Ibn Shaddad, who gives the
story of its foundation, it was built by al-Malik al-Ashraf Musa,
the son of al-Malik al-'Adil, in 632/1234. It had been known
under the name of Khan al-Zinjari because it had sheltered people
2 -
of bad morals and culpable behaviour. Ibn Khallikan gives sub¬
stantially the same account , adding that its sinful former
occupants were singers and the like. The inscriptions of the
building give three different dates. The inscription which
still exists on the lintel of the eastern entrance reads:(Fig.215)
iljLJI L*JI I jib ( Koran , IX, 18 ) 4 I ^^,3 I . dJLJ I ^
^3l.j I J i 6a—1 I li)—I, . .1 I ^^c^ ^ ^5—i ^ I 3—!—®—I I (Jj Lb—Lou—I I (Jr~^ J -0—^ J
® 1 J <i 5 L® iAAJ ^ —>—"-J—!.— J i—'* ' I d—' —uu (.3"' ^ — ^0 d.,, I, J—.' d ! 1 I ^ <J-b d—®—A > I ' 3 f —;
—11 j.—gj—^ —11 j—j-a—! I d ,-^31 ^4 I—'—11 d_. . Lib a d^ ^ c—z, I—»_c-
.X_V l d_Jb J I L!-> 1 Sj | C, .3N I I ^ > 3" d.—> Lfr t ^ ^ ^ ..9 d -.3- 1 I d l 1 I d J L_b l 3 7; •U ,1 I U J xS' J
-JA—ijj_i LdA^ L-o-X—11 d ^^ ^ 3-9 L^wo d .3 L^ L~.>^ L^ I I
®—uu d id L. id j 1. ® C- LLu—3—i ( d < >!., lyS'x ^ I—■—^\."S—i I ,'^j i."—I dt—.u. .3—0—^ 1 d —I I I——i d d L>^& ^
(-Jd. 3 f ^ t—>—Jolt—11 * I ..—> I ^ L-hr ^ i—i L—j—11 I Jl^—J Lxx-^J i o—! (
I t> .» j —>-A i , I ^ —> d. > >» >..3—cf d-A—I—£—! I Co>—' —ja—i—I I , ! J i T-.■ (U C-i1—d ^3
d__-33>S>j dJI J oi>>—o (—j 3 iiLw —1_£- d—> I ^—LxZ>^ d d^-^ d-J—I tX-oJ3^J I ji
1. Al-Nu:<aiml, II, p. 426.
2. Ibn ShaddadDamascus11, p. 87.
3. Ibn Khallikan, II, p. 140.
4. Cf. Herzfeld, "Damascus. IV", p. 124; "Rep." No. 4332.
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"Basmala...Koran IX>18 * Our Lord, the Sultan al-Malik al-
Ashraf Abu '1-Fath Musa, the son of the Sultan al-Malik al-
"Adil Abu Bakr Ibn Ayyub, may God cover them with his mercy,
has founded this blessed Jami' in 632."*" The completion and
renovation of this building has been accomplished by its
inspector and preacher Yahya Ibn "Abd al-'Aziz Ibn !<Abd al-
Salam, may God grant him peace in heaven. He endowed it
with all the shops which lie at its east wall. There are
14 shops, a property to the north of its minaret, two shops
and a property under the cell which was built as a living
room for the preacher, five shops and a sixth building to the
left of the mosque opposite this door, and on its upper floor,
there are three rooms built by the preacher, and a storeroom
leading onto their vestibule, and a hotel to the east of Dar
al-Bat^ikh near the castle. This was written in the year
649 " (1251 A.D.). The Repertoire and Sauvaire" mention
another inscription, but this no longer exists. It had the
name of al-Malik al-Ashraf Musa, was dated 629/1231 and gave
a different account of the waqf. It also named a different
inspector, Abu "Amr 'Uthman Ibn *Abd al-Ra^iman al-Salalj. al-
Nasirl al-Kurdi al-Shahrazurl, who was called Ibn al-Sala^i
TaqI al-Din and who died in 643^/1245. However, there are
4
points for and against the accuracy of this copy.
1. 1234 A.D.
"Rep." No. 4039; Sauvaire, op.cit., IX, (1896), p. 273-
3. Ibn Khallikan, I, p. 394.
4. Herzfeld, "Damascus. IV", p. 124.
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Plan and Construction
The building is especially interesting for its plan,
(Fig. 216), which is similar to that of the mosques of the
Umayyads.^" The prayer hall opens onto the courtyard
through nine bays and the courtyard is surrounded with a
portico on three of its sides, the north, east and west. The
prayer hall is a large rectangle with two longitudinal naves
divided by one arcade of 13 arches supported on square and
octagonal piers. It is interrupted by a transept on the
north-south axis. The mihrab, with its original columns and
stucco decoration, is in the middle of the south side, and
there is another mihrab in the west wing of the mosque. The
mosque has two entrances: one of them is in the middle of the
north wall and the other is in the west wall, topped by a
semi-dome constructed with cells. The square bay in front
of the mihrab is roofed by a dome,like most of the early
mosques of Syria and North Africa (Fig. 217).
Most of the present mosque including the whole plan, is
original. Only a few restorations have been executed from
time to time and these have not changed its original form.
The transept divides the prayer hall into two equal
parts and is roofed by a flat wooden ceiling supported on an
arcade. There are six arches in each part carried on square
and octagonal piers; these are so arranged that two octagonal
piers alternate with a square one. The transept is divided
into two square parts. The south part in front of the mihrab
is crowed by a dome, while the north part is topped by a
1. Sauvaget, "MHD", p. 64.
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gable roof.
The square base of the dome is formed by three arches
and the south wall of the mosque. The transition zone of
the dome closely follows that of al-Turba al-Najmiya, but
the octagonal corbels are supported here by tiny cells (Figs.
218-220).
The exterior of the transition zone has the usual
Ayyubid arrangement of a hexadecagonal zone over an
octagonal one; but the frequent plasterings have rather
changed its appearance (Fig. 221).
The sixteen-sided zone follows architecturally that of
al-Turba al-Najmiya. It contains eight windows alternating
with eight niches. Four of them are right-angled recesses
topped by semi-circular arches. Each of the other four
consists of a small concave recess topped with a semi-dome,
and the whole recess is placed within another recess sur¬
mounted by twin arches sharing a suspended abutment (Fig.
221)."'" An unribbed dome crowns the whole complex. Like
the transition zone, it has been badly plastered quite recently.
The bay of the eastern entrance to the mosque is roofed
by a semi-dome constructed of muqarnases. It is of three
courses of muqarnases; the topmost one forms a star-like
base of ten points to support a ribbed semi-dome (Fig. 222).
1. Cf. al-Turba al-Salamiya and al-Turba al-Najmiya
(supra, pp. 65 and 41 .
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Dar al-Hadith al-Ashrafiya is situated on the main street
in the §alihiya of Damascus just to the east of al-Madrasa
al-Murshidiya.^ Al-Nu;<aimx writes of this building: "Dar
al-Hadith al-Ashrafiya al-Maqdisiya is situated on the slope
of the Qasyun mountain on the bank of the River Yazid opposite
the turba of Taqi al-Din Tawba Ibn r<Ali al-Takritl, to the
east of al-Madrasa al-Murshidiya of the Hanafites and to the
west of al-Madrasa al-Atabikiya of the Shafi'ites. It is an
achievement of Malik al-Ashraf Muzaffar al-Din the son of al~
«
— 2*Adil". It was built for the Hanbalite madhhab and was
used for the same purpose until the Xth/XVI century. Al-
_ ~x
Nu'aimi gives a list of its teachers up to his own time.
The usual Ayyubid identifying inscription is engraved on the
lintel of the entrance, and consists of four lines (Fig. 223).
It reads:
^'—1 ^ £k* 5 r bl—^f ^ ^ L-o—f I d s ^ y~ ^ ^—'—' ^ .
lSJ j)-®-1' <S- b*_;
Cj—Z ' j—I I ^ yp I jI j-I J _ L*J I I ^ U _hd I —
i_S—' j-®—'' Cy—- lS-*" y-° I j)— I
1. Infra, p. 175 .
2. Al-Nu*aiml, I, p. 47.
3. Ibid., loc.cit.
4. On this inscription see "Rep." No. 4117 and Herzfeld,
"Damascus. Ill", p. 58.
5» "Rep. " has
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d-, L ! , d .w, d_U I vj-;' <>-. l?-: I o~; J—' I JaUJ! <il_LJ I ^ UJ^J I
l~'—s J .9^ Ct~J- 0—L'_a- - I d_l__ L.^xJ I (_5_.Lt dJoJI
JI <s — ^ OJaI ^ UL.J L, {jrs,J I
J-^-o L*-^ dJ-J 1 L^-Ujs CLjlurj
5
d—L! I ,J j~»^n_o d_JU I V I dJ I V
"Basmala...The lord* the Sultan, the erudite, the just, the
triumphant, the favourite of God, the victorious, al-Malik
al-Ashraf Abu '1-Fath Musa, the son of the lord, the Sultan,
al-Malik al-'Adil Saif al-Din Abu Bakr Ibn Ayyub, has
founded this blessed madrasa for God, for the Hanbalite
<1
traditionists may God accept it from him, and grant him
peace in heaven. He has given as waqf to it the half of
Dair Ar'a in the Biqa" al-'AzizI, its produce and its farms,
in the year 634.^ May the blessing of God be on Muhammad.
There is no god but God; Muhammad is the messenger of God".
There were two madrasas for teaching al-Hadith, each
bearing the name Car al-Hadlth al-Ashrafiya and founded by
al-Malik al-Ashraf Musa. One of them, inside the city, was
founded by al-Malik al-Ashraf Musa for the Shaikh 'Uthman Ibn
1. Herzfeld has'-lu-'1 '«»the visitors"; Sauvaire has 1 I
which also means the visitors (op.cit. I (1894), p. 294,
. _ « _
n.25); Badran has ^ ^, n the readers of al-Hadith "
(op.cit., p. 33); "Rep♦" leaves it unread. It reads
in fact
j 1 - Iv- ! 1 "the traditionists".
2. Herzfeld has Lf_*_-j "its quarter" while it is, in fact,
j , "its produce".
3. This line is divided on the two sides of the panel.
4. A.D. 1236.
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al-Salah."^" Our madrasa was founded for the Hafiz Jamal al-
• • - — « •
Din *Abd Allah Ibn Surur al-MaqdisI, who died before the
2
madrasa was completed.
The building has a turba, but this was not built for
the founder of the madrasa who died in 635/1237 and was buried
- 3
in his turba in the Kallasa, to the north of the Umayyad Mosque.
Most probably the turba of the madrasa contains the tomb of
Jamal al-Din al-MaqdisI to whom the madrasa was attributed
and after whom it was known as al-Maqdisiya.
Plan and Construction (Fig. 224)
The remains of the building consist of three units laid
beside each other on an east-west axis; an entrance with a
small vestibule to the west, a prayer hall with a mihrab in
the middle, and a turba to the east. The entrance is aligned
with the street and with the neighbouring building, al-
Madrasa al-Murshidiy a. The prayer hall and the turba are
orientated to face the qibla (Fig. 224).
The vestibule has a trapezoid form with an opening on
its east side leading to the prayer hall which is a rather
large rectangle. There is a pair of windows on the north
side of the prayer hall; one of them is used nowadays as an
entrance, while the original entrance is blocked up. In the
middle of its east side there is a walled_up doorway which
used to be the only entrance into the turba. In the middle
1. Ibn Khallikan, I, p. 394; Ibn Kathlr, XIII, p. 147.
2. Al-Nu*aimi, I, p. 47-
3. Ibn Kathlr, XIII, p. 147.
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of the south side there is a concave mihrab without an
inscription or any other decoration. The square plan and
four recesses of the turba resemble those of al-Najmiya,
but it differs in the distribution of its openings. It
has only two windows on its north side; one of them is
blocked up while the other is at present used as an entrance.
There is nothing to suggest that the original madrasa
had more than these three units. It therefore seems that
this madrasa had no Iwan or court. Other madrasas of al-
Hadith show the same plan as the madrasas of al-Fiqh.
The exterior surfaces of the walls are covered with cut
stone while in the interior the stone is merely roughly
shaped. This applies to the construction of the square base
of the turba and the lower part of the north wall of the
prayer hall and the entrance. Other parts are made of baked
brick.
The openings of the north faqade of the building are
constructed according to the method used in al-Turba al-
"Imadiya. A panel was prepared to receive an inscription,
but the inscription was never engraved (Fig. 225). Apart
from the lower part of the north wall and the east wall,
the prayer hall is built of baked brick. These walls are
too thin to support any kind of vaulting. Most probably
this hall was roofed by a flat ceiling.
The construction of the turba does not differ greatly
from that of al-Turba al-Najmiya. The transition zone is
of two stages, an octagonal zone followed by a hexadecagonal
one, with the same arrangement of windows and niches as in
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al-Turba al~Najmiya, except that the triangular corbels of
the suuinches are supported here by tiny cells (Figs. 226-
228). The upper part of the sixteen-sided zone is ruined
and it is impossible to suggest the form of the base of the
dome and to decide whether the dome was smooth or ribbed.
As in the other domes of this style, the exterior
corresponds to the interior construction (Figs. 225 and
229). The right-angled niches of the second zone are crowned
by shell-shaped semi-domes of five sectors.
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Al-Turba al-Hafiziya with the mosque adjacent to it is
situated in Rukn al-Din Street about 100m. to the south of
Turbat al-Badrl. The building consists of a turba of a
single domed chamber, and a mosque connected to it on the
south and the east.
The historical accounts assert that the turba and the
mosque were founded by Arghun al-Hafiziya who died in 648"V
1250, whereas the architectural evidence indicates that the
building had two periods of construction, the turba being
founded first, then the mosque added to it later. This
caused the south window of the turba to be blocked by the
passage of the entrance to the mosque.
There is no inscription on the building but the wooden
cenotaph which was in the turba and was transferred to the
National Museum of Damascus bears the date 648/1250. The
inscription consists of two bands. One of them, which
surrounds the upper edge of the wooden cenotaph, is Koranic
(II, 255), and the other one,which surrounds the lower edge
z
of the cenotaph,consists of the following text:^
1. Al-Nu'aimI, II, p. 242; Ibn Kathlr, XIII, p. 180.
t —. "
2. S. 'A. :fAbd al-Haqq^ Kunuz Mathaf Dimashq al-Watani
(Damascus, 1959}^p. 42, pi. 62 .
3- On this inscription see "Rep." No. 4323; Kurd 'All,
op.clt., VI, p. 182.
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ct 1 L-O 1 _< ^ j— - J I 9 Aj 6 ■ d . »_<A( \_j ^ C_ —; f " Ji>—-L!J—& 4 ' u) 9
"This is the tomb of the respected lady, the great, the queen,
the honour of the Khatuns, 'Ismat al-Dunya wa Jl-Din Bukhtl
Khatun, the daughter of the Sultan al-Malik Mu'izz al-Din
Qaisar Shah, the son of the blessed Sultan, the martyr, king
of the kings of Rum and the Armenians, Qilij Arslan, may God
sanctify his soul and illuminate his tomb. That was in the
beginning of RabI* I, 648" (June 1250 A.D.).
On the evidence of this inscription, it is clear that
the cenotaph is not that of the founder of the turba (who is
mentioned in the historical accounts) but of the daughter of
Qaisar Shah who was the son of QilTj Arslan, the ruler of
Asia Minor and Armenia. She seems to have been buried in the
turba beside the founder.
Ibn Kathlr mentions the founder of the turba and the
mosque among those who died in 648/1250, saying: "Arghun
al~Hafiziya; she was called al-Hafiziya for serving and
bringing up al-Hafi^the governor of Qal*at Ja:<ba2 on the
Euphrates near Raqqa. She was a wise and thrifty lady. She
bought the garden of al-Najlb Yaqut who was a slave of Taj
al-Din al-Kindl and founded on it a turba and a mosque, and
2 —
she endowed them with many waqfs". Al-Nu'aimi states that
1. On Qal fat Ja fbar see Yaqut, op.cit., iv , p.164 .
2. Ibn Kathlr, XIII, p. 180.
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al-Turba al-Hafiziya and the mosque are to the south of
Kuhail Bridge and to the north of al-Turba al-Qaimariya.^
It was a garden belonging to al-Najlb Yaqut, a slave of
Taj al-Din al-Kindi bought by Arghun al-Hafiziya, freedwoman
of al-Malik al-*A.dil. Her surname refers to al-Malik al~
p
Hafiz, the lord of Qal*at Ja*bar, whom she had brought up.
The Plan (Fig. 230)
As is mentioned above, the remains of the building show
two periods of construction and a repair of its north-east
wall. The turba came first and then the mosque, but both
z
belong to the same epoch. The plan of the turba is typically
Ayyubidj being square with four recesses. There is a window
at the middle of both the east and west recesses, and a right-
angled niche of the same width as the windows at the middle
of the north recess. The south recess contains two openings.
One of them was originally a window, but it was walled up
when the mosque was added. The other opening is the entrance.
The mosque follows in principle, but on a very small scale
4
and in reduced details, the cruciform plan; a prayer hall
occupies the south side and each of the other three sides are
occupied by a bay, replacing the lwan of the madrasa. There
was a basin in the middle of the central court which was
vaulted as in al-Madrasa al-Rukniya.
1. This is another Turba al-Qaimariya from that which is
dealt with in Ch. II, p. 101 .
2. Al-Nu«aiml, II, p. 242.
3« Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 64.
4. Ibid.
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The mosque has a bent entrance. A bay opens into the
street leading from a square chamber by means of a doorway
whose axis forms a right angle with the axis of the entrance
bay. This last chamber leads again into another passage
opening into the central court.
The Construction
The roofs and the upper parts of the mosque have
collapsed, leaving walls varying between 5*00m. and 0.5m. high,
and the building is at present being restored by the S.D.A.
According to the plan drawn up by the S.D.A. (Fig. 230),
the prayer hall was roofed with a cross vault flanked by two
lateral barrel vaults,"*' and the central court was also covered
with a cross vault. This court is flanked from the north,
east and west by barrel vaults roofing the Iwans or the Iwan-
shaped bays.
The entrance with its bent passage is considerably more
intact. It is roofed with a domical vault resting on a row
of muqarnas-shaped panels, and decorated with a large scallop
in the back of the bay with ribs stretching over the whole
vault to form a lobed arch at the front (Fig. 231)*
The whole of the building, the turba and the mosque, is
constructed of cut stone in both the exterior and the interiors
except the dome of the turba which is of baked brick (Fig.
232). The stone of the exterior of the square base and the
transition zone is more carefully cut than that of the
interior (Figs. 232-233)* The interior of the transition zone
1. Cf. al-Madrasa al-Rukniya, supra, p. 145 .
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of this dome has a design unique among Damascus turbas.
The transition zone has one stage, octagonal at the base,
the sixteen-sided superstructure being achieved within the
height of the octagonal stage by means of eight small
pendentives on its angles (Figs. 233-235). Basically, the
octagonal stage is typically Ayyubid in its eight arches in
which squinches and small double windows alternate. The
exterior of the transition zone is equally typical of the
Ayyubid style. This zone is crowned by a smooth dome, a
section of which is a pointed stilted arch (Fig. 232 and 235).
The turba has been restored by the S.D.A. and the dome
and its transition zone have been replastered on both the
exterior and the interior (Figs. 234 and 236). It is worth
mentioning that the square base, the octagonal and sixteen-
sided zones are each separated from the other by means of a
layer of stone slabs.
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"The Madrasa of Khadi'ja Khatun"
Al-Madrasa al-Murshidiya was a Hanafite madrasa
situated on the River Yazid in the Salihiya of Damascus
between Dar al-Hadlth al-Ashrafiya and al-Turba al-Faranthiya.
It was founded by Khadlja Khatun. Ibn Shuhba gives her
full name as Khadija Khatun}the daughter of al-Malik al-Mufazzam
Ibn al-'Adil, and the full, sister of al-Nasir Da'ud.^ She' 0




According to an inscription on the lintel of the entrance,
this madrasa' was built in 650/1252, but according to the
historical accounts^ it was built in 654/1256.
There is some confusion as to the date of the founder's
death. Ibn, Shuhba^ gives the year 660/1262 while other
5
historians say that she was married by proxy to the
Khawarizimshah. She died in the garden of the Maridaniya
on Jumada II, 650/1252 and was buried in the turba she had
founded near that of Shaikh 'All al~Faranthi on the mountain
(Q.asyUn).
1. Sauvaire, op.cit., III (1894), pp. 278-279.
2. Herzfeld,"Damascus. Ill", p. 65.
3. Ibn Shaddad, "Damascus" p. 228; al-Nu'aimi, I, p. 576; Ibn
Shuhba, (apud Sauvaire, op.cit., loc.cit.); and Kurd 'All
(op.cit., VI, p. 76) write that the madrasa was built in
656/1258.
4. Quoted by al-Nu'aiml, I, p. 570.
5» Sauvaire, op.cit., loc.cit.
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, There is no apparent reason for the name !Murshidiya!
being given to this madrasa. According to Herzfeld, ''All
al-Faranthi with his followers (muridln) was a murshid - one
who has the right to initiate novices into the order."1" Thus
his turba has more claim to be called al-Murshidiya than has
that of Khadija Khatun; or else Khadija Khatun herself may
_ _ 2
have entered a £>ufi order.
There is a 4-line inscription on the lintel of the
entrance to the building engraved in an oblong panel measuring
162 x 41cm. It reads:
jJI d—I—1—f-bv.—I I CllcJ I CZ*., -—.0 I 1 <» | 3 ^ y— ^ I ^ J^O d.jj I
g, Lk_L«J I I j-"' ! dU_®J I I (sic) , 5_r Li.
J J)—J I J} b^. I tfj I
|A—^ j ^CM CT-'—^ dcu^onr- ^yjj^ I ^ I—Cjr° dJ—' J ^ ^—. I
R..
1 wX—J I ^d ^d ■1 ^ I / i—I J ^ 1 '—' jlxJ I . *j ^LL " w-o
d^J':—J I d-5^3- ^ Cb—b'-- ^ j j ^ ^l^am ij ^^.aa/ I d-J".—-lav
dd> ^ I bf d A ,« bo /j b>>—- d.d> <j ^—au Cli—^ I —Jd
d—a—; L—j ^—■'.—! I , ' j_-o ^ 4—i> y ^^am d—I 5 f d<—b.~ ^—Lr-—o \b~"* J b-*A«-C- d—-Z»—-
d—AAA> (SIC ) C ^ (JT~" ^ C ^ d_J bobb 'd~-»„_"j { lA b« J I bjtAU J ^ I d* *^CM
# bb-o—' I I Jji (siC ^ ^—*—■—5 I ^ d—— I |^b» ^ d_j b—uv ^
■ ' ■ u, ■
'"""'■ "V
1. Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 57.
2. Ibid., III, p. 65.
3. On this inscription see "Rep." No. 4350; Herzfeld,
"Damascus. Ill", p. 64.
4. "Rep. " has ^JJLi\ while it is most probably ^15Jl
Hammam al-Kas (the bath of al-Kas) was to the north of al-
Madrasa al-Badra'iya (see Ibn Shaddad, 'Damascus'^ p. 206;
Ibn Kathir, XIV, p. 315).
5. Herzfeld has while it is in fact j , v. ,
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"Basmala...This is what the sublime lady 'Ismat al-Din
Khadlja Khatun, the daughter of the Sultan al-Malik al-
Mu'az^am Sharaf al-Din fIsa, the son of the Sultan al-Malik
al-fAdil Saif al-Din Abu Bakr Ibn Ayyub, has founded as a
waqf, namely, a portion of the bath of al-Kas; five portions,
two thirds, one fifth and one seventh portion of the Tarab
mill; one fifth and a house in the mountain of al-Sali]aiya;
a portion of TaqI al-Din village, seven portions, a half, a
quarter, one eighth and one third of one tenth portion and a
part of the village of al-Tazza; two thirds, one third, one
seventh portions and a part of Khan 'Atika; eight portions
and half a portion of Jubbat 'Assal; from Qa^r Ma'lula, three
portions; and from al-Jubba, a portion and a half; and from
the Qarnabiya seven portions; and the totality of the garden
of al-Maridaniya. That is in Dhu Lal-Qa'da or al-Hijja]
650.May the mercy of God be on the founder of this place."
The Plan (Fig. 237)
Rather like Dar al-Hadlth al-Ashrafiya, this building
consists of three units: a vestibule, a prayer hall and a
turba. There is no Iwan, not even an open courtyard. The
vestibule is laid out parallel to the street outside, while
both the prayer hall and the tomb chamber are orientated
obliquely to face the qibla. This plan caused the north
wall to be irregular and was achieved by making deep recesses
in the north sides of the prayer hall and the turba. The
1. Jan-Feb. 1253-
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vestibule leads into the prayer hall by an opening on its
west side; another door leads into an open area."5" The
prayer hall is oblong with a concave mihrab in the middle of
its south side flanked by two windows. There are two other
windows on the north side in an oblique recess. Towards the
south end of the west side there is an entrance leading into
the turba. The plan of the turba differs from the typical
Ayyubid plan in its lack of recesses and symmetrical openings
(Fig. 238). There is an irregular recess on the north side
containing two windows and on the west side there is a walled-
up opening. It was probably a window. The east side has
two doorways; the north one connects the prayer hall with
the turba, while the south one leads into the open area. In
the middle of the south side there is a flat mihrab (Fig. 239).
It has no inscription but is decorated with stucco frames
forming flat arched panels surrounded by ribbed borders.
The Construction
The building displays the usual Ayyubid combination of
carefully cut stone on the exterior, roughly shaped stone in
the interior, and baked brick in the vaults, the dome and the
transition zone (Fig. 240). The north fagade is crowned with
cyma recta cornice. Other contemporary buildings in Damascus
have either cavetto mouldings or bevelled cornices.
The interior of the building is covered with a coating
made of a mixture of shredded flax and brown gypsum. The
prayer hall still has its original groin vault. The dome of
1. This building is occupied nowadays by a children's nursery.
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the turba is ruined, but its transition zone still survives.
Architecturally it follows the transition zone of al-Turba
al-Najmiya (Figs. 241-243). It is of two zones, octagonal
and hexadecagonal, with the same distribution of windows and
niches. The exterior of the transition zone has been
plastered at an indeterminate date.
The ruinous state of the turba allows one to observe the
layers of stone slabs separating the square base, the
octagonal zone and the hexadecagonal drum from each other.^
The exterior of the transition reflects the nature of the
interior (Figs. 244, 245). Some of the right-angled niches
of the sixteen-sided zone are crowned by smooth semi-domes;
others are crowned by shell-shaped semi-domes (Figs. 240
and 244). The absence of a dentated circular base indicates
that the dome was not ribbed.
The extra thick mass which is at the north-east corner
of the turba is used as the base for the minaret which is
the only minaret of the Xllth century in Damascus (Fig. 240).
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This madrasa stands about 150m. from the Umayyad mosque,
just behind the famous museum of O.asr al-fAzim. Ibn Shaddad
states that the prince Saif al-Din 'All Ibn Qilij al-Nuri
left money in his will for the foundation of this madrasa.
He appointed as executor of his will QadI al-Qudat Sadr al-
Dxn Ibn Sanl al-Dawla,"5" who carried out his wishes after his
death in 645^/1247.
According to the inscription over the entrance the
building was finished in 651/1253• Ibn Kathir, who lived
during the following century, gives a different date for the
death of the founder, saying that Saif al-Din 'All Ibn
Qilij died in 643/1245 and was buried in his turba at his
•Z
_
madrasa. Al-Nu'aimi describes this madrasa as standing
between the two gates of the city, al-Sharql and Tuma, to
the west of al-Madrasa al-Mismariya, and with the turba of
-4 5
the founder lying to the west of the mihrab of the madrasa.
According to the inscription over the lintel of the main
entrance, the madrasa was for al-Hadith and it was intended
for the Hanafite madhhab.
Like other ancient buildings in Damascus, it suffered
from the fire that took place during the Timurid conquest in
1. He died in 658/1260 at Ba'albak; for his biography see
Ibn Kathir, XIII, p. 224.
2. Ibn Shaddad, "Damascus", p. 207.
3. Ibn Kathir, XIII, p. 171.
4. The mihrab means here the prayer hall.
5. Al-Nu'aimI, I, p. 436.
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803/1400. It was then cleaned and taken over as a lodging
house for the poor.'1' Al- 'Almawl gives details of other
restorations in 924/1518 and 970/1562.
Nowadays, the madrasa bears two inscriptions - one of
them engraved on the lintels of the two windows in the south
fapade of the turba. It contains the honorifics of the
founder and three verses of poetry. The inscription on the
east lintel reads: (Fig. 246).
J | 1 t-S 1 I —i I J I I J—O i I i I j—J—-J I j I 3 i-
, |
_y ^ y ^i——_| d i C. J U-„, <1—! I d—>> 3^ \ d.—J—! f v.-— ^ 1 ■- —' [ ^ y—. ^
" d ' l. C Cj d " ; J ' (_J t" 1 - ' 1
The text is then continued on the west lintel (Fig. 247):
j _j"~ " ~~~ ^ ^ I ^— ■ '■'■u t-o j) ^ * i. 3- ^ I j i *>* -j —IJ f——* ) I J ^
^ (v-3.—J - J I 1 —- -J Lf.—J—i I I j I J Uo<A-—il*M I I—o j=* '—Xf- 1—£
^J -j—LxJ I ^ )■-— —A"1—' ^ <^y ^ i—o—'xX~o .I £ diw j I j 1.3- L——.c-1 ^
"The great prince, the fighter of the Holy War, the warrior,
the blessed Isfahsalar, the martyr Saif al-Dln Abu 'l~IIasan
Qilij Ibn 'Abd Allah,may God have mercy upon him, said the
following verses and willed them to be written on his tomb
after his death. This house is ours, in which we are; it
is a true house, and all outside it will die. Build then,
as far as it is possible for you, a house, to which you will
be transferred before long. And practise good deeds which
1. Kurd *Ali, op.cit., VI, p. 88.
2. Sauvaire, op.cit., III (1894), p. 277.
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will keep you company in it as a friend keeps company with
his friend".
The other inscription is engraved on the lintel of the
main entrance but its central part has been hidden by a
recently added wall. It is written within a rectangular
panel 2.40m. by 0.64m. It reads:
Koran , IX , 18 1 J 1 1 <*-401 ^ . -
I I
J I ^ ^ L-f—4.4 J J» ^ ct<^ LI O-J I d Jf-i "d^ Lo~*— —
1 I y—, I hj—^ v3 1 I U..J I j i L>_o_J I
L.p—c- 4—1_o_J I ) j * L^.. ! I j dJ.—I I ^jaj ^—"*—1 ^ ^ ^ I ^JjC- _
t—-j—! I d_£_^ -O- I cL-oV I ^ ^—oV I (—J_o ^J |
«^UjJ I J-fi-i I <u> L*» lc-J-£. ) I e>._. ojaJ L. 5 I j_c_U _j <j_r& dJ ! I _
^ 1 .—f 1 ^ ^ ^1—*—f I , j I j—s—i I If ^—■—j ,*O —1- Q ^ —! I 5
f— ' ) f- 4 ^ ® J f --1 t 1 f i l J 6^ 4 L^- ; L' O J I d-_ J J_. j | 7 — 4^. g
8.1,
^ ^ N-ii I d ---. gj—; ■'—' I J d hi_c I I
10 U- •
L ^L——11 f ^ t,51»—11 t, ( lw» La..J I o—i—' i—.^,-4 I —', ^ j ^ i_..ab I a.®—j I r—i_.t
12. 11
O-i** I iUj (__j j-r-J I (, . " ' O ) <i Lca_fJ I yb L
j I-i-o—! I uy~T ^ 1—*'^ a.®—I ^ * . '* .J —i I o ■'. —
1. Published in "Rep." No. 4380; Herzfeld "Damascus. III",p.3«
2. This word is not read by Herzfeld.
3. Herzfeld has ^ Ls while it is, in fact, g.....Lj
4. These two words are not read by Herzfeld.
5. "Rep. " has I
6. The words between the brackets are not read by Herzfeld.
7. Herafeld has U,-® ?
8. These words are not read by Herzfeld.
9. "Rep." has
10. Herzfeld has d . I •.. 11 (Jr: \
11. This word is missing in Herzfeld's .reading.
12. "Rep^" has ^ ^
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<1_U I ['■ I C t ) (_>: -*-* ! J-L-O I iaJ Li- LtJ I I ,J__. d_U I JL./1 ,_j_. (j;. __
-o-yj (J^l d J^ C5-* hf-U> ^1 _jJJ I <j L5 3 ....1^CJ-^-
^x« d_
^ ^®^ f 4™* I—owJLw/ ^ .
"Basmala...The great prince, the blessed, the Isfahsalar,
the fighter of the Holy War, the warrior, Saif al-Dln Abu '1
Hasan 'All Ibn Qillj al-Malakl, al-Nasiri, may God sanctify
his soul, ordered this blessed madrasa to be built and he
endowed it for the jurists and the students of science of
the madhhab of the imam, the light of the nation Abu. Hanlfa
al-Nu'man, may God be gracious to him, for the workers on
hadith - may best blessing and peace be upon its owner, and
to those who read the great Koran around the tomb of the
founder - and for the maintenance of the turba in which he is
buried. That is according to the direction of the inspector
our lord Qad.1 al-Qudat, Sadr al-Din, the authority of Islam,
the shaikh of the madhhabs, the head of the religious groups,
companions, the master of the scholars and the governors,
Abu '1-'Abbas, our lord Qadi al-Qudat, the muftl^ of the7 « • 7 ■
parties and the trusted one of the Muslims, Shams al-Din,
the shaikh of the madhhabs Abu '1-Makarim Yahya Ibn Hibat
Allah Ibn al-Hasan the Shafi'ite, the loyal servant of the
Commander of the Faithful, may God perpetuate his days. It
was completed during the months of 651, may the mercy of
God be upon him and upon the nation of Muhammad."
1. The words between the brackets are not read by Herzfeld.
2. Mufti means casuist.
3. A.D. 1253-
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The Plan (Fig. 248)
The original plan of the madrasa has been lost but some
of its units were in fairly good condition when it was drawn
1 2
by Wulzinger and Watzinger and later by Herzfeld.
There are only three original units belonging to the
period of foundation: the entrance and its vestibule, the
turba, and the south side of the prayer hall. Scarcely any
trace of the restoration carried out in/xth/XVth century remains
The entrance bay is a full square leading into the
vestibule. Nowadays the entrance unit is divided in two by
a rough partition wall and both parts of it have been incor¬
porated into dwelling houses.
The prayer hall lies to the east of the turba. According
to the plan drawn by Herzfeld, it was rectangular with an
oblong mihrab in the middle of its south side. The prayer hall
opened into the courtyard through three bays formed by two
columns. The plan of the turba follows the typical Ayyubid
plan. It is square with four recesses, with an opening in
the middle of each recess except the south recess, which has
two windows. The north opening is replaced by a rectangular
niche.
The Construction
The south faqade of the madrasa (Fig. 249) and all the
external faqades of the turba are built of smoothly cut stone.
1. Wulzinger and Watzinger, op.cit., II, Fig. 12, pp. 73-75.
2. Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 4.
3. Ibid., III, p. 3-
4. The usual form of contemporary entrance bays is oblong;
the ratio of width to length is mostly 2:3-
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All the windows of the south fagade agree in their con¬
struction closely with those of al-Turha al-Qaimariya
(Fig. 250 and 246-7),^" but the second arch here is flat in¬
stead of being a segmental one.
The portal of this building is one of three examples in
2
Damascus with suspended key-stone arches. From the
architectural point of view, it consists of two horse-shoe
arches filling the opening of the flat arch. The suspended
key-stone of this latter arch serves as an impost to support
the joggled voussoirs of the two horse-shoe arches (Figs. 251
and 252).
The bay of this portal was formerly topped by four
corbelled domes. They have recently collapsed, but according
to Herzfeld, two of their springing points were suspended,
one in the centre of the bay and the other in the middle of
the frontal arch. This last one was preserved and so was the
corresponding bracket-shaped impost on the back wall. The
exact shape of the four covering elements is unknown, but
4
Herzfeld suggests that they were probably monolithic slabs.
The turba is roofed by a dome of an unusual type. It is con¬
structed with a dodecagonal zone of baked bricks each measuring
20x20x7 cm. The lower parts, namely the square base and the
pendentives, are constructed internally of rather roughly shaped
stone. All the interior is covered with a coating of plaster
Supra, p. 101 and Fig. 126.
2. The other two arches of this type are found in al~Madrasa
al-Nuriya (Fig. 13) and in al-Madrasa al-'Adiliya (Fig.196).
3- Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 3-
4. Ibid.
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(Fig. 253)* Four pyramidal pendentives are set on the
corners of the square base to transform it into a twelve-
sided figure. Above the twelve_sided polygon rises a dode-
cagonal drum with twelve arched windows; most of these
windows have been blocked up. The tops of the arches of
these windows are constructed in such a way as to project in¬
wards towards the centre and to form "broken sides" over the
windows. Between the windows, and covering the spandrels of
their arches, are twelve small pendentives having the same
shape as the four large pendentives on the square base (Figs.
253-254). Each of these pendentives is bisected,
with the middle projecting towards the centre of the dome.
These projections, namely those over the small pendentives
and those which are over the windows, together form a star¬
like base of 24 points. This stage of the transition zone
is crowned by a smooth dome. Four windows are set over the
springing line of the dome on the -diagonal axis (Fig. 255)-
The exterior of the transition zone and the dome have been
coated with plaster many times, but the twelve-sided drum is
still almost unchanged.
Finally it is worth pointing out that the interior of
the turba has been covered with two successive coatings of
plaster. The first one is made of the usual Ayyubid coating
of shredded flax mixed with plaster, while the second coating
is of plaster which probably dates from the restoration
during the Xth/XVIth century.
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CHAPTER IV
THE NURID AND AYYUBID DOMED BUILDINGS OF NORTHERN SYRIA
Section 1.
Jami' al-Hasanln at Hama
• «
Hama,"1" nowadays, is a small town situated between
Damascus and Aleppo but nearer to the latter. The Nurid
and Ayyubid dynasties attached great importance to Hama
because of its strategic position in relation to the battle¬
fields of the Crusades.
There are many magnificent monuments in Hama belonging
to its golden age in the Nurid and Ayyubid periods. This
work is concerned with two of these: Jami'' al--Hasanin and
al-Jami;< al-Nurl. As Jami' al-Hasanin is a very small
mosque in comparison to the two Great Mosques of Hama, it
receives scant attention in the chronicles. The inscription
is sufficient to date it. It consists of seven lines
2
engraved on a stone slab measuring 60 x 40 cm. It reads:
aJJ I J p_^J aJJ I V I aJ I V r ^ I LJ —_jJ I aJJ I r ^
d-o JJb j L - ..-p..J 1 I I I j o I —«/ J cL-J-C- d_J—I I
til—1^0—1 ( I—-O did' I—<3 J J I I d_D v) L*—! I dJ —I —I I ^ £
' A" ^ ^ J Cj—• ^ 2~oLX--0 JI S_j I ^—J I ^ ^ 3^^ ^ —1 J
"Basmala. ..There is no god but God; Muhammad is the
messenger of God, may God bless him and his family. Our
lord the just King, the fighter of the Holy War, Nur al~Din
~| 4} —. O */ — *f — —
1. See EI ; s.v. Hama and EIs.v. Hamat; Yaqut, op.cit.,
II, pp. 330-2.
2. On this inscription see "Rep." No. 3220; Herzfeld,
"Damascus. II", p. 42.
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Abu '1-Qasim Mahmud Ibn Aqsunqur has ordered this blessed
mosque to be built after its demolition by the earthquake
that took place in 552" (A.D.1157). The historians record
this earthquake in detail.1 Ibn al-*Adim writes that in
Rajah 552/1157 many earthquakes occurred in Syria; they
demolished Hama, Shaizar, Kafar Tab, Afamya, Ma'arrat al-
Nu,<fman, Horas and Hisn al-Shummis near Salamya in addition
to many Crusader castles. Since the walls of these cities
were in ruins Nur al-Din collected all his armies and began
O
rebuilding them and fortified them against the Crusaders.
The mosque is of no great size and occupies an
irregular area. It shows many periods of construction.
The mosque consists of a courtyard surrounded by a prayer
hall on the south, a portico of four bays on the north side
and. shops, rooms and a dwelling house on the east (Fig. 256).
The most impressive feature of this building is the
dome sheltering the east wing of the prayer hall. The
central area, in front of the mihrab, is roofed by a dome
resting on four squinches. This latter dome has suffered
badly from successive restorations and it is very hard to be
sure of its date. The west wing is roofed by a cross vault.
A minaret (possibly of Mamluk date judging by its decoration
of alternating colours of stone courses) stands on the south
1. Ibn al-'Adim, "Zubdat al-Halb fi Tarlkh Halab", ed. S. Dahan,7
, o a 7 7
(Damascus, 1954), II, p. 306; Abu Shama, I, p. 104; Ibn
Taghribirdi al-Atabiki, "Al-Nujum al-Zahira fi Muluk Migr
wa ?I-Qahira", (Cairo, n.d.), V, p. 325.
2. Ibn al.~'Adim, II, p. 306.
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wall between the middle bay of the prayer hall and the
west bay (Fig. 257).
Comparison of the eastern dome with other Nurid
domes^ strongly suggests that it should be dated in the
6th/12th century. This dome rests on a regular square
base. The transition from the square base into the dode-
cagonal base is carried out by means of four pyramidal
pendentives, each being a section of a twelve-sided pyramid
(Figs. 258-259). The dodecagonal zone originally contained
twelve windows; they are all walled up now. This zone is
crowned with another zone, a twenty-four-sided figure formed
by twenty-four arched niches. The latter zone is terminated
by a dentated circle on which the ribbed dome rests (Figs.
258-259). All the interior has been covered with-an ugly
coating of plaster, but its architectural details are still
clearly visible.
The exterior of the transition zone and the dome
appear as a dodecagonal base with twelve arched windows -
these were formerly open - crowned with a ribbed dome. It
has the same appearance as those of Damascus, but with
twenty-four ribs instead of sixteen (Figs. 257 and 260).
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Al-Jami ' al-Nuri at Hama
e
Al-Jami* al-Nurl is situated on the banks of the River
al~-*Asi (Orontes) in the Bab al~Na*ura quarter. Its site
used, to be occupied by a monstery called Dair Quzma."*" Ibn
Khallikan ascribes the building of aUamf al-Nurl at Hama to
Nur al-Dln, as also the mosques of Urfa (al-Ruha) and
Manbij.^
The mosque still bears an inscription on its north
faqade. It is written on a panel measuring 7-65 x 0.60m.
and consists of two wide lines and two other narrow lines.
3
It reads:
d-J-t dJU I t Lo dJJ I V I d_J I V ^ I j-J'' d_U I ...... . —
jsj Lr ' i J o L. 11 I I A' i! j LJ I L^^L I I jii ij-41-*—- j-" ^ pJ—j
gj—j—o—J I ux~ lJ ^ ^ ' j——d.. o—1 I ^ ^ I {'j——v d—I I ^ I —I I t*—I I
J -s I . I I a"\ . II "-C- ^ .x I 7 i I A \ V ! I . ... ; I J L, , fsJ I
d
JS-—1 . jj I d_l_«J I JjC- d_j>i LsJ I dJ J J_J ! |> y*J> Cf-i^ ' ' J;~i
11 L i ij-; J J-* " oJ I j-£> Li j I u L-l. j jJLiJ I Ja_s U- dL__j I I
j —'j J—; id 3 O -—*•—O ' *. L.lJ I j I / J —1 D J Lis—I I j j.O | ^—0—' I —i—O ^ j * ^ "Lj—i I 3
J (C-is- d—c I—o-.o.j jj L_«_: dd^</ ^ 5-0-J I j-i-o I L-d y_-
I ' 1 I . I
^ J d 1 1 I id 1*- ld>~* ^ : .q. .J I |> iln , J ~ 1 -- ' dj ; 4 J ... d 1 1 Q
d LI I d o I
"Basmala ... There is no god but God; Muhammad is his
messenger, may God bless him. This blessed Jamic was
1. K. Shhata, "Min Ma'athir Nur al-Din al-:£Umraniya fi
Hama, al-Jami" al-Nurl", A.A.S., XV (1965), 2, p. 82.
2. Ibn Khallikan, op.cit., II. p. 88.
3. On this inscription see "Rep." No. 3248; Shhata,
op.cit., p. 88*
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ordered to be built by our lord, the just king, the scholar,
the knowing, the ascetic, the fighter of the Holy War,Nur al-
Din, the pillar of Islam and the Muslims, the animator of
justice in the two worlds^the defender of truth through the
proofs, the associate of the triumphant state, the glory
of the brilliant nation, the protector of the dazzling
nation, the guard of the borders, the helper of the public,
the conqueror of the rebellious, the killer of the infidels
and atheists, the giver of justice to the oppressed against
the oppressor, Abu '1-Qasim Mahmud Ibn ZangI Ibn Aqsunqur,
defender of the Commander of the Faithful^ in 558H."^ The
work was carried out by his client Khusru Ibn Talbak Ibn
Salam al-Hadhabanl; the work of tfAbd Allah Ibn Abu '1-Qasim
al-Makki, may God bless him". The mosque contains work
of at least three major periods of construction, and in
addition to that many other minor restorations (Fig. 261).
On the whole, the building retains its original form
from the time of its foundation by Nur al-Din. A second
2
period of construction, epigraphically dated, is that of
the two Ayyubid governors of Hama, ak-MaLik al~Muzaffar II,
Mahmud 626-642/1229-1244 and Abu '1-Fid.a Isma'Il, 710/1310-
733/1333; a third restoration is datable to the Turkish
3
period.
There are three domes in the jami 'e, one of which is
set over the western bay of the original prayer hall, while
1. A.D. 1163-
2. Herzfeld, "Damascus. II", p. 46.
3• Ibid., p.40.
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the two others are set over two of the bays of the eastern
portico. The three domed bays are arranged on a N.-S. axis
in the eastern section of the jami*. They represent three
types of dome construction. The two northern ones, at
least, belong to the first period. The northernmost follows
a type used during the reign of Zangi and at the very be¬
ginning of Nur al-Din's reign."'" It is a smooth dome set
over an octagonal, zone formed by four squinches. Each of
these squinches is an arch resting on two corbels, as in
p
Mashhad al-Muhassin in Aleppo.
The dome immediately to the south of this dome is con¬
structed according to the same design as that of Jami* al-
Hasanin, six years earlier. It roofs a perfectly square
bay formed by four arches which rest on four piers. Four
pyramidal pendentives span the corners of the square base
to form a regular dodecagonal base. Above this base rises
a twelve-sided zone with twelve arched panels (Fig. 262).
This zone is transformed into a twenty-four-sided figure
by means of embryonic pendentives set on its corners by the
same method as that used in al-Madrasa al-Qilljiya in
Damascus. The dome is fluted with twenty-four ribs, the
concave surfaces of which are exceptionally deep. The
exterior of this dome does not correspond with the interior,
and it differs from the usual appearance of the Damascus
ribbed domes in that the ribs have concave surfaces instead
1. Herzfeld, "Damascus. II", p. 41.
2. See infra, p.206 „
3« Supra, p. 170 .
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of convex ones (Fig. 263). This probably results from
a restoration in. the VTIIth/XIVth century; some
domes of that period with convex ribs still survive, for
instance the turba of Abu '1-Fida which dates from 733/1333
(Fig. 264), and the turba of al~Malik al-Mansur who died in
683/1284 and al-Malik al-Muzaffar who died in 698/1299- It
seems that this type of dome construction was adopted in
Hama alone.
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("The lower maqam of Ibrahim")
Maqam Ibrahim al-Asfal is a small building situated
in the citadel of Aleppo. It has been described as al-
Asfal (the lower) simply to distinguish it from another
maqam of Ibrahim in the same citadel, some 40m. to the north,
which is called Maqam Ibrahim al-A:fla (the upper maqam of
Ibrahim). Ibn Shaddad states that there were two churches
in the citadel, and that one of these churches was originally
an altar for Ibrahim, who used to sit on a stone there milking
his cattle. A mosque was then built in that spot in the
days of the Mardasid dynasty (415-472/1024—1079)•^ Ibn
Shaddad, quoting Ibn Butlan, goes on to say that the founder
of this maqam is unknown, but that Nur al-Dln Mahmud Ibn
ZangI rebuilt and decorated it and that he added a cistern
built of cut stone and lead. We are told that the Mongols
set fire to the two maqams in the spring of 659/1261.^
The inscriptions on the building describe the history
of the maqam, then state that it was founded by Nur al-Dln
in 563/1168.
Figure 265 shows the foundation inscription which is
engraved on a stone slab measuring 73 x 63cm. set on the
5
north faqade of the prayer hall. It reads:
1. On maqam see El\ s.v. ^Architecture," I, p. 422-5-
2. The Mardasid dynasty ruled Aleppo from 415/1024 to 472/1079.
This dynasty had only three rulers (ibn al~*Adim, op.cit.
II, pp. 9-70).
3. Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", pp. 39-40.
4. Ibid., p. 40.
5. On this inscription see Herzfeld "Aleppo", I, p. 119;
"Rep." No. 3275.
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J j U—11 til—LoJ I j> UL»J i I . I Li L_ I ^jJ I > jJ I d—1—11
^ f—; cjy^ ' j • j—■ J *.—o——q ^^ ^ 9—■ ^ ' —■ '——' d——.' I ti-o ^ i j—•_ ■ —i I ~ j—i ^ — J I j q
d 1 d .J^AM d l_^ ' L-L j c, d » ^ ! I o J n d f cL-LJ V
4J U 3
"Basmala...The just King Nur al-Dln, the one who needs the
mercy of Gody Abu '1-Qasim Mahmud Ibn ZangI Ibn Aqsunqur may
God forgive him and his parents and grant him a good end,
ordered this mosque-maqam to be built in 563" (A.D. 1168).
There are two other inscriptions which show that
other units were added to the building. One of these
.inscriptions is engraved on a slab measuring 82 x 50 cm.
set over the outer entrance (Fig. 266). It consists of
three lines and reads:"1"
id ^ ® ^ | - ^j 'j**" I I 1 ! j | I ^ J ' 1 l J J 1 t i I I ' ^^ ■ I d I j I. Q -1- O "f
d-MM Cd_*>_. J 1 j I (jP J -J
"The virtuous King Nur al-Dln Abu '1-Fath Isma^Il Ibn Mahmud
Ibn Zangi Ibn Aqsunqur, defender of the Commander of the
Faithful^ordered this to be built under the supervision of
the slave Shadhbakht in 575" (A.D. 1179). It seems that
the inscription is most probably not in its original site;
it could therefore refer to a unit added to the maqam, but
it is very hard to suggest just what that unit was.
The other text is engraved on a corbel measuring
24 x 24 x 45 cm. affixed on the north fagade over a well
1. On this inscription see Herzfeld, "Aleppo", I, p. 128;
"Rep.", No. 3345-
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showing that Shadhbakht had endowed the maqarn with a
village as waqf. It reads:"*"
U_J I . yjJ-» J I CU^>V_ J I it d_ L-J I , (_cJ I J-1—'- '■ ' I J-r-X.—I I I-2-; , Lo
L-ui Jtv-O ^ I ^' . <Li ^ J I d—'^—■—' I —<3—I I <&!•«—i—t_J L—' C he! I I
d Li I .Jj I d -J ^ 1 j < —' j Ll I —!_C- d_^_'- I ho i dx o_^*l I—O d—' J ; Lh-°—- ^ w''—q—o
|> -A-it £--*-»
"The slave^ he who needs the mercy of God, Shadhbakht al-Malaki
al~:<Adili has endowed for the mosque-maqam which is in the
victorious citadel the village known as Nawa'il. It is
inalienable waqf for ever; anyone who changes it after
having knowledge of it commits a crime which will fall back
on those who will imitate it; indeed God is all-hearing and
all-knowing" (Koran II, 181).
There are other inscriptions referring to further
restorations and waqfs in the maqam. These are all post-Ayyubid.
In 616/1219, there was a restoration under the regency
of Shihab al-Din Tughril during the reign of al-Malik. al~fAziz
_ _ _ z
the son of al-Malik al-Zahir Ghazi.
Another waqf was endowed for the maqam in 811/1408 by
4
Zain al-Din Muhammad Ibn al-Shihna. Other restorations
• •
were carried out in 988/1580 and in 1290/1873.^ The latest
restoration was made by the S.D.A. just recently.
1. On this inscription see Herzfeld, "Aleppo", I, p. 129;
"Rep.", No. 3340.
2. "Rep. " has J_, l_. Nabil while it is in fact j__,| ^ or
as in Herzfeld j_/| ^, a village to the east of Aleppo
mentioned by Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", p. 53'
3* Herzfeld, "Aleppo", I, p. 130; idem, "Damascus. II",
P* ^ "Rep-No. 3833-
4. Herzfeld, "Aleppo", I, p. 131; idem, "Damascus. II", p.48.
5. Idem, "Aleppo", I, p. 132.
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The maqam had a wooden mihrab with elaborate decoration
but it was removed at the end of French rule"*" and is now
missing. Thanks for the details of the mihrab are due to
Herzfeld who worked on it before it was lost (Fig. 267).
It is decorated principally with geometrical interlaced
bands forming geometrical figures of different shapes
p
filled with floral arabesque designs (Figs. 267-268).
A wooden frame of similar decoration surrounded one
of the two covered recesses in the east side of the prayer
hall. Herzfeld dates these wooden elements to the epoch
of Nur al-Din and his son Isma;Cil^ but the statement of Ibn
Shaddad to the effect that the Mongols set the maqam on
4
fire throws some doubt on this date. They are probably Mamluk.
Plan and Construction (Figs. 269-270).
The prayer hall, which is the oldest existing part of
the building, is an oblong area with a concave mihrab in
5
the middle of the south'side. There are two openings at
the west side and two right-angled niches on the east side.
The two western openings are doorways leading into a closed
corridor called locally "ziyara" (sanctuary). This
corridor contains a well at one end and a very small room
at the other end, which is the "ziyara". This "ziyara" is
1. S. Saouaf, "A1eppo" (Aleppo, 1965), p. 34.
2. On this mihrab see Herzfeld, "Aleppo", I, pp. 120-8.
3. Herzfeld, "Aleppo", I, pp. 120 and 124.
4. Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", p. 40.
5. The fagade of the mihrab and its concave surfaces were
originally faced by woodwork.
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said to be the spot where the stone of Ibrahim was once
kept."L The prayer hall originally opened into the court¬
yard by means of three archways, but each has been narrowed
and converted into a central doorway flanked by two windows.
This conversion was probably carried out in the Nurid or the
Ayyubid period. The reason for this assumption is the
existence of the wooden soffits of the two windows^which
can be dated to this period.
Two ancient columns are set against the north wall;
they are so arranged as to form the outer corners of the
central square bay in front of the mihrab (Fig. 270).
According to Herzfeld these two columns are remains of the
earlier church standing in situ as a part of the original
2
plan. One of these columns may be of Byzantine origin,
judging by its basalt material and its capital which is
decorated with acanthus ornament. The other, which is to
the east, is of yellow stone, corresponding in its material
to some columns in the Great Mosque of Aleppo which belong
to the Nurid period. These yellow columns were cut from a
1. Herzfeld, "Damascus. II", p. 49. Some Arab historians
give details of "one of the heads of St. John." This
head was discovered in Ba'falbak in 435/1043 and was
transferred to Horns and then to Aleppo where it was
buried in the upper maqam. After the fire in the citadel
it was transferred into the Great Mosque of Aleppo.
Herzfeld believes that the "ziyara" was probably the place
where this head and the stone of Ibrahim were once kept al¬
though the historians confirm that the head was in the-
upper Maqam (Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", p. 39 and Yaqut, op.
cit., II, p. 308).
2. Herzfeld, "Damascus. II", p. 49.
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stone quarry in Bae adin.
The restoration of the Great Mosque took place in
564/1169 and therefore the column of the magam could be
one of those which were prepared for the mosque.
The prayer hall and some parts of the other units of
the maqam are built, externally, of cut stone, while the
interior is constructed of rubble masonry covered with a
coating of plaster. The lower part of the north side has
an applied frieze of marble slabs. The whole of the prayer
hall is roofed with a central dome flanked by two barrel
vaults. The square base of the dome is formed by four
arches. The eastern and the western arches represent the
inner ends of the lateral vaults. The northern arch rests
on the two above-mentioned columns, and the southern arch
is let into the south wall (Fig. 271).
The square base is transformed into a dodecagonal zone
by means of four pyramidal pendentives, each being cut from
a dodecagonal pyramid (Fig. 272). A twelve-sided zone
rests on the latter base. It has only four windows set on
the axes of the square base. The exterior of the transition
zone is constructed of cut stone. The four windows are
topped by flat lintels instead of arches, and the whole
complex is surmounted by a smooth and slightly pointed dome
made of baked brick.
1. Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", p. 32.
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This madrasa, which is now a mosque is situated near
the Great Mosque of Aleppo facing its western gate.
Originally, it was the cathedral of Aleppo; it was converted
into a mosque in 518/1124, and then into a madrasa in 543/
1149. Ibn al-'Adlm and others record the story of the
conversion of this cathedral into a mosque. This conversion
took place during the siege of Aleppo by the Crusaders under
the leadership of Joscelin in 518/1124. Joscelin desecrated
the grave of Mashhad al-Muhassin and other Muslim tombs;
so, returning evil for evil, Ibn al-Khashshab, the QadI of
Aleppo, ordered four churches in the city to be converted into
mosques."'" The cathedral of Aleppo was one of these
churches; after its conversion it was called Masjid al-
Sarrajin. The cathedral was built in the Vth century and
p
rebuilt by Justinian.
The mosque was then converted into a madrasa in 543/
1149; this was in the reign of Nur al-Din, who added an
iwan and cells for the jurists.^ Ibn Jubair describes the
madrasa in 580/1184, stating that it was the most impressive
madrasa that he had ever seen and that its south side was
A
occupied by a row of cells.
1. Ibn al~fAdim, op.cit., II, pp. 214-5; Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo"
p. 45; Ibn al-Shihna, "Al-Durr al-Muntakhab fl Tarikh
Mamlakat Halab," ed. Y. Sarkls (Beirut, 1909), p. 115.
2. J. Sauvaget, "Inventaire desMonuments Musulmans de la
Ville d'Alep" (Paris, 1931), No. 15-
3- Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", pp. 45 and 110.
4. Ibn Jubair, p. 253-
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Some historians give the date 544/1149-1150 as the
beginning of the conversion of the mosque into a madrasa.1
According to the inscription on the main entrance the
madrasa was founded in 543/1149• The inscription consists




0 -"*■ L( 1 l | d d HAL L» ^ ... y I I , ' y—I I d 1„J I :
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J I 5 L5^ d—J—1 I —I I j ?•—£—1 I ^ v.i—o-^—.' I ." j -N_^o ^—1_&
d— Iw^ . HI. oJN- ^ 2J ■ **— . ^ ^ 0 1',' ■ .1— d .. f»
"Basmala ... whoever brings a good deed, he shall have ten like
it. This blessed building was rebuilt and was founded as
a madrasa for the madhhab of imam ... Abu Hanifa ... may God
1. Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", p. 45; Ibn al-Shihna, op.cit.,
p. 115.
2. On this inscription see Herzfeld, "Aleppo", I, pp. 208
and 210; "Rep." No. 3137; K. al-GhuzzI, "Nahr al-Dhahab
bi Tarlkh Halab" (Aleppo, 1926), II, p. 220; Bishuf,
op.cit., pp. 138-9*
3. Herzfeld has d_L_U_i while it is, in fact, d _U
4. Koran, VI, -160.
5. Herzfeld has IL'UJI while it is, in fact, JJ_»JI
'
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bless him, by our lord the prince, the dignified Isfahsalar
— —
^
the great master, the scholar king, the knowing, the just,
the fighter of the Holy War, the supported (by God), the
victorious, the triumphant, the powerful Nur al-Dln, the
supporter of the Islamic nation by his sword, the associate
of the state, the pillar of mankind and its power, the dear
one of the Caliphate the nation and its splendour,
the crown of the kings and sultans and their loftiness, the
protector of the Islamic countries and their fortresses.....
the vanquisher of the rebellious, the remover of the
apostates, the fighter of the unbelievers and the polytheists,
atabik Abu '1-Qasim Mahmud Ibn ZangI Ibn Aqsunqur, the
defender of the Commander of the Faithful, may God accept
it from him. That was under the supervision of Muhammad
Ibn 'Abd al-Samad al-Tarsusi, the one who needs the mercy
of God, in Shawwal 543" (February to March 1149 A.D.).
The lwan contains a magnificent mihrab of carved wood
inlaid with ivory surrounded with a band of inscription."*"
This inscription states that the mihrab was made in 643/1245
under the reign of Salah al-Dln Yusuf II. Frequent restor¬
ations have been made since then, probably the most effective
one being that of the Turkish period in 1041/1680.
Plan and Construction
The plan of this building shows an unhomogeneous
mixture of two elements: a church and a madrasa. The
church still preserves some of its original plan, with a
1. On this inscription see Herzfeld, "Aleppo", I, p. 117;
"Rep.No. 4248.
2. Herzfeld, "Aleppo", p. 221.
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navp and an apse attached to it on the west (Fig. 273)•
The nave, which is at present a prayer hall, is formed
by four L-shaped angle piers ending with free-standing
columns. The apse is formed by six free-standing columns
arranged on a semi-circular line.
The Iwan, the basin and the entrance are the only
features of the madrasa which remain.
Two reconstructions of the plan of the cathedral have
been published. Guyer assumes that the east side of the
nave opened into a similar nave and this into a third;
all were domed like the existing original one, and the east
end of the third nave had an apse at its east side
corresponding to the surviving apse at the west end (Fig.
274A)."1" ^cochard suggests that the plan of the cathedral
was originally that of a centralized building like the one
_ p
at Busra; a central square composed of four L-shaped piers
with an exedra-like alcove at each of its four sides. Each
of these exedra-like alcoves was composed of six columns,
exactly like the existing western one. The whole of this
complex centred on a circle with four exedrae on the
diagonal axes and an apse on the east side^ (Fig. 274B).
The unhomogeneous nature of the plan of this building
is reflected in its construction. One observes purely
1. S. Guyer, "La Madrasa al-Halawiya a Alep", B.I.F.A.0.,
XI (1914), p. 225.
2.. On the cathedral of Busra see J. Crowfoot "Churches at
e ..... i . .....
Busra and Samaria-Sebaste" (London, 1937), pp. 5-23.
* * e
3« M. Ecochard, "Note sur un Edifice Chretien d'Alep"
Syria, XXVII (1950), pp. 274!.and 281.
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Christian Syrian features alongside Islamic ones.
Capitals and friezes are decorated with remarkable wind¬
blown. acanthus (Fig. 275) and the huge dome rests on
spherical pendentives (Figs. 275 and 396). Although the
dome was rebuilt during the Middle Ages,"'" there is almost
nothing in its appearance to show Islamic influence. It
is hard to examine the material of the interior of the
building because of the coating of plaster, but most probably
it is of cut stone corresponding with the exterior. The
dome, which is coated with plaster on both the interior and
the exterior, is made of baked brick.
The exterior of the transition zone appears as an
irregular octagon measuring 5.12m. on the axial sides and
4.30m. on the oblique sides. It is pierced by eight
windows, one at the middle of each side (Fig. 277).
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This mashhad"*"stands on the slopes of al-Jawshan
mountain to the west of Aleppo, not very far from Mashhad
al-Husain.
«
The early history of this building is given with full
- - 2
details by Yahya Ibn Abu Tayy, whose account of this
z
mashhad is quoted by most of the historians of Aleppo and
who lived at the time of its most important restoration in
the Xllth and Xlllth centuries.
He writes: "Mashhad al-Dakka to the west of Aleppo
was so called because Saif al-Dawla^ had a dakka (bench) on
the mountain of al-Jawshan from which he watched the horse
races which were held at the site of the mashhad. The
mashhad contains the tomb of al-Muhassin Ibn al-Husain Ibn
' • t
"All Ibn Abu Talib which was discovered in 351/962 by Saif
al-Dawla "All Ibn Hamdan who then ordered this mashhad to
1. On the term mashhad, see El\ s.v."Architecture", p. 425-
2. The history of Yahya Ibn Abu Tayy and his other works are
lost. They were the sources of Ibn al-'Adlm, Ibn
Shaddad and Ibn al-Shihna for the events of the Hamdanid
• fi
dynasty and for the period up to the epoch of Nur al-Din.
He also wrote "Kanz al-Muwahidin fi Slrat Salah al-Din"
0
_ _ _—*— a— t-z
and "Uqud al-Jawahir fi Sirat al-Malik al-Zahir in addition
to his history (see Herzfeld, "Aleppo", I, p. 144, n.2).
3. Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", pp. 48-50, Ibn al-Shihna, op.cit.,
pp. 85-7.
4. Saif al-Dawla al-Hamdani was the founder of the Hamdanid
« •
dynasty which ruled Northern Syria and Northern Mesopotamia
from 293/905 to 399/1008 (see EI"*", s.v. /Hamdanids'1) ♦
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be erected around the tomb. Ibn' Abu Tayy says that he
himself saw the entrance of this mashhad with its Kufic
inscription stating that the mashhad was founded by Saif al-
Dawla.
During the reign of the Mardasid dynasty, the northern
cistern was built; then another cistern was built to the
? — —
south of the mashhad in 483/1089 by Qasim al-Dawla Aqsunqur
who also built the southern wall of the mashhad. In the
reign of Nur al-Din, another cistern was built in the court-
■5
yard of the mashhad and also a maida* a.
In 613/1216 the entrance of the mashhad, which had been
built by Saif al-Dawla, was demolished by Safi al-Din Tariq
Ibn "All Ibn Muhammad al-Balisi (who was known as Ibn al-
Tarlra), and was replaced by another entrance.^1
In the reign of al-Zahir Ghazi, the southern wall was
5
ruined and was rebuilt by him.
The northern wall then fell into ruins in the days of
al-Malik al-Nasir Yusuf Ibn al-Malik al-'Aziz Muhammad Ibn
• •
al-Malik al-Zahir who rebuilt it and surrounded the court-
yard with arcades.^
1. Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", p. 48.
2. In the text of Ibn Shaddad and Ibn al-Shihna it is 582/
1186, but Qasim al-Dawla Aqsunqur ruled Aleppo from
479/1086 to 487/1094 (see Ibn al-*Adim op.cit., II,
pp. 104-113); therefore it should probably be 482/1089-
3- Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", p. 49-
4.. Ibid., pp. 49-50.
5- Ibid., p. 50.
6. Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", p. 50; Ibn al-Shihna, op.cit.,
p. 87-
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The mashhad was demolished by the Mongols in 658/
1260 and was then restored by al-£ahir Baybars after he had
recaptured Aleppo from the Mongols.^"
The accounts of the historians are confirmed by the
present state of the building and its inscriptions. The
oldest of these inscriptions is dated 537/1142. It is
engraved on the east fagade on a stone measuring 1.5m.
square and consists of twelve lines of simple Kufic. It
gives information about the restoration of the building
in Muharram, 537/August, 1142 by *Imad al-Dln Zangl Ibn Aq-
2
s unqur.
Another inscription, on the same east fagade but to
the north of the latter, contains a statement of the
restoration of the rebuilding by Nur al-Dln. It consists of
four lines of simple Kufic engraved on a slab measuring
50 x 40 cm. The stone represents the left half of the
text; the other half is missing. It reads:
g,~i O—! I J Jj __r-i-ta-oJ I J I —' I
j..i I gj—hi I d j—- !••* ••.•.. ....... —
^ hnJ I j I—^^ -/"***—^ ^ ^ 0* ^ ^ 3U—eJj 4^
^ gj-jL*^ J I J (_5 «-'->■ I dJ^ ^,1.^1 I —
As this inscription is lacunary all that can be read
of it is part of the honorifics of Nur al-Din and the date
of the restoration in Rabix II, 54l/September 1146.
1. Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", p. 50; Ibn al-Shihna, op.cit., p.87.
2. Herzfeld, "Aleppo", I, p. 196; "Rep." No. 3112.
3« Herzfeld, "Aleppo", I, p. 198; "Rep." No. 3148.
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The other surviving inscription is engraved, on a
slab measuring 110 x 40cm. over the entrance. It consists
of three lines reading:"^
1 ^—O I L - J—. d—! C) ; -fc d ' j L-^O-C* v3 p J I I . - ^ (—] I d ! i I .
cr* 9—i f gj-—: 1— f'd' I—i—J I B—J—o—■' f LXd 4^ ,j-f,—J I ^ L—J .J v>—i I C. L - j *1 UCLJ I
(J-d'd*"" ( J—: d ' J—= ( f. j hi —J I. >- < d '—i I d,Q.">- j —1 | j ^ L £ J f
"Basmala. . .The one who needs the mercy of God^Tariq Ibn
Tarlra Ibn Yahya has restored its construction in the
reign of al-Malik Ghiyath al-Dunya wa '1-Din GhazI Ibn al-
Malik al-Na§ir Yusuf Ibn Ayyub." The inscription does not
mention the date expressly and the reign of Ghiyath al-Din
Ghazi was a very long one, between 577/1181 and 613/1216.
Herzfeld dates this inscription to 585/1189, relying on
Ibn Shaddad, but in fact Ibn Shaddad gives this date in his
z
passage on Mashhad al-Husain.
The "Repertoire" classifies this inscription among
those of 613/1216,^ probably basing itself on Ibn Abu Tayy
who gives this as the date for the rebuilding of the entranc
A dated inscription is engraved on the north faqade of the
prayer hall on a stone slab measuring SO x 60 cm. It reads
6
j t •«-» ; j O l |» I (j J ' ' d-LJ I _
1. Herzfeld, "Aleppo", I, p. 199; "Rep.", No. 3791;
Blshuf, op.cit., p. 151*
2. Herzfeld, "Aleppo", I, p. 199.
3. Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", p. 51.
"Rep.No. 3791.
5. Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", p. 50; Ibn al-Shihna, op.cit.,
p . 86.
6. Cf. Herzfeld, "Aleppo", I, p. 200; "Rep." No. 3708.
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IL—LuJ I I—o—o ^ L........ -—c—11 ^_-o ! I I ^3—»~ -a —.
^_cJa_oJ I I ,j-j jJ I ^ L_» _. aJ I d, ( j o UiJ I I __
d C' I—O—1—.~cv J CU_JJ d ..'t-w d _U_« d_ 1 i I »3—— " Lji-W <J I ,Jj—- ^jUJI -
"Basrnala. .. . Our lord the Sultan al-Malik al-Zahir
* 6
Ghiyath al-Dunya wa'l-Din Abu '1-Muzaffar al-GhazI Ibn
Yusuf, may God perpetuate his reign, ordered this blessed
place to be built in 609" (1212).
1
There is another inscription on the fagade of the
north arcade engraved within a panel measuring 1.75 x
1.15m. It contains six lines consisting of a blessing on
the twelve Shi'ite imams and the date 632/1224-5. This
inscription was written by the restorers . of this fagade,
but comparison of this inscription with the account of
Yahya Ibn Abu Tayy suggests that it was made by Yusuf Ibn
al-Malik al-,fAziz Muhammad Ibn al-Zahir Ghazl.
• •
The Plan (Fig. 278)
The plan of the building as a whole is not markedly
different from that of a madrasa. It is composed of many
units surrounding a central courtyard, with a prayer hall
with the usual triple-arched fagade occupying its south
side. The prayer hall is faced from the north by a portico
opening onto the courtyard by means of three archways. The
west side consists of three units: a dome at the N.W. corner,
1. Herzfeld, "Aleppo", I, pp. 200-1; "Rep." No. 4075.
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the remains of an iwan, and. a chamber at the S.W. corner.
The east side consists of the entrance at the middle,
two domed chambers to the south and a maida'a and the
stairs to the north.
The Construction
The building shows four distinct periods of construction
(Fig. 278). The domed chambers at the N.W. and S.E.
corners and the maida'a belong to the earliest phase of the
building. The entrance and the west side"1" - which is
ruined except for the domed chamber - belong to the reign
of al-Zahir Ghazi in 609/1212. The northern arcade belongs
to the reign of al~Malik al-*Aziz Muhammad in 632/1234.
The building is constructed of carefully cut stone covered
on the interior by a coating of plaster. All the exterior
is left uncovered.
The dome is the principal method of vaulting in this
building, being used to roof all the surviving units of the
mashhad except for the maida'a, which is roofed with a
domical vault, and some other minor parts covered with
barrel vaults.
The domes are of different types reflecting the frequent
restorations of the building. The two adjacent domed
chambers (A and B in the plan) at the S.E. corner consist,
in fact, of an oblong chamber divided by an arch. The
south chamber (A in the plan) is transformed into a perfect
1. Sauvaget suggests that there is a series of three domed
chambers occupying the west side instead of the iwan and
the single chamber to the south of it; see his "Deux
Sanctuaires Chiites d'Alep", Syria, IX (1928), p. 320.
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square by means of a transverse arch."'" It contains a
concave mihrab with two columns whose capitals are
decorated with acanthus ornament and it also contains a
p
cenotaph of carved wood dated to the Xlllth century.
The most interesting feature of this dome is its zone
of transition. It consists of two superposed zones, but
it differs greatly from those of Damascus. The octagonal
zone is formed by means of four squinches of different
designs. Each of the two eastern ones is simply an arch
spanning the corners and its soffit is wider at the top
than at the springing points (Fig. 279A). Each of the
other two squinches on the west side has a concave surface
topped by a semi-dome (Fig. 279B).
The transition to the sixteen-sided zone is carried
out by means of eight lozenge-shaped bevelled corbels set
over the corners of the octagon. The upper zone is crowned
with the smooth dome which rises from a circular base
inscribed within the hexadecagonal zone (Fig. 280).
The northern chamber (B in the plan) is a perfect
square with rather thick walls. It follows in its tran¬
sition zone the same arrangement as in chamber A but it
differs in having all four squinches of one type, each being
of.a shallow semi-cylindrical concave surface topped by a
1. Such arches can be seen in Maqam Ibrahim al-Asfal and
in the domed chamber at the north-east corner of this
building.
2. Good details of the decoration of this cenotaph are
given by Sauvaget fj'Deux Sanctuaires", p. 32pV
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semi-dome. The transition from the octagonal zone to
the hexadecagon is carried out by menas of tiny muqarnas-
shaped cells instead of by bevelled corbels.
The same type of dome as in chamber A is found in
chamber E. It is an oblong, divided into two areas: a
square one topped by a dome and an oblong one roofed by
a vault. These two rooms are divided by means of an arch
resting on two columns, exactly as in rooms A and B and in
Maqam Ibrahim al-Asfal. However, while the square base
is crowned with a dome of the same type as that of the
tomb chamber, the lozenge-shaped corbels are replaced here
by tiny cells (Fig. 281).
The prayer hall is roofed with three domes resting on
three square bases formed by means of four transverse
arches. The middle dome crowning the bay of the mihrab
is distinguished by its height and by its transition zone.
This zone displays four groups of muqarnases set on the
corners, each being of three courses. These four groups
meet others at the third course where the whole is sur¬
mounted by a circular cornice from which the smooth dome
rises (Figs. 282 and 283).
The two lateral domes of the prayer hall are both alike.
The square base of each of them is transformed into an
octagonal one by four pyramidal pendentives.
This octagonal zone is transformed, in turn, into a
sixteen-sided base by lozenge-shaped corbels (Fig. 282).
The north portico is also divided into three square bays
divided by four transverse arches. These bays are roofed
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by domes. They have been badly damaged by the frequent
coatings of plaster. The transition zone of each of the
middle and the western domes consists of two stages: an
octagonal and a dodecagonal one. The octagonal zone is
formed with four low squinches and the transition from the
octagonal zone into the hexadecagonal one is carried out by
means of eight lozenge-shaped bevelled corbels.
The eastern one is different. Its transition zone
represents a strange cross between two methods; squinches
and pendentives. This zone is formed by two squinches and
two pyramial pendentives, each of these being a section of
a dodecagonal pyramid. One may compare chambers A and E
in this building where two different types of squinches are
used in the transition zone.
In addition to these different systems, one finds
another system used in the semi-dome over the portal bay.
It consists of four courses of muqarnases. The lower two
courses form a half—octagonal base and the upper two courses
are topped by a semi-dome (Figs. 284-5).
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Mashhad al-Husain is a magnificent building situated
on al-Jawshan mountain,about 1.5km. from the south-west
corner of the wall of Aleppo.
Although the Arab historians of Aleppo give the story
of the founding of this mashhad in an uninhabited area on
the mountain of al-Jawshan,^ Herzfeld, who believes that
none of the Muhammadan magams is a truly Muhammadan
2
sanctuary, connects Mashhad al-Husain with Dair Mart
- 5
Marutha. This Dair was a monastery at al-Jawshan
mountain on the site of Mashhad al-Husain and Yaqut states
4
that it was converted into a mashhad.
The mashhad was founded in 573/1177 in the reign of
al-Malik al-Salih Isma'Il Ibn Nur al-Din by the people of
- - 5
Aleppo under the supervision of Abu Nasr Ibn al-Tabbakh
and it was finished in 585/1189.
As with Mashhad al-Muhassin the historians give the
g
periods of construction of this building.
1. Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", pp. 50-1; Ibn al-Shihna, op.cit.,
pp. 87-9.
2. Herzfeld, "Damascus. II", p. 47.
3. Herzfeld, "Aleppo", I, p. 237.
4.-Yaqut, op.cit., II, pp. 691-2.
5. Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", pp. 50-1; Ibn al-Shihna, op.cit.,
pp. 87-9.
6. Ibn Shaddad gives details of the founding of the mashhad,
saying that each of the trades of Aleppo devoted one day
to work in the mashhad . One tradesman, Abu '1-Ghana'im
Ibn al-Shaqwiq, built the Iwan from his own money and the
.grandfather of Ibn Shaddad built the southern side of the
mashhad ("Aleppo", p. 51).
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In the year 585/1189, Saif al-Din Tariq Ibn "All al-
Balisi (Ihn al-Tarira) demolished its entrance which was
very low and rebuilt it. This was in the year of the
completion of the mashhad.
A1-Malik al-Zahir Ghazi paid the mashhad his attention
2and endowed it with waqfs, but none of the historians
mention what al~Malik al~Zahir restored.
e
In the reign of al~Malik al-*Aziz, 613/1216-633/1236,
Baha' al-Din Ibn al-Khashshab gained permission to add a
haram with rooms beside the mashhad, but the Mongols
captured Aleppo before this part was completed. The
Mongols plundered the mashhad of its treasures and pulled
down its doors. When al-Zahir Baybars recaptured Aleppo
3
he restored the building. The building served as a
mashhad until the beginning of this century when it was
taken over by the British Army as an ammunition store
between 1912-1918. On the departure of the British Army
from Aleppo and the arrival of the French in 1918, the
mashhad suffered an explosion which destroyed the lwan and
all the west side of the courtyard. However, many
inscriptions on the building are preserved and these throw
more light on its periods of construction; some of these
inscriptions agree with the above-mentioned accounts.
Before the explosion there was an inscription in the Twin
1". Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", p. 51.
Ibid., loc. cit.
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"Basmala ... Abu Ghanim Ibn Abu '1-Fadl ,fIsa al-Bazzaz al-
Halabl, may God forgive him, has ordered this blessed Iwan
to be made in the months of 579" (A.D. 1185).
Another inscription is engraved within a panel over the
5
main entrance. It reads:
S—' tl ljr-_ I ' j- - _j- (_j I I J l,o j |>~ir^ j—' ' _J~° ^ j—J I dJ—I I . —
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r>LVl 0LhJ^
^ ~^ ' 'dJ.aJ I oj h-J I _jd.h.<> I I ^ I jj-J-- I ^ 'J _jJ_«J I I ^ —
C. j ^—J I _ ^ 1
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1. On this inscription see "Rep.", Nos. 3027, 3382;
Herzfeld "Aleppo", I, p. 238; Bishuf, op.cit., p. 151;
al-Ghuzzi, op.cit., II, p. 282.
2. Herzfeld has f-H-^jJI _,_J ; "Rep. " and Bishuf have j—„ U
but the name f-U j_ I is given by the historians as that
of the founder of the iwan. The name is read correctly
by al-Ghuzzi.
3. Herzfeld has 5 "Rep. " has ^... ,r. and it is so in
al-Ghuzzi too.
4. "Rep." and al-Ghuzzi have 579 but Herzfeld reads it 569.
As the building was founded in 573, the first reading is
more logical. As to the reading of Bishuf which is
quoted in "Rep-. ", No. 3027, it has so many differences
that it leads one to believe that it represents another
text.
5. On this inscription see Herzfeld "Aleppo", I, p. 238; "Rep."
No. 3483; al-Ghuzzi, op.cit., II, p. 284; Bishuf, op.cit.,
p. 151.
6. The words j s?-£ are omitted in "Rep. ".
7. "Rep." has 592; al-Ghuzzi and Bishuf have 572 which is
in the reign of al-Salih Isma:'Il Ibn Nur al-Din.
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"Basmala. . . . The mashhad of our lord. al-Husain Ibn *Ali
■ 6
Ibn Abu Talib, peace upon them both, was constructed,
during the reign of our lord al-Malik al-Zahir, the
scholar, the just, the sultan of Islam and the Muslims, the
lord of Kings and sultans Abu '1-Muzaffar al-Ghazi Ibn al-
Malik al-Nasir Yusuf Ibn Ayyub, the defender of the
Commander of the Faithful, in the months of 596" (A.D.1200).
In addition to these inscriptions, there is another
one engraved in two lines within a long narrow panel at
the top of the fagade of the Iwan. It consists of the
Shi'ite blessing on the twelve imams.This inscription
has been pieced together again by the S.D.A. in its current
restoration of the building.
The Plan (Fig. 286)
The plan of this monument is very extensive. The
whole of the building shows three distinct periods of
construction, beside some minor restorations. The central
part surrounding the courtyard (A in Fig. 287) dates from
the first foundation between 573/1177 and 585/1189•
Part B, or the annexe adjacent to the central part
from its north side, was presumably added during the
restoration by al-Zahir GhazI between 596/1200 and 609/1212.
The third part, which can be called the eastern annexe,
is dated according to the chronicles to the reign of al-
Malik al-"Aziz Muhammad. We are told that this part was
1. On this inscription see Herzfeld "Aleppo", I, p. 245;
"Rep.", No. 3485; al-Ghuzzi, op.cit., II, p. 284;
Blshuf, op.cit., p. 151.
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begun In the reign of al-Malik al-:<Aziz Muhammad under the
supervision of Baha' al-Din Ibn al-Khashshab but that it
was not finished because of the capture of the city by the
Mongols. This part is still unfinished.1
It is worth pointing out here that the blowing up of
the lwan and the western part of the building caused problems
concerning its true plan. Sauvaget suggests that this
side was originally composed of an lwan flanked by two
2
chambers. The S.D.A. is restoring the building, but
according to an incorrect plan (Fig. 287), which differs
in many points from the original one made by Herzfeld before
the explosion (Fig. 286).
The central portion, which is the oldest part of the
building, follows a typical madrasa plan. It is composed
of a central courtyard surrounded by chambers and porticoes
on all sides. There is a prayer hall along the south side
opening onto the courtyard through a triple arch. On the
north side there is a triple-arched portico. The west side
is occupied by an lwan flanked with chambers on both sides.
The entrance to the mashhad stands in the middle of the east
side of the sahn and is flanked with chambers on both sides.
4 •
The northern annexe, which presumably belongs to the
1. Sauvaget distinguishes four phases of construction: the
first one in 579/1183; the second one between 585/1189 and
592/1195; "the third one during the reign of al-Malik
al-:<Azizy before 658/1260; and the fourth in the days of
al-Zahir Baybars after the Mongol invasion (see "Deux
Sanctuaires", pp. 224-5).
2. Ibid., p. 227- .
3. Of. the plan of Mashhad al-Muhassin (Fig. 278).
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reign of al-Zahir Ghazi, contains two domed chambers, a
kitchen and lavatories. The eastern annexe is a large
enclosure containing no other building, but at the east
side there are some remains of the foundation walls level
with the ground. These were excavated by the S.D.A.
The Construction
Apart from the two domes in the annexe, the building
is entirely constructed of cut stone on both the exterior
and the interior. The dome is the basic method of roofing
the building. The structure originally contained 13 domes,
were
two of which fell into ruins and/very recently replaced with
a flat ceiling of concrete."1" The frequent restorations of
the building left different types of domes, but even though
they are unlike those of Mashhad al-Muhassin, they are in
harmony with the other parts of the building.
The prayer hall is roofed by a series of five domes and
two domical vaults over the two ends. As usual, the
central dome sheltering the bay of the mihrab is distinguish¬
able by its transition zone and height, while the other four
are all of the same type. Each of these four domes crowns
a square bay formed by means of transverse arches. The
transition zone is carried out in two stages: four pyramidal
pendentives span the corners of the square base to form an
octagonal base, and this base is transformed into a hexa-
decagon by means of lozenge-shaped bevelled corbels
(Fig. 288).
1. These were the two chambers to the north of the Iwan.
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The hexadecagonal zone is followed by a circular
cavetto cornice from which the dome rises. All of the
domes of the prayer hall have been reconstructed by the
S.D.A. The room next to the prayer hall at the south-east
corner of the courtyard is roofed with a dome of the same
type and almost of the same measurements as those of the
prayer hall (Fig. 289).
The central dome of the prayer hall over the bay of
the mihrab differs from the other lateral domes. The
•
transition zone to the octagonal base is effected by means
of three muqarnases on each corner and this base is marked
by a cavetto cornice. The second stage of the transition
is the transforming of the octagonal base into the circular
base which is performed by means of two superposed courses
of muqarnases (Figs. 290-292). This zone is crowned with
a circular cornice on which the smooth dome rises.
The northern portico is flanked on the east and the
west by passages crowned with domical vaults. They lead
into the northern annexe. The portico itself is roofed by
three domes set over three square bays regulated by trans¬
verse arches. The transition zones of these domes show
some variations from those of the prayer hall. All the
three domes are of the same type, each resting directly on
a dodecagonal base formed by four pyramidal pendentives cut
from a dodecagonal pyramid (Figs. 290 and 293)*
According to Herzfeld the two rooms to the north of the
Iwan were crowned with two domes resting on squinches, and
according to his plan (Fig. 286) there was a corridor along
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their west side. The S.D.A. omitted this corridor and
added the area to the two chambers which became oblong
instead of square; these two rooms are now roofed with
flat ceilings. Two other types of domes are found in
the northern annexe. There are two adjacent domed chambers
in the west part of the annexe. The western one ("a")?
which is said to have been the hall of ceremonies, is oblong.
It opens into chamber "b" through a wide archway. There
are two arches spanning the north and the south ends, forming
with the other two sides the square base of the dome.
Squinches and pendentives are employed in the transition
zone of this dome. There are four squinches of unusual
designs spanning the corners of the square base and forming
with four other arches the octagonal zone (Figs. 294-295).
Each of these squinches is a semi-cylindrical concave
surface constructed of horizontal courses of stone with
fine joints and crowned with a semi-dome constructed of
courses of stone arranged radially (Figs. 294 and 295). The
front of the squinch occurs as a slightly pointed arch
resting on a pair of columns as in the mihrab. The whole of
the squinch is supported on three triangular corbels; two
of them are under the corbels of the columns and the other
one is on the corner. These corbels are adorned with
suspended knobs (Fig. 295). There are four other niches
on the axes of the square base. Each of these niches has
1. Sauvaget, "Deux Sanctuaires", p. 235* The ceremony
would be that of 'Ashura'.
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a concave surface and is topped "by a shell-shaped semi-
dome. The octagonal zone is transformed into a hexadeca-
gonal one by means of eight pendentives set on the corners
of the octagon, showing some resemblance in this respect to
the transition zone of al-Turba al-Hafiziya.The transition
zone is terminated by a circular cornice on which the smooth
dome rises. The dome has been reconstructed by the S.D.A.
with cut stone while Herzfeld's photographs taken before
2
the explosion show that it was of brick.
The other domed chamber ("b") to the east of the former
one has a square base formed by four wide arches; the north
one precedes an air shaft (Figs. 286 and 294). A photograph
of Herzfeld's shows that this dome was built of brick, but
the S.D.A. have restored it with cut stone (Fig. 296). The
transition zone of this dome is composed of two courses of
muqarnases arranged in four groups and set on the four
corners. These four groups meet others in the second course
to form a circular base terminated by a circular cavetto
cornice on which the smooth dome rests.
A similar style of dome construction is found in the
semi-dome crowning the bay of the main entrance (Fig. 297).
The front of the bay is crowned with a lobed arch and the
area behind the arch is roofed by a muqarnas semi-dome
crowned by a shell-shaped semi-dome (Figs. 297-298).
1. See supra, p. 168 .
2. Herzfeld, "Aleppo", II, pi. C,b.
3. Ibid., II, PI. C4a.
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Al-Madrasa al-Shadhbakhtiya or, as it is known today,
Jami' al-Ma;fruf, is situated on the bazar known as Suq al-
Darb.
Ibn Shaddad, who classifies the madrasa as a Hanafite7
——— o
one, states that it was founded by the prince Jamal al-Din
Shadhbakht who was originally an Indian slave. He was the
governor of Aleppo under the reign of Nur al-Din Mahmud. Ibn
Shaddad then gives the list of its teachers. Among these
teachers is Kamal al-Din Ibn Abu Jarada, the famous
historian of Aleppo."1"
Ibn al-Shihna adds nothing important to the history of
this'madrasa but he gives details of the appointment of his
2
father and then of himself as teachers of this madrasa.
The building is known today as Jami* al-Ma*ruf. It is
said that al-Shaikh Ma*ruf, who is buried in a turba
occupying the north-east corner of the madrasa was one of
the Sufi fighters of the Holy War^ (fadawiya^").
Ibn Shaddad mentions another madrasa of the same name,
_ _ 5
also founded by Shadhbakht, outside the walls. However,
this is a ruin. Both the madrasas were Hanafite.
1. Ibn Shaddad "Aleppo", pp. 113-4.
2. Ibn al-Shihna, op.cit., p. 116.
3. Al-Ghuzzi, op.cit., II, p. 78.
4. On fidawt, see EI^, s.v. "Fida*i".
5. Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", pp. 118-9.
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madrasa still bears inscriptions giving its date
and identity. The oldest dated inscription is written
over the main entrance. It consists of four lines and a
medallion. It reads"'":
I f L.V I v I ^ ! c. d-w j j_®J I c) j..;s c~s sj t j—11 d-U I p~*»—
2
^ L—^ I d d—1—1 i ^—''—^ .-O. ^ d—I ^.1 j ~
3 . ■»
d-
, j cLo.-v j ^J I ^! i_*JI d j'ojs, JS. cl^. r-j_ ,j 0J Li- UaJ I dl_L®J I .
^— ■ "- ''-f C ^ ' L—. ^ ^ J' -' d —L-W j f * J J*"-* d C——0-""V- -O ^ j d L-^i I I l ^ n 1 I L. J I,
The text in the medallion reads:
d— 1 1 1 d--^ ^—i I ^—i 5—f I ^5—. J—v p> --v hj® d-.*i *—
"Basmala ... The slave who needs the mercy of his lord,
Shadhbakht, the freedman of the just king Mahmud ibn Zangi,
has founded this madrasa for the followers of the great Imam
the light of the nation Abu Hanlfa, may God forgive him, in
the reign of al-Malik al-Zahir GhazI Ibn Yusuf, may his
victory be respected. That was in 589" (A.D. 1193)•
The circular medallion which is below the former text bears
the signature of the architect. It reads:
"made by Qasim Ibn Sa'Id^ the one who needs the mercy of God
There is another signature on the mihrab of the prayer hall.
It probably represents the signature of the artist who made
1. On this inscription see Herzfeld, "Aleppo", I, p. 256;
"Rep." Nos. 3467 and 3468; Creswell, "MAE", II, p. 111.
2. Creswell has
J , , 11 ^.i
3« "Rep. " hasdJJI ^1 while it is, in fact, a LJI d ,jJ!
4. Herzfeld suggests that this architect was probably the
son of Sa;fi.d al-MaqdisI, the architect of the portal of
the 'Shufaibiya" ("Aleppo", I, p. 256).
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the mihrab. It reads
"Made by Abu '1-Raja and Abu 'Abd Allah, the sons of Yahya,
may the mercy of God be upon him".
The Plan (Fig. 299)
The madrasa still retains most of its original plan.
The entrance bay, which is part of the north fapade,opens
from the bazar and leads down several steps into a vestibule.
This vestibule leads, nowadays, into an open courtyard.
From a fragment of vaulting at the north-west corner of the
courtyard and the springing of a small arch Creswell con¬
cludes that there was a vaulted arcade along the west side
of the courtyard and that a row of cells opened from the
p
west'side of this arcade.
All the units of the building are arranged around
the central courtyard. A prayer hall lies along its south
side. It opens into the courtyard by triple archways, but
the middle one has been narrowed recently and converted into
an entrance. There is a large Iwan at the middle of the
north side occupying almost the total width of this side.
The east side of the gahn is occupied by a series of chambers
and a passage in the middle leading into a row of small
cells on its south side and to the turba on the north side
(Fig. 299).
1. Herzfeld, "Aleppo", p. 229• The signature of these two
artists is found in Mashhad al-Husain in Aleppo (ibid.,
I, p. 241).
2. Creswell, "Cruciform Plan", p. 12.
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The entrance to this turba has been opened, recently,
after its original entrance, which was through the Iwan,
had been blocked up. This is not the only recent change.
All the chambers of the east side have been, demolished and
a new turba has been added in the south-west corner. How¬
ever, the principal features of a madrasa are still preserved:
the entrance, the iwan and the prayer hall (Fig. 300).
The Construction
Like most of the buildings of Aleppo built during this
period, the entire building is constructed of cut stone
without any coating of plaster. There are three kinds of
vaulting in. this madrasa: domes, domical vaults and barrel
vaults. The dome is adopted in the entrance unit, in the
prayer hall and in the turba. The domical vault is used
in the Iwan (Fig. 301) and in the lateral sides of the
prayer hall. The barrel vault is used in the rest of the
rooms and the passages of the building.
The entrance unit:
The entrance bay is crowned with a muqarnas semi-dome
surmounted with a shell-shaped semi-dome of eight sectors
(Fig. 302). The vestibule, which is oblong, is transformed
into a square base by means of a transverse arch set on its
north side. This base is transformed, in turn, into a
twelve-sided one by four pyramidal pendentives. Above the
dodecagonal base rises a very low smooth dome (Fig. 303)-
The vestibule opens onto the courtyard through an archway
crowned with a horse-shoe arch (Fig. 304-) showing a likeness
to certain arches of the Nurid and the early Ayyubid period
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such as those of the turba of Nural-Dln in al-Madrasa al-
Nuriya, al-Turba al-'Ala'iya and Turbat al-Dahdah.
The Prayer Hall: (Fig. 305)
The prayer hall, which is oblong in plan, opens onto
the courtyard through the usual triple archways of the
prayer halls in madrasas, mashhads, and other public buildings.
It contains an elaborate and richly decorated mihrab which is
one of the finest mihrabs of this period in Aleppo (Figs. 305-
306). It is made of stone slabs of different colours, a
feature which is found in many other mihrabs of this period.
The prayer hall resembles those of the Nurid period in
Damascus and Aleppo in that it contains two doorways on
each of the east and the west sides; these lead into
lateral rooms. The hall is roofed by a dome over the
central square bay in front of the mihrab while the lateral
wings, which are less in width than that in the centre, are
roofed with two domical vaults. The inner ends of these
vaults appear as pointed arches forming by their meeting
with the north and south walls the square base of the
central dome (Figs. 305 and 307). The dome rests on a
circular base marked with a cornice and inscribed within a
regular octagonal base. The transition from the square
base into the octagonal one is achieved by means of four
pendentives which are a cross between pyramidal and spherical
pendentives (Fig. 307). These pendentives meet at the axes
of the square base but the points of meeting are disguised
by decorative arch-shaped panels (Figs. 305 and 307).
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Each of the corbels which are set over the corners
/
of the octagonal base is decorated with a tiny suspended
stone cylinder (Fig. 307). The dome is practically smooth
but it is incised in such a form as to resemble the ribbed
brickwork domes of Damascus.
The Turba: (Fig. 308)
The turba belongs to the same period as the madrasa.
The same text as that over the main entrance of the madrasa
is engraved on the lintel of the northern window of the
turba, but without the signature of the architect. The
turba is constructed on an oblong plan lying on a N.-S. axis
with a window opening .into the bazar. Its entrance, which
is on the south side, was opened recently. The opening of
this entrance and blocking of the original one were carried
out after 1931» because this entrance does not exist in
Sauvaget's plan which was published in that year."^"
The turba is roofed by a dome over the central part
flanked with twro barrel vaults roofing the lateral sides
(Figs. 308-309). The square base of the dome is formed by
the inner ends of the lateral vaults and their meeting with
the east and west sides of the turba.. This base is termin¬
ated by a regular octagonal zone, formed by four pyramidal
pendentives. This zone has eight small narrow windows.
It is transformed into the sixteen-sided zone by means of
eight lozenge-shaped bevelled corbels. This latter zone is
crowned by a circular cornice on which the smooth dome rests.
1. Sauvaget, "Inventaire", pi. 5-
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This type of transition zone is to be found in some other
domes; these will be discussed below.
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Maqam al-Nabi Yusha' is situated on the southern
~ 1
outskirts of Ma'arrat al-Nu*man.
According to the inscription, the maqam was founded
in 604/1207 but Herzfeld suggests that it was built on the
site of a pre-Islamic shrine, basing his interpretation on
the existence of some antique stones used in the building^
such as the four columns of basalt with rustic capitals of
2
Doric and Ionic style on the top of the minaret. However,
the plan and the nature of the building correspond with
the date given in the inscription.
The maqam has been mentioned by the Arab historians
_ _ z _
and geographers, e.g. by Yaqutv and Ibn Shaddad^who says
"at Ma'arrat al-Nu*man is, as they believe, the tomb of
Yusha* Ibn Nun, peace be upon him, in a mashhad there which
was rebuilt by al-MLik aL-Zahir Ghazi and to which he had
given endowments at Ma'arat al-Nu'man. When al-Malik al-
Muzaffar Fakhr al-Din Turanshah was released from jail in
Cairo he bought himself a piece of land at Ma'arrat al-
Nu*man and gave it as waqf to the above mentioned shrine".^
The Rebuilding of the maqam is recorded on the tympanum
of the main entrance. The inscription reads:
1. Ma*arrat al-Nu'man is a town in northern Syria between
Aleppo and Hama (see EI'*", s.v. "Ma'arrat al-Nu'man"
and Yaqut op.cit., IV, pp. 574-6).
,2. Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 8.
3. Yaqut, op.cit., IV, p. 574.
4. Cited from Ibn al-Shihna, op.cit., p. 98.
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"Basmala ... This is what was ordered to he built by al-
Malik al-Zahir, the scholar, the just, the fighter of the
Holy War, the soldier, the supported (by God), the winner
of the war, the victorious Ghiyath al-Dunya wa'l-Din, King
of Islam and the Muslims, the remover of the unbelievers
and polytheists, the compeller of the revolutionaries and
the rebellious, the lord of kings and sultans Abu 'l-Muzaffar
Ghazi Ibn al-Malik al-Nasir Salah al-Din Yusuf Ibn Ayyub,
the defender of the Commander of the Faithful, may God
v-
!%perpetuate his reign In 604"*" under the supervision
of the one who needs the mercy of his lord, Murshid Ibn
Salim Ibn al-Muhadhdhib".
The Plan (Fig. 310)
Superficially the plan of the building bears a
resemblance to that of a madrasa. It contains the main
features of a madrasa, an oblong prayer hall at the south
side, an iwan and chambers. All the units of the building
are arranged around a central courtyard. On the west side
1. 1207 A.D.
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is the entrance flanked with two rooms; there is a large
Iwan at the east side. This lwan has two openings so
arranged as to correspond to the bay of the entrance, thus
making the east and west sides symmetrical. The south
side contains a prayer hall in the usual form found in
inadrasas and other public buildings of Aleppo, i.e. an oblong
chamber opens into the courtyard by means of triple archways.
This chamber is roofed by a dome flanked by two barrel vaults.
1
According to Herzfeld's plan there was a mihrab in the
middle of the south side. This mihrab was later removed
and was replaced by an entrance leading into a new hall
built onto the south side of the prayer hall (Fig. 310).
The north side of the courtyard is occupied by a turba
which is almost square in plan, flanked by two deep recesses
.on the east and west.
The Construction
The nature of the building with most of its archi¬
tectural features is very close to the characteristic
Ayyubid style of Aleppo and Northern Syria. The whole of the
building, without exception, is constructed of cut stone on
both the exterior and the interior.
The bay of the main entrance is roofed by a barrel
vault on both the inside and the outside. Above the entrance
rises an octagonal minaret surmounted by a small dome resting
on.four antique columns. The chamber at the N.W. corner is
roofed by a cross vault.
1. Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", Fig. 6.
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The magam has two very similar domes. One of these
domes shelters the tomb chamber and the other is set over
the central bay of the original prayer hall. The transition
zone in each of the two domes consists of two stages, an
octagonal drum and a sixteen-sided one. The octagonal
drum is formed in the same way as that of the turba in al-
Madrasa al-Shadhbakhtiya, being transformed from the square
base by means of four pyramidal pendentives touching each
other at the four axial points. This zone is transformed
into a dodecagonal figure by four lozenge-shaped corbels
set on the corners which are on the axes of the square base
(Fig. 311). The dodecagonal zone is pierced by four
windows arranged above the lozenge-shaped corbels.
The smooth dome rises over the dodecagonal zone on a
circular base inscribed within that zone. A few original
courses of the curve of the dome are still in situ, at the
S.W. side of the dome while the other parts have been rebuilt
at some unknown date. The other dome roofing the central
bay of the original prayer hall repeats closely, in its
transition zone and the apparent form of the dome, the form
of the turba. It differs from the turba in that it is set
over a square area flanked by two barrel vaults.
Bibliography




Al-Madrasa al-Zahiriya which is described also as
al-Barraniya - "outside the walls" - is situated to the
south of al-Firdus quarter (He Maqamat area) in Aleppo.
Apart from the signature of its architect, it contains no
inscription to fix its identity but its name has been
passed down by oral tradition. Ibn Shaddad writes of
this madrasa that it was founded by al-Malik al-Zahir Ghiyath
al-Din GhazI Ibn Yusuf Ibn Ayyub and that it was completed
in 616/1219. It was for the Shafi'ites. Ibn Shaddad goes
on to say that al-Zahir GhazI built a turba beside the
madrasa and that he devoted it to the kings and princes."1"
2
This statement is quoted word for word by Ibn al-Shihna.
It is known that al-Malik al-Zahir died in 613/1216. The
madrasa was therefore begun before that date. We are told
that there was a turba in the Maqamat quarter called al-Turba
al-Zahiriya in which al-Malik al-Mu'ayyad Najm al-Din was
buried in 606^/1209.
Al-Malik al-Zahir, the founder of this madrasa, who
died in 613/1216, was buried in his palace and his body was
5
then transferred into his madrasa inside the walls of Aleppo.
//
__
This madrasa still exists and is called al-Sultaniya"
1. Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", p. 107.
2. Ibn al-Shihna, op.cit., p. 113•
3. Ibn Wasil, op.cit., III, p. 241.
4. Ibid., p. 198.
5- Ibid., p. 241.
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The Plan (Fig. 312)
Al-Madrasa al-Zahiriya can be considered as one of
the best preserved madrasas in Aleppo, for it has retained
all its original features. It has an extensive courtyard
surrounded on all sides with the units of the madrasa.
The south side of the courtyard is occupied by a prayer
hall with a triple-arched fagade preceded by a triple-arched
portico. There are two doorways at the east side of the
prayer hall leading into a dome chamber perhaps intended as
a turba^" The west side is occupied by a row of four cells
and an oblong chamber, lying on a N.H5. axis and roofed by
three domes. The east side is occupied by a large Iwan
flanked with cells. The north side contains a triple-arched
portico corresponding with the southern one and preceding
three small Iwans. The middle one represents the interior
bay of the entrance leading to another bay facing in the
other direction. The N.-E. corner is occupied by lavatories
2
while there are two cells and a staircase in the N.-W. angle.
The Construction
The entire building is constructed of smoothly cut
stone with fine joints, all the fagades are left uncovered
(Fig. 313) and the domes are of brick. The main entrance
of the madrasa is set in a rectangular bay crowned by a
muqarnas seni-dome composed of three courses of muqarnases.
1.'Creswell, "Cruciform Plan", p. 15; idem, "MAE", II, p.113*
2. The two corners of the north side of the madrasa were badly
ruined and their foundations were covered with debris
during the visits of Herzfeld, Creswell and Sauvaget.
These two parts are therefore not very clear in their plans.
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The third, course is crowned by a shell-shaped semi-dome of
/
seven sectors. The whole of the complex is preceded by
an arch with a rather wide soffit. The soffit and the
front of this arch are decorated with geometrical inter¬
sections, and at the top of its extrados is the signature
of the architect, Yusuf,"*" engraved within a small panel
(Figs. 314-315). All the small cells of the east and west
sides of the courtyard are roofed by barrel vaults while
the Iwans are roofed with domical vaults. The two porticoes
in the north and south sides were probably roofed originally
by flat ceilings.
There are seven domes in this madrasa. Three roof
the prayer hall and three others roof the large chamber in
the S.-W. corner, while the seventh is set over the chamber
at the S.-E. corner (Fig. 316). At the middle of the south
side the prayer hall has a concave mihrab flanked with two
2
columns with Corinthian capitals and bases. The western
column is missing (Figs. 317-318).
The oblong area of the prayer hall is divided into
three equal square bays by means of two transverse arches.
Each of these bays is crowned by a dome. The middle dome,
that of the mihrab, is distinguished by its height. The
two lateral domes are alike. Each of them rests on a
circular cornice set over an octagonal base. This base is
formed by four pyramidal pendentives (Figs. 318-319).
1. Herzfeld, "Aleppo", I, p. 275. This word is all that
can be read of the signature.
2. Ibid., I, p. 274.
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The transition zone of the middle dome is carried out
in two stages. The first stage is the transforming of
the square base into an octagonal one, which is performed
by four pyramidal pendentives. On this octagonal base
rise eight vertical walls forming a rather high zone. Each
of the eight sides.of this zone is pierced by a small window
(Figs. 318 and 320). As in the turba of al-Madrasa al-
Shadhbakhtiya the hexadecagonal zone is formed by means of
eight lozenge-shaped bevelled corbels set on the corners of
the octagonal zone. This cornice consists of successive
concave and convex curves (Figs. 318 and 320). The dome,
which was of baked brick, has collapsed."'"
To the east of the prayer hall there is another type .
of dome. The chamber is oblong. The square
base of the dome is effected by using two cornices set along
the south and the north sides. The octagonal zone is
formed by four squinches, each being an arch with a wide
soffit at the top (Fig. 321) showing some resemblance to the
forms of Mashhad al-Muhassin, Room A. Four other relieving
arches are set over the axes of the square base. The
octagonal zone is transformed into the sixteen-sided one by
means of eight lozenge-shaped corbels, and this zone is
crowned with a circular cornice from which the dome rises.
The dome was smooth and constructed of brick. It has
1. According to the section of the three domes of the prayer
hall drawn by Herzfeld ("Aleppo", II, PI. CXVIII.b.) the
west dome of the prayer hall is ruined and the middle one
is preserved. In fact the contrary is true; the middle
one is ruined and the two lateral domes are well
preserved.
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collapsed leaving only fragments of its curve on the east
and west sides. There are traces of two windows splayed
on all sides set on the springing line of the dome, above
the squinches of the west side. They open from the
exterior of the west side via door-shaped openings. The
existence of these two windows is the reason for the
exterior of the transition zone being right-angled and not
octagonal on the west side alone.
To the west of the prayer hall lies a rather long
chamber, It can be entered by three openings: an entrance
from the prayer hall, another entrance from the portico and
a third entrance from the courtyard. Like the prayer hall,
this chamber is divided into three square bays by two trans¬
verse arches, and these bays are roofed with three domes.
The middle dome differs from the lateral ones (Figs. 316
and 322). Each of the two lateral domes rests on a dodecag-
onal base and the transition zone from the square base into
the dodecagonal one is formed by four pyramidal pendentives,
each being a section of a twelve-sided pyramid (Figs. 322-
323). This zone is terminated by a cavetto moulding on
which the brick dome rests. Both of the two lateral domes
are well preserved while the middle one is ruined leaving
only its transition zone and some of the brick courses of
its curve. Basically, the transition zone of the middle
dome consists of two stages. The transition from the square
base into the octagonal one is carried out by setting up
four groups of muqarnases at the corners, each containing
four courses (Figs. 316, 322 and 324). The octagonal base
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is marked by a cavetto cornice on' which the sixteen-sided
/
zone rests. It is composed of sixteen muqarnases, alter¬
nately open and blind (Figs. 322-324).
The few remaining courses of brickwork at the springing
of the dome show that the dome was adorned with a frieze
depicting a key pattern."*" It runs around the springing
of the dome (Fig. 325). This pattern could not be adapted
to fit into the whole of the dome; it was most probably
made up of two alternating courses as shown in Figure 326.
The debris of the dome on the ground contains two kinds of
brick: a trapezoid type measuring 26-31 x 41 x 5cm. and a
rectangular type measuring 15 x 26 x 5- This implies
that the dome had walls 41cm. thick composed of alternating
2
courses of the two kinds of brick.
The exterior? of the transition zones of this dome
and the middle one in the prayer hall appear as octagons
pierced with eight windows. The other lateral domes rise
directly from the ceiling level.
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Al-Madrasa al-Sultaniya, which is called also al-
Madrasa al-Zahiriya al-Jawaniya - "inside the walls" - is
situated in the Qal'fa quarter just opposite the main gate
of the castle of Aleppo. It was a madrasa for both the
Shafi'ites and the Hanafites and was founded by al-Malik al-
Zahir Ghazl. Hov/ever, the latter died in 613/1216 before
finishing it. The madrasa was then completed by Shihab al-
Din Tughril, the atabik of al-Malik al~fAzIz, in 620/1223*
Baha' al-Din Ibn Shaddad was the first person who taught
4
in this madrasa. The building remained as a madrasa until
the Xth/XVI century when it was converted to serve other
5
purposes. The madrasa was founded originally to contain
the turba of al-Malik al-Zahir, which is still there. It
■ • 7
was a common custom among the rulers of Aleppo to found two
madrasas, one of them inside the walls and the other outside
the walls of the city.^ Although the internal Zahiriya
is smaller than the external one, it was the one chosen to
1. A good study of this madrasa is published by J. Lauffray,
"Une Madrasa Ayyoubide de la Syrie du Nord", A.A.S.
Ill (1953), pp. 50-66.
2. Sourdel, op.cit., p. 111.
3. Ibn Shaddad "Aleppo", p. 103; Ibn al-Shihna, op.cit.
p. 112. The latter gives the date 630/1233 which is
probably a misprint because the actual date, 620/1223, is
given in the inscription on the entrance.
4. Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", p. 103.
5« Al-Ghuzzi, op.cit., II, p. 125.
6. Lauffray, op.cit., p. 50.
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contain the tomb of the founder, al-Zahir GhazI, probably
to keep his tomb in a place safe from desecration during
the expected blockade of the city.
The building was largely ruined before its restoration
by the S.D.A. which started in 1944 with the re-erection of
the east and west sides. Restoration work is still going
on. The madrasa still retains two inscriptions dating
from the period when it was founded. One of them is en¬
graved in the entrance bay and the other text is repeated
three times on the windows of the turba of al-Malik al-Zahir
*
GhazI.
The inscription which is in the entrance bay reads
Lf—Tj j»wUJ do-a koran , IX, 18 , —
UJ I dLUJ I j LL_LJ I ^ U ^ UaJ I iU-oJ I 0 IkJUJ! f UI ^ Lu I ,
d—I—11 I, ^ ^ ^t,4i I j I s i—11 ^ I d~® ^——®—^ ^ —. d—$ i.o a—- ^ j L—J j—11
ju*—11 dUo^-J I ^ —R"—' ^ ^®^ ^ J ^5 ^"—' ? ^ J —*
Lf. I —S—; I—L—I I d—j—I ^ —£ L.f ^ d« I a y d i . h_j I hd trt -> t LJ> {.■*&—r V I ^
ijJJ j-:\ 'y—J I U—> L ^. i.f ■" J .J ">»—i I d_. j <1^41
dL_ <_■ -JLS l_» J 9^' _? d...* dd_<s d—!—! I jJ—J—" I 1 I d_J_J I J--C-
—' ^ ^ ,—L*.—; j 4 4ii c—i—I I ^—C_4j ^ 'j—4 *'—i j— '—I—I d-cu t '1—o d i—. a——. ^ d ^ f 13 d i bii.C-
LdU-^-d-'' LhJ I y-«
_j U>V ! lU,^1 UJ I J UJutV I ^ ^ I 3 d-^_£..^J I j d_^i UJI -
d—!—! o ,_C—U l lo—UU# —s—I I J-"* —T , O—o—! I .J—jy—J J~i td—^—J I I—_o^' I
£La._.^U> j ? 9 di- , j d_LJ I UiJ I diJ_«J I ,j U-JJ I J_, d_j_l JL^U , (_J.J L»—"
1. On this inscription see Herzfeld, "Aleppo", I, pp. 279-280;
"Rep.", No. 3895; Creswell, "Cruciform Plan" pp. 6-7;
al~Ghuzzi, op.cit., II, p. 125; Blshuf, op.cit., p. 141;
R. Tabbakh, "Aflam al-Nubala' bi Tarikh Halab al-Shahba'"e 7 *
(Aleppo, 1921), II, p. 222.
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i I d—I—' I d I d—" ^ N—j ^ i I ^j—'1—! I d-5 ^ a <JLUu. I j J- y I O * ! L - I J I j -> j
I J-co I j-5. * 1-th.^j d.l ; -V-iO J I f jq_' I * I Lx
d5 A- 'x—i ^ l—05 f ^ ^ —11 L^— -J" ji ^ j ^...1.^ .jj I d—i—j I d— Li I Lr_, ? f, j,,t. y —
y LjJ I ' I J— i J L_-j 1—s L^—-■ ljJj-j ^ J ji^-J I liLl J_i j t—i-o J_o_j I ijj*—- 1 <* t-- lXXump y:
^yS 1 9 ^J '~—' ^ C*wl_S^.—IM [ qX-5 q dJJ J f dpi. (J—1 I ^C,—ijd ^—' L,J5-—C—1—J q ^ -iL_J ! ,'j I J_ —! i
2> id-P I ^—i' j—c—i * • »•••. j t—L.l.—Lqii q d Li q (..S""' c^—O —)* ••♦••«♦... dJ ^ I .—<j—■ I L^»S q—1 I i . 1 *1
dLif L«—!I— I dL> ; (JJ_J_& q (_5—I L* '' d.J—I I d_ i .' ! l_S_5 I ^ ' I dl ^,-<1 ( a (_C_J_C-
^ ^—dt (_,je 4^—~j Lo.t * Lf-J :■ I t j L5 ( Koran ,11 , '181 ,)lI 3_: J_^ *• L. ^ dJLJI _
*
-• I ■■■ ift—w O
^j i d qqqi
"Basmala ... This madrasa was ordered to he built in the
reign of the Sultan al-Malik al-Zahir GhazI Ibn al-Sultan
al-Malik al-Nasir Salah al-Dunya wa'l-Din, he who delivered
the sacred house of God from the hands of the infidels, may
God offer them both his blessed heaven and may God perpetuate
the reign of al-Malik al-'AzIz and offer him justice and
equity. It was built by his atabik, his regent, he who
needs the mercy of his Almighty Lord, Shihab al-Din Abu
Sa'id Tughril Ibn 'Abd Allah al-Malaki al-Zahirl, may God
accept his gift and reward him for that"'"...He built it as
a madrasa for the two madhhabs and as a centre for the
scholars of law of both the Shafifitesand the yanafite?who
devote their time to science, who model their conduct on
2
the best examples,and for those who have been chosen by its
teacher. It contains a mosque and a turba in which is
1. For a translation of the lengthy invocations which
follow, see "Rep.", No. 3895-
2. I.e. of the madrasa.
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buried the Sultan al-Malik al-Zahir, may God sanctify his
soul and illuminate his tomb, may God give him the reward
of the reading of science as well as the blessing of the
Koran and its recitation. God has given him the best
recompense and he has gained His favour. He decided that
the teacher, the Imam who makes the prayer in its mosque
and the mu'adhdhin must be Shaft'ites. A reader must be
appointed to check the people's reading of the Koran and
teach it to them in the best way. The conditions of waqf
have been listed in the blessed deed of waqf Koran 11,181.
The completion of its building was in the months of 620"
(A.D. 1223).
There is another inscription repeated three times on
the three windows of the turba. Each of these texts
(Fig. 327) reads:1
J-& I I 1U_J I Lt- jSs LiaJ I aJ—]—o—! I gj Li. I I I LjC d J—A —
"This is the turba of the Sultan al-Malik al-Zahir Ghazi
Ibn al-Malik al-Nasir Salah al-Din, he who delivered the• • • 7
sacred house from the hands of the infidels, may God sanctify
their souls and bless them and bless those who pray for
them."
I -*- 1.i< ^ J 1 I
O-* ?^jj>
1. On this Inscription see Herzfeld, "Aleppo", I, p. 278;
"Rep. " , No. 3893; Bishuf, op. cit. , p. 141; Tabbakh,
op.cit., II, p. 224; al-Ghuzzi, op.cit., II, p. 126.
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The Plan (Fig. 328)
The building was mostly in ruins at the beginning of
this century. Many plans of it had been published before
the excavations of 1944,^ but none of these plans showed
details of the east and west sides. As the madrasa is of
two madhhabs Creswell suggested that it should have two Iwans
2
set at the middle of each of the east and west sides.
The excavations of 1944 disclosed two rows of cells
occupying the east and the west sides, and the plan shows
no trace of an iwan. Like all the madrasas of Aleppo,
this has an open courtyard with a basin in the middle and
all the units of the madrasa are arranged around this court¬
yard. The south side of the courtyard is occupied by the
prayer hall. This originally opened into the courtyard
through three archways, but the lateral openings were con¬
verted into windows and the middle one now contains the
entrance and two windows. This conversion was probably
made when the building was taken over as a mosque at the
beginning of the Ottoman period. The turba, which occupies
the S.-E. corner of the building, is square with four
recesses of unusual form. Each of the north and the south
recesses (I and H in the plan) contains an air shaft. In
the western end of the south recess (L) there is a walled-up
tunnel. According to oral tradition it must have led to
1. Herzfeld, "Aleppo", II, PI. CXXIII; Sauvaget,
"Inventaire1^ No. 23; Creswell, "Cruciform Plan", Fig. 5.
2. Creswell, "Cruciform Plan", p. 13.
3« Lauffray, op.cit., p. 51.
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the,castle.^ The east recess, which is exceptionally
deep, has three windows. There are four tombs in the
turba, none of which bears an inscription or any other
decoration.
The Construction
The prayer hall, the turba and the entrance are the
best preserved units of the madrasa. The east and the west
sides were occupied by small cells in two tiers, making
42 rooms, and so 40-50 people could easily have been lodged
2
.in the madrasa. Like the other contemporary buildings
of Aleppo, this madrasa is constructed of cut stone in both
the exterior and the interior. All the interior of the
prayer hall is covered with a coating of plaster. The
middle part of the southern side of the prayer hall, which is
deeply recessed, contains a highly decorated mihrab (Figs.
229-230). Basically it follows that of al-Madrasa al-
Shadhbakhtiya. Architecturally, the prayer hall resembles
that of al-Madrasa al-Shadhbakhtiya, being roofed by a dome
set over the central area and flanked with two domical
vaults. The construction of the dome itself shows some
differences from that of Madrasa al-Shadhbakhtiya. It is
plastered on both the exterior and the interior and it is
thus hard to determine its material, but most probably it is
1. Lauffray, op.cit., p. 55.
2."Ibid., p. 58.
3- The lower parts of the interior of the prayer hall were
not plastered in 1952, the time of Lauffray1s study.
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made of brick. The octagonal base of the dome is formed
by means of four pyramidal pendentives (Figs. 331-2). The
walls of the turba are still unplastered. The recesses are
roofed by vaults, while the square central area is topped by
a dome. This dome rests on a circular base converted from
the square one by means of four pyramidal pendentives
(Figs. 332-333).
The entrance to the building is set in a rectangular
bay at the middle of the north side. Like the lateral
sides of the prayer hall this bay is roofed by a domical
vault. Above the entrance stands a minaret which was added
later. It probably dates to 874/1459, one of the dated
restorations of the madrasa."1'
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Al-Firdus is an aggregation of a madrasa, a ribat1
and a turba situated at the south side of al-Maaamat
quarter in the Firdus area. It is the largest and the best
preserved madrasa in Syria. The Arab historians, who
classify this madrasa among those of the Shafi'ite madhhab,
state that this building was founded as a madrasa, a ribat
and a turba by £aifa Khatun, the daughter of al-Malik al-
— — 2 — —*Adil Saif al-Din. Daifa Khatun became the regent of
Aleppo twice; the first time was after the death of her
husband al-Zahir Ghazi in 613/1216, and the second was after
the death of her son al-Malik al-'Aziz in 634/1232. She
was born in 582/1186 and died in 640/1242.^
The building bears many inscriptions and most of these
inscriptions consist of expressions of Sufi character,
particularly a band which runs along the interior sides of
the building.^ This inscription ends with the following
5text:
jJ I j I—i jJ I i-a-OS- I i_. I j J—' ^ J" ^ I ho I J-2> —
d_UJI ^ jj LL_LJ I iaJlj, JJUJI ILUJI 0Lk_LJI
^ .j-iJy-l I j U^jJI ^L> d_UJI 0 UL I,.,J I rUI ^ yalkJI
* d. i L. a J—i—! I L>. —J j o a <*_, I j -i—0 ^ L J t—, J—i ^ O"-1
1. See EI1, s.v. "Ribat". This building is the only certain
surviving Ayyubid ribat in Syria.
2. Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", p. 108; Ibn al-Shihna, op.cit.,
p. 113-
3- On Daifa Khatun see Tabbakh, op.cit., II, p. 261.
4. On this inscription see Talas, "Al-Athar", pp. 85-7.
5. Of. Herzfeld, "Aleppo", I, p. 297; "Rep." No. 4086;
Tabbakh, op.cit., II, p. 265.
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"This is what was founded by the high and jjrotected veil
'I^mat al-Dunya wa'1-Din, Daifa Khatun, the daughter of
the Sultan al-Malik al~;<Adil, the mother of the Sultan al-• 7 «
Malik al-'Aziz Ibn al-Malik al-Zahir, in the reign of our
Lord the Sultan al-Malik al-Nasir Salah al-Dunya wa'1-Din
Yusuf Ibn Ayyub, the defender of the Commander of the
Faithful, may God perpetuate his state."
Another band of inscription is engraved on the east
fapade of the building. It is almost of the same style as
the interior one and it gives the precise date of the
building, which is 633/1235. It reads
j ""■—11 d—l Ltu-j I—■ I 1—« I ( Koran , XLIXX,^8—72 ) I j.o^^—i I dJ1 —
gj j—' LI d—i—J—j 0—I I y I—j—j —1 I ei-ot"1 v- d^5 --*^1- —J I —J I ' _'i.. o J I i > ! I q ^ , ■; ^ } |
dill |»-Si a-®-.-"—" i— y—*_ I J—1—- cr~ ' gd-i-i-'' J J La—I I uJ—I—a—I I , J LL—LuJ I d j_, I
?—! I I A-3* L^_«J I J j L*—11 L*—! I L.jJ I d_J_«J I j Hi. I <.i. 11 I IV y* ^ I ' I dJ j j
—. O 0 "V.0 —4 ^ I d——I I .g,—; 4 r' 4ii . —^ gj—^ O—I I ^ L—J _j 0—I I gg^'"5 ^ ^ U <5—I I ^ ■' lo o I f Jt—* ^ o—j I
Jl ^ —' L-J J I ' L. '» <» ^—' gj_; Li- j j LhJ I d l_j i I
d—. I—0 y ^—3 dj—I I d—o-2.J (_*,LdJ I ^ gj 4." >-«—I I . pj_-_C I
"This is what was ordered to be founded by the high and
protected veil, the merciful queen, *I§mat al-Dunya wa'1-Din,
Daifa Khatun, the daughter of the Sultan al-Malik al-*Adil
Saif al-Dln Abu Bakr Ibn Ayyub, may God bless them. That
was in the reign of our Lord the Sultan al-Malik al-Na^ir,
the scholar, the just, the fighter of the Holy War, the
soldier, the supported (by God), the triumphant, the
1. On this inscription see "Rep." No. 4084; Bishuf, op.cit.,
p. 150; Tabbakh, op. cit. , loc. cit.. ; al-Ghuzzi, op. cit.,
II, p. 292.
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victorious, iSalah al-Dunya wa'l-Din Yusuf Ibn al-Malik al-
,fAziz Muhammad Ibn al-Malik al~Zahir GhazI Ibn Yusuf Ibn
© •
the
Ayyub, the defender of/Commander of the Faithful, may his
victory be mighty. That was under the supervision of the
slave, he who needs the mercy of God *Abd al-Muhsin al-:<Az,IzI
al-NasirI,may God bless him, in 633" (A.D. 1235).
The Plan (Fig. 33^-)
The plan of the building as a whole comprises three
individual units. The south part, which is said to have
been the ribat, consists of an open courtyard surrounded by
three porticoes on the east, the west and the south. The
whole of the north side is occupied by a large Iwan. These
porticoes show a development from those of al-Madrasa al-
Zahiriya. A triple archway opens into each of the three
porticoes; in each case it leads into an oblong chamber.
The southern chamber is the prayer hall. This hall is
roofed by three domes, as are the two other chambers which
are to the east and west of the courtyard. Both of these
two sides have been taken over as cemeteries. These two
chambers were, presumably, the ribat. In addition to these,
there are two domed chambers at the S.-W. and the S.-E.
corners. Probably they were originally turbas.
The north part of the building contains an aggregate
of three units. There are two Twiins set back to back in the
middle; the south one opens into the courtyard while the
north one opens outwards (Fig. 335). The area in front of
this Iwan used to be the gardens of the madrasa. From here
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the water for the ablutions basin was supplied by means of
a ditch.^
Comparing the position of this lwan with that of the
iwan opening northwards outside the courtyard in al-Madrasa
al-Mustansiriya in Baghdad, it can be concluded that this
_ _ 2
iwan was originally used for reading the Koran. These two
Iwans are flanked by two units each consisting of a small
courtyard with two Iwans, a large one faced by a small one,
and a group of cells arranged around the courtyard. To the
south of the eastern units is the corridor of the entrance
leading into the N.-E. corner of the central courtyard. One
of these units, which were built as individual houses, each
with its own courtyard and a small lwan, was presumably a
house for the administrator of the madrasa and the other was
a kitchen. The madrasa itself must have occupied the
central part along with the ribat.
The Construction
As in the other buildings of Aleppo in this period,
cut stone is employed for both the exterior and the interior,
without plaster (Fig. 336). Brick is employed in all the
domes and the vaults of the building except the dome which
1. Talas, op.cit., p. 85.
2. Al-Madrasa al-Mustansiriya contains an Iwan opening out¬
wards facing the north and this served as a Dar al-Koran
or for reading of the Koran (N. Ma'ruf, "Tarikh 'Ulama'
al-Mustan§iriya" (Baghdad, 1965 2nd ed.) II, p. 304.
The reason is to keep the readers of the Koran, who are
usually children, far away from the .centre of the building.
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roofs the central bay of the prayer hall, this being con¬
structed entirely of cut stone. The central part of the
building, which is arranged around the central courtyard,
contains eleven domes (Fig. 334). All of these domes,
with the exception of the central dome of the prayer hall,
are constructed to the same design. Each of them rests
on a dodecagonal base formed by four pyramidal pendentives
set on the corners of the square base. Each of these
pendentives is a section of a dodecagonal pyramid (Fig. 337).
As in some other buildings of Aleppo,"'" the central
dome of the prayer hall is distinguished by its height and
by its different design. The square base is transformed
into a dodecagonal one by means of four groups of rather
complicated muqarnases, each having four courses (Figs. 338-
339). A dodecagonal zone is set over this base; it has
twelve windows and is in turn transformed at the top into a
24-sided figure by means of lozenge-shaped corbels. The
dome rests on this zone.
The exterior of this dome rests on a dodecagonal zone
topped by a bevelled cornice surmounting a square base which
rises over the roof level of the other units of the building
(Fig. 340). This dome shelters an elaborately decorated
mihrab which is one of the most famous mihrabs of Aleppo.
It follows closely those of al-Madrasa al-Shadhbakhtiya
and al-Madrasa al-Sultaniya,and to some extent that of
Khanqah al-Farafra. It is a concave mihrab flanked by two
1. Mashhad al-Muhassin, Mashhad al~Husain, al-Madrasa al-« 7 * 7
Zahiriya al-Barraniya and al-Madrasa al-Kamiliya.
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columns. The concave part of the mihrab and the two sides
of its elevation are decorated with vertical panels filled
with stone of various colours. The upper fagade of the
mihrab is adorned with interlaced arches with their centres
arranged around the front of the semi-dome covering the
concave surface. These arches are connected with geometri¬
cally intersecting bands filling the spandrels of the fagade
of the mihrab (Fig. 341). The whole of this complex is
crowned with another panel of geometrical interlaced bands
surrounded with a band of inscription consisting of verses
from the Koran."'"
The main entrance, which is at the east side of the
building, is set in a rectangular bay topped by a semi-dome
of muqarnases. It is constructed with three courses of
muqarnases crowned by a shell-shaped semi-dome of eight
sectors (Figs. 342-343)•
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This building, which is known nowadays as Khanqali
al-Farafra, is situated in the Farafra quarter to the north
of the castle of Aleppo. The quarter was so called after
the tribe of Farfur which settled there.
The building bears an inscription proclaiming its date
and identity. It is engraved in five lines within a panel
set over the main entrance (Fig. 344). It reads
w
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"Basmala ... Koran XXXV, 33-34. This blessed ribat was built
in the reign of our lord the Sultan al-Malik al-Nasir Salah
al-Dunya wa' 1-Dln Yusuf Ibn al-Malik al-'Aziz Muhammad Ibn
al-Malik al-Zahir GhazI Ibn Yusuf Ibn Ayyub,the defender
of the Commander of the Faithful, during the months of 635 "
(A.D. 1237).
From the lists of khanqahs and ribats given by Ibn
Shaddad we learn that al-Malik al-Nasir Salah al-Dln II
1. On khanqah see El\ s.v. "Architecture".
2. On this quarter see Tabbakh, op.cit., V, p. 25; Talas
"AI-Athar", p. 88.
3. On this inscription see Herzfeld "Aleppo", I, p. 303;
"Rep." No. 4145; al-Ghuzzi, op.cit., II, p. 147;
Bishuf, op.cit., p. 142.
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did not found any ribat or khanqah, though the inscription
does say that the building was founded in his reign. In
635/1237 §alah al-Din II was three years of age and his
mother Daifa Khatun, founder of al-Firdus, held the regency.
Herzfeld concludes that the khanqah was built by Daifa Khatun
and that it is probably the one founded for women inside Bab
al-Arba'in opposite the mosque of al-Shaikh al-Hafiz ;fAbd
al-Rahman Ibn al-Ustadh. ^ He bases his .interpretation on
the information given by Ibn Shaddad about the founders,
_ _ 2 -
the location and dates of the madrasas and khanqahs. Bab
al-Arba*In (the Gate of al-Arba'In) was just to the east
- - 5
of the khanqah.
Tabbakh gives a quotation from the MS. of Abu Dharr^
who calls the building al-Khanqah al-r£Adiliya, saying that it
was built by Daifa Khatun, the daughter of al-Malik al-:£Adil
Saif al-Din and the mother of al-Malik al-'Aziz Muhammad. It
is inside Bab al-Arba'In, and an inscription on its entrance
, 4 _ _
shows that it was built in 635/1237. The khanqah is also
called al-Khanqah al-Na$iri, presumably after al-Malik al-
Na^ir,^ the honorific of Salah al-Din Yusuf II. The
inscription still in. situ over the entrance, however, does
not allude to a khanqah but it says expressly that the
building was a ribat.
1. Herzfeld, "Aleppo", I, p. 30^-«
2. Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", pp. 26, 96, 108 and 120.
3. Sourdel, op.cit., Fig. 2.
4. Tabbakh, op.cit., V, p. 25.
5. Al-Ghuzzi, op.cit., II, p. 147.
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The distinction between khanqah and ribat in Syria
is very obscure and they seem to be two terms for one kind
of building; khanqah is a Persian term composed of khan and
gah (place),while ribat, which is an Arabic term, was
2
originally a military establishment.
Al-Firdus, which is the only other surviving building
in this period referred to as a ribat, has a rather different
plan from that of Khanqah al-Farafra, though it does share
the same elements of Iwan, courtyard and prayer hall. On
the other hand, Khanqah al-Farafra has a plan similar to
that of the typical madrasa. But since this is the only
surviving khanqah in Ayyubid Syria it is difficult to draw
conclusions about the architectural forms of ribats and
khanqahs in Syria during this period.
The Plan (Fig. 345)
The plan of the building, as suggested above, is not
very different from that of a madrasa. There is a court¬
yard, with an octagonal basin and with the other units arranged
around it. A large iwan stands in the middle of the north
side; a prayer hall lies along the south side with the
usual triple archway. Each of the east and west sides is
occupied by a series of rooms on two storeys. There is a
doorway at the middle of the east side leading into an
annexe consisting of a central hall roofed by a domical
1. Herzfeld, "Aleppo", I, p. 302.
2. KE^, s.v. "Ribat".
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vault surrounded by rooms on all sides. This part, which
was ruined and full of debris at the time of Herzfeld's
visit,^ is still in the same state and it is very hard to
make a good plan of it.
The plan of the prayer hall (Fig. 346) closely resembles
_ 2
the usual plan of prayer halls attached to Ayyubid madrasas,
being oblong and opening into the courtyard by means of
three archways, the middle one wider than the others. The
mihrab, which is at the centre of the south side, resembles
that of al--Madrasa al-Shadhbakhtiya. It is flanked by two
right-angled recesses,' there are two other recesses on each
of the east and west sides. The eastern ones presum-
ably used to lead into an adjacent chamber but nowadays
they are blocked up, serving as cupboards. At some unknown
date the west part of the prayer hall was separated from
the main part of the hall by a partition so as to serve as
a room.
The Construction
The main entrance to the building, which is at the
north side, is set within a bay roofed by a semi-dome
composed of two zones of muqarnases crowned with a small
semi-dome. This small semi-dome is decorated with inter¬
secting geometrical patterns (Figs. 347-348). Apart from
the dome of the prayer hall, the entire building is
1. Herzfeld, "Aleppo", I, p. 304.
2. Cf. al-Madrasa al~Zahiriya, al-Madrasa al-Sultaniya,
al-Madrasa al-Shadhbakhtiya, al-Madrasa al-Sharafiya, al-
Madrasa al-Kamiliya and al-Firdus.
3- They are drawn thus in Herzfeld's plan, but they are
closed in the plan drawn by Sauvaget ("Inventaire", No.32).
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constructed of cut stone.
Barrel vaults are employed in roofing the iwan and
most of the other rooms of the khanqah. The roofing system
of the prayer hall corresponds basically with those of
Maqam Ibrahim al-Asfal, al-Madrasa al-Shadhbakhtiya and al-
Madrasa al-Sultaniya, being composed of a central dome -
which is set over the bay of the mihrab - flanked by two
barrel vaults (Figs. 345 and 349) • The inner ends of the
lateral vaults and the central arch of the northern fa§ade
bear vertical walls which together with the south wall form
the square base of the dome. This base is notable for its
exceptional height. The transition zone to the octagonal
drum employs four groups of muqarnasa set on the corners
in three courses (Figs. 349-350). The eight sides of the
octagonal zone are pierced by small windows. This zone is
transformed into a sixteen-sided one by means of lozenge-
shaped corbels set on the corners at the top of the octagonal
zone (Figs. 349-350). A cavetto cornice terminates the
transition zone, and from this the smooth dome rises. It is
constructed of baked bricks measuring 26 x 17 x 4cm.
As to the exterior, it is strange to see that the
minimum thickness of the lateral vaults is 2.20m. Even the
exterior of the transition zone of the dome is hidden by the
mass of the roof of the vaults. The windows are kinked,
opening upwards after a right-angled turn (Fig. 349). This
disposition is necessitated by the extraordinary thickness
of the vaults. Externally, the dome rests on an octagonal
base which rises only a few centimetres from the roof level
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of the lateral vaults. The reason for the excessive
thickness of the vaults is probably the height of the eastern
and western sides of the khanqah which are of two stories.
The thickness of the vaults is designed to raise the upper
level of the roof of the prayer hall level with the roof of
the two sides.
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This madrasa stands in Suwaiqat Hatim, some metres
from the N.-E. corner of the Great Mosque of Aleppo. There
is some disagreement about the date of this building.
According to Herzfeld, who bases his argument on statements
of Ibn al-Shihna,^ the madrasa was built between 595/1199
2 —
and 631/1234. He did not refer to Ibn Shaddad (whose work
was published fairly recently-^) who states that it was built
a few years before the Mongol invasion in 658/1260. Ibn
Shaddad classifies the madrasa among those of the Shafi'ite
madhhab, and writes that it was founded by the shaikh, the
imam Sharaf al-Din Abu Talib 'Abd al-Rahman Ibn Abu Salih
' • • • •
:<Abd al-Rahlm, known as Ibn al-'Ajml. He spent 400,000
dirhams on its construction and he endowed it with splendid
waqf. His son Muhi al-Din Muhammad taught in this madrasa
until he was killed by the Mongols after they captured
Aleppo,and no-one taught there before him. As to the Shaikh
Sharaf al-Din, the above-mentioned founder, he was killed
after the Mongol invasion of Aleppo in 24 Safar 658/29th
January 1260. He was buried in a turba built by him in the
north side of the madrasa, having willed that his body
L
should be buried there. Creswell dates the building around
640/1242. 5
1. Ibn al-Shihna, op.cit., pp. 107 and 114.
2. Herzfeld ,"Aleppo", I, p. 313*
3«. It was published in Damascus in 1953 by D. Sourdel.
4. Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", p. 106.
5- "MAE", II, p. 116.
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Kurd '€AlI is the only one who mentions that there
/ ■
was an iron awning set over its well with an inscription
saying that it was made in 640/1242,"*" which agrees with
the statement of Ihn Shaddad.
The rnadrasa lacks any inscription. A frieze was
prepared to receive the inscription, but it was never en¬
graved. Nevertheless, from the statements above one can
conclude that the madrasa was built about 640/1242. The
building was in a somewhat dilapidated condition at the
2
time of Oreswell's visit to Aleppo and the restoration by
■z
the administration of waqf in 1343/1924 distorted it further.
Only the main entrance and the prayer hall still survive
from the original building.
Plan and Construction (Fig. 352)
The madrasa, which serves at present as a library be¬
longing to the Ministry of Waqf, is entered by a muqarnas
portal in the centre of the west side opening into the
courtyard. Apart from the main entrance and the prayer
hall, there are hardly any traces of the original foundation,
but according to the plan made by Creswell in 1919, it
followed the typical plan of the Syrian madrasa. It had a
courtyard with a basin in the middle. The east side was
occupied by an Iwan flanked by two chambers. There were
porticoes along the west and the north sides; these led to
l..Kurd 'Ali, op.cit., VI, p. 106. No text or photograph of
this vanished inscription is available.
2. Creswell, "Cruciform Plan", p. 16.
3. On this restoration see Kurd 'All, op.cit., 1oc.cit.
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the students' cells."'' The prayer hall with its usual
triple fagade occupies the south side of the courtyard.
Its triple-arched fagade is now completely concealed by a
modern fagade (Fig. 353). The prayer hall follows in its
plan that of Khanqah al-Farafra, being oblong with three
archways opening into the courtyard. There is a concave
mihrab at the middle of the south side flanked by two right-
angled recesses. The mihrab is made of stone but it is
hard to determine its original colour because it is all
painted. The semi-dome of the mihrab is decorated with
intersecting geometrical patterns (Fig. 354). It bears
a blessing on those who erected the mihrab: ^ 11 dJJI
- "may God bless the setters." The square bay in front of
the mihrab is roofed by a dome of unusual design while the
two lateral bays are roofed by domical vaults.
The dome is a cross between a ribbed and a muqarnas dome
(Figs. 353. 355 and 356). All the interior of the prayer
hall has been covered recently by a coating of plaster;
this was probably done during the restoration of 1924. The
dome is composed of three courses of muqarnases terminated
by a dentated circle of sixteen points. The whole of this
structure is crowned by a ribbed dome bearing a certain
resemblance to those of Damascus.
Owing to the frequent coatings of plaster on. the
exterior of the dome, it is very hard at the moment to know
what its original profile was.
The muqarnas semi-dome of the portal was largely
1. Creswell, "Cruciform Plan", p. 16.
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destroyed at an unknown date and rebuilt at some time
after Herzfeld's visit, when it was replaced by another
muqarnas semi-dome built according to a design which differs
from the original one. Herzfeld suggests that the original
semi-dome was like that of al-Madrasa al-Kamiliya^" (Fig.
357). The entrance still bears the signature of the
architect, Abu '1-Thana' Ibn Yaqut.
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Al-Madrasa al-Kamiliya is a magnificent and impressive
building situated in the Maqamat quarter on the western
outskirts of Aleppo, at a distance of some 300m. from al~
Firdus. This building, whose name;, al-Kamiliya, has been
passed on through the generations, is entirely undated.
A panel was prepared above the main entrance to receive the
identifying inscription, but it was never engraved. The
historical accounts concerning this madrasa and other Ayyubid
monuments in Aleppo related to it are not quite sufficient to
identify the building.
There were many buildings bearing the name of al-
Kamiliya in the Ayyubid period and there were many out¬
standing personalities with this name.
The plan and the architectural style of the building
show that it was a madrasa, a ribat or a khanqah. Ibn Shaddad,
who lived during the late Ayyubid period, mentions some
buildings which have a claim to be this madrasa. In his
list of the khanqahs he mentions two known as al-Kamiliya.
One of them was inside the city and originally a house of Ibn
al-Baridin near the house of Banu ' 1-Khashshab.The other
one was outside Aleppo and was built by al-Kamiliya, the wife
— — — 2
of 'Ala' al-Din Ibn Abu'l-Raja', who was the chief of the
Piwan (Shad-Piwan) of the regent Paifa Khatun and the
1. Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", p. 95•
2. Ibid., p. 96.
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founder of al-Madrasa al-''Ala' iya" on the outskirts of the
city. According to Herzfeld this khanqah was probably in
— — 2
the same place as the madrasa of "Ala' al-Din. In addition
to these two khanqahs Ibn Shaddad mentions a madrasa called
al-Kamiliya al-"AdImiya, which was built by Kamal al-Din
"Umar Ibn Ahmad Ibn Hibat Allah Ibn Abu Jarada, known as Ibn• 7
al-'Adlm, to the east of Aleppo. It was founded in 639/
1241 and finished in 649/1251, but no-one taught in it
- 3
because the Ayyubid state had ended by that time." This
madrasa is not our one, because it was situated on the east
side of Aleppo whereas our madrasa is situated on the western
outskirts of the city.
Ibn Shaddad also mentions two baths, a mosque and a
4
mill, all having the name al-Kamiliya.
Ibn al-Shihna, who lived in the IXth/XVth century,
adds in his lists more buildings bearing the name al-
Kamiliya. One of these buildings was a madrasa built by Ibn
Kamil adjacent to the two madrasas al-Na^iriya and al-
_ <5
Shihabiya. According to Herzfeld these two madrasas were
in the Farafra quarter and therefore the Kamiliya mentioned
by Ibn al-Shihna should be there.
Since this latter madrasa is not mentioned in Ibn Shaddad
1. Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", p. 120.
2. Herzfeld, "Aleppo", I, p. 306.
3. Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", p. 121.
4. Ibid., pp. 51, 90, 131 and 134.
5- Ibn al-Shihna, op.cit., p. 234.
6. Herzfeld, "Aleppo", I, p. 305-
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it was almost certainly founded, after his own time, i.e.
after 684/1285. The building now known as al-Madrasa al-
Kamiliya, therefore,does not agree in its location with
any of the above-mentioned buildings. One may suggest that
it was probably built by Fatima Khatun, the daughter of al-Malik
al-Kamil, who is recorded by Ibn Shaddad as the founder of
a khanqah in the Qati*a quarter. She was married to al-
Malik al-:fAziz Muhammad in 627/1230 and died in 656/1258,
"Z
„
and was known as Ibnat al-Kamil (the daughter of al-Kamil).
Probably she founded other buildings besides the khanqah,
and our madrasa, al-Kamiliya, could have been founded by her.
The construction of the building accords well with that
period and the early death of al-Malik al-'*Aziz in 634/1236
would explain why this madrasa stayed unfinished and without
A
an inscription. It is worth mentioning that the building
is dated by Sauvaget to the Vllth/XIIIth century, while
g
according to Creswell it was built before 1300 A.D.
The Plan (Fig. 358).
The plan of the building is characteristic of that of
Aleppo madrasas. It contains an Iwan, a prayer hall,
turbas and chambers, all arranged around a central courtyard.
As usual, the prayer hall occupies the south side with its
triple-arched faqade. It is set between two domed
chambers, which were probably turbas.
1. -Herzfeld, "Aleppo", I, p. 305-
2. Ibn Shaddad, "Aleppo", p. 95- This quarter is not near our
3. Ibn al-Shihna, op.cit., p. 108. madrasa.
4. Herzfeld, "Aleppo", I, p. 306.
5. Sauvaget, "Inventaire", No. 27.
6. "MAE", II, p. 119.
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The north side is occupied by a large Iwan flanked by
chambers on both sides. The west side is in ruins and most
of its foundations were covered by debris"'" until they were
uncovered recently by the S.D.A. This side contained two
chambers. Two symmetrical chambers occupy the east side
too, but on this side there is also a passage leading into
the corridor of the entrance. The entrance unit with its
oblong corridor was added as an annexe to the rectangular
plan, on the north-west side.
The Construction
With the exception of the two domes on the south
corners, the entire building is of dressed stone, with
remarkably fine joints (Fig. 359). The Iwan is roofed by
a barrel vault, while all the other chambers, except those
of the south side, are roofed by cross vaults.
Each of the two chambers at the corners of the south
side (Fig. 360) is roofed with a dome made of brick and
rests on a circular cavetto moulding. The transition to
the circular base is accomplished by means of four pyramidal
pendentives forming a regular dodecagonal base on which the
circular cavetto cornice rests (Figs. 361-362). The plan
of the chamber is not a perfect square, and so the square
base was produced by the erection of two transverse arches
on the east and the west sides (Figs. 360, 361 and 363).
The eastern dome is completely destroyed down to the circular
cavetto cornice, but the western one is well preserved.
Both these chambers originally led into the prayer hall by
1. Herzfeld, "Aleppo", II, PI. CXI,b.
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means of fully open archways, but the western one has been
blocked, up recently."" It is worth pointing out here that
each of the two chambers has an air shaft on its south
2
side.
In its roofing system the prayer hall follows closely
that of Khanqah al-Farafra, being roofed by a dome set over
the central bay flanked by two lateral vaults. This part
is entirely of cut stone. The dome covers a square base
formed by four arches; the two inner ends of the lateral
vaults, the middle arch of the north faqade and an arch
set across the south side (Figs. 360 and 364). The transition
zone from the square base to the circular one is carried out
by means of two muqarnas courses (Figs. 361, 364 and 365).
There are four small windows set upon the axes in the first
course. The east one is still open while the others are
blocked up. The second muqarnas course is terminated by
a circular base from which the smooth dome springs.
The exterior of the transition zone of the dome com¬
prises a regular octagonal base with four rectangular
windows, each measuring 41 x 81cm., at the axial sides. This
base is crowned by a cavetto cornice and the whole is sur¬
mounted by the smooth dome. This is constructed of uniform
courses of smoothly cut stone with fine joints, the face of
1. This partition is not marked on the plans of Herzfeld
and Creswell, which means that it was added after their
visit to the building.
2. Such air shafts are found also in the turba of al-Malik
al-Zahir GhazI in al-Madrasa al~Sultaniya and in room B
in the annexe of Mashhad al-Husain.
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each of its stones measuring 30cm. high by 80-95cm. long.
At the middle of the south side of the prayer hall there is
a mihrab bearing some similarity to that of al-Madrasa al-
Zahiriya (Fig. 366). It is badly damaged; its two columns
have disappeared, and the coloured slabs of its vertical
panels have been pulled away.
The flagstones of the pavement of the prayer hall
have been taken away and in some places the present ground
level is lower than the original level by 50 cm.
The main entrance to the madrasa is situated within a
rectangular bay at the N.-W. corner of the building. It is
roofed by a muqarnas semi-dome composed of three courses of
muqarnases topped by a shell-shaped semi-dome. The front
arch of the bay is pointed, and bears no geometrical or
other decorative designs (Figs. 367-368).
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CHAPTER V
ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS OF AYYUBID DOMED BUILDINGS
Section 1.
Origin and Function of the Dome.
The mother-land of the dome is still obscure and it is
very hard to ascertain its origin. Early attempts to
create forms approximating to the dome are found in many
different places, Mesopotamia, Egypt, Italy, Armenia, and
Persia, and there are no connections between these attempts.
However, none of the early attempts can be termed a dome in
the true sense.
In Egypt there existed domes in small and unimportant
buildings."1" A hunting scene carved on a slab of schist,
dating from the pre-dynastic period, shows a domed-shaped
building, the dome being made of reeds (Fig. 369). Lutz,
who calls attention to this dome-Shaped building, believes
that there is no archaeological material from Mesopotamia to
illustrate the occurrence of this structure. Nevertheless
he says that it is not altogether impossible that the pre-
dynastic Egyptian dome-structure ultimately goes back to
i
Babylonia.^
1. Creswell, "BMA", I, p. 304.
2. H.F. Lutz, "The Oldest Monumental Evidence of a Dome
Structure", Journal of the American Oriental Society
XXXIX (1919), p. 122.
3* OP»clt., loc.cit. I would like to call attention to
similar huts occurring on cylinder seals, which are also
made of reeds. See P.P. Delougaz, "Animals Emerging from
a Hut", Journal of Near Eastern Studies XXVII (Jan.-Oct.
1968), Figs. 4-7, 9 and 11.
4. Lutz, op♦cit., loc.cit.
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According to Perrot and Chipiez, the granaries, barns
and storehouses in ancient Egypt were almost always dome-
shaped and very few seem to have had flat roofs."" Models of
these domes are shown in some paintings (Fig. 370). However,
from the drawings of these dome-shaped figures one can con¬
clude that none of them had a vertical square base. Some
of them were built on a square plan with walls inclining to¬
wards the centre to meet each other,, forming a dome-shaped
figure. At Hieracompolis several pieces of stone of about
six feet in diameter have been found which seem to have be¬
longed to houses of circular plan of the pre-pyramidal age.
Some foundations of isolated circular buildings - probably
2
granaries - were also discovered. Possibly these circular
buildings had some kind of dome.
In the excavation at Rlva a large number of models of
houses dating from the tenth Dynasty were found. One had a
flat roof with two little rounded domes emerging through it
just like a style of house to be found to-day in many parts
of the East, Mosul for example.
In the Twelfth Dynasty, domes were formed over the
circular chambers within the small pyramids of this age.
They are built of horizontal layers of brickwork, each
course being of less diameter than the one below.^ As for
1. G. Perrot and Ch. Chipiez, "A History of Art in Ancient
Egypt" (London, 1883), trans, and ed. by ¥. Armstrong, II,
p. 37. See too W.R. Lethaby, "Architecture", (London,
3rd ed. 1955), p. 40.
2. Lethaby, op.cit., p. 39-
3. Creswell, "EMA", I, p. 304; Lethaby, op.cit., p. 40.
4. Lethaby, op.cit., pp.- 39-40.
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the construction of the ancient Egyptian domes which are
set on square bases, they are irregular, the sides
contracting inwards while the corners become increasingly
rounded."'" In Italy the dome appears to have been known some
centuries before our era. It seems to have been introduced
p
as a feature in bath building. Rivoira, who is enthus-
iastic about Rome, regards it as the mother-land of the dome,
but the domes to which he refers in his theory are, like
that of the bath of Pompeii, not truly domes. Some of them
are concreted shells of rubble, and are very conical, just
like those shown on bayard's bas-relief.
It has been suggested that the area in which the dome
over a square plan first appeared was in the wide region
4
between the Central Asian mountains and the Mediterranean.
However, one can be more precise and suggest that the
evolution of the dome occurs in both Mesopotamia and Persia.
The two sequences each complete the other, but there are
wide gaps between the examples of this sequence. Although
we have no domes existing in the area earlier than those of
Flruzabad, there is much other evidence which alludes to the
existence of the idea of the dome in the area.
Woolley attributes the origin of the dome to the
5
Sumerians. Dome-shaped buildings made of reeds appear on
1. Lethaby, op.cit., pp. 39-40.
2. Creswell, "EMA", I, p. 305-
3- G.T. Rivoira, "Moslem Architecture, Its Origin and Develop-
ment" (Oxford, 1918), trans, from
Italian by G. Rushforth, p. 121.
4. 0. Dalton, "East Christian Art" (Oxford, 1925), pp.80-81.
5. L. Woolley, "Mesopotamia and the Middle East" (London,
1961), p. 46.
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some cylinder seals dating from the Early Dynastic period in
/
Mesopotamia^ (Fig. 371). Excavations have not yet uncovered
any architectural building with this form. In the northern
part of Mesopotamia, Assyria, the dome seems to have been
used on unimportant buildings. The bas-relief discovered
by Layard in Nineveh, in the Palace of Sennacherib (705-681
B.C.) shows a village with two kinds of domes. Some of these
domes are hemispherical and some others approximate to sugar
O
loaves in shape" (Fig. 372). The same form as that of the
conical domes of the bas-relief is still in use in Northern
Syria around Aleppo and in the northern parts of Mesopotamia,
- 7
just to the south of Kirkuk. Unlike the above-mentioned
Egyptian domes, these domes rest on clear squares, or at
least right-angled bases. These domes were probably of
small dimensions. The modern domes of Northern Syria and
Mesopotamia are built of sun-dried brick held together by a
clay mortar. The high ovoid domes which appear upon the
4relief are built of oversailing rings. However, no trace
of a domed building has yet been found in the excavations
at the Assyrian capitals, Nineveh, Khursabad, Nimrud and
Assur, which suggests that the dome was still unimportant in
1. Supra , p. 274 .
2. On this bas-relief see A.H. Layard, "Discoveries in the
ruins of Nineveh and Babylon", (London, 1853)? p« 112;
Creswell, "EMA", I, p. 305; Rivoira, "Moslem Architecture",
p. 123; G. Perrot and Ch. Chipiez, "A History of Art in
Chaldea and Assyria", (London, 1884), I, pp. 144-6; G.L. Bell,
"Palace and Mosque at Ukhaiqlir" (Oxford, 1914), p. 75.
3. A study of the distribution of this kind of domed building
is made by Von Ewald Banse, "Die Gubab-Hiitten Nordsyriens
und Nordwest-Mesopotamiens," Orientalisches Archiv, II,
(1911-1912), pp. 173-179-
4. Bell, "Ukhaidir", p. 75.
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architecture and that barrel vaults were commonly adopted
instead.^
In Hatra/ where the buildings are dated from the first
century B.C. to the second century A.D., barrel vaults were
also adopted. These are on a very large scale. Some models
of domes were found among the debris, each showing a rather
conical dome on a square base with one entrance (Fig. 373).
The details of their interior are obscure for they were roughly
2
hollowed, and no more than c. 20 cm. in width.
The earliest true dome on a square base occurs in Persia
_ _ _ _ to 3
in Firuzabad; it has been dated by some/around 226 A.D.
(Fig. 374). The sequence was then continued^developing in
two other examples, in Sarvistan which has been dated in the
4 - - _ ^5
Vth century A.D. and Qasr-i-Shirin between 590 and-628 A.D.
(Figs. 375-376). These domes are set on square bases. The
transition zone from the square base into the circular one is
effected by means of a Persian device, the squinch. As
to Mesopotamia, no dome is standing which can be dated
earlier than Ukhaidir.^ Nevertheless there were many ancient
- 7
monasteries with domes near al-Hira. Most probably these
1. Creswell, "EMA", I, p. 305-
2. These models are kept in the Iraqi Museum. They are
unpublished. Their height is about 0.3m. The conical
dome is surrounded by a crested parapet. Their function
is unknown.
3- 0. Reuther, "Sasanian Architecture. A.History"in"A Survey
of Persian Art, from Prehistoric Times to the Present", ed.
A.U. Pope (London and New York, 1939), I, p* 534.
4. Ibid., I, p. 537.
5. Ibid., I, p. 539.
6. Bell, "Ukhaidir", p. 74.
7. Al-Shabashtl. writes as follows of these domes: "Qubbat
al-Shittiq, an ancient building in al-Hira on the way to
(Contd.
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monasteries belonged to the pre-Islamic period.
/
In Syria there are many pre-Islamic domed tomb buildings
and other religious buildings, such as the Cathedral of St.
George at Zur'a which was built in 515 A.D.,"'" and the tomb
of Bizzoz, in Ruwa.iha at the south-east of Syria, which is
2
assigned to the sixth century A.D. Citing these tomb
buildings as evidence Creswell suggests that the dome over
a square base was first constructed in Syria. It may have
been directly from these small buildings, mostly tombs, that




The dome in the Ayyubid period
The function of the dome in northern Syria is different
from that in the south. In Damascus the greatest number of
domed buildings were turbas. In Aleppo and the northern
parts of Syria, the separate turba is very rare. Unlike the
Umayyads and the "Abbasids, the Ayyubids left almost no
palaces. The sole surviving palace, which is that of al-Malik
al-'Aziz Muhammad in the citadel of Aleppo and which dates
Contd.) Mecca, and near it there are many domes known as al-
Shukura. In al-Najaf, near al-Kufa, there were domes and
palaces called "the Monasteries of the Bishops'" ('Al-Diarat"
(Baghdad, 1966), ed.G/Awad, pp. 236 and 241).
1. H.C. Butler, "Architecture and Other Arts" (New York, 1903)
p. 412; J.A. Hamilton, "Byzantine Architecture and Decor¬
ation" (London, 1956, 2nd ed.) pp. 45-6; (J.M. De Vogue,
"La Syrie Centrale" (Paris, 1868), PI. 21.
2. Butler, "Architecture", p. 227, de Vogue, op.cit., PI. 91;
Hamilton, op.cit., p. 45•
3. "EMA", I, p. 73-
4. Hamilton, op.cit., p. 43.
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from 628/1230, uses a semi-dome on the portal of its fagade
but the rest of the building has vanished."^" There are no
historical accounts giving details of huge palaces in Syria
during this period. Salah al-Din had no desire to embellish
2 - -
buildings or to erect huge palaces and Nur al-Din lived in a
very simple wooden house in the citadel of Damascus." However,
it is impossible to say whether or not the dome played an
important part in the design of Ayyubid houses and palaces.
As to the madrasa of Damascus in the Ayyubid period, the
dome did not form a part of the madrasa itself. It roofed
the turba attached to it, except in the case of al-Madrasa
4
al-Rukniya where the dome roofs the central court. Barrel
vaults^cross vaults^and flat ceilings were employed in roofing
the units of the madrasas of Damascus.
In Aleppo it is different. The dome was the principal
method of roofing the units of many madrasas and other public
buildings besides the turbas attached to them. The prayer
halls in the madrasas of Damascus are roofed either by flat
5
ceilings or by barrel vaults interrupted in the middle by
cross vaults.
In Aleppo, prayer halls are roofed either by a central
1. Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", pp. 15-16.
2. Ibn Wa§il, II, p. 426.
3. Abu Shama, I, p. 228; Ibn Wagil, I, p. 263.
4. Supra, p. 145 .
5..E.g. the prayer halls of al-Madrasa al-Nuriya, al-Madrasa
al-*Adiliya and Dar al-Hadlth al-Ashrafiya.
6. Such as al-Madrasa al-Rukniya.
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dome set over the bay of the mihrab flanked by two lateral
vaults^ or by a series of domes with the central dome dis¬
tinguished from the others both by its greater size and by
2
differences in architectural articulation.
The turba which is in fact a domed mausoleum „was of
————
) >
great importance in the Ayyubid period.
Though Qubbat al-Sulaibiya, about 2.48/862""' is the earliest
surviving turba in Islam, there are historical statements in¬
dicating that some turbas were built long before Qubbat al-
Sulaibiya. Al-Shabashtl states that the mother of al-Af'dal
Ibn Yahya al-Barmaki died in 186/802 in WadI al-Qanatir on the
Euphrates near *Ana and the caliph al-Rashld ordered some
land to be bought and a turba to be erected on her tomb. It
4
was known as Qubbat al-Barmakiya. Traces of this turba were
noticed by Musil in 1912 and the place was still known then as
5
Qubbat al-Barmakiya. It is also said that when the caliph
al-Rashld died, he was buried near "All Ibn Musa al-Rida and
a turba was then built over them by the order of the caliph
— 6
al-Ma'mun; and it is said that a dome was built over the tomb
1. This occurs in the small prayer halls like Maqam Ibrahim
al-Asfal, al-Madrasa al-Shadhbakhtiya, Maqam al-Nabl Yusha',
al-Madrasa al-Sultaniya, Khanqah al-Farafra,al-Madrasa al-
Sharafiya and al-Madrasa al-Kamiliya.
2. This method was followed in the large prayer halls such as
Mashhad al-Muhassin, Mashhad al-Husain, al-Firdus andc 7 « 7
al-Madrasa al-Zahiriya.
3« On Qubbat al-Sulaibiya see F. Same and E. Herzfeid,
"Archaologische Reise im Euphrat und Tigris Gebiet" (Berlin,
1911) I, pp.8J-6 ; Creswell, "EMA" II, pp. 283-6;
:fA.N. "Abbu., *A1-Qubab al-fAbbasiya fi 'l-'Iraq" (Baghdad,
1967, unpublished thesis), pp. 45-52.
4. Al-Shabashti, p. 229.
5- A. Musil, "The Middle Euphrates", (New York, 1927), p. 20.
6. Al-Qazwlni, "Athar al-Bilad wa Akhbar al-*Ibad_" (Beirut,
I960), p. 392.
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of 'All Ibn Abu Talib by the order of al-Rashid.1 One
can go further and suggest that tombs were sanctified early
in the first century A.H. The tomb of "Abd Allah Ibn 'Abbas,
p
who died in 68/687.,was shaded by a tent and a tent was set
_ _ 3
over the tomb of al-Hasan Ibn 'Ali Ibn Abu Talib.
* »
There is nothing in the Koran to prohibit erecting turbas
or other buildings over tombs. The only Koranic verse
mentioning graves is: "The contention about numbers deludes
4
you till ye visit the tombs".
Most of the Sunnite jurists prohibit the erection of any
kind of building over tombs. Their rulings were followed
perhaps most implicitly of all by the Wabbabids in the middle
of the eighteenth century, who destroyed all the domed tomb
buildings in the area which came under their rule. The
prohibition is based on some hadiths of Muhammad. One of
these hadiths says:
i w
^ I } I ^ I dJJ I l5_L«5 dJJ I J yujj
p d , I t, . . I
"The messenger of God, may God bless him, prohibited the tomb
to be plastered, or to be sat on, or to be built upon". Al-
Tirmidhl gives another hadlth with almost the same meaning
as the, previous one:
u< j Lf.—i-U. ,jl j ^I d_,J_c. dJJI {SA^>
4-1 j—' , j I ^ C5-
1. Hamd Allah al-Mustawfl, "Nuzhat al-Qulub" (Leiden, 1919),
trans, by G. Le Strange, p. 38.
2. Al-Ya'qubi, "The History" (Leiden, 1883), II, p. 313-
3. Al-Tirmidhi, Sahlh al-Tirmidhl (Cairo, 1330/1931) IV,p.273'
4. Koran, Oil, 1-2 (
^ \ ;< i
5* "Sahib Muslim" (Cairo, 1347/1929) VII, p. 31-
6. Al-Tirmidhi, op.cit., IV, p. 271.
A'j J 8-- ,r ULJ I LjJ!
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"The messenger of God, may God bless him,prohibited the
tombs to be plastered, or to be written on or to be built
upon or to be trampled upon".
Another hadith given by Ibn Hanbal says:
Lf-J-c jAwi*JI j j_.jJ I ch jjs I j d ~J-£ aJJ I d-U I J j
•1
^ coJl
"The messenger of God, may God bless him, execrated the
ladies who visit the tombs and who pray over them and illumina
them by candles". ■
However, these bans were ignored just like those dealing
with figural representation. Turbas were built over tombs
and some of these turbas were given mihrabs contrary to what
was laid down in the hadlths.
The mihrab in the turba, which is found in most of theS
Syrian turbas, is connected with the controversy regarding
the permissibility of prayer at tombs. Muhammad prohibited
2
praying towards tombs and prohibited the Muslims from
-Z,
building oratories around tombs. On the other hand we are
told that Muhammad prayed towards tombs.^ He did not bow in
his prayer over the tomb, but he prayed as he did when praying
over the corpse before burying it. Therefore there are
hadlths against and hadiths for the idea of praying towards
tombs and people usually chose religious regulations in
accordance with their own inclination. Prayi.ng towards the
1. Ibn Hanbal, "Al-Musnad", (Cairo, 1369/1950) No. 2030.
2. "Sahik Muslim", VII, p. 38.
3. IbidTT" V, pp." 11-13-
4. Ibid., VII, pp. 24-26; Ibn Hanbal, op.cit., No. 1962.
5. I.e., he prayed standing upright.
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tomb and reading the Koran around it would keep the dead
in company with God. The turbas and madrasas form the
principal features of Ayyubid architecture in Syria. In
particular, the turbas form the majority of the surviving
Ayyubid buildings in Damascus. The excessive use of turbas
in this period is probably connected with the wars of the
Crusades. These continuous wars created a class of military
leaders who tried to record their triumphs in the form of
monumental buildings. Thus, their turbas were not merely
built to contain their bodies but to give a brief biography
of their lives. Most of the turbas of Damascus with which
this work is concerned are to be found in the Salihiya quarter
to the north of Damascus. This quarter was so called
following the Crusaders' conquest of Jerusalem and the
emigration of some of its inhabitants to Damascus. They
lived near the mosque of Abu Salih and they moved to the slope
of the Qasyun mountain. . They were known as al-§alinln after
the mosque of Abu Salih and the area was then called al-
Salihiya after them.^ A part of this quarter is still called
al-Muhajirln (the emigrants).
The reason for the concentration of turbas on this mound
is probably due to the nature of the Arabs who prefer their
2 - -
tombs to be on elevations and hills; the mountain of Qasyun
is the nearest elevation to Damascus. Probably this practice
is also followed to keep tombs far from stagnant water. Ibn
1. Ibn Kathir, XIII, pp. 38 and 39.
2. Visitors to any Arab village will notice that the cemetery
occupies the nearest elevation.
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Kathir states that the founders of Jami' al-Hanabila in the
♦
Sal.ih.iya tried to dig ditches for its water supply, hut al-
Malik al-Mu'azzam prevented them from doing that because the
water would pass over Muslim tombs.In addition to that,
the mountain is said to have been sacred in the eyes of
2
Muslims. This probably explains why some people were buried
3
in Damascus though they lived and died outside Damascus.
It is interesting to note that the turbas of Damascus
are not held sacred by the people of Syria, except those of
Salah al-Din and Nur al-Dln, which are respected because of
the historical importance of these rulers.
Some of the turbas of Damascus were built by the people
who are buried in them such as al-Turba al-Nuriya, al-Turba
al-Khatuniya, al-Turba al-'Alima, Turbat Mahmud Ibn Zangi,
al-Turba al-fAdiliya, al-Turba al-Rukniya, al-Turba al-*Izziya,
al-Turba al-Murshidiya, al-Turba al-Qaimariya and al-Turba al~
Qilljiya. Other turbas' were founded after the death of their
owners by their relatives such as the turba of Farrukhshah
which was built by his mother, the turbas of al-Amjad, Qaraja
and Salah al-Din which were built by their sons, the turba of
1. Ibn Kathir, XII, p. 136.
2. It is said that Adam lived at the foot of this mountain;
Cain killed his brother Abel at the top of it; Abraham
was born on its eastern side; Christ and his mother lived
for a while on its west side; and near al-Rabwa, which is
to the west of the mountain, was the residence of Anne,
mother of Mary (See Ibn Jubair, pp. 273-5, and M.A. Dahman,
"Jabal Qasyun" (Damascus, 1946)).
3- Such as Qaraja al-Nasiri, Ibn Timirak and Mahmud Ibn Zangi.
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Jaharkas which was built by his client, and the turbas of
Raihan and al-Hasan Ibn Salama, which were built by unknown,
people.
The Madrasas
Teaching used to be held in mosques until the creation
of the madrasa as an individual foundation for teaching.
Teaching was carried out by means of several meetings, each
being around one of the famous professors or shaikhs who
used to take their places near the pillars of the mosque"^" or
- 2
in one of its mihrabs. Some pillars bore the names of the
■5
professors even after their death. Each of these meetings
v.ras called a halaqa (ring) because students used to sit in
a circle around the professor. Al-Maqdisi states that there
were 110 different meetings in the mosque of *Amr in Cairo.^
Beside the mosque there was dar al-'llm or dar al-hikma
(PI- dur al-'ilm or dur al-hikma).. These foundations were
established by the Caliphs and princes such as that which
— 5
was founded by al-Rashid in Baghdad in 185/801 and Dar
al-Hikma at Cairo which was founded by al-Haklm bi Amr Allah
the Fatimid^ in 395/1005. These foundations, however, seem
1. Ibn Jubair, p. 260.
2. Al-'Umarl, "Masalik al-Absar fl Mamalik al-Amsar" (Cairo,7
„ » . =; 9 7
1924), I, p. 195. The editor is Zaki Pasha.
3« A. Fikri, "Masajjid al-Qahira wa Madarisuha" (Cairo, 1961-
69), II, p. 144.
4. Al-Maqdisi, "Ahsan al~Taqasim fl Ma'rifat al-Aqalim"
ed. de Goeje (Leiden, 1906), 2nd ed., p. 205-
5. H. Amln, "Al-Madrasa al-Mustansirlya" (Baghdad, I960),
pp. 19-20.
6. Al-Maqrizi, "AI-Khitat" (Cairo, 1270/1853) II, PP» 341-2.
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to have been something like libraries or high academic
centres rather than teaching institutions."*"
The madrasa as a separate foundation for teaching with
a distinct architectural design appeared for the first time
at the very beginning of the fifth century/eleventh century
and it is said that the people of Nlshapur were the first who
p
built a madrasa in Islam.~ The idea of the madrasa went west¬
ward through Mesopotamia when the Seljuqid minister Nizam al-
Mulk built his madrasas in Baghdad, Balkh, Nlshapur, Harat,
Isfahan, Bagra, Marw and Mosul. In the time of Ibn Jubair's
visit to the East in 580/1184 there were twenty madrasas in
4 5 6
Damascus, six madrasas in Aleppo, six madrasas in Mosul and
7 -
thirty in Baghdad. The lists of madrasas given by Ibn Shaddad
and al-Nu:<aimi and the large number of the surviving madrasas
in Syria indicate that the governors of Syria in the Nurid and
the Ayyubid periods paid close attention to this kind of
building. Many of these madrasas still exist. The madrasa
retained its character of a government institution with politi¬
cal aims during the Ayyubid periods, when there was fear of a
— 8
recrudescence of Shi;fite doctrines, and to promote propaganda
g
against the Crusades.
1. Fikri, "Masa.jid", II, p. 147-
2. Maqrlzl, op.cit., II, p. 362.
3. Al-Sabaki, "Tabaqa al-Shaft*iya al-Kubra" (Cairo, 1324/
1906), III, p. 137.
4. Ibn Jubair, p. 283.
5. Ibid., p. 253-
6. Ibid., p. 239.
7. Ibid., p. 229.
8. EI*", s.v."Architecture/ pp. 422~3«




Par al~Hadith is one of the various institutions akin
to the madrasa. But as this institution did not possess the
same political importance it only played a subordinate part
-}
and did not develop a separate architectural style. ~u We are
told that Nur al-Din Mahmud was the first to build a Dar al-
© ..
~ 2 — "5Hadith and this dar still exists in Damascus. It shows in
general the same plan as that of a madrasa in its prayer hall,
Iwans, chambers and courtyard. The other surviving Par al-
Hadlth in Damascus is Dar al-Hadith al~Ashrafiya in the
4




Like Dar al-Hadlth, Dar al-Qur'an seems to be a Damascene7
type. We are informed that Rasha' Ibn Nazif al-Dimashqi
founded in Damascus Dar al-Qur'an al-Rasha'iya about 400/1009.
That was the first foundation of this kind in the Islamic
world. Though none of the individual Pur al-Qur'an mentioned
by al-Nu'aimi survive, it seems that there was no specific
architectural design for it. In some cases Dar al-Qur'an
formed a part of the madrasa.
1. EI1, s.v. "Architecture", p. 423? "ERE", s.v. "Architecture,
Muhammadan in Syria and Egypt", I, p. 758.
2. Ibn Wasil, I, p. 284.
3- On this building see Herzfeld, "Damascus. I", pp. 49-59
and Fig. 39-
4. Supra, p. 165 .
5- Su^ra, P- 132 ,
6. Al-Nufaiml, I, p. 11.
7. Ibid., I, pp. 7-17.
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Magam and Mashhad
The ordinary maqam according to some scholars is a
small square building surmounted by a dome."'" In Syria
two domed maqams dating from this period still survive,
Maqam al-Nabl Yusha* and Maqam Ibrahim al-Asfal, and neither
of them agrees with the above-mentioned definition.
— 2
Maqam means 'abode' and this term has been used to
describe certain buildings in the Islamic world. It is
believed that these buildings were originally the places
where one of the prophets, particularly Ibrahim, or other
holy men lived. Such buildings were founded to their memory.
Most of the maqams are in memory of Ibrahim. This is
probably due to the influence of the Koran, for there is a
- _ 4
verse saying "Oh men, pray at the abode of Ibrahim'),
Therefore, tombs are not to be expected in such a building,
but the founder of the building, or others, sometimes wished
to profit from the holiness of the place and to be buried
there.
The same can be said about mashhad which means among
other things'the place of a vision' A vision of a prophet
or a holy man seen in the dream of a virtuous man is indicated
5
as the reason for the building of Mashhad al-Husain and
Mashhad al-Muhassin^ at Aleppo. The other, and commoner,
1. C.R. Conder, Palestine Exploration Fund, Quarterly State¬
ment (London, 1877), p. 91.
2. On maqam see Herzfeld, "Damascus. II", pp. 47-8.
3. In Aleppo alone there are three maqams of Ibrahim: Maqam
Ibrahim al-Asfal, Maqam Ibrihlm al~A;fla and Maqam Ibrahim
in al-§alihin quarter.
4. Koran, II, v. 125.
5. Supra, p. 215 .
6. Supra, p. 206 .
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meaning of mashhad"1" is 'the place of martyrdom'. This
expression does not fit the two mashhads concerned in this
work, Mashhad al-Husain and Mashhad al-Muljassin, because it
is well known that al-Husain wras killed in Karbala' in
Mesopotamia.
According to Van Berchem, the mashhad did not produce
an architectural type of its own, and owing to the fact that
it always marks the tomb of a saint, it imitates the plan
2
of the mausoleum. But these two mashhads are hugpbuildings,
even larger than some madrasas, and Mashhad al-Husain has
no tomb at all. It thus differs considerably from the
typical turba. The square domed mausolea of Palestine,
•5
however, are often called mashhad or maqam. However, the
mashhad .in Syria does not show great differences either in
plan or in construction from the madrasa.
Ribat and Khanqah
Ribat is a fortified Islamic building which is the place
where the mounts were assembled and hobbled to be kept in
readiness for an expedition. The most reasonable explanation
is that which refers to the Koran;^ "prepare against them
(the enemies of God) all that you possess of strength and
5
places of horses"."
The word, however, was applied at an early date to
1. On mashhad see El\ s.v.4Architecture 1
EI"1"> "Architecture',' I, p. 425•
3* ERE ^'Architecture, Muhammadan in Syria and Egypt", I,p.759•
■4. EI^, s.v. "Ribat)' III, pp. 1150-53 =
5- Koran, VIII, 60• The verse reads:
I I h t :j ^j xaJ'V-JL*O I L» I j J—-—£• f y
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military establishments. It is said that Harun al-
Rashld was the first to build a ribat, and his followers
then imitated him. His leader* Harthama Ibn A*yan built
some ribats in Armenia and Munastlr. Descriptions of some
ribats in Palestine which are called Ribatat *Amwas indicate
that each ribat had a minaret for giving warning to the
neighbouring ribats of the arrival of the enemies. This
warning was effected by means of a bright fire if it was
night or a smoky one if it was daytime. This military
system occurred first in the East in the time of al-Rashid
3
or even before that and it spread into Egypt and North Africa.
These ribats gradually became public buildings of Sufism.
As to the khanqah, it is a Persian term usually applied
to Sufi buildings. From Persia it penetrated first into
Syria and then into Egypt through Salah al-Dln. These
buildings, ribats and khanqahs, flourished under the Ayyubids
and then under the Mamluks but without creating any real type
of architecture. These monasteries sometimes assume the
5
plan of a great mosque and sometimes that of a madrasa. In
Syria there is only one ribat and one khanqah dating from the
Ayyubid period and both of them are in Aleppo. They show in
their plans and even in their construction almost the same
features as those of a madrasa.
1. Ibn al-Athir, " al-Kam.il", VI, p. 149.
2. Al-Maqdisi, op.cjt., p. 177.
3. F. Shafi'I, "Al-*Imara al-,fArabiya fi Mi§r al-Islamiya"
(Cairo, 1970)7~T, p. 531 ~
4. ERE , s.v. "Architecture, Muhammadan in Syria and Egypt"
I, p. 759.
5* Ibid., loc. cit.,




Although the ground plan of a dome depends 011 its
purpose, all the domes of Damascus in the Ayyubid period
are built on plans which are either exact or nearly exact
squares. Some of the turbas of Damascus have square plans
with four wide recesses and an opening at the middle of
each recess."^ Some turbas have two openings on one side in
2
addition to the three axial openings. The openings in
some other turbas are arranged irregularly. This irregu¬
larity results from the connection of the turba to other
buildings. This feature occurs clearly in the domes
attached to the madrasas and other public buildings. The
_ 4
southern opening in some turbas is replaced by a mihrab.
However, the typical Ayyubid turba of Damascus is a
square with four recesses, though' there are exceptional cases
like the turbas of al-Badriya, al-Faranthiya, al-Murshidiya
and Qubbat al-Amjad which lack recesses.
Tomb buildings on square plans were known in Syria in
the pre-Islamic period. There is an example dated from the
fourth century at Taltlta in the southern part of Jabal al-
1. Such as al-Turba al~Na jmiya, al-Turba al-Khatuniya, al-Turba
al-Salahiya, al-Turba al-^Alima, Turbat Ibn Timirak,
and Turbat Turkhan.
2. Such as al-Turba al-*Imadiya, al-Turba al-Hafiziya and
al-Turba al-Qaimariya.
3. E.g. al-Turba al-Salamiya and Turbat Nur al~Dln Mahmud.
4. E.g. al-Turba al-Imadiya, al-Turba al-Qarajiya and
Turbat' Nur al-Dln Mahmud.
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A'la."1" Another tomb building with a pyramidal roof on a
cubic base is found in Juwaniya, and this dates from 398 A.D.
It is numbered by Butler as (l) to be distinguished from two
2 ~
others of the same design in this town. In Rbi:<a there
is another tomb chamber datable to the fourth century. It
is one of the most perfectly preserved examples of its
- 3
class in Jabal Riha.
At al-Bara, there are three pyramidal tombs on a square
plan, one of which appears to be somewhat older than the
4
others; it is dated to the Vth century. The two others
5
are dated to the VIth century. Another example of this
sort of tomb building, dating from the VIth century, is found
in the south part of Dana not very far from Aleppo. This
is regarded as the most beautiful pyramidal tomb building
in all northern Syria.^ Therefore, the square plan of the
turbas can be attributed with some confidence to pre- . ■
Islamic tomb towers.
As for the recesses, they have two possible origins.
7
There are the Sasanian fire temples which greatly influenced
eastern Islamic architecture. The regular fire temple was
1. Butler, "Architecture", pp. 111-112.
2. Ibid., p. 109.
3. Ibid., p. 111.
4. Ibid., p. 159.
5. Ibid. , pp. 244-245 and de Vogiie, "Syria", p. 74.
6. Butler, "Architecture", pp. 245-6; de Vogue, "Syrie" p. 77.
7- On the fire temple see Reuther, "Sasanian Architecture'^
"Survey", I, pp. 550-566.
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a dome set on four arches opening into a vaulted corridor."'"
This structure occurs in the central dome in the palace of
_ _ ... _ 2- - 3
Abu Muslim al-Khurasani in Marw, Dar al-Imara at Kufa,
and some palaces at Samarra such as al-Jawsaq al-KhaqanT,
Balkuwara/f and it is very clear in the palace of al-Huwaisilat
also at Samarra. The central part of the latter consisted
of a domed court, square in plan, with a doorway in the
q
centre of each side. The doorways open into a vaulted corridor:
In addition to these, there is Qubbat al-Sulaibiya, the earliest
existing turba in Islam, which is square internally with four
entrances.^ The mausoleum of !iAlI Ibn Abu Talib which was
o
built in the middle of the IVth/Xth century had four entrances
7
as well. In spite of these Mesopotamian buildings which
follow a Persian model, one can detect no Persian architectural
influence on the Syrian turbas which had a recessed plan.
• The other possible origin of the axial recesses of
Syrian turbas is in pre-Islamic Syrian architecture. It is
probable that the Syrian recessed turba originally consisted
of four L-shaped piers forming a square recalling that of
Ladakiya (Fig. 377).
1. Reuther, "Sasanian Architecture", "Survey", I, p. 551.
2. On this building see Creswell "EMA", II, pp. 3-4.
3. On this building see M.A. Mustafa, "Tanqibat al-Mawsim al-
Thalith fi '1-Kufa", Sumer XII (1956), pp. 30-31.
4. On these two palaces see "EMA", II, pp. 252-45 and 265-75
5. See the Directorate General of Antiquities, Iraq,
"Hafriyat Samarra" (Baghdad, 1940), I, p. 12f.; 'Abbu,
op.cit., pp. 39-41.
6. On Qubbat al-Sulaibiya see Creswell "EMA", II, pp. 2.83-6;
rfAbbu, op. cit. , pp. 45-52.
7. Ibn Hawqal, "Kitab £urat al-Ard" ed. JLH. Kramers (Leiden,
1938), I, p. 240.
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The back walls of the recesses in Ayyubid buildings were,
indeed, curtain walls and the L-shaped piers were joined,
but traces of curtain walls of wood survive in one of the
turbas of Damascus,"1" and this disposition is obviously
closer to the original open plan.
There is no connection between the recessed turba and
the Greek cross plan which is found in some pre-Islamic
buildings in Syria. This latter plan is found in the
2
tomb of Bizzos at Ruwalba and in another tomb building at
- 3
Hass. The domed tomb at Ruwaiha is one of the most important
funeral monuments in northern Syria. It is also one of
the best preserved. Its importance rests in the fact that
it is the only ancient structure in Syria where one finds
preserved a complete example of a rectangular building with
a domical roof, a prototype for the Islamic turba. Its
plan is a Greek cross within a square and the exterior shows
a cubical base surmounted by a hemispherical dome. The
interior is made up of four deep arches forming the sides
A
of the square. 1 A similar plan is found in the tomb building
at Hass^ (Fig. 378 A & B). Both buildings date from
the VIth century.
Creswell believes that the "canopy type" was adopted
for the first mausoleums as a compromise between the injunctions'
of the Hadith and the desire to have a monumental tomb. It
1. Turbat Ibn al-Muqaddam.
2. Butler, "Architecture", pp. 247-8.
3. Ibid., pp. 246-7.
4. Ibid., pp. 247-8.
5. Ibid., pp. 246-7.
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was probably felt that a tomb under a canopy, open to
the sun, wind and rain, did not violate the Hadlth too much.
The need for a mihrab soon made itself felt and caused the
e
qibla side to be closed to provide space for it. The final
step of the development of the recessed turba was to close
all four sides leaving one entrance only."1"
No Ayyubid turbas remain in Aleppo. It seems that the
construction of separate turbas in Aleppo began just after
_ 9
the Ayyubid period. " The surviving Ayyubid turbas of
Aleppo are all attached to other public buildings, particu¬
larly madrasas, and in some cases these turbas follow the
same plan as the prayer hall.
Turbas of octagonal or polygonal plan do not exist in
Syria at all. Such forms, and other tyx^es based on the
3circle and the flange, are found in Persia and also in
4
Anatolia. Turbas of octagonal plan were known in Mesopo-
5tamia throughout the mediaeval period. The plans of the
turbas attached to the madrasas and other public buildings
in Damascus follow in most respects those of the free¬
standing turbas. All have square plans and most of them
1. Creswell, "EMA", I, p. 113-
2. Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 65-
3. D. Hill and 0. Grabar, Islamic Architecture and its Decor¬
ation (London, 1964), pp. 58, 62, 65 and 71 and Figs. 176,
177, 254, 255, 329, 337, 338 and 506.
4. B. Unsal, "Turkish Islamic Architecture" (London, 1959),
pp. 42-46 and Figs. 19-21, 89-93•
5. Such as Turbat Awlad Sayyid Ahmad al-Rifaci at Hadltha
(Sarre and Herzfeld, op.cit., I, pp. 321-2, and *Abbu, op.cit.,
pp. 125-127), Qubbat Najm al-Din at Hadltha (Sarre and Herzfeld,
op. cit. , loc. cit.; and *Abbu, op. cit. , pp. 123-125), Qubbat
(Contd.
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are recessed. The turba usually occupies a square area
at one of the corners of the madrasa.^ When one considers
the theories about the origin of the plan of the madrasa and
2
particularly the cruciform plan, one finds that Syria had
a very important part in its development. It is worth mention¬
ing that none of the Syrian madrasas has a clear cruciform
plan. The cruciform plan is found in other buildings which
have no connection with teaching, like al-Blmaristan al-Nurl
and al-Blmaristan al-Qaimari. Therefore, there seems to
be no supporting evidence for the connection between the
madhhabs of the inadrasas and the number of the Twans that it
z
contains. Moreover, there is a madrasa dedicated to two
- _ 4
madhhabs that have only one iwan, and there are madrasas
dedicated to only one madhhab that have more than one iwan
5
in each.-
Contd.) Wilada at Sinjar (*Abbu, op.cit., pp. 110-114),
Sitt Zubaida at Baghdad (Sarre and Herzfeld, op.cit., II,
pp. 308-311 ; Herzfeld, "Damascus. I", pp. 25-6 and <£Abbu,
op.cit., pp. 102-109) and Mashhad al~Shams at Hilla (fAbbu,
op. cit. , pp. 143-146,)'
1. See al-Madrasa al-Nuriya, al-Madrasa al-:fAdiliya, al-
Madrasa al-Rukniya and al-Madrasa al-Murshidiya.
2. On this subject see M. Van Berchem, "Corpus Inscriptionum
Arabicarum, Iere partie, Egypte", Memoires publies par les
Membres de la Mission Archeologique Franpaise au Caire,
(Paris, 1894), pp. 254-269 (=CIA/Egyp"te); K.A.C. Creswell,
"The Origin of the Cruciform Plan of Cairene Madrasas",
B.I.F.A.O. XXI (Cairo, 1922) pp. 1-54; idem, "MAE", II
pp. 104-33; A. Godard, "L'Origine de__la Madrasa, de la
Mosquee et du Caravanserail a Quatre Iwans% A.I. XV-XVI
(1951) pp. 1-9; Lauffray, op.cit., pp. 49-66; Fikri,
"Masajid", II, pp. 125-140 and 167-192; Herzfeld,
"Damascus. II", pp. 13-16, and 29-30.
3. Creswell connects the number of madhhabs of a madrasa and
the number of Iwans that it contains ("MAE", II, p. 121).
4. Al-Madrasa al-Sultaniya at Aleppo.
5. Al-Madrasa al-Nuriya and al-Madrasa al-!<Adiliya at Damascus.
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We do not intend to discuss' here the origin of the plan
of the madrasa and the Iwan but it is important to remember
that the Iwan is simply an architectural motif employed in the
madrasa, mashhad, khanqah maqam, and in private houses; indeed,
it is still used in private houses in Mosul and its surroundings,
and even more widely in Persian domestic architecture.
According to van Berchem, the plan of the madrasa which
contains four lwans arranged in a cruciform shape around a
courtyard agrees with the purpose of the madrasa which is,
according to him, the teaching of the four madhhabs. He
goes on to suggest that this system was originally derived
2
from the Byzantine churches of Syria. Creswell, who tries
to prove the non-existence of the cruciform plan in Syrian
madrasas, refutes this theory^basing his interpretation on
the evidence that there was no Syrian madrasa with a cruciform
plan,^" that most of the Syrian madrasas were established for
one madhhab and that some of them were for two madhhab s. He
finds no evidence in the Arab historians to suggest the
5
existence of a madrasa of four madhhabs in Syria.
He believes also that the cruciform Byzantine church
plan is not found in Syria, but is confined to Asia
Minor.^ Creswell suggests another theory, according to
which the plan of the madrasa was derived from the Egyptian
1. Van Berchem, "CIA/Egypte", p. 265.
2. Ibid., p. 268; and see EI" s.v. "Architecture".
3- -"MAE", II, p. 120.
4. In fact the cruciform plan was known in Syria, not in
madrasas but in other buildings such as al-Bxmaristan
al-Nuri and al-Bimaristan al-Qaimarl.
5. "MAE", II, p. 120 and idem, "Cruciform Plan", pp. 24-7.
6* Ibid., pp. 43-5.
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house which had a qa;'a.^ The gab a is an interior hall
consisting of two Iwans on opposite sides of a square space
covered by a skylight. This type fits the two-Iwan
2
madrasa type. As evidence for his theory he gives
3
thirteen examples of houses converted into madrasas, six
4
in Egypt, six in Damascus, and one in Aleppo. However,
whether this theory is true or not, the Egyptian influence
on Syria in this respect was almost nil, as Creswell himself
5
admits. Richmond agrees with Creswell that the madrasa
was derived from the Egyptian houses, but he believes that
the system of the Egyptian qa fa derived originally from the
Sasanian type of palace which was very common in the early
Abbasid period.^
Other authorities suggest Persia as the home of the
4-1wan plan of the madrasa. According to Herzfeld, "Ni^am
al-Mulk put the Persian architects to the task of building
his madrasas, they had houses, caravanserais, ribats, and
maristang . They made the indispensable alteration to adapt
their plan to the different purposes of the new building...
and with the Nizamiya, the cruciform madrasa was imported
- 7
from Iran to Baghdad".
1. "MAE", II, p. 129.
2. Creswell, "Cruciform plan", p. 45.
3. ibid., pp. 45-48.
4. Actually there were in Damascus alone more than twenty
houses converted into madrasas (see al-Nu*aimi, I, pp. 19,
72, 99, 158, 159, 166, 205 and 301.)
5- Creswell, "Cruciform plan, p. 49.
6. E.T. Richmond, "Moslem Architecture" (London, 1926),
pp. 106-109.
7. "Damascus. II", p. 29-
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The plan of the Syrian madrasa, in fact, though based
on foreign models, gradually developed away from these
models and became distinctively Syrian. It may be purely
Persian in its architectural elements and at the same time
purely Syrian in character.""1"
2
Diez claims that the madrasa system is purely Persian,
as does Godard, who believes that the cruciform plan was
known in Persia even before the creation of the madrasa
and that the plan was adopted for the madrasa because it
agreed with its purpose in teaching the four madhhabs.
He assumes that the plan of four iwans arranged around a
courtyard was known in Khurasan at the time when al-Madrasa
al-Nizamiya was founded in Baghdad in the middle of the
fifth century.^" Godard concludes that the plan of the
madrasa with four Iwans was taken from the dwelling houses
of Khurasan and that the madrasa itself was the prototype
_ _ 5
of the Persian mosque with four iwans.
However, the above-mentioned theories lack any surviving
prototype. This prototype is found in western Palestine,
in the palace of *Amman or the tomb of Uriah (Fig. 379).
It has a perfect cruciform plan and is attributed to al-
Ma'mun 216/831.^ The plan of this palace was probably
the prototype of the Syrian cruciform plan.
1. Herzfeld, "Damascus. II", p. 30.
2. E. Diez, "Islamic Architecture „ B. The Principles and
Types',' in "Survey" II, p. 921.
3* Godard, "L'Origine", pp. 1-9.
4. Ibid., p. 4.
5- Ibid. , p. 9..
6. C.R. Conder, "The Survey of Eastern Palestine „ I . The
,fAdwan country^ (London, 1889), p. 63.
7. This is only a provisional suggestion. I am aware that the
origin of the 4-Iwan plan is a very vexed question; unfort¬
unately, limitations of space forbid further discussion here.
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Whatever the origin of the plan of the madrasa was,
the Syrian madrasas of the Ayyubid period have many distinc¬
tive features in common. They all include a prayer hall,
generally entered by a triple arched fapade occupying the
whole of the south side of the courtyard. They usually have
one great Iwan and some of them have secondary I"wans. A
turba is found combined with most of the madrasas.1
Some Syrian madrasas, particularly in Damascus, wrere
founded by princes or ordinary people. These madrasas were
not used for the accommodation of students, but for con¬
taining the turba of the founder or some other person. They
therefore differ in plan from the typical plan of the Ayyubid
madrasa of Damascus. They are merely turbas with prayer
halls attached to them and they lack the small student cells.
The purpose of these madrasas was in fact to keep the turba
in a Koranic atmosphere.
The above-mentioned features of the Syrian madrasas
lead one to look for the effective prototype of their
architecture. Buildings as works of art have a horizontal
connection with all the works of their period and region,
3
besides the vertical connection of their pedigree. There¬
fore one may look for that prototype in Syria. The idea of
the Syrian madrasa was developed in northern Syria. Lauffray
suggests that the idea of the madrasa came to Syria at a
time when its architectural tradition had reached its apogee
1. Creswell, "Cruciform Plan", p. 24.
2. Examples of these madrasas are found in al-Madrasa al-
Rukniya, Dar al-Hadith al-Ashrafiya and al-Marasa al-
Murshidiya.
3. Herzfeld, "Damascus. II", p. 30.
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and had its own characteristics. Instead of taking its
principles from foreign sources it derived them from local
ones. These sources are represented by the dwelling houses
1 2
of northern Syria, which evolved from Byzantine houses.
As for the domes in the Friday mosques, we have only
one example dating from the Ayyubid period, Jami* al-Tawba.
The dome of this .jami* roofs the bay of the mihrab, a system
which recalls that of the Umayyad Mosque in Damascus whence
3
the idea reached North Africa and Spain. According to Van
Berchem it may be a "remnant of the church, viz., of the dome
built over the intersection of the transept in front of the
Zi
choir".
1. Lauffray, op.cit., p. 65.
2. J. Sauvaget, "Remarques sur l'Art Sassanide", Revue des
Etudes Islamiques LX (1938), p. 113*
3- E. Pauty, "LlEvolution du Dispositif en T dans les
Mosquees a Portiques", Bulletin d'Etudes Orientates
II (1932), pp. 107-108, and see Herzfeld, "Damascus. IV",
p. 137.
4. El"*", s.v. "Architecture", I, p. 425.
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Section 3-
Construction of the Transition Zone
Basically there are two types of transition zones in
Damascus. The first type is represented by 23 domes in
Damascus. Their design is found only in Damascus and can
thus be termed the "Damascus style". The transition zone
of this group consists of two superposed drums, an octagonal
and a sixteen-sided one. It is adequately described in this
work but there are some features which need to be clarified.
It is noticeable that the walls of the octagonal drum are
of considerable thickness and sometimes they are even thicker
than the walls of the square base. This is probably in
order to cover the back of the squinches and to keep the
form of the drum in a regular octagon. Apart from two
buildings,"1" all the transition zones of this type are con-
2
structed of brick. As some ruined domes indicate, the
stages of the transition zone, the dome and the square base
are separated from each other by layers of stone slabs
arranged horizontally just like the flagstones of a pavement.
The reason for this is to regulate and distribute the weight
of the complex. The outer faces of these slabs are covered
internally and externally by plaster cornices. The second
drum is always set back on the exterior, an effect caused by
the decrease in the thickness of its wall.
1. Al-Madrasa al-Maridaniya and al-Madrasa al-Rukniya.
2. Cf. al-Turba al~fImadiya, Turbat Nur al-Dln Mahmud,
Turbat Raihan, Turbat Ibn Timirak, al-Madrasa al-
Jaharkasiya, Dar al-Hadlth al-Ashrafiya and al-Madrasa
al-Murshidiya.
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The squinch.es of the octagonal zone are mostly supported
/
by tiny cells of various shapes. These tiny cells are not
merely decorative; they cover the corners which are not
completely covered by the thin walls of the niches.
Herzfeld suggests that the Damascene octagonal transition
zone is derived from a native wooden structure and in its
origin has nothing to do with the Iranian squinch, however
similar they look and whatever other qualities they may
q
share. This suggestion is based on comparison with the
early domes of Basra, Jerusalem and Damascus, which were
made of wood, and also on the abundance of cedars in Lebanon.
The evidence is too scanty fully to prove this theory. The
octagonal drums of Damascene domes result from the develop¬
ment of the Syrian squinch. Its roots can be traced in
early Islamic domes like those of Bab al-'Amma at Samarra,
Qubbat al-Sulaibiya at Samarra, and the dome of the mosque of
- 2
Qairawan; this feature is also found in the mausolea of
Sab'a Banat near Cairo which date from about 400/1009.
The earliest turba in Damascus, which is al-Turba al~;<Ala'iya
of 568/1172, has a transition zone of one octagonal drum.
The hexadecagonal drum is found in the domes of this and
later periods. The reasons why the architect set up the
second drum were presumably as follows:
1. Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 67.
2. On this building see A. Fikri, "Al~Mas,jid al-Jami* bi ' 1--
-Qa.irawan" (Cairo, 1936); G. Marqais, "Manuel d'Art
Musulman" (Paris, 1926), I, pp. 15-34.
3. Creswell, "MAE", I, p. 110; Fikri, "Masajid, al-Maclkhal",
pp. 31-3.
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1. To gain a base nearer in form to the circle.
I
2. To raise the dome higher in order for it to be more
impressive.
3. To place windows through the second drum for more
lighting.
Although double zones of transition are found elsewhere
(e.g. in Aleppo and Isfahan), the particular combination of
windows, arches and niches found at Damascus is not encoun¬
tered elsewhere. It had no influence on other areas out¬
side Damascus. Most probably it was formed and developed
there.
The second type of transition zone in Damascus is found
in three domes, al-Turba al-*Alima which dates from 640/1242,
al-Turba al-Qaimariya which dates from 654/1256, and al-
Madrasa al-Qilijiya of 651/1253. This kind of transition
zone shows a combination of two types, the drum and the
pendentive. Each zone consists of a dodecagonal drum
resting on four pyramidal pendentives. An exception to this
rule occurs in one case, in al-Turba al~"Alima, where the
dodecagonal drum is topped by a twenty-four-sided one. It
is noticeable that the three examples of this type are rather
late in the Ayyubid period. They date from 640/1242 and
later. Examples of this type of transition zone are found
outside Damascus in the early Nurid period, at Jami* al-
Hasanln in Hama, Jami* al-Nurl in Hama and also Maqam
Ibrahim al-Asfal at Aleppo. The pyramidal pendentives are
features of northern Syria and the earliest examples occurred
there. Therefore it is reasonable to suggest that this type
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of transition zone is indigenous to Northern Syria.
In addition to these two types of transition zones
there were many other secondary types, each being employed
in a single dome. One of these types is found in Turbat
Ibn al-Muqaddam which exhibits a mixture between pendentives
and muqarnases.Another example is found in al-Turba al-
Hafigiya, the transition zone of which consists of an
octagonal drum, the upper corners being spanned by small
2
pendentives. Another, different, method is to be found
in the turba of al-Madrasa al~fAdiliya.^ The transition
of this dome is carried out by means of four "muqarnas
pendentives". They are, in fact, pendentives with their
surfaces carved in the form of muqarnases.
As for Aleppo and Northern Syria, there are many methods
employed in the transition zone and most of them exhibit
variations in the use of pendentives. The dome usually
rests on the octagonal base or the "dodecagonal one; this
is directly formed by the pendentives without the insertion
of a drum.^1" When it is necessary to raise the dome, the
architect builds an octagonal drum which is converted into a
1. Infra, p. 319 .
2. See supra, p.168 .
3« See supra, p.138 .
4. Cf. the dome of the prayer hall in al-Madrasa al-
Shadhbakhtiya, the lateral domes in the prayer halls of
Mashhad al-Muhassin, Mashhad al-Husain and al-Madrasa al-• 7 •
Zahiriya, the dome of the prayer hall of al-Madrasa al-
Sultaniya, all the domes of al~Firdus except the central




sixteen--sided or twelve-sided figure by means of lozenge-
shaped bevelled corbels. Small longitudinal windows are
set in this octagonal drum. This sort of transition zone
is always constructed with cut stone of fine joints.
A drum unique to the Ayyubid period is found in room A
of the northern annexe of Mashhad al-Husain, where eight semi-
cylindrical niches form the octagonal drum crowning the
square base. The octagonal drum is terminated by eight
small pendentives to form the sixteen-sided base of the dome.
Muqarnases in their highly developed phase are used
for transforming the square base into other forms nearer to
the circle. They were employed in the transition zone of
the central domes of most of the prayer halls in Ayyubid
madrasas and other public buildings of Aleppo. In con¬
struction, the muqarnases of the transition zones are similar
to those of the portals.^
Squinches of various types were used. There is no
typical scheme in the construction of the squinches in Aleppo
as there is in those of Damascus. The scattered examples of
Aleppo and Northern Syria - Mashhad al-Muhassin, Mashhad al-
Husain, Jami' al-Nuri and al~Madrasa al-Zahiriya - each has
a different type from those in other buildings.
1. Cf. the central dome of the prayer hall in al-Madrasa al-
Zahiriya and the turba in al-Madrasa al-Shadhbakhtiya.
2. Cf. the domes of Maqam al-Nabi Yusha.
3. See the central domes of the prayer halls in Mashhad al-
Muhassin, Mashhad al-Husain,al-Madrasa al-Zahiriya, al-
Firdus, Khanqah al-Farafra, al-Madrasa al-Sharafiya and
al-Madrasa al~Kamiliya.
4. -See infra, p. 532 .
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In general, many motifs are employed in the construction
of the transition zones. Some of these were commonly used
in the Ayyubid domes of Syria, such as the squinches, penden-
tives and stalactites which are dealt with in detail below."'"
Other motifs adopted in contemporary domes in Anatolia
and Mesopotamia include corbels, geometrical stalactites and
Turkish triangles, but their influence on Ayyubid domes
in Syria was almost nil.
Corbels are usually used in small domes where triangular
shelf-like structures are set across the corners to transform
the square base into a circular one. They were used for
p
example in Ukhaidir and they were used in a different form
— 3
in the central dome of the madrasa of Giimushtegin, Busra which
dates from 530/1138* The pendentives of this dome are com¬
posed of oversailing courses of stone.
Geometrical muqarnases occur throughout Islamic archi¬
tecture in different forms. Undoubtedly all the forms of geo¬
metrical muqarnases derive from curved muqarnases. In
Mesopotamia, there are three kinds of geometrical muqarnases:
1. "Cubical muqarnases". The earliest dated example occurs
in Maqam Sitt Zainab in Sinjar^ (Fig. 380) which is dated
646/1248. They are composed of multiplied half-cubical
figures starting with a triangular corbel and arranged in
5
courses. The number of half-cubical figures increases in
1. See infra, ppt 315-338 „
2. See 0. Reuther, Ocheidir (Leipzig, 1921), p. 16.
3. On this madrasa see Oreswell, MAE, II, pp. 107-8.
4. On this building see Same and Herzfeld, op. cit. , I,
pp. 10-12 and II, pp. 308-J11 ; *Abbu, op.cit. , pp.
219-220.
5. On these muqarnases see 'Abbu, op.cit., loc. cit.
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each course. This type of muqarnas was employed in
Anatolia under the name of "Turkish triangles".
2. "Prismatic muqarnases". This kind of muqarnas is found
for the first time in the monastery of Mar Bahnam, 35km. to
the south-east of Mosul,^ which is dated 559/1164. It is
_ _ 2
found also in a turba in Sinjar called Qubbat WilQda, dated
594/1198. This kind of muqarnas is composed of prisms with
different shapes, each reflecting the base which is completely
exposed. They are triangular, square, lozenge-shaped, oblong,
star-like, and almond-shaped among other forms (Fig. 381).
3. The third kind in this group is represented in the
muqarnases of Imam *Awn al-Din^ which is dated 646/1248, and
Mashhad Yahya Ibn al-Qasiii/4 which is dated 637/1239- Both
these buildings are in Mosul. Their muqarnases are derived
directly from curved muqarnases but the curves have disap¬
peared here. The whole complex is formed by plane surfaces
of different forms meeting others -in sharp edges (Fig. 382).
4. Another method of transition zone is employed in
Anatolia in the Green Mosque at Bursa, 1421, in the Ye§il
Cami at Iznik which was built between 780/1378 and 794/1391
and in the Beyazit Pasha Cami at Amasya, which was built
1. Ibid., pp. 72-80.
2. Ibid., pp. 110-114; G. Reitlinger, "Medieval Antiquities
West of Mosul", Iraq, V, part 2 (1938), pp. 151-2.
3. "Abbu, op.cit., pp. 147-158; Sarre and Herzfeld, op.cit.,
II, pp. 26J,
4. Ibid., II, pp. 249-63
5. See Unsal, op. cit. , pp. 22, 102-3 and Figs. 7, 46-49.
6. G. Goodwin, "A History of Ottoman Architecture" (London,
1971), pp. 22-3 and Figs. 9-10.
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between 817/1414 and 822/1419•"*" This method consists of
triangular surfaces meeting others to form facets; those
on the corners project toward the centre more sharply than
the lateral ones (Fig. 383)•
Another kind of "prismatic muqarnas" is found in the
Qal'at Bani Hammad in Algeria, which is dated to the 10th-
2
11th century A.D. It is composed of groups of combined
prisms, each starting with one prism; the numbers are
increased in the following courses. Each of these prisms
has a square base, which is exposed to view, and the only
two sides of the prism which are exposed are fluted (Fig.
384).3
1. G. Goodwin, op.cit., p. 78 and Fig. 75.
2. Marqais, "Manuel", I, pp. 103-5-




The pendentive can briefly be described as a segment
of a dome. It is a spherical triangle of brick or stone
filling the space between the arches supporting the dome,
the base curving upward and forward until its angles meet
those of its two neighbours on either side at the crowns
of the adjoining arches; at this level the dome rises from
a horizontal ring of masonry. There are two varieties of
the spherical pendentive. In the first the pendentive and
the dome have different spherical planes and curves; this
has been called the true pendentivc (Fig. 285A). In the
second the curve of the dome is continuous with the pendentives;
there is no break in the profile at the apex of the supporting
arches. This has been termed the continuous spherical pen-
dentive^ (Fig. 385B). The majority of Syrian pendentives of
the Ayyubid period cannot be classified within this definition.
Before dealing with the construction of the Ayyubid
pendentive and its distribution in Syria, one must trace its
origin and its early forms.
Remains of early attempts to make what one can accurately
describe as pendentives are found in many places - Syria,
Egypt, Italy and Anatolia. There are many different opinions
and continuous disputes about their origin. The most
1. Dalton, op.cit., p. 85.
2. G.T. Rivoira, "Lombardic Architecture" (Oxford, 1933), I,
p. 33.
5. G.L. Bell and W. Ramsay, "The Thousand and One Churches"
(London, 1909), p. 443.
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important early pendentives are included here simply
/
because some of them are the precursors of pendentives
used in Syria in the Ayyubid period. The earliest phase of
the pendentive is said to have been in Egypt, in a tomb
building containing a square chamber measuring 2.40m. a side.
It was originally roofed by a dome but this dome has dis¬
appeared leaving the pendentives almost untouched."'" They
are composed of about nine oversailing courses of brick,
the lowest of which is a single brick set lintel-wise across
the angle while those above form a series of quarter circles
O
each slightly larger than that below it (Fig. 386). The
building is attributed to the 15th century B.C. Almost the
same design of corbelled pendentives is found in Kerch in
the Crimea in a domed mausoleum known as the Royal Tumulus.
This mausoleum is square, measuring 4.50m. per side and roofed
by a cone-shaped dome consisting of twelve diminishing rings
of masonry. The transition zone between the square base
and the circular one is effected by progressively rounding
the fifth to the ninth courses at the corners. This
building dates from the 6th or the 5th century B.C.^ (Fig. 387).
There is another example of primitive corbelled pen¬
dentives in 'Amman, in a Roman tomb building. The dome is
set on a square base. The transition to the circular base
is effected by a course of stones projecting inwards over
9,
1. H. Pieron, "tin Tombeau Egyptien A Coupole Sur Pendentifs"
B.I.F.A.O. VI (1906), pp. 173-7.
2. Creswell, "EMA", I, p. 306.
3. Pieron, op.cit., p. 174.
4. Creswell, "EMA", I, p. 306; Hamilton, op.cit., p. 50.
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the angle"1" (Fig. 388).
An improvement on this device is found at Umm al-Zaitun
in the Hawran in a small shrine^-5• 80 x 5.80m.y dating from
282 A.D. It was covered originally by a dome but it has
fallen into ruin. The pendentives, however, still remain
in good condition. The transition zone is carried out by
means of four slabs producing an irregular octagon. A
course of dressed stone is set on the octagon in such a way
as to project horizontally over the angles. Two courses,
placed in this fashion, transform the original square into
a polygon with thirty-two unequal sides (Fig. 389). This
attempt is suggested as being the prototype from which was
ultimately derived the stalactite pendentive which was very
common in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Creswell
opposes this theory for two reasons. The first is that one of
the most remarkable features of the Syrian stalactite
pendentive is that each tier of niches always runs in a
straight line across the angle instead of being curved in
plan. The second is that even if the bricks or blocks of
stone were set across the angle in the manner suggested by
the theory we do not get, as some are inclined to think, the
circular form. On the contrary there will still be a
serious gap between the circular base of the dome and the
top tier of niches, for each tier advances very little in the
1. On this building see Conder, "The Survey of Eastern
Palestine", pp. 43-5; Creswell, "EMA", I, p. 308;
Hamilton, op.cit., p. 45.
2. Creswell, "EMA", pp. 308-9; Hamilton, op.cit., pp.44-5.
3. C. Diehl, "Manuel d'Art Byzantin " (Paris, 1925-6), I,
P- 39.
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angles of the dome as distinct from the axes."'" However,
/
it can be suggested confidently that the two over-sailed
courses of Umm al-Zaitun are the prototype of the lozenge-
shaped corbel commonly used in the transition zones of many
Ayyubid domes in Aleppo.
In Ruwaiha, where stands the mausoleum of Bizzoz which
dates from the sixth century A.D., no attempt was made to
employ pendentives for the support of the dome. The plan
of this building is a Greek cross within a square (Fig. 379A).
The haunches of the arches are built up level so that the
top of the cube presents a square platform with a square
opening in the middle. The dome is set up above this plat¬
form in such a way that it does not touch the outer edge of
the platform nor cut across its inner angles. No flat
p
stones were placed across the angles.
A better example of what may be termed a pendentive
is found in a domed tetrapylon in Ladakia in northern Syria.
The base on which the dome is placed is not square but
oblong. The pendentives are flat triangles inclined inwards.
The regular octagonal base thus formed is provided with a
very salient cornice which allows the lower circle of the
dome to be set on the pendentives without cutting across the
angles. To compensate for the inequality of the two sides
of the oblong, the little piece of wall above each short
side is inclined inwards (Fig. 378). The walls are con-
structed with perfectly cut stone. This building is dated
to the third century A.D. The pendentives of this dome
1. Creswell, "EMA", I, p. 309-
2. Butler, "Architecture", p. 248; "EMA", I, p. 310.
3* Creswell, "EMA", I, p. 309; Herzfeld, "Damascus. II",
p. 56.
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are clearly a.prototype from which the Ayyubid pyramidal
pendentives could have been derived. Choisy credits
Anatolia with the invention of this device"*" although we
find the same lack of satisfactory pendentives and the same
dearth of satisfactory attempts to solve the problem. He
developed the idea that it arose out of the Eastern practice
of building vaults in thin bricks laid not in beds but.on
2
edges so as to avoid centering. However, G.L. Bell believes
that the pendentive was not known in Asia Minor till towards
the tenth century.
Rivoira, who strongly supports the case for Italy, bases
his theory on some examples showing in fact no improvement
over the above-mentioned attempts. The earliest attempt in
Italy is found in Vitulonia, in an Etrus an tomb assigned to
4
the seventh century B.C. The dome itself has disappeared
r
but the pendentives still remain. As in the early attempts
in Egypt and Kerch, the "pendentive here are really a
corbelled system composed of five courses of rough blocks,
the lowest consisting of one only, set across each angle and
with each course projecting beyond the one below.
In the substructure of Domus Augustana on the Palatine,
which was built by Domitian (c. 69 A.D.), there are two
1. A. Choisy, "Histoire de 1'Architecture" (Paris, n.d.) II,
p. 11.
2. Ibid., p. 75.
3. Bell and Ramsay, op.cit., p. 442.
4. G.T. Rivoira, "Roman Architecture", translated from
Italian by G. Rushforth (Oxford, 1925), p. 158 and
Fig. 191.
5. This building has been re-erected in the gardens of the
museum of Florence.
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eight-sided rooms. The octagon in each is produced by
recesses taken out of the angles and above these the vault
rises, passing gradually from the. straight-sided base to the
spherical form till it reaches the keystone opening at the top."*"
Creswell emphasizes the fact that no spherical triangle pen-
dentives are to be seen in this example and the remains,which
are rough,may quite well be the remains of an intersecting vault.
The other domed buildings in Italy are said to have
spherical pendentives. The first is a sepulchral edifice
dating from the second century A.D. on the Via Nornentana,
z
popularly known as Sedia del Diavolo. The other building is
a tomb by the Casale dei Pazzi and is also dated to the second
4
century. However, neither of the pendentives of the two
buildings are of truly spherical form and should more rightly
5
be classified as a development of the corbel. The hori¬
zontal sections of these pendentives are almost flat and
their inner surfaces are inclined planes and not portions of
a hemisphere.^ Even to Rivoira himself, the "pendentives"
are not truly spherical, but "rude triangles which are flat
7
instead of bellying out like a sail with the wind'.1.
Probably the most clearly spherical pendentive among the
examples of Rivoira is that of Ravenna, in the mausoleum of
Galla Placidia. It was built c. 450 A.D. Its plan is that
1. Rivoira, "Roman Architecture", pp. 107-8.
2. "EMA", I, p. 311-
3- Rivoira, "Lombardic Architecture", I, p. 36 and Fig. 50.
4. Idem, "Roman Architecture', pp. 132-5.
5. Hamilton, op.cit., p. 51.
6. Ibid., loc.cit.; Creswell, "EMA", I, p. 312.
7. Rivoira, "Roman Architecture", p. 108.
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of a cross with arms of unequal length"*' (Fig. 390). The
central square base is roofed by a vault resting on ! penden¬
tives' described as spherical. The vault is constructed
of brick and its extrados is covered with amphorae set in a
2
bed of mortar on which the tiles rest. Creswell refutes
Rivoira's theory,for the interior of the dome and its transition
zone have been covered by a thick coating of mosaic decoration
and he believes that these pendentives may be an optical
illusion caused by the mosaic decoration. Moreover, an
examination of the extrados of the dome during the repairs
to the roof which were carried out in the beginning of this
century showed that the dome was constructed of an ascending
spiral of earthenware pipes. However, Rivoira himself
admits that Italy is still lacking a clear example of spherical
pendentive and until fresh discoveries are made, the
Byzantines, he says, must have the credit for developing
4
pendentives into their perfect form.
Early Phases of Spherical Pendentives
Everything goes to suggest that the pendentive was a
Syrian device, for the earliest dated surviving example is found
there, and Syria still possesses a series of attempts showing
the development of pendentives from their early stages
until the appearance of the clear spherical form.
The pendentives of Qasr al-Nuwaijis are regarded as the
1. Rivoira, "Lombardic Architecture", I, p. 22.
2- Ibid.; idem, "Roman Architecture", p. 261.
3. "EMA", I, p. 319-
4. Rivoira, "Roman Architecture", p. 157.
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earliest continuous spherical pendentives.^ The building
p
is dated by some to the second century A.D.; ' others date
it more precisely to the later part of that century. The
building is a mausoleum, consisting of one domed chamber.
It is situated at the outskirts of 'Amman. It is roofed with
a dome of continuous pendentives between arches which extend
to the outer walls. The pendentives are true spherical
triangles and, with the dome, form a hemisphere pierced by
the four arches (Fig. 391). There thus exists in Syria a
building with completely developed continuous pendentives of
much earlier date than any similar spherical pendentives in
the West.^
Similar pendentives are found in the bathhouse at Jarash
(Gerasa)(Fig. 392). Creswell dates this not later than the
first half of the third century.
There is also a pagan tomb at Samaria dated by Creswell
to the end of the second or the beginning of the third
century.^ It consists of a square chamber preceded by a
portico on four columns which extends the whole width of the
fapade. It is roofed by a shallow dome resting on four
1. Creswell, "EMA", I, p. 313; Hamilton, op.cit., p. 52;
Conder, "Survey of Eastern Palestine", I, pp. 172-4;
R. Traquair, "The Origin of the Pendentive", J.R.I.B.A.
XXXV (1927-8), Third Series, p. 185.
2. Conder, "The Survey of Eastern Palestine", p. 174.
3. Creswell, "EMA",I, p. 314. Rivoira believes that the dating
of this building is unsupported by valid argument or
parallels ("Roman Architecture"., p. 172)'
4. Hamilton, op.cit., p. 52.
5• Creswell, "EMA", p. 314 , On this building see too H. Sisson,
"Roman Architecture in Jerash", J.R.I.B.A. XXXV (1927-8),
Third Series, p. 99.
6. Creswell, "EMA", I, p. 315-
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spherical triangular pendentives of five courses of masonry
(Fig. 393). A similar example is found in Egypt in the
mausoleum of St. Menas at Marut which represents the earliest
known practical application of this device outside Syria.
It was built between 355-395 A.D. It consists of a small
chamber only 2.35m. square roofed by a shallow dome resting
on spherical triangular pendentives.^ Further development of the
pendentive occurs in two domed buildings at Jerusalem dated
p
by de Vogue to the fifth or at least the sixth century A.D./
3
athey are assigned by Creswell to Justinian. The first
is called the Golden Gate and the other is called the Double
Gate.
The evolution of the pendentive is continued in the
early Islamic period in Syria, where it can be seen in the
baths in Qusair "Amra and Hammam al-Sarakh^" (Fig. 394). The
continuous pendentives and their origin have been discussed
above. Independent pendentives, which do not exist in
Syria, are represented in their highly developed form in
Sancta Sophia in Constantinople. It was started by Justinian
in 532 A.D. and was completed in 537 A.D. The present dome,
which measures 32.16m. in diameter, is not the original one,
for the original building was demolished by an earthquake in
1. Creswell, "EMA", I, p. 319-
2. De Vogue, "Le Temple", pp. 64
and 88.
3» Creswell, "EMA", I, p. 316. See also Rivolra ."Roman
Architecture", p. 174 and idem, "Lombardic Architecture",
II, p. 20.
4. Creswell, "EMA", I, pp. 253-288.
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558"'" A.D. and was then rebuilt; it was restored at inter¬
vals in the succeeding centuries. Creswell suggests that
the original dome was constructed with continuous penden-
tives but that at the rebuilding a different design was
2
employed and that this incorporated independent pendentives
(Fig. 395). There are grounds for believing that indepen¬
dent pendentives originate in Sancta Sophia and it was the
■3
very size of the dome which led to their discovery.
Syrian Pendentives in the Ayyubid Period
We have very few examples to enable us to follow the
development of pendentives between the Umayyad period (for
instance those of Hammam al-Sarakh or Qusair :tAmra) and the
Seljuq period. However, there were two kinds of pendentive
in the Ayyubid period; the pyramidal pendentive and the
pendentive which is a cross between the pyramidal and
spherical ones. Each type is confined to a certain part of
Syria.
Pyramidal pendentives were employed in Northern Syria,
particularly in Aleppo, and the second kind was employed in
Damascus. Besides these, stalactite pendentives were used,
though on a very small scale, in the turba of al-Madrasa al-
1. Rivoira attributes the fall of the dome to the poor work¬
manship of the eastern builders who were employed in
building the church ("Roman Architecture" pp. 276-8).
2. Creswell, "EMA", I, pp. 331-2.
3. Ibid.; Traquair op.cit., p. 185. The latter suggests
that the pendentives themselves may have been arisen in a
semi-accidental way. The Roman employers wanted an inter¬
secting barrel vault; the eastern workmen were more
accustomed to domes and the combination of the two methods
produced the pendentive (op.cit., p. 187).
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"Adiliya and in one of the domes of al-Madrasa al-Zahiriya
at Aleppo. The first kind, the pyramidal pendentive, is
a Syrian creation and originates in the northern part of
Syria where it is still commonly employed. It seems that
there is no connection between these pendentives and the
spherical ones. They developed independently from classical
buildings such as the dome of Ladakia (Fig. 378). Pyramidal
pendentives were preferred in Syria, probably because they
have the advantage of occupying only part of the quarter
circumference while the spherical pendentive becomes awkward
unless it fills the space.^ The other reason for pre¬
ferring pyramidal pendentives was that one can choose either
the angle of the pyramid or that of the intersection of its
sides with the vertical walls, which makes it easy both to
2
design and to construct.
All pyramidal pendentives are constructed to transform
the square base into either an octagonal or a dodecagonal
zone. The pendentive is a section of an octagonal pyramid
if it forms an octagonal zone, and it is a section of a
dodecagonal pyramid if it forms a twelve-sided zone.
A cross between the pyramidal pendentive of Aleppo and
the spherical pendentive is employed in Damascus. This
pendentive consists of two triangles with concave surfaces
meeting others along the corner of the square base and
covering the whole of the spandrels of the arches. The
1. Herzfeld, "Damascus. II", p. 55-
2. Ibid., p. 36.
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upper edge of this pendentive forms a part of a dodecagon
with an obtuse angle of 150°. Unlike the pyramidal pen-
dentives this kind was constructed only to form a regular
twelve-sided zone."'" From the four examples surviving in
Damascus one can conclude that it was employed commonly in
the middle of the 7th/13th century and later. There are
three dated examples in Damascus, al-Turba al-'Alima (640/
1242), al-Turba al-Qaimariya (653/1255), and al-Madrasa al-
Qilijiya (651/1253), as well as one without an inscription.
2
This turba is datable to 597/1200 on historical grounds,
but this date cannot be regarded as fully established.
The only spherical pendentives in the Ayyubid period
are those of the dome of al-Madrasa al-Halawiya, which was
built after the style of the original Byzantine cathedral
(Fig. 396).
1. This kind of pendentive occurs in Turbat Ibn al-Muqaddam,
al-Turba al- 'Alima, and al-Turba al-Qaimariya.
2. Supra, p. 59 ,





The history of squinches before the Islamic period
The squinch is a diminutive vault or niche built across
the angle of a square chamber. This square is formed either
by the four walls or by the four arches which support the
transition zone.
As in the case of pendentives, there are many different
opinions about the homeland of the squinch. Each of these
opinions is based on some surviving examples of the early
attempts at this device. Examples of early attempts at
squinches occur in Central Asia. In Bamiyan, there are no
less than five rock-hewn sanctuaries which can only have been
excavated by men who were familiar with domes resting on
squinches of the Firuzabad type. These date from the last
years of the third century."'"
Another example occurs in Mlran where the remains of the
lower part of an ancient structure have been found. Enough has
survived of the inside of the building to show that the
interior comprised a small room roofed by a hemispherical
dome. The dome rested on an octagonal base formed by four
squinches spanning the corners of the square base. The dome
was constructed of corbelled courses of brick. The vaulting
system of the squinches is effected by voussoirs of burnt
bricks which are set so as to form a succession of pointed
arches each gradually reduced in height and width exactly as
1. Creswell, "EMA", II, p. 108.
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at Firuzabad."^" This building dates from the third or
2
early fourth century.
Anatolia has some examples of the early phases of
squinches, probably the clearest example being those of
Alahan Monastir. The building has three aisles. A part
of the central one was roofed by a dome which has collapsed
3
leaving its squinches." In each corner of the square base
there is a blind niche supported on either side by a small
column resting on a corbel bracket which resembles those of
Mashhad al-Husain and Rusafa (Fig. 397). This example is
omitted by Rivoira because, according to him, it contains no
4
trace of curves and it possesses no indication of date.
However, Krautheimer dates the building to the second half
5
of the 5th century.
Squinches of similar construction occur in Rusafa^ in
the Basilica of Sergius. There is a square salient on
either side of the apse divided into three storeys and the
top room on either side is converted into an octagon by
squinch arches carried on little columns which stand free on
brackets. It is noticeable here that the squinch itself has
n
taken the semi-dome or 'hood* form for the first time (Fig.
398). Sarre, who was the first to publish this building,
1. A Stein, "Serindia", (Oxford, 1921), I, pp. 335-6, apud
Creswell, "EMA", II, p. 108,
2. Stein, op.cit., I, p. 338, apud Creswell, "EMA", II, p.108.
3- R. Krautheimer, "Early Christian and Byzantine Architecture"
(London, 1965), p. 179 and pi. 88.
4. Rivoira, "Moslem Architecture", p. 131.
5. Krautheimer, op.cit., p. 177, and n. 18 on p. 339.
6. Ru§afa- is situated in the northern part of Syria and is
classified here simply because of its connection with
Alahan Monastir.
7. Creswell, "EMA", II, p. no.
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attributed it to the Emperor Anastasius and placed it
before A.D. 501, the year which marked the beginning of the
Persian War."'" Guyer, who hases his interpretation on
architectural grounds, believes that the church cannot date
from so early a period and puts it in the latter part of the
sixth century, between 565 and 600 A.D.
There is another example in the church of the Virgin at
Khakh in the Tur "Abdin. The squinches here are semi-domes,
*
the back part and front corners of which oversail the wall,
whereas the part between curves back behind it. The usual
semi-cylindrical lower part is lacking. These squinches
3
are the first examples of this type. Guyer places the
A
church in the seventh century and Gertrude Bell stresses its
early date, though she does not attempt to date it precisely.
Armenia, which is said to have played an important part
in the development of this feature,^still retains some early
examples. One of these examples is found in Talin in the
y
Church of the Virgin, which dates from 630 or 690 A.D.
Another example occurs in Alaman in the Ananias Church which
1. F. Sarre, "Monatsheft fur Kun&twissenschaft" II, p. 107,
apud "MA", II, p. 111.
2. S. Guyer, "Rusafa" in Sarre and Herzfeld, op.cit., II,
pp. 6-13.
3. Creswell, "EMA", II, p. 111.
4. Ibid., II, p. 111.
5- G.L. Bell, "The Churches and Monasteries of the Tur Abdin"
in M. van Berchem and J. Strzygowski, "Amida" (Heidelberg,
1910), pp. 258-62.
6. J. Strzygowski, "Die Baukunst der Armenier und Europa"
(Vienna, 1918), pp. 36-37, apud "EMA", II, pp. 111-3-
7. Ibid., pp. 50-2.
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has the first exactly dated squinch in Armenia. The building
bears an inscription showing that the church was built in
636-7 A.D.^ The third Armenian example occurs in the
Cathedral of Mren which, according to an inscription, was
p
built in 639 or 640 A.D. Finally there is the church of
■5
Mastara which dates from the seventh century. It has a
large dome 11.20m. in diameter set on squinches. On the
evidence of an inscription on the building Strzygowski dates
it about 650 A.D.^
In all the Armenian examples it is noticeable that the
squinch consists of a frontal arch of semi-circular form be¬
hind which is a small shell-shaped half-cone laid horizontally
so that its apex touches the corner of the square below the
dome and so that the vaussoirs of which it is composed radiate
5
fanwi.se from the back of the shell thus formed. According
to Creswell there are only two early examples of squinches
in Syria and they were employed in connexion with semi-domes
only. One of them is in the citadel at 'Amman which appears
to have been added as a monumental entrance to an earlier
structure. The squinch here has no frontal arch nor indeed
any arched construction whatever, the back corner of the Iwan
being increasingly rounded so as to obtain a semi-circular
base for the semi-dome; it is described as a counterfeited
squinch.^ These squinches date from the end of the sixth
1. Strzygowski, "Baukunst", pp. 36-7, 160-1, apud Creswell,
"EMA", II, p. 112.
2. Ibid., pp. 41-4, 182-4, apud "EMA", p. 112.
3. Creswell, "EMA", II, p. 112.
4. Strzygowski, "Baukunst", pp. 44-6 and 74-6, apud "EMA",
II, p. 113.
5. Creswell, "EMA", II, p. 113.
6. Ibid., II, pp. 113-4; cf. supra, p.
i
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century."*" The other example of an early squinch, which is
regarded as the only true squinch in Syria, is that of Qa§r
— 2
Kharana. This "building is thought to be a pre-Islamic one.
In Egypt, in Suhag, there are two monasteries called
Dair al-Abiad and Dair al-Ahmar dated to the early part or
"5
the middle of the Vth century A.D." Each of these
buildings now has a dome resting on squinches. Both domes
are later additions. Dair al-Abiad was roofed originally
by a wooden ceiling.^ Four piers were added in the centre
of the nave to form a square base (Fig. 399) which was roofed
by the present dome. This addition was probably carried out
between 1250 and 1261 A.D. As for Dair al-Ahinar, there
was a timber roof and not a dome over the space now covered
by the principal dome of the church. The wall and the
arches here were not strong enough to bear a masonry covering.0
Each of the squinches - which now have four columns, two at
the corners and two others in the' front bearing the frontal
arch - originally consisted of two recesses like the axial
n
recesses which now separate the squinches (Fig. 400).
In Italy, there are some sporadic examples of early
attempts to make squinches. Rivoira believes that the
oldest specimens of squinches are to be found in San
8
Giovanni in Fonte, which was built between' 465 and 486 and
1. Creswell, "EMA", II, p. 114.
2. Ibid., loc. cit. However, it may well be Islamic.
3. On these two buildings see S. Clarke, "Christian Antiquities
in the Nile Valley" (Oxford, 1912), pp. 145-71.
4. Ibid., p. 159.
5. Creswell, "EMA", II, p. 116.
6. Clarke, op.cit., p. 164.
7. Guyer, "Rusafa", pp. 10-11 and Creswell, "EMA", II, p. 114.
8. Creswell, "EMA", II, p. 113; Rivoira, "Lombardic Archi¬
tecture" , I, p. 192; idem, "Roman Architecture", p. 136.
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adjoins the Cathedral of Naples, and in San Vitale at
1 2
Ravenna, which was begun after 525 and finished by 546." The
Cathedral of Naples occupies an area about 8m. square with
a dome resting on squinches. The squinches at San Vitale
are only used to convert the octagon into a circle, which is
a much less difficult problem than the conversion of a square
z
into an octagon. These are the only known examples on
Italian soil before the eleventh century. This may be
explained as being due to oriental influence.^
All the evidence goes to suggest the oriental origin of
squinches. In Persia there is a complete sequence of
examples of the early attempts to build squinches, showing the
very slow and simple development of this motif in its early
phases. It is represented by three examples, in the three
Sasanian palaces of Flruzabad, Sarvistan and Qasr-i-Shlrln.
Flruzabad (Figs. 401-402) has three elliptical domes,
5
each about 13m. in diameter. It is built of rough stonework.
The palace of Sarvistan (Figs. 403-404) has three domes of
1. Rivoira, "Moslem Architecture", p. 124. Rivoira calls these
squinches "vaulted pendentives" and "niche pendentives".
2. Rivoira, "Lombardic Architecture", p. 50.
3- Oreswell, "EMA", p. 113-
Ibid.s loc.cit.
5. For the basic material on which my discussion of the
palaces of Flruzabad and Sarvistan is based see E. Flandin
and P. Coste, "Voyage en Perse", (Paris, 1843-54), I, pp.
23-27 and 36-45; M. Dieulafoy, "INArt Antique de la Perse"
IV (Paris, 1885), pp. 59-76; 0. Reuther, "Sasanian
Architecture", "Survey", I, pp. 534-7.
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different size asymmetrically placed. Like Flruzabad it
is built of rough stonework, but the dome itself is con¬
structed with baked brick. Flandin and Coste date the two
palaces in the Sasanian period and Flruzabad, on account of
its name, to 458-82 A.D."1"' Rivoira considers Qasr-i Shlrin,
which is dated by Reuther to between 590 and 628 A.D., as the
2
oldest surviving example of a Sasanian domed building. How¬
ever the palace of Flruzabad should almost certainly be
3 -
assigned to the third century, and Sarvistan to the fifth
4 5
century or possibly to the first third of the third century.
The other example of this series is to be found at a short
distance to the east of Flruzabad in the Farashband Valley.^
The building consists of a dome resting on a square base
formed by four piers joined by arches. The transition zone
consists of squinehes resembling those of Firuzabad rather
_ 7
than Sarvistan; for this reason it has been dated between
Q
these two buildings.
The final and best example of the Sasanian squinch is to
be found in Qa§r-i Shlrin. Qa§r-i Shirln consists of a
1. Flandin and Coste, op.cit., I, pp. 27 and 40.
2. Rivoira, "Moslem Architecture", p. 124. Rivoira dates the
building to 590-628, or to the first Abbasid Caliph
("Roman Architecture", p. 107).
3. A.U. Pope, "Persian Architecture" (London, 1965), p« 50.
But Creswell dates the building to 220-242 A.D. ("EMA",
II, pp. 104-5).
4. Pope, "Persian Architecture", p. 59« Some scholars date
the palace of Sarvistan to the middle of the fourth century
(e.g. J0 Fergusson, "A History of Architecture" (London,
1893) I, P- 397).
5. Creswell, "EMA", II, p.105.
6. It was discovered by Dieulafoy (op.cit., IV, pp. 77-8,
Figs. 56-7 and PI. XVIII).
7. Creswell, "EMA", II, p. 107.
8. Ibid., loc.cit.
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citadel called Qal*at-i Khusrau and two palaces known as
'Tmarat-i Khusrau and Chahar Qapu. They date from 590-
628 A.D."1" Chahar Qapu (Figs. 405-406) contains a free¬
standing domed hall 16.15m. per side internally with walls
3.90m. thick. This hall was roofed with a dome resting on
squinches which, both in construction and material, are
exactly similar to those of Sarvistan except that they
are possibly a shade nearer to the semi-dome form which later
2
became the rule. In addition to this dome the building con¬
tained at least nine other domes on squinches.
The construction of the squinch at Firuzabad is well
explained in a drawing of Rosintal (Fig. 407). "It is a
recumbent half-cone. Between the squinches the wall is
built up vertically at BB and then filled in as far as the
face of the squinch, so that its surface Bb, Dd, has no
precise geometrical form, although it is practically circular
at the level of the crown of the 'squinches. Between the
corners of the lower walls and the crown of the squinch the
groin gradually disappears pD and mA". The squinch itself
is composed of parallel arches but as these arches approach
the corners they tend to become more and more pointed owing
4 ,
to the size of the slabs of which they are constructed (Fig.
407).
1. On Qasr-i Shlrln, see Creswell, "ERA", II, p. 107, and
Reuther, "Sasanian Architecture"."Survey", I, pp. 539-43
and 552-4.
2. Creswell, "ERA", II, p. 107.
3- J. Rosintal and E. Schroeder, "Squinches and pendentives",
in "Survey", II, pp. 1252-3-
4. Creswell, "ERA", II, p. 106.
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In Sarvistan, the squinch shows a very simple develop¬
ment towards the semi-dome, but it is still a semi-cone.
Centering is said to have been used in the construction of
the squinches of Sarvistan. The squinch is composed of
horizontal courses of stone instead of being vertical as in
Firuzabad and the transition zone is marked here by two
frames of baked brick arranged diagonally. The idea of the
semi-domed squinch became more clear in Qasr-i Shlrln.
Development of Squinches in the Early Islamic Period
The earliest example of Islamic squinches directly in-
p
fluenced by the Sasanian ones is that of Ukhaidir" (Fig. 408).
The south side of the prayer hall of Ukhaidir is roofed by
a barrel vault ending with two semi-domes and each of these
semi-domes rests on two small fluted squinches in the form
of semi-domes.
The next step in the development of the squinch is the
"stilted squinch" which'consists, basically, of a semi-
cylindrical lower part topped by a semi-dome. The earliest
example of this kind is found in Bab al-fAmma at Samarra dated
221/835 (Fig. 409). This form of the squinch led to the
development of other types. It became an arch with two
stilts spanning the corner, and the space behind it was covered
1. Oreswell, "EMA", II, p. 106.
2. On the domes of Ukhaidir see G.L. Bell, "Palace and Mosque
at Ukhaidir" (Oxford, 1914), p. 18; idem, "The vaulting
system of Ukheidar", The Journal of Hellenic Studies,
XXX, (1910) pp. 79-80; 0. Reuther, "Ochei'dir" (Leipzig,
1912), p. 16.
3. J. Rosintal, "Pendentifs, Trompes et Stalactites dans
1'Architecture Orientate" (Paris, 1928), p. 47. On Bab
al-'Amma, see "EMA", II, pp. 232-3.
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by a semi-dome. Almost all of the Ayyubid squinches of
Damascus are of this kind.
The inside of the stilted squinch in Persia, Mesopo¬
tamia, and Egypt is sometimes divided into a group of
muqarnases. These are arranged to support the crown of
the frontal arch of the squinch; this became necessary to
make the squinch strong enough to bear the second drum of
1
the transition zone. The earliest Persian examples are
to be found in Yazd, in the Duvazda Imam which dates from
2 —■429/1037 and in Isfahan in the north and south domes of the
Masjid-i Jami* (Fig. 410), which date from the reign of
Malikshah (465-85/1072-92). The Mesopotamian examples
are found in Imam Dur (479/1086) and al-Arba*InZ|" (Fig. 411),
which dates from the 5th/llth century. The earliest Egyptian
example is found in Masjid al-Sayyida Ruqqiya^ (Fig. 412)
which dates from 527/1133• However, this characteristic,
i.e. the division of the inside of the squinch, does not
occur in the Ayyubid squinches of Damascus. This is probably
due to the size of the domes, for the largest Ayyubid dome in
Damascus, wrhich is that of Turkhan, covers an area of only 7m.
square and the spans of the arches of the squinches are not
so wide as those of the Masjid-i-Jami" of Isfahan and thus
need no strengthening. Squinches are also used in the
1. J. Rosintal, "L'Origine des Stalactites de 11 Architecture
Orientale", (Paris, 1938), p. 7.
2. On this building see "Survey", II, pp. 1001-4.
3. Rosintal, "L'Origine", p. 7.
4. On Imam Dur and al-Arba'in see Sarre and Herzfeld, op.cit.,
II, pp. 231ff•, Herzfeld, "Damascus. I", pp. 18-24.
5. On this building see Creswell, "MAE", I, pp. 247-53;
FikrI, "Maslqjid", I, pp. 103-9.
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transition from the octagonal base into the sixteen-sided
one. but these squinches are shallow and slender.
In Aleppo and Northern Syria, where pendentives are
commonly employed, the squinches of the Damascus type are
totally absent. There is no characteristic type of squinch
in the Ayyubid domes of Aleppo and many different designs
are used. These squinches were of secondary importance
compared to the pendentives. In the northern dome of Jamie
al-Nuri at Hama, the squinches are semi-domes and the lower
semi-cylindrical parts are very low. In Rooms A and D in
Mashhad al-Muhassin and in the turba of al-Madrasa al-Zahiriya
al-Barraniya the squinches are different. They are arches
spanning the corners^with their soffits wider at the top
than at the springers7and the space between the front of the
arches and the corners is partly hidden by inclined planes.
In Mashhad al-Husain, another type of squinch is found in
room A in the northern annexe. Each of its four squinches
consists of a semi-cylindrical lower part topped by a semi-
dome. The frontal arch of the squinch is supported by a
pair of free-standing columns resting on small brackets. This





Muqarnas is the name for an ornamental frame or con¬
tinuous bracket supporting an overhanging wall or concealing
the transition from one angle to another. Other terms
have been used for it, such as "stalactite" or"honeycomb
work"."*" The essential element of the muqarnases is a pro-
p
jecting niche-like quarter-dome unsupported at the crown.
Muqarnases were employed in many ways; for the construction
5 4
of a whole dome, on the surfaces of pendentives, for topping
niches and mihrabs, for composing semi-domes, on the capitals
of columns, for forming straight cornices, for filling
squinches, and as a method of transition from a right-angled
to another type of form. The main root of all the forms of
the muqarnases is the squinch. There were two methods of
forming the muqarnas. The first was the division which
took place inside the squinch and the second was the multi¬
plication of the single squinch. The former is regarded (wrongly)
5
by some scholars as the only way of forming muqarnases while
the second method is very clear in the Syrian and Mesopotamian
domes where the earliest examples of the type still exist as
represented in the dome of Imam Dur^and the two domes of
1. EI"*", s.v. "mukarnas", suppl. pp. 153-4.
2. Rosintal and Schroeder, op.cit., II, p. 1255.
3. Like the domes of al-Bimaristan al-Nurl and al-Madrasa
al-Nuriya.
4. Such as those of al-Madrasa al~*Adiliya.
5. Rosintal, "L1Origine", p.7; FikrI, "Masajid", I,
pp. 165-6 and K. Samih, "Al-'Imara al-Islamiya fi Mi§r"
(Cairo, n.d.) p. 178.
6. Imam Dur in fact illustrates both methods of forming
muqarnases.
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Nur al-Din in Damascus.
The earliest dated examples of the first method, the
division inside the squinch, are almost contemporary with
the others. The earliest yet known is that in the mausoleum
of 'Arab-Ata at Tim in Uzbekistan, dated 367/977-8."'" In
Persia it appeared first in Yazd, in the Duvazda Imam which
— — ~ 2
dates from 429/1037, and in the Masjid-i Jami* at Isfahan,
where the division began in two courses of muqarnases (Fig.
410). According to Rosintal the courses were increased to
three, and then to four courses in the Masjid-i Jami* at
Gulpayagan^ (Fig. 413).
In Mesopotamia, the first appearance of the division
inside the squinch was in Imam Dur, in the squinches of the
octagonal zone^ (Fig. 411). It consists of two courses.
Al-Arba'In, which has been disfigured by successive restor¬
ations, had, presumably, squinches of a similar type to those
of Imam Dur. There are no other .examples in Mesopotamia
which are as highly developed as these examples.
In Egypt, the development of this kind of muqarnas is
very dear. Its first stage, that of two courses, occurs
in the dome of al-Sayyida Ruqqiya dating to 527/1133 (Fig.
1. G.A. Pugachenkova, "Istoriya Zodchikh Uzbekistana" II
(Tashkent, 1963) apud 0. Grabar "The Visual Arts, 1050-1350"
in "The Cambridge History of Iran", V, 1968, p. 638.
2. See supra, p. 330 , and Rosintal "L'Origine", p. 7.
3« This stage of three courses does not exist but it is
presumed by Rosintal ("L1Origine", p. 12).
4. Ibid., p. 7*
5. *Abbu, op.cit., p. 213.
6. On this building see Creswell, "MAE", I, pp. 247-53;
FikrI, -"Masajid", I, pp. 103-9.
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412), which corresponds to those of the Masjid-i Jami' at
Isfahan and Imam Dur.
The second stage in the development of this kind of
muqarnas in Egypt is found at Mashhad al-Shafi :<i^" in Cairo,.
dated 608/1211. The muqarnases, which are of wood, are
arranged in this dome in three courses. From the sequence
of examples showing the development of the muqarnas in Egypt,
Creswell suggests that the evolution . of the muqarnas was
2
entirely a local creation and was not influenced by the
Persian, Mesopotamian, or Syrian ones. However this kind
of muqarnas which is based on division inside the squinch
had no influence on the evolution and construction of Syrian
domes. All the muqarnases found in Syrian domes can be classi¬
fied among the second group, which is formed by the multipli¬
cation of the squinch-shaped figure.
It is hard to give a firm decision about the origin of
the muqarnas but one can suggest without hesitation that it is
a creation of some country in which only small units of
3
building material, like bricks, are readily available, in
other words, in Mesopotamia or Persia. It seems likely that
the origin of the first type of muqarnas (division within the
squinch) is to be sought in Persia or Central Asia, as shown
above. Herzfeld restricts the area to which the second kind
of muqarnas (multiplication of the single squinch) belongs, to
the middle and lower Euphrates and Tigris down to Shatt al-
1. On this building see Creswell, "MAE", II, pp. 64-76;
Fikri, "Masajid", I, pp. 33-6.
2. Creswell, "MAE", I, p. 253-
3. P.R. Spiers, "Architecture East and West" (London, 1905),
p. 47.
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;<Arab, Khuzistan and. the adjacent parts of Ears, and islands
/ i
in the Gulf.
The oldest example of a muqarnas vault known at present
is Imam Dur. Next come the two domes of Nur al-Dln at
2
Damascus.
Although the origin of the muqarnas dome cannot be
demonstrated because of the lack of embryonic stages, it is
permissible to suggest that it was derived from the squinches
of the semi-domes in the prayer hall of Ukhaidir, which dates
from the second half of the second/eighth century. The
transition zone of each of these two semi-domes consists of
two stages. The lower one is composed of two squinches
set up on the corners. Each of them is flanked by two
small niches. Although the function of these small niches
seems to be decorative, they help the squinches in forming
a curve nearer to the semi-circle. The second stage is
composed of engaged corbelled arches, projecting about 10cm.
from their background. These small niches and corbelled
arches might have been replaced by muqarnases as is shown
in Fig. 414. However, the muqarnases of the Syrian domes of
the Ayyubid period had three main functions, to form the
structure of the whole dome as in the domes of al-Blmaristan
al-Nurl and al-Madrasa al-Nuriya, to form semi-domes over
1. Herzfeld, "Damascus. I", p. 37- It is strange to find
someone who tries to prove that the muqarnas domes were
Influenced by Jewish architectural traditions simply be¬
cause of the existence of a small population of Jews in
the area (see J.M. Unvala, "The origin of the Pine-Cone De¬
coration of the Imamzadehs of Khuzistan", Bulletin of the
School of Oriental Studies, V (1928-30), pp. 587-90.
2. Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 17.
3. Creswell, "EMA", II, p. 98.
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the bays of entrances, or to form the transition zone as
in many domes at Aleppo."*"
The derivation of the Syrian muqarnas domes from
that of Imam Dur is very evident. Herzfeld believes that
2
they have been entirely naturalized in their new land,
while in fact they show the development of the Mesopotamian
model on Syrian soil over a period of about 60 years. Indeed,
they prefigure the highly developed examples in Mesopotamia
z
like that of the tomb of Sitt Zubaida in Baghdad which dates
from 593/1199 (Fig. 415 A & B).
The most distinctive use of the muqarnases in Syria is
found in the semi-domes of the portals. It is very clear
that this feature was created in Northern Syria in Aleppo,
where its earlier examples still exist.^ It appeared first
1. Such as the dome of Room "B" in the northern annexe of
Mashhad al-Husain, the central domes of the prayer halls of
Mashhad al-Muhassin, Mashhad al-Husain, al-Firdus, Khanqah
al- Farafra, al-Madrasa al-Sharafiya and al-Madrasa al-
Kamiliya.
2. Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 18.
3- On this building see 'Abbu, op.cit., pp. 102-9; Herzfeld,
"Damascus, I", pp. 25-6; Sarre and Herzfeld, op.clt., II,
pp. 173~9• Other examples of Mesopotamian muqarnas domes
are found in Daquq, dated from the end of the 6th/12th
century (*Abbu, op.cit., pp. 119-122), Maqam Abu Idris at
Ba"quba, dated from 619/1222 (;<Abbu, op. cit. , pp. 12.8-32),
Qubbat al-Najmi, near al-Nu;<maniya, which is dated to the
beginning of the 7th/l3th century ('Abbu, op.cit., pp. 133-
6; Sarre and Herzfeld, op.cit., I, pp. 238-9) Qubbat al-
Bajli, to the south of Mandali, which is dated to the first
half of the 7th/l3th century (;<Abbu, op.cit., pp. 137-42),
Mashhad al-Shams at al-Hilla dated to the first half of the
7th/l3th century (;fAbbu, op. cit. , pp. 143-6), and the tomb
of al-Hasan al-Basri near al-Ba^ra, dated to the 7th/13th
century (*Abbu, op.cit., pp. 174-7, and Herzfeld,
"Damascus. I", p. 26).
4. Creswell, "MAE", II, p. 147-
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in Aleppo in the portal of al-Madrasa al-Shadhbakhtiya,""
while the first muqarnas portal appeared in Damascus in
the first half of the 7th/l3th century. " From Damascus
it found its way to Egypt where it appeared first in the
first half of the 8th/l4th century. Creswell suggests
that the idea of this kind of semi-dome was probably derived
from a portal such as that of Bab al- "Amma at Samarra where
a deep entrance bay is roofed by a semi-dome on a pair of
squinches. On its importation at a later date into Syria
4the squinches would be replaced by the muqarnases. All
5the muqarnas semi-domes of Syria are made of stone. Num¬
erous elements of each zone are sculptured out of one block,
the size and the shape of which is determined by consider¬
ations of stability.
The Syrian muqarnas semi-domes employ exclusively a
regular alternation of cells and brackets in each zone.
That is the fundamental distinction. "This method increases
the margin of the projection and by lowering the angle, re¬
duces the number of zones and the height of the vault. This
clearly was the intention and the reason for choosing that
method. Moreover, the brackets, when not projecting over
1. See supra, p. 225 .
2. Creswell, "MAE", II, p. 147.
3. Ibid., loc.cit.
4. Ibid., loc.cit.
5. Cf. al-Madrasa al-Shadhbakhtiya, Mashhad al-Muhassin,
Mashhad al-Husain^al-Firdus, Khanqah al-Farafra, al-




the cells, are the lower part of the cells of the zone above
/
which do not retreat to the full depth of the lower zone.
Thus, by regular insertion of brackets, the cells no longer
grow out of the lower into the upper zone but are confined
to one zone. A clean horizontal separation of the zones
is produced throughout."1
1. Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 17.
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Section 7.
Types of Ayyubid Domes
The classification of domes according to their types
cannot be based on the outside appearance of the shells.
This classification is based on the architectural forms of
the domes, including the plan, the material used, and the
nature of the transition zone. As for the shells, there
are generally two kinds, smooth shells and ribbed shells.
There is no difference between the two kinds in the con¬
struction of the transition zone. The difference starts
with the springing line of the dome. The smooth dome or
the smooth shell has a circular base resting on the hexa-
decagonal, dodecagonal, or even octagonal drum and the
transition to the regular circular form is carried out by
1 2
means of corbels or small pendentives.
On the basis of the exact measurements made by the
S.D.A. of five of the Ayyubid domes of Damascus one can con¬
clude that the shell of any Ayyubid dome is the same thick¬
ness at both springing and apex. The reason is probably
because the Ayyubid domes of Damascus are constructed of
baked brick: brick is lighter than stone, and preparing
bricks of different widths for each course would not be
worth the high cost. The other noticeable feature of the
Ayyubid domes of Damascus is that the section of each is a
1. Cf. al-Turba al-fAla'iya, al-Turba al-Faranthiya, al-
Turba al-Qaimariya, Turbat al-Dahdah, al~Madrasa al-
Maridaniya, al-Madrasa al~:<Izziya and Jami* al-Tawba.
2. Cf. al-Turba al-Hafiziya, al-Madrasa al-Qilijiya and
room "BM in the northern annexe of Mashhad al-Husain.
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pointed arch of two centres struck very slightly above the
springing line.
The surviving Ayyubid domes' of Syria have single shells,
although this was the area where the earliest wooden double-
shelled domes first appeared."'
The other kind of profile found in Ayyubid domes is the
2
ribbed one, which is found in ten domes in Damascus and in
- 3
two others in Hama.
6
There were many kinds of ribbed domes throughout the
Islamic world. The simplest form of the ribbed dome con¬
sisted of four intersecting arches set parallel to the four
sides of the square base. This type is found in Isfahan in
the Masjid-i Jami*,^ (Fig. 416). It was believed that the
ribs of one of the smaller domes of the Masjid-i Jami* of
Isfahan were decorative ones, but, as some of the filling has
fallen from between the ribs, their structure is revealed.
5
The ribs are each four or five bricks deep per course.
The domes of the Great Mosque of Cordova show almost
the same phase of development as that of Isfahan. They
date from 354/965. The ribs are constructed of cut stone
and according to some scholars they present a development
from the simple Mesopotamian examples.^ Each of the square
1. K.A.C. Creswell, "The Origin of the Persian Double Dome",
Burlington Magazine, XXIV (1913-4) p. 156,-Herzfeld,
"Damascus.Ill", p. 67.
2. I.e. al-Turba al-Najmiya, Turbat Ibn al-Muqaddam, al-Turba
al-Khatuniya, al-Turba al-Salamiya, Turbat al-Badrl, al-
Turba al-*Alima, Turbat Turkhan, al-Madrasa al-Jaharkasiya
and al-Madrasa al-Rukniya.
3. Jami* al-Hasanin and Jami* al-Nurl.
4. E.Schroeder,"Islamic Architecture. The Seljuq period" in
"Survey", II, p. 1032.
5. Pope, "Persian Architecture", p. 256.
6. Gomez Moreno, "Al-Fann al-Islami fi Ispania", translated
(Contd.
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bases of the four domes of this mosque is spanned by
intersecting ribs arranged in different ways, but all have
distinctive features in common. The ribs are basically
arches set up in parallel pairs (Fig. 417).
Another form of ribbed dome occurs in North Mesopo¬
tamia, in the monastery of Mar Bahnam"'" near Mosul, dated
569/H63, in Jami* al-Nurl at Mosul^ dated 568/1172, Qubbat
_ _ — 3 — a
Wilada in Sinjar dated 594/1198 and in Maqam Sitt Zainab
in Sinjar dated 646/1248. This type of ribbed dome is
found in Anatolia in the Mosque of Sultan Sulayman in Hi§n
Kayfa which dates from 752/1351
This Mesopotamian type of ribbed dome differs consider¬
ably from other kinds. The skeleton of these domes is formed
by rather fine ribs made of gypsum. The ribs are half
arches meeting others near the summit to form a starlike
central area which is filled, as are the other spaces between
the ribs, by a thin layer of gypsum (Fig. 418). This star¬
like figure could be an eight-pointed, sixteen-pointed or
Contd.) from Spanish into Arabic by L. al-Badl* and A. al-
Salim (Cairo, 1968), p. 141. He states that there are
early examples of this work in Mesopotamia in a small
Nestorian church near Kirkuk and in the Monastery of
Zafran in Mandln (op.cit., p. 140).
1. On the monastery of Mar Bahnam see 'Abbu, op.cit., pp.72-80.
2. Ibid., pp. 87-91.
3. Ibid., pp. 110-14.
4. Ibid., pp. 168-173-
5. A. Gabriel, "Voyages Archeologiques dans la Turquie Orientale"
"(Paris, 1940), pp. 66-7, Fig. 52 and II, PI. XLIV.
6. Most probably this kind of dome was built originally with
a double shell because gypsum shells are usually too
delicate to withstand a severe climate. One of these domes,
that of Jami* al-Nuri, at Mosul, kept its two shells until
1939 when it was demolished and a new single-shell dome
was built instead of it.
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twenty-four-pointed, star. The number of points depends
on the form of the dentated base of the dome.
Another type of ribbed dome is found in Syria, Egypt
and some parts of North Africa. The dome of this type
consists of concave surfaces springing from a dentated base.
The ribs of these domes are arranged radially. This design
is found in many Ayyubid domes in Damascus and in some domes
in Northern Syria. Ribbed domes, in general, are apparently
1
based on designs originally meant for construction in wood
and according to Herzfeld the ribbed domes of Damascus
2
derive from an indigenous wooden structure. Whatever
the origin of this kind of dome was, the idea of these
ribs was to divide the wide space into small panels and to
produce the edges which formed the framework of the dome.
Domes composed of ribs joined by curved segments were
known to the Romans and occur in Islamic architecture in
the 1st and 2nd/7th and 8th centuries, in Ukhaidir and in
the bath of Qusair 'Amra. The ribs of these domes were
visible from the inside only and their exteriors-were not
fluted. The dome in front of the mihrab in the Mosque of
al-Qairawan represents the earliest ribbed dome with a
fluted exterior. It was built in 221/836.^ It is well
known that the mosque of al-Qairawan shows strong
1. E. Diez, "Islamic Architecture B.The Principles and Types"
in "Survey", II, p. 925•
2. Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 67.
3- Creswell, "EMA", II, p. 319.
4. Ibid., II, p. 308.
i
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Mesopotamia*! influences such as the glazed tiles of the
- 1 2
mihrab and the transition zone of the dome. Accordingly,
the ribbed dome could be another imported feature,
particularly if we recall that the whole dome of the mosque
of al-Qairawan is called "the imported dome" by a Tunisian
z
scholar.
Clear influences of the dome of Jami * al-Qairawan are
found in some Fatimid domes such as Mashhad al-Sayyida
Ruqqiya and Qubbat Yahya al-Shabih. Therefore the idea of
the ribbed dome probably found its way to Egypt with the
4
Fatimids who came from the west. However, the origin of
the ribbed dome seems to be in Syria, which influenced
Mesopotamia during the early Abbasid period. From the east
it spread westwards in North Africa through Jami,<r al-Qairawan.
As for Aleppo and Northern Syria, where stone is commonly
used, the domes are sometimes wholly built of this material.
Presumably the stone dome is thinner at the top than at the
springing line and the lower parts of the curve. There are
no ribbed domes among the stone ones but some of them were
incised in such a way as to resemble the brickwork ribbed
domes such as that of al-Madrasa al-Shidhbakhtiya. The
other brickwork domes of Northern Syria do not differ greatly
from those of Damascus, but they are not ribbed, except those
of Hama.
e
1. Creswell, "EMA", II, p. 314.
2. Margais /'Manuel", I, p. 34.
3. S.M. Zbayis, "Al-Qubba al-Tunisiya" Sumer, XV (1959), p. 9-
4. Fikri,, "Masajid", I, p. 166.
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To classify the Ayyubid domes of Syria into their
architectural types, one must consider together many
features of the domed building. The domes cannot be
classified according to the shells only. The shape of the
shells, whether ribbed or smooth, has no relation to the
shape of the transition zone and is no guide to the con¬
struction of the other parts of the building. The transition
zone, however, can justifiably be used to classify the
Ayyubid domes of Syria into their types along with other
architectural features such as the plan, the materials and
the nature of the shell. Therefore, the Ayyubid domes of
Syria may be classified, according to the above-mentioned
features, as follows:
A. Damascus domes of two superposed drums\
_ This type was employed in Damascus only; thus it could
be termed "the Damascus type". It is found in 23 domes.
The shells which crown the transition zones of this type
are either ribbed or smooth.
2
B. The muqarnas domes.
This "type is found in two domes which make extensive
use of the muqarnas, al-Blmaristan al-Nurl and al-Madrasa
al-Nuriya, and two domes which use the muqarnas to a lesser
extent, Turbat Ibn al-Muqaddam in Damascus and al-Madrasa
al-Sharafiya at Aleppo.
As is mentioned above, the origin of this type was
1. See supra, pp. 301
2. See supra, pp. 552 .
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Mesopotamia where earlier examples of it still exist. This
type had an effect on the semi-domes of the portals rather
than in domes.
C. The Aleppo domes with pyramidal pendentives.^
This type is found in Aleppo and Northern Syria only.
Accordingly, it can be termed the "Aleppo type". This
type, with its unique form of pendentives, is of Syrian, and
more precisely, North Syrian origin. It is found in all
those domes of Aleppo which have no drum but which rest on
the octagonal or dodecagonal base formed by the pendentives.
D. Composite type combining the types of Damascus and Aleppo.
This type appeared first in the Nurid period in Jami"
al-Hasanin, Jami* al-Nurl at Hama and Maqam Ibrahim al-
Asfal at Aleppo. The transition zone of this type shows
a combination of the pendentives of Aleppo and the employment
of the Damascus-type dome. This type appeared in Damascus
2
rather late. The three examples of it in Damascus date to
the end of the Ayyubid period. The examples of Damascus
show some variation from those of the north. The pendentives
are a cross between pyramidal and spherical ones, while those
of the north are all pyramidal.
E. Aleppo type of two superposed zones
This type is represented in four examples in Aleppo and
1. See supra, pp. 318 .




Northern Syria.^ It reflects the same idea as the domes
of the two superposed drums of Damascus. Each of these
examples consists of either an octagonal or a twelve-sided
zone formed by pendentives and it is transformed into a
sixteen-sided zone by means of lozenge-shaped corbels.
The whole structure is carried out in cut stone. In
addition to these types, there are various examples else¬
where showing either a cross between some of the above-
mentioned types, or an execution of one of these types in
different materials, e.g. Qubbat al-Amjad in Ba*albak, which
has two superposed zones, octagonal and sixteen-sided, but
a second zone which is very low and without windows.
1. See the turba in al-Madrasa al-Shadhbakhtiya, the dome
of the mihrab in al-Madrasa al-Zahiriya and the two
domes of Maqam al-Nabl Yusha'4.
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Section 8.
Architectural and Decorative Features of
Ayyubid Domed Buildings in Syria.
A. Materials.
Geographically, Syria is the land of various kinds of
materials. Syrian limestone was the best of its kind,
resisting weathering and acquiring a beautiful amber tint
on exposure."^" Lebanon and the west coast of Syria were
the sources of cedarwood. Mud brick was employed in both
the southern and northern villages.
Stone has been the principal material of Syrian archi¬
tecture throughout all its historical periods. It was used
in the Ayyubid domed buildings of Damascus in two forms,
either well dressed and arranged in uniform courses on the
exterior, or roughly shaped in the interiors. The cut
stone of the exterior, in turn, is made in two different
styles. The exposed face of each piece is either cut smooth
or it is left rough in the middle and surrounded with a
smooth edge. The latter technique is known by the architects
of Mosul as "qubbadar". It was used in ancient Syrian
2
buildings and it was also known in Assyrian architecture,
for example in the walls of Nineveh, which were built in the
7th century B.C.
The buildings were strengthened by their walls which were
of considerable thickness. Plaster was used as mortar in
most Ayyubid buildings. Some buildings, like that of Qubbat
1. Creswell, "A Short Account", p. 7, and Shafi:<i, op. cit. ,
p. 290.
2. Butler ^."Architecture", p. 24.
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al-Amjad, were constructed without mortar in drystone
/
masonry. Baked brick is also found regularly, but its
use was limited. It was employed in all the shells of
the Ayyubid domes of Damascus, in most of the transition
zones of the domes in Damascus, and in some shells in Aleppo
and Northern Syria. In addition to these, it was employed
in the construction of some arches, even though these
arches were in the middle of stonework walls, such as those
of al-Turba al-Najmiya.
From an examination of the position of brick in the
building it can be concluded that there were two reasons
for choosing this material. Firstly, its light weight
made it suitable for the high parts of buildings, particularly
those which needed centering in their construction, like the
dome and the arch. Secondly, its small size made it
suitable for forming curves, a necessary feature in con¬
structing domes and arches.
There was no standard size for the brick employed in
Ayyubid domed buildings. It was of varying measurements.
Some of those which could be measured are square in shape,
varying from 21 x 21cm. to 24 x 24cm.; their thickness
ranges from 4.5cm. to 7 cm. Others are oblong, measuring
24 x 12 cm. and 26 x 15cm. with different thicknesses. In
addition to these, bricks of particular forms were specially
prepared for some domes. This kind of brick is found in
the central dome of the western court of al-Madrasa al-
Zahiriya. They are of trapezoid form measuring 26-31 x 41
x 5cm. It is, in fact, very unusual to find such a form
of brick in Islamic architecture. Similar forms of bricks
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are /found in some Assyrian buildings. They were used in
Nineveh, in the construction of wells and some vaults."*"
The interiors of all the Ayyubid domed buildings of
Damascus were plastered, as is the interior of some
buildings of Northern Syria. The exteriors of the Ayyubid
buildings of Syria are almost always left without plastering.
The material of the plastering in some Ayyubid buildings is
rather strange. It is formed of a mixture of gypsum and
shredded flax. This material is still in use nowadays in
Aleppo.
B. Architectural Decoration
1. Construction of the Openings
The lower openings of Ayyubid domed buildings, whether
they are doors or windows,are constructed according to a
distinct design. The only indication to distinguish a
window from a door is the iron grille or the holes on its
sides. These openings in most of the early Ayyubid domed
buildings are topped by lintels. A few lines of inscription
are engraved on the fagade of some of these lintels. Each
of these texts is written within an oblong panel decorated
1. I worked as a member of the archaeological expedition of
the University of Mosul at Nineveh during 1968-69. The
expedition unearthed one of the Gates of Nineveh, "The Gate
of Adad" with a large guard court. This court was roofed
by a vault constructed with trapezoid bricks measuring
26 x 34 x 40 x 7cm. A large number of these bricks were
found in the debris which filled the court.
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at e,ither end by a variation of the tabula ansata design.
To reduce the weight from the middle of the lintels, the
architect relieved them by setting up arches above them.
Each of these arches is either a segment of an arch in
full curve or a small pointed arch formed by two voussoirs
(Fig. 19). This design was followed in Aleppo during all
the Ayyubid period, but the arch is more pointed, i.e. the
space between the top of the lintel and the arch is wider
than at Damascus.
A development of this simple design occurred in the last
decades of the Ayyubid period. The arch was formed by
three or more joggled voussoirs and the fine joints of these
voussoirs produce ornamental designs (Fig. 419 and Figs. 84,
126 and 250). This arch could be a flat or segmental one.
In most cases this arch is topped by another flat arch.
The lintel was used in ancient architecture and it was one
of the distinctive features of Greek and Hellenistic archi¬
tecture. It played an important role in Islamic architecture
in Syria. Joggled voussoirs were known in the pre-Islamic
period.^
From the Ayyubid period onwards, joggled voussoirs
were employed for decorative purposes, in addition to their
architectural value in forming the lintel from many small
2
pieces of stone instead of a big heavy one'.
The idea reached its highest development in the Mamluk
period in Egypt and Syria (Fig. 420). Joggled voussoirs
1. FikrI, "Masajid, al-Madkhal", p. 35-
2. On the construction of such openings see J. Crace, "On
the Ornamental Features of Arabic Architecture in Egypt
and Syria", Sessional papers of the Royal Institute of
British Architects, XX (1871), pp. 71-90.
y
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were employed in Damascus not only in arches and
lintels, but sometimes in forming a whole course in the
wall with alternating colours (Fig. 421).
The other method of constructing openings in the Ayyubid
period was by arches. This was used notably in the buildings
of Nur al-Dln and some other early Ayyubid buildings. The
entrances of al-Turba al-;fAla'iya, al-Turba al-Nuriya, some
doorways in al-Maristan al-Nurl, a doorway in al-Madrasa al-
Shadhbakhtiya and the entrance to Turbat al-Dahda£ are all
topped by pointed horse-shoe arches.
2. Profiles of Arches
Generally, there were two types of arches dominating
the world in the pre-Islamic period: semi-circular and
elliptical. Arches of semi-circular form were commonly
employed in Syria, especially in the northern parts. Horse¬
shoe arches are occasionally found, and stilted arches are
common.
Elliptical arches were employed in Mesopotamia and
Persia, and it is impossible now to decide the origin of
either of these two types or even which was the older. In
addition to these two fundamental types, there was the flat
arch which is usually formed of joggled voussoirs. This
type of arch appeared first in Roman and Byzantine architec-
2
ture, and its first appearance in Islam was in Qa§r al-Hair,
1. Butler, "Architecture", p. 25.
2. Creswell, "EMA", I, p. 343 and Shifi*i, op.cit., p. 201.
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whiph dates from 110/730."^" Its employment in the Ayyubid
f
period was restricted to crowning some openings and it
2
usually consisted of three voussoirs. However, there is
no doubt that the arch with its many variants reached its
highest development in the Islamic period.
The horse-shoe arch is a development of the semi-circular
arch and is found for the first time in the Umayyad Mosque in
Damascus. It became one of the most distinctive features
of Muslim architecture in Spain and North Africa. Early
examples of this type were found in Qa§r Ibn Wardan,^ dating
5
from the sixth century A.D., and in many other places. The
employment of this arch was also limited in the Ayyubid
period. It was used in few cases, and was restricted to
crowning some openings in the reign of Nur al-Dln and the
— 6
early Ayyubid period. All of these openings were entrances.
The reason for using horse-shoe arches in these cases was
probably to distinguish the doorways from other openings.
The pointed arch with its multiple forms occurs often.
Basically, pointed arches are arches in which the two halves
are each struck from a different centre. The less the
separation of these two centres, the less the acuteness of
1. On Qa§r al-Hair see Oreswell, "EMA", I, pp. 330-49-
2. Cf. al-Madrasa al-Qilijiya (Fig. 250) and al-Madrasa al-
Sahiba (Fig. 419).
3- Oreswell, "EMA", I, p. 18, Fig. 67 and Pis. 34d and 35a.
4. On Qasr Ibn Wardan see Butler, "Early Churches in Syria"
"pp. 168-9; H.C. Butler, "Ancient Architecture in Syria,
Sect. B. Northern Syria" (Leiden, 1908), pp. 26-45-
5- On the origin of the round horse-shoe arch see Creswell,
"EMA", I, pp. 137-9; Dieulafoy, op.cit., IV, pp. 131-2;
Bell and Ramsay, op.cit., pp. 316-7; and Rivoira,
"Moslem Architecture", pp. 110-19.
6. See supra, Pp . 25 , 57 ,and 225 .
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the arch, all trace of a point vanishing where these two
centres coincide.^
The most common form of arch in Ayyubid architecture
is the two-centred pointed form which is even used for
horse-shoe arches. The origin of this two-centred pointed
arch is a much debated question. Some scholars attribute
the first employment of the pointed arch to Mesopotamia in
2
the eighth century B.C., though, in fact, the Mesopotamian
arches of the eighth century were elliptical arches and not
pointed. The first real pointed arch, however, occurred
in Northern Syria in Qasr Ibn Wardan which dates from between
561-564 A.D. This two-centred pointed arch is the most
common type of arch in Ayyubid and Mamluk architecture
(Fig. 422).
Two of the most common arch profiles of Islamic archi¬
tecture, the four-centred profile (as in Bab Baghdad, Raqqa,
Fig. 423) and the keel-shaped profile (first found in the
mihrab of the mausoleum known as Ikhwat Yusuf, Cairo, Fig. 424)
are noticeably absent in Ayyubid architecture.
Lobed arches in their various forms played a very
important part in Muslim architecture in Spain and North Africa.
Like the pointed arch, this form first appeared in the east
and then made its way to the west. The earliest example
of lobed arches occurs in Samarra in the Great Mosque, in
the windows of its south side. An example of this form
1. Creswell, "EMA", I, p. 272.
2. B. Fletcher, "A History of Architecture" (London, 1961), p.298.
3. Creswell, "EMA", II, Fig. 203-
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occurred in Sasanian architecture in Ctesiphon in the ruin
known as Taq-i Kisra. That arch, which was the outer end
of the great vault,has since fallen."'" The other example
of this occurs in al-Ukhaidir in the arches of the northern
entrances to the mosque. Both the above-mentioned examples
are not truly lobed arches, but the outer faces were carved
so as to form a kind of foil and cusp ornament. Although
this arch was not employed in Ayyubid architecture as a
structural element, the form occurs as a type of fagade
2
decoration.
5« Cornices and Mouldings
Several forms of cornices and mouldings were used in
Syria from the second century A.D. onwards. The Ayyubid
forms of cornices do not greatly differ from the pre-Islamic
ones.
Figure 425 shows the most common types of cornices used
in the ancient architecture of Syria. The cyma recta (Fig.
425a) seems to have been employed in many buildings through-
x
out pre-Islamib architecture. Almost the same form as the
ancient cyma recta cornice was used in some Ayyubid buildings
in Syria (Fig. 426a) such as al-Madrasa al-Murshidiya and al-
Madrasa al-Maridaniya. The bevelled cornice was used in
some other buildings of the Ayyubid period such as al-Turba
al-Faranthiya, al-Turba al-Najmiya and al-Turba al-Salamiya
1. Dieulafoy, op.cit., V, pi. III.
2. E.g. the entrance of al-Turba al-Hafiziya.
3. Butler, "Architecture", p. 40.
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(Fig. 425b). This bevelled cornice, which Butler calls
"a moulding of splay face" is derived from Syrian archi¬
tecture, where it is found as early as the fourth century
A.D. (Fig. 425b). This form was a development of the
very shallow cavetto cornice (Figs. 425c, 426c). This
cornice was commonly employed in Ayyubid buildings, par¬
ticularly for the interior mouldings of the transition zone,
which are usually executed in plaster. The cavetto
moulding is also used to adorn the exterior of many Ayyubid
buildings. Many other variations of the cornice are found
in Ayyubid buildings, such as the cyma recta moulding which
is used in some of the monuments of Aleppo, (e.g. al-Madrasa
al-Shadhbakhtiya, room "A" in the annexe of Mashhad al-Husain,■
#
the dome of the mihrab in al-Madrasa al-Zahiriya and the
central dome of the prayer hall in Mashhad al-Muhassin). The
section of the cyma recta moulding usually shows two
connecting curves, a convex curve at the top and a concave
one below, but the above-mentioned examples each have a
right-angled projection separating the two curves (Fig. 426d).
The cyma reversa cornice has a section of two connecting
curves, the top one concave and the lower one convex; it is
found in some Ayyubid buildings such as Qubbat al-Amjad
(Fig. 426e). Some domes such as that of Turbat Ibn al-
Muqaddam have two superposed cyma recta cornices separated
by a right-angled projection (Fig. 426f). In addition to
these cornices there were some simple cornices, e.g. a right—
1. Butler, "Architecture", p. 38.
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angled projection such as that of Turbat Nur al-Din Mahmud
Ibn ZangI (Fig. 426g) or a single outward swelling curve
(Fig. 426h).
4. Coupled windows
The sequence of the development of this feature is
very clear. Creswell classifies the different examples of
the world into five types."'" Examples of his type "I" are
coupled round-headed windows. They are found as early as
the ninth century at Ravenna in the campanile of Sant'
p
Apollinare Nuovo which dates from 850-878 A.D., at Milan in
the campanile of San Satiro which dates from 876,^ and at
Ivrea in the campanile of Santo Stefano which dates from
1029-42.4
The second type is represented in many examples distri¬
buted throughout Europe. Each of these examples consists of
a pair of round-headed windows set in a round-arched frame.
They are common in late Byzantine architecture (e.g. at St.
Nicodemus, Athens, dated about 1044 A.D.^).
In the third type the windows are topped by pointed
arches and the framing arch remains semi-circular. An
example of this type is found at Senlis in the triforium
arcade of the Cathedral choir which dates from about 1150-
1165-6
1. Creswell, "MAE", II, pp. 199-201.
2. 'Rivoira, "Lombardic Architecture", I, p. 70.
3• Ibid., I, Fig. 246.
4. Creswell, "MAE", II, p. 199 and Rivoira^ "Lombardic
Architecture" I, Fig. 270.
5. Rivoira, "Lombardic Architecture", I, Fig. 294.
6. T.G. Jackson, "Gothic Architecture in France, England and
Italy"(Cambridge 1915), I, p- 67 and PI. II.
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The fourth type has the three arches pointed. It
occurs in such cathedrals as Sens, which dates from 1148-
1 2
68, Noyon which dates from 1150-90, and Laon which dates
from 1160-1205.
In the fifth stage, a bull's eye pierces the tympanum;
this type appears first at Paris, in the second storey of the
4
western towers of Notre Dame. This type was developed in
the middle of the thirteenth century and was transformed
5
into geometrical tracery.
According to Creswell there is only one example each
of Types I, II, IV and V in Syria. Type I is found in the
minaret of Maqam al-Khalil at Urfa. It bears an inscription
dated 608/1211-12.® Type II is found in the northern
minaret of the Umayyad Mosque at Damascus, built between
570-580/1174-1184.^ Type IV is found in the south-eastern
minaret of the same mosque; this is known as the minaret of
'Isa. It dates from 647/1249 or 740/1340.® Type V is
found in the chapel of the castle of Crac des Chevoliers
(Qal*at al-Hi$n) which must have been built long before 1271AD.^
1. Jackson, op.cit., I, p. 69 and PI. I.
2. Ibid., I, pp. 72-3 and PI. VIII.
3. Ibid., I, p. 69.
4. Creswell, "MAE", II, p, 199-
5* Ibid., II, p. 200.
6- "Rep." No. 3692.
7. Creswell, "EMA", I, p. 120.
8. Ibid., I, p. 121.
9. Creswell, "MAE", II, p. 200.
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It seems that the doubled windows which are commonly
used in the octagonal drums of many Ayyubid domes in
Damascus are not considered by Creswell as coupled windows,
for he does not mention them. However, each of these
windows shows, in general, the same features as the above-
mentioned types. They are windows with two openings
separated from each other by a very thin post. All of
their arches are pointed. The tympanum is sometimes de¬
corated with a disk instead of a bull's eye, as in Turbat
al-Badri, and al-Turba al-Faranthiya. Therefore another,
purely Ayyubid, type can be added to the above-mentioned
types; it appears only on domed buildings.
5. Shell-shaped Semi-domes
The shell-shaped semi-dome which is sometimes wrongly
called "conch" - it is in fact shaped like a scallop shell
is a form of Hellenistic origin."'" It is found in many pre
Islamic buildings in Syria such as a temple at !<Atil on
- 2 3
Jabal Hawran, dated 151 A.D., in a basilica at Shaqqa,
which dates from the last quarter of the second century A.D
and in Kalybe at al-Hayyat, a small town in the northern
part of Jabal Hawran, which dates from the end of the third
5
century.
1. Herzfeld, "Damascus. I", p. 24.
2. Butler, "Architecture", p. 345.
3. De Vogue, "Syrie", Pis. 15 and 16.
4. Butler, "Architecture", p. 365.
5* ibid., p. 397.
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However, shell-shaped semi-domes were employed in
Islamic architecture for crowning mihrabs and other niches.
They were used in Ukh.aid.ir in a niche in the east side of
the $ahn and for adorning the head of the mihrab of Jami*
al-Khas§aki which dates from the middle of the second/8th
century."*" This feature was commonly employed in Ayyubid
architecture in embellishing the exteriors of the transition
zones of domes and sometimes their interiors-as well. It
occurs on most of those domes of Damascus with two super¬
posed zones. The profile; of these shell-shaped semi-domes
still shows a strong connection with those of pre-Islamic
architecture. It is simply a group of ribs moulded or
engraved on the whole surface of the semi-dome which crowns
the niche. These ribs radiate either from the centre of
the springing line or from the crown of the semi-dome. In
other Islamic territories this motif developed into various
2 — — —
forms. Some examples in Raqqa, al-Arba''in and Imam Dur
consist of three deep concave surfaces radiating from the
centre of the springing line of the semi-dome so that the
front of the semi-dome appears as a lobed arch of three
scallops (Fig. 427). Another kind of semi^-dome, in Cairo,
is formed of deep concave surfaces alternating with sharp
furrows, and the form of the front of the semi-dome reflects
this arrangement; it is a lobed arch consisting of round
curves and sharp angles arranged alternately (Fig. 428).
1. On this mihrab see Sarre and Herzfeld, op.cit., II,
pp. 139-145 and Creswell, "EMA", II, pp. 35-6.
2. On this building see Creswell, "MAE", EE, pp. 39-49 .
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This is found in Mashhad Umm Kulthum in Cairo which dates
/
from 520-550/1126-1155.^ In yet another form, which was
developed in the Fatimid and §anhajid architecture of North
Africa, the semi-dome was formed of ribs combined with almond-
shaped concave surfaces. These ribs ramify from the centre
of the springing line of the semi-dome and are terminated
by interlacing curves (Fig. 429) or by a series of arch-
shaped figures (Fig. 430).
C0 Applied Decoration
a. Stone.
The most original feature of the carved stone decoration
of Ayyubid architecture is the motif of interlaced angular
2 -
strapwork. The spandrels of some entrances, mihrabs or
lwans of Syrian architecture, particularly in Aleppo and
Northern Syria, are embellished with interlaced designs.
Typical examples of these designs are found in the mihrabs
of al-Madrasa al-Shadhbakhtiya, al-Madrasa al-Sultaniya, al-
Firdus, in the Ayyubid work on the entrances of the Great
Mosque of Aleppo and on the fagade of the Iwan in Mashhad
1. On this building see Creswell, "MAE", I, pp. 239-41.
2. It is difficult to find a concise term for this form of
ornament and it has been termed differently by some art
historians (see Creswell, "MAE", II, p. 170; Richmond,
"Moslem Architecture", p. 122; H. Saladin,"Manuel d'Art
Musulman" I, "L1 Architecture", (Paris, 1907), p. 449;
Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 16). However, I think it
is better to call it "interlaced angular strapwork".
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al-Husain. In Damascus these designs were employed in
their most highly developed forms in many of the Mamluk
buildings. In Anatolia they occur in Konya, in the Mosque
of:Sultan 'Ala' al-Din, finished in 517/1221," and in the
Qaratai Madrasa which dates from 649/1251. These designs
are executed in stone, mostly basalt and limestone, which
give the colours black and yellow. They are very often
found together with another form of interlacing strapwork
design: the interlaced arch. The outer faces of the
arches of mihrabs or entrances are often framed by, or
adorned with, a chain of such interlacing arches, just like
the strapwork of the spandrels. Sometimes these arches are
made of two different alternating colours; they are also
simply incised. This last feature, i.e. the interlacing
arches, is sometimes found alone having no connection with
the design of the spandrels. Examples of this are found
in Turbat Mahmud Ibn ZangI, al-Madrasa al-Zahiriya in
Damascus, al-Turba al-Takrltiya, Jami' al-Sanjaqdar and al-
- - 3
Madrasa al-Sabuniya.
Everything suggests that this feature is of Syrian
4 5
origin. Creswell narrowed down the origin to North Syria.
The earliest examples of this ornament occur in Aleppo in
1. Creswell, "MAE", II, p. 171.
2. Ibid., loc.cit.
'3. All of these buildings belong to the Mamluk period except
Turbat Mahmud Ibn Zangi, which is Ayyubid.
4. Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill" p. 16; Saladin, op.cit., I,p.449.
5. "MAE", II, pp. 170-1.
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Mashhad al-Husain which is dated 569/1174 and al-Madrasa
al-Shadhbakhtiya which is dated 589/1193. It appears
thereafter in Anatolia, in the Mosque of Sultan "Ala' al-Din
at Konya, and at Jerusalem in the mihrab of Qubbat al-
Silsila which was rebuilt by Baybars I.
The concave surfaces of some mihrabs in Aleppo were
decorated with slabs of stone forming slender vertical panels
2
of different colours. Some of these slabs have fallen
■z
away, which has revealed that they are about 4cm. thick.
The colours used in this type of decoration are usually
white, black, yellow and dark red.
The other type of stone decoration, besides strapwork,
which appeared first in the Ayyubid period was "striped
masonry". It results from using different materials or
different kinds of stone showing two or more alternating
colours, black, white, red, pink and yellow. It occurred
first in the fagade of al-Turba alJ<hafcuniya in Damascus which
4
dates from 577/1181, and was commonly employed in Mamluk
and Ottoman architecture in Syria, Palestine and Egypt.
Alternation of colours resulting from the employment
of different materials is found in pre-Islamic architecture
in Syria, e.g. in Qasr Ibn Wardan dated 561-564 A.D. where
1. "MAE", II, p. 171.
2. This type of decoration is found in the mihrabs of al-
Madrasa al-Shadhbakhtiya, al-Madrasa al-Sultaniya, al-
Madrasa al-Zahiriya, Khanqah al-Farafra, al-Firdus and
al-Madrasa al-Kamiliya.
3. E.g. those of the mih.ra.bs of al-Madrasa al-Zahiriya and
al-Madrasa al-Kamiliya.
4. Supra, p. 47 #
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red brick and white limestone are used in alternating
courses. The same technique was used in the Great Mosque
of Cordova in the part built by "Abd al-Rahman I, in
164/780.
b. Stucco
Plastering of the interior sides is almost a general
feature of Ayyubid domed buildings in Damascus and it also
occurs in some Ayyubid buildings in Aleppo. Therefore
stucco decoration may be expected in these buildings.
The quality and quantity of this stucco decoration
differs according to the wealth of the founder of the
building. Buildings which are founded by governors or their
relatives are mostly richly decorated - e.g. al-Madrasa al-
Shamiya, which was founded by Sitt al-Sham, the sister of
§alah al-Din; al-Turba al-Najmiya; al-Turba al-Salahiya;
and al-Madrasa al-Farrukhshahiya.
The simplest and most common feature in stucco decoration
in Ayyubid domed buildings is that of bands framing
architectural features. They border the arches of the
recesses, the sides of the transition zones, windows, mihrabs
and sometimes the corners and the tops of the square
base. Some of these borders are formed of two superimposed
bands. The corners of the square base and sometimes the
corners of the octagonal and the sixteen-sided zones are
adorned with scrolls, particularly Damascus. Some of these
1. On this mosque see Gomez Moreno, op.cit., pp. 23-48.
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scrolls are executed in naturalistic form, such as those
of Turbat Ibn Timlrak (Fig. 139). Others are executed in
a very formal design representing three carved lines, the
middle being the larger, such as those of al-Madrasa al-
Farrukhshahiya (Fig. 163)•
Inscriptions are executed in stucco in some buildings,
e.g. the turba in al-Madrasa al-Nuriya and that in al-
Bimaristan al-Qaimari.
The niches of the sixteen-sided drum in some domes
such as al-Turba al-Faranthiya and al-Turba al-Salahi.ya are
topped with shell-shaped semi-domes carved in stucco just
like those on the exterior,,
The top of the square bases in two of the turbas of
Damascus, al-Turba al-Najmiya and Turbat Raihan, are
adorned with a very peculiar design. It is formed of a
band consisting of small arches in the form of muqarnases.
This band is wider and more elaborate in al-Turba al-
Najmiya than in Turbat Turkhan (Figs. 35, 39 and 134).
Another design, which is used in three Ayyubid turbas -
Sitt al-Sham, al-Khatuniya and al-'Alima - consists of a
continuous series of lobes used as a frame for a curved
surface."*" This design occurred in the turba of Safwat
O
al-Mulk which was dated 504/1110, but there the lobes
were of brick.
Different designs occur in small disks on the interior
1. At al-Turba al-Khatuniya the motif is used in inverted
form around an arched window.
2. On this turba see Sauvaget "MAD", pp. 1-25•
3. Ibid., Fig. 4 and PI. VIII, 1.
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sides of some Ayyubid buildings such as the sun disk in
al-Turba al-Faranthiya (Figs. 85 and 92), or disks with
floral or geometrical designs, e.g. those of al-Madrasa
al-Farrukhshahiya"*" and al-Turba al-Khatuniya (Figs. 48,
and 163 B and C).
Two large medallions, which are identical, still
survive from the Ayyubid period, that of al-Madrasa al-
2 — — — — ^5
"Izziya and that of al-Bimaristan al-Qaimari. Each of
these two medallions is filled with an elaborate floral
design carved in stucco (Fig. 214).
The remains of the few examples of window grilles
indicate that this type of decoration was common in the
Ayyubid period. The most- clear and complete examples are
those of al-Blmaristan al-Nurl.^ Fragments of other window
grilles are found in al-Turba al-Najmiya, al-Madrasa al-
_ _ 5
Maridaniya and al-M^rirasa al-Jaharkasiya.
- •' . .0. -
c. Painted Decoration
The surviving examples of painted decoration in Ayyubid
domed buildings in Syria indicate that the interior of many
of these buildings was richly adorned with this type of
1. Sauvaget, "MAD", p. 31•
2. Ibid., p. 70 and PI. XV.
3« On this medallion see Herzfeld, "Damascus. Ill", p. 35.
4. On these window grilles see J. Bourgoin "Pes Elements
de l'Art Arabe. Le trait des entrelacs" (Paris, 1879)?
p. 46, PI. IV.
5. A piece of coloured glass was found in one of the
windows of al-Madrasa al-Jaharkasiya (see Sauvaget, "MAD", .
p. 43, Fig. 25).
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decoration. It was applied to form medallions on the
concave surfaces of some squinches and niches, e.g. al-
Turba al-Farrukhshahiya (Fig. 165), al-Turba al-Na.jmiya
(Fig. 42) and Turbat al-Badrl (Fig. 109). It occurred
_ o
before the Ayyubid period in the turba of Safwat al-Mulk.
Each of the medallions of Turbat al-Badri and al-Madrasa al-
Farrukhshahiya consists of an oval figure framed with
spiral leaf scrolls. The inside of the medallion is
filled with arabesques arranged symmetrically around a
vertical axis. Each of the medallions of al-Turba al-Najmiya
is a circular figure filled with geometrical interlacing
designs.
Paint was used in adorning the exterior of the turba
in al-Madrasa al-*Izziya. All of the upper parts of the
outer surface of the turba in al-Madrasa al-*Izziya, which
was replastered Just recently, were covered with pink paint.
Around the lower parts of the dome there was a wide band of
flower work of the same colour (Fig. 210). This is re¬
garded as the oldest example in Syria of painted decoration
on the exterior; other buildings in Damascus whose external
walls are adorned with painted flower work do not occur
before the IXth/XVth century.^
In addition to the above-mentioned examples, paint was
1. Sauvaget, "MAD", pp. 31-4.
2. Ibid., PI. III.
3« Ibid., p. 70.
4. Ibid., p. 73, n. 162. The same design is shown on the
exterior of al-Turba al-Shibliya in a drawing by
Herzfeld ("Damascus. Ill", p. 54, Fig. 76).
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employed for inscriptions inside some Ayyubid buildings,
e.g. Turbat al-Badrl (Fig. 110) and al-Bimaristan al-Nurl.
The colours of paint used in Ayyubid architectural
decoration are white, pink, black and blue with their
varying shades.
d. Marble
The employment of marble was very rare in the Ayyubid
buildings of Syria. The few examples found in Damascus
and Aleppo show the influence of northern Mesopotamia in
this respect. The lower parts of some walls of two buildings
of this period"*" are adorned with large slabs of marble.
This feature occurs in nearly all the Islamic buildings of
Mosul even to the present day. Its prototype is found in
the Assyrian buildings around Mosul.
The other method of marble decoration is marble mosaic.
It appeared in Islam in a highly developed phase in the
middle of the Vlth/XIIth century. The earliest dated example
so far published occurs in al-Bimaristan al-Nurl (Fig. 427).
The spandrels of the mihrab in the south iwan are decorated
in this way, the pattern consisting of small squares con¬
taining smaller squares. The pattern is very simple, being
based on a network of lines drawn at an angle of 45° to the
2
horizontal.
The next example, which is much more elaborate, occurs
at Mosul in Imam Muhsin which was originally the turba of
1. Al-Bimaristan al-Nurl, and Maqam Ibrahim al-Asfal at
Aleppo.
2. Creswell, "MAE" II, p. 202.
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:'Izz al~Din Mas"ud Ibn Mawdud Ibn Zangi and which dates
from 607/1210."*" The mosaic or the inlaid marble is
designed in this example not only to form a fine geometrical
pattern, but also to form a naskh inscription (Fig. 42.8).
Other examples occur in the inscriptions of Yahya Ibn al-
Qasim and Imam 'Awn al-Dln at Mosul and in the turba of
p
Baybars I at Damascus which was built in 680/1281.
This method of decoration was employed in Egypt first
in the turba of Q'ala'un which was built in 683-4/1284-5.
z
This feature was evidently borrowed from Syria.
1. *Abbu, op.cit., p. 183-
2. On this building see Creswell "MAE", II, pp. 131-2.




Basically, the inscriptions of Ayyubid buildings are
engraved on one or more lintels of the windows or entrances
which open onto the street. They are written in several
lines within rectangular panels." Some buildings have
inscriptions in the interior, particularly around the drum."'"
This feature was commonly employed in the contemporary
domes of Persia and Mesopotamia. The script used in these
texts is mostly Ayyubid naskh. Kufic was used in two
2 -
cases. The style of Ayyubid naskh is different in Aleppo
from that used in Damascus. In the former case the letters
are larger, more rounded and less formal; it is nearer to
the Mamluk naskh than that of Damascus.
•The inscriptions contain, in general, the name of the
founder of the building, the name of the person who is
buried in the turba - if the building is a turba - a list
of the awqaf of the building, and its date. Koranic verses
are usually included at the beginning or the end of the
inscription. The contents of these verses reflect the
purpose of the building. There are certain Koranic verses
usually written on mosques, e.g. Sura IX, 18, which reads:
^ I ^3 ^ 5 ^ ^^ O—~^—! ^ 1~^" ^ c o aj I « -j I
1. Cf. al-Blmaristan al-Nuri, al-Turba al-Badriya and the
turba of al-Madrasa al-Nuriya.
2. It is used in a band around the interior of the drum in
al-Turba al-Badriya and in a text dated from the reign of
Nur al-Din in Mashhad al-Muhassin in Aleppo. These are
the only two examples of monumental Kufic script found in
the Ayyubid period.
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"He only shall tend Allah's sanctuaries who believeth in
Allah, and the Last Day"."'" This verse occurs on Jami' al-
2 -
Tawba, al-Turba al-Badriya, Qubbat al-Amjad and al-Madrasa
al-Qilijiya.
If the building were a turba it would have different
verses from those on a mosque. The verses in turbas
usually remind people that death is inevitable; an example
is Sura LV, 26-7 which reads:
J^-JI d__0 j5
"Everyone that is thereon will pass away; there remaineth
3
but the countenance of the Lord of Might and Glory".
These verses occur on al-Turba al-;'Ala'iya, Turbat al-Hasan
Ibn Salama al-Raqqi and the turba of al-Madrasa al-r<Izziya.
These verses are commonly written at the beginning of inscrip¬
tions on tombstones. A verse of similar meaning is found on
al-Turba al-Qaimariya. It is Sura III, 185, which reads:
* J J 5
■
4
"Every soul will taste of death".
In addition, there are some verses mentioning the reward
and blessing of God to those who do good deeds, such as the
verses in al-Turba al-Qarajiya which read:
^ u J Li Ji^JI jij|
(Sura XXXVI, 26-7) .u-*-_A*J I
1. M. Pickthall, "The Meaning of the Glorious Koran" (New
York53rd ed.,1954), p. 146.
2. Although this turba was later converted into a mosque, the
explanation for the presence of this inscription is probably
to be sought in the fact that the turba contains an unusual
number of Koranic quotations.
3. Pickthall, op.cit., p. 382.
4. Ibid., p. 77.
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"It was said (unto him): Enter Paradise. He said: would
that my people knew With what (munificence) my Lord hath
pardoned me and made me of the honoured ones!" ^
Similar verses are found in al-~Turba al-Faranthiya;
these read:
")l I <i_5_5^Lo.J I J I o I—s " "i I jo dJ—I I I ) I 5—' I is ,jj~.j jJ I I I
Uj-f J \ —' (*—I .1 J I JJJ V J I T Lk_j
Lo L^.—^~S ^ p i'."—'*—■ ! 1 "J—^ I—« ^^—5 —■ q d v f —' *■ O—• 1 d L—-USV-J I
• c——<P-j Cr° 7 j 'j uj—^
(Sura XLI, 30-32).
"LoJ those who say: Our Lord is Allah and afterward are up¬
right, the angels descend upon them saying: Fear not nor
grieve, but hear good tidings of the paradise which ye are
promised.
We are your protecting friends in the life of the world
and in the Hereafter. There ye will have (all) that your
souls desire, and there ye will have (all) for which ye pray
2
A gift of welcome from the Forgiving, the Merciful."
As these buildings (madrasas, turbas, mosques or other
buildings) are endowed with waqf for their maintenance, many
of them still retain the list of their waqf among the
inscriptions. Details of the income of the waqf are some-
times given. Some of these lists end with a verse which
warns those who change the waqf to beware of the curse of God.
1. Pickthalf, op.cit., p. 316.
2."ibid., p. 342.
3- Of. al-Madrasa al-Rukniya and al-Madrasa al-Murshidiya.
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This verse, which is Sura II, 181, occurs in the inscriptions
of al-Madrasa al-Nuriya and al-Madrasa al-Rukniya. It reads:
o—»-«> d—LJ I fjj I d- j Q—I —*—' (Jj—> 0—1—1 I (3 "-S- d , o■ I I—a -j I—i I—4 Jla—: d—! id—-. o—
. .l_L&
"And changeth (the will) after he hath heard it - the sin
thereof is only upon those who change it. LoJ Allah is
Hearer, Knower"."'"
Beside these verses there is "Ayat al-KursI" (Koran, II,
253) which is found on many buildings all over the Islamic
world. The reason was probably because it was considered
2
the most holy verse in the Koran.
1. Pickthall, op.cit., p. 49.
2. For an analysis of this verse see Muhammad Ibn Ahmad al-
An§ari al-Qurtubi, "Al-Jami* li-Ahkam al-Qur'an" (Cairo,
1936), III, pp. 268-79.
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APPENDIX 1
Sufism and the term "al-gharib"
Herzfeld links the term "al-gharib" ("the stranger" -
in his words "the exiled") with §ufism because this term
occurs on some Sufis' tombs, such as those of Muhammad al-• 7 «
FarisI in Cairo and "Ali Ibn Abu Bakr al-Harawi at Aleppo
("Damascus. Ill", pp. 52-3)•
On looking through the inscriptions which contain the
term "al-gharib" on turbas or tombs, and comparing them with
those which do not contain this term, one is led to conclude
that Herzfeld's interpretation is incorrect. Several
reasons may be adduced for this.
1. The term 'hl-gharlb" occurs on some turbas belonging to
people who have never been Sufis, such as al-Turba al-"Ala'iya
(supra, p. 37 ), and that of the QadI Abu '1-Ma"all Hibat
Allah Muhammad Ibn Abu "Abd Allah Muhammad al-Husainl, who• « * 7
died in 604H and was buried in Mecca ("Rep." No. 3631)-
2. The term "al-gharib" occurs on the tombs and turbas of
strangers who left their home towns to live in other places;
examples are "Ala' al-Din, who came from Mosul and died and
was buried at Damascus; al-Qadl Jamal al-Din Ishaq^who left
Mosul for Mecca and died in 610/1213 and was buried there
("Rep. " No. 3731); and Muhammad al-Farisi,who was Persian,
as his name "al-FarisI" indicates, and who died in Cairo and
was buried there ("Rep." No. 3923).
3. There are some men who were Sufis but the inscriptions
on their tombs do not contain the term "al-gharib" - for
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instance Taql al-Din Abu *Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Hasan the
Sufi, who was known as the Shaikh of Sufism and who died in• 1 1
612/1215 ("Rep." No. 3749). Another example is "All al-
Faranthl who died in 621/1224 (supra, p. 76 ).
Thus the reason for writing the term "al-gharib" on
tombs and turbas is not to indicate that the man was a Sufi.
— -5 —.
Rather is it connected with funeral ceremonies. The dead man
needs someone to read "al-Fatiha", the first Sura of the• 7 1 1 1
Koran, for him and to pray for God to bless him. As the
stranger has no relatives to do this for him, the term "al-
gharib" is written on his tomb to attract the sympathy and
kindness of passei-s-by so that they may read al-Fatiha for
him and pray for God to forgive him.
The translation of the inscription of Turbat al-HarawI
shows this point clearly. It reads: "...This is the turba
of the slave, he who needs the mercy of God, al-gharib (the
stranger), the lonely, :<Ali Ibn Abu Bakr al-Harawi. He
lived a stranger and died in loneliness with no friends to
bewail him, no intimate to weep over him, no relatives to
visit him, no brothers to support him, no son to take care
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